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1. Introduction 

1.1. The thesis: previous classifications of the Mixtecan languages. 
In this study the thesis is propounded that Mixtec, Cuicatec, Trique 
and Amuzgo form a well-defined linguistic stock; the first three 
languages are compared in detail in an attempt to reconstruct some 
of the phonological and grammatical characteristics of that stock. 
Amuzgo has not been systematically included in this study for lack 
of adequate data relative to that language. However, reference to 
Amuzgo is occasionally made in the course of the following chap-
ters and a few Amuzgo forms that are presumably cognate are in-
chided in the array of cognates. 

Previous classifications have for some time recognized that 
Mixtec, Cuicatec and Amuzgo were genetically related, but there 
has been less certainty regarding the affinities of Trique. Since 
the abandonment of the Mixtec-Zapotec grouping so generally as-
sumed by early Mexican investigators (Orozco y Berra,' Pimentel 2 

 and Cubas3), Trique has been usually assigned, not to the Mixtec 
'family' or 'sub-stock' but to Popolocan or Otomanguean (i.e. with 
closest affinities to Popoloca, Chocho, Izcatec and Mazatec; cf. Leh-
mann4 ). The excellent Linguistic map prepared by M. de Mendiza-
bal and J. Moreno in consultation with Robert Weitlaner) likewise 
assigns Trique to the Popolocan family but with some hesitation. 
This map has, in my opinion, the virtue of recognizing the priority 
of Mixtecan-Popolocan affinities over more distant relationships 
by combining these two families into an Olmecan branch of the 
Olmecan-Otomanguean 'stock. Mason, 6  equally in doubt as to the 
precise placement of Trique in regard to related languages, sets 
up Triquean (along with Otomian and Popolocan) as sub-stocks of 
the Otomanguean stock and Mixtecan as a coordinate stock; his 
grouping does not recognize a priority of Mixtecan-Popolocan af-
finities as does that of de Mendizabal and Moreno. Mason's com-
ment regarding the languages of the Mixtec stock merits quotation: 
"The three languages, Mixtec, Cuicatec and Amuzgo have always 
been bracketed in a Mixtecan group accepted by most authorities, 
but apparently they differ very greatly, so much that Rivet accords 
each an independent position. The apparent degree of difference 
probably entitles each to a rating as a family, although apparently 
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only one language is concerned in each...n 7  Sapir's grouping s  of 
Mixtec, Amuzgo, Zapotec and Cuicatec into Mixtec-Zapotec reflects 
at once the persistency of the old assumption of Mixtec-Zapotec 
affinities, and the recognition of a bond between Mixtec, Cuicatec 
and Amuzgo. 

Among the attempts to classify these languages of Mexico I 
cite here as a bad example that of Jaime de Angulo, who abandoned 
the genetic hypothesis in favor of a novel Theory of resemblance 
developed through 'mutual borrowing and infection.' This thesis, 
presented in two major articles 9  affirms that Zapotec, Chinantec, 
Mazatec, Chocho, Cuicatec, Mixtec and Chatino form a •Zapotecan 
Group' but that they are not so grouped brvirtue of genetic rela-
tionship but by virtue of similarity of morphological structure de-
veloped through extensive mutual influence and borrowing. It is on 
the grounds of a supposed absence of cognates that he denies genet-
ic relationship: 'I had no sooner commenced taking down vocabu-
laries than I was astonished at the utter lack of semantic similar-
ity.' 1°  In regard to Mixtec and Cuicatec he admits, however, that 
th'ere is a considerable amount of vocabulary similarity but attri-
butes this similarity to borrowing: 'There has evidently been a 
great deal of direct semantic borrowing of Mixtec words in Cuica-
tec. A great many Cuicatec semantemas are practically identical 
with Mixtec ones. The morphological features, however, except 
in so far as both languages partake of the type common to the whole 
group, show that the two languages are genetically different. When 
the semantemas are not practically alike they are utterly differing. " 1 

 De Angulo's argument here takes a curious turn, for he who had 
cited absence of vocabulary similarity and presence of morphologi-
cal similarity in support of his thesis, now, when confronted with 
the opposite set of circumstances, viz. with presence of vocabulary 
similarity and absence of morphological similarity, pleads the lat-
ter set of circumstances in support of the same thesis! Futherrnore, 
as a matter of fact the vocabulary similarity between Mixtec and 
Cuicatec is not a matter of practical identity between certain items 
in the two languages versus total difference between other items, 
but rather, the degree of similarity among cognates in these two 
languages varies according to the proto-phonemes involved in those 
forms and according to the characteristic developments of those 
proto-phonemes in the two languages (e.g. in ultimate syllables *ka> 
M, C ka; but *ndi>M i , C nc). Finally, there is no such absence 
of 'morphological similarity' as De Angulo indicates; but it is pos-
sible to sketch in reference to Mixtec, Cuicatec and Trique the 
broad outlines of a proto-grammar from which certain characteris-
tic grammatical developments stem in each language. Thus, at the 
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point where I am best qualified to test it, de Angulo's hypothesis 
proves unsatisfactory. Nevertheless I have discussed his views 
somewhat at length with the purpose of underscoring the futility 
of such attempts to by-pass the comparative method. 

I propose in this study to settle the question as to the linguis-
tic affinities of Trique by demonstrating that Mixtec, Cuicatec and 
Trique reconstruct as a well-defined group with no obvious sub-
grouping of any two languages as opposed to the third. 12  This 
study leaves open the question as to whether Amuzgo reconstructs 
in the same relative time-depth with the other three languages or 
whether it represents a slightly earlier layering—in which case 
Amuzgo-Mixtecan might form a sort of Macro-Mixtecan family 
within the Olmecan stock. However, in spite of the fact that this 
study does not systematically take account of Amuzgo I am label- 
ling the reconstructions here presented 'Proto-Mixtecan.' If Amuz_ 
go should later prove to reconstruct roughly in the same time-depth 
as the other three languages, the systematic incorporation of Amuz- 
go will modify the picture of Proto-Mixtecan as here presented. If, 
on the other hand, Amuzgo should prove to reconstruct on a still 
earlier layer, the systematic incorporation of Amuzgo into the re-
constructions of 'Proto-Macro-Mixtecans will not seriously affect 
the reconstruction of Proto-Mixtecan proper as here presented. 

The purpose of this study runs, however, beyond considerations 
of demonstrating relationships between these four languages to con-
siderations relative to the structural characteristics—phonological 
and grammatical—of Proto-Mixtecan. For while Mason's emphasis 
on the degree of divergence within this linguistic group is perhaps 
not exaggerated, nevertheless Mixtec, Cuicatec and Trique have a 
sufficiently large stock of common cognates that the phonological 
and grammatical structure of Proto-Mixtecan can be perceived in 
broad outline if one will rigorously and patiently apply the compara-
tive method. 
1.2. Data and sources. 
1.2.1. Word-lists. The following data, from various of my colleagues 
in the Summer Institute of Linguistics, have formed the basis of 
this study: 

(1) The excellent Spanish-Mixtec, Mixtec-Spanish dictionary 
prepared by Ann Dyke in the Mixtec of San Miguel el Grande, Oaxaca. 
This dictionary contains about 2000 entries on the Mixtec-Spanish 
side and is liberally supplied with illustrative phrases and sentences 
that enhance the usefulness of the work (Vocabulario de la Lengua 
Mixteca de San Miguel el Grande, Oaxaca, Institute Linguistic° de 
Verano, Mexico, D.F., 1951). 

(2) A copy of the same dictionary with the corresponding dia-
lect forms of the Mixtec of San Esteban Atat16.huca., Oaxaca, written 
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in between the lines by Ruth Mary Alexander. 
(3) A typed word-list prepared by Howard Kiassen and based 

on Dyke's dictionary. This list contains Mixtec of San Miguel 
forms (copied from Dyke), Mixtec of Jicaltepec; Oaxaca forms, and 
Spanish translation. Unlike the Mixtec materials mentioned above, 
tone has not been transcribed on the forms in this word-list. 

(4) A brief mimeographed word-list compiled by Cornelia 
Mak with 100 entries in four Mixtec dialects: those of San Miguel 
el Grande, Oaxaca; Jicaltepec, Oaxaca; Metlatonoc, Guerrero; and 
Xayacatlan de Bravo, Puebla (Vocabulario Comparativo de Cuatro 
Dialectos del Idioma Mixteco, Instituto Linguistic° de Verano, 
Mexico, D. F., 1948). I have used this word-list chiefly as a source 
of information regarding the Mixtec of Metlatonoc. However, inas-
much as the Metlatonoc data incorporated by Mak in this word-list 
were recorded somewhat hurriedly by Edward Overholt and Herbert 
Whealy during a survey trip in that region, I have rechecked the 
Metlatonoc data with Overholt.who has now been studying that Mix-
tec dialect for several years. However, although I have since ob-
tained some additional data from Overholt, I have not had Metla-
tonoc data in quantity comparable to that on hand from the other 
three Mixtec dialects mentioned above. 

(5) Several long word-lists in the Cuicatec of ConcepciOn Pa-
pal°, Oaxaca, prepared for me by Margaret Walker. These lists 
include some 800 nouns and some 700 verbs, with the latter listed 
along with variations for tense-aspect. 

Overlapping somewhat with these lists but supplementing them 
to some degree is a list of some 600 items prepared by Marjorie 
Davis and Margaret Walker in the Cuicatec of ConcepciOn Papal° 
for use on their Cuicatec dialect survey. 

(6) The Trique of San Andres Chicahuaxtla data represents 
data from my own field notes as gathered from 1946 through 1952. 
I also obtained a brief list of some 364 words in the Trique of San 
Martin Itunyoso and of San Juan Copala during an afternoon spent 
in each village. This latter data was gathered hurriedly and has 
never been rechecked. Although I transcribed tone on the forms 
of the above two dialects I do not include this transcription here in 
that the tones as recorded are impressionistic and phonetic rather 
than phonemic. I also occasionally include dialect forms recorded 
at random during occasional contacts with speakers from Santo 
Domingo Chicahuaxtla, the 'twin' village of San Andres. 

(7) An Amuzgo word-list copied by me from the linguistic file 
of Cloyd Stewart. This list contains some 1300 items recorded by 
Stewart in the dialect of Ometepec, Guerrero. However, the fact 
that the transcription seems to reflect a few unsolved phonemic 
problems, together with the consideration that Amuzgo tone has not 
been analyzed and transcribed on the forms, decided me against 
trying to incorporate Amuzgo into the Proto-Mixtecan reconstruc-
tions at this time. 

In referring to the above I use the following abbreviations: 
M-SM for the Mixtec of San Miguel. el Grande, Oax.; M-SE for the 
Mixtec of San Esteban Atatlahuca, Oax.; M-J for the Mixtec of Jical-
tepec, Oax.; M_M for the Mixtec of Metlatonoc, Guerrero; C for 
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Cuicatec of Concepcion Pg.palo; T-Ch for the Trique of San Andres 
Chicahuaxtla whenever I quote forms from this dialect along with 
forms from other T dialects in a given set of cognates; otherwise 
T is to be understood as referring simply to this dialect; T-Co for 
the Trique of San Juan Copala; T-I for the Trique of San Martin Itun.. 
yoso; T-SD for the Trique of Santo Domingo; A for Amuzgo of Ome-
tepec. 

I also use the following abbreviations referring to reconstructed 
forms: PMx for Proto-Mixtecan, PM for Proto-Mixtec, PC for Proto-
Cuicatec and PT for Proto-Trique. 
1.2.2. Besides the above word-lists, this study draws on the follow-
ing published articles: 

(1) Pike, K. L. `Tonemic Perturbations in Mixteco, with Spe-
cial Emphasis on Tonomechanical Subclasses,' Tone Languages, 
77-93, University of Michigan Publications in Linguistics, Vol. IV, 
Ann Arbor, 1948. 

(2) Pike, K. L. 'Analysis of a Mixteco Text,' International 
Journal of American Linguistics, Vol. 10, No. 4 (October, 1944), 
113-138. 

(3) Pike, K. L. 'A Problem in Morphology-Syntax Division,' 
Acta Linguistica, Vol. V, No. 3, 125_138. 

(4) Pike, K. L. 'Grammatical Prerequisites to Phonemic Anal-
ysis,' Word, Vol. 3, No. 3 (December 1947), 155472. 

(5) Pike, K. L. 'Note on Allomorph Classes and Tonal Tech-
niques,' International Journal of American Linguistics, Vol. 19, No.2 
(April 1953), 101-105. 

(6) Mak, Cornelia. `A Comparison of Two Mixtec Tone Systems,' 
International Journal of American Linguistics, Vol. 19, No. 2 (April 
1953), 85-100. 

(7) Needham, Doris and Davis, Marjorie. 'Cuicatec Phonology,' 
International Journal of American Linguistics, Vol. 12, No. 3 (July 
1946), 139-146. 

(8) Davis, Marjorie and Walker, Margaret. 'Cuicatec: Morphe-
mics and Morphophonemics,' International Journal of American 
Linguistics, Vol. 11, No. 1 (January 1955), p. 46-51. 

(9) Longacre, Robert E. 'Five Phonemic Pitch Levels in Tri-
que,' Acta Linguistica, Vol. 7, No. 1, 62-82. 

In the succeeding sections of this study I refer to the above 
nine books and articles with the following abbreviations (cited in 
parentheses in the body of the text and thus avoiding footnotes) : 
(1) TL, (2) AOMT, (3) PMSD, (4) GPPA, (5) NACTT, 
(6) CTMTS, (7) CP, (8) CMM, (9) FPPT. 
1.3. Phonemic Transcriptions employed. In transcribing the Mixtec 
forms I follow the transcription of Pike and Mak except that (a) I 
transcribe M-SM nasalized vowels with nasal mark under the vowel 
rather than with post-vocalic -n; (b) I transcribe M-SM, SE v rather 
than b; (c) I transcribe M-SM, SE y rather than (d) I transcribe 
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M-SM, SE 7 rather than a; and (e) I transcribe M-SE forms with 
hyphens joining items in the same stress-group (but with + preced-
ing enclitics) following the precedent set by Pike in AOMT (but the 
+ before enclitic is my own innovation). Inasmuch as the C word-
lists were prepared for me in practical orthography rather than in 
phonemic transcription I make certain changes in the direction of 
the latter. My transcription of C is essentially that of Needham-
Davis in CP except that I transcribe v rather than b, and e and 2 
rather than E and 4. Davis and Walker (CMM, p. 46, fn 2) state 
that study subsequent to the publication of CP has convinced them 
that £ and 4 are freely varying allophones of e and g respectively. 
In my own transcription of T, I depart in the following ways from 
the transcription employed in FPPT: g rather than f ; y rather 
than j; X rather than 3 ; 3 rather than .4 ; and io  2, etc. rather than 
T, E, etc. In the transcription of the tones, I transcribe M-SM and 
C high, mid, and low tones with /-1  respectively. I use the same 
three marks 3to transcribe respectively (1) the highest tone level of 
the M-SE four-level tone system; (2) the next to the highest level; 
and (3) the lowest level. The next to the lowest level is of such 
rare occurrence in our cognate sets (although not at all rare in M-
SE tone sandhi variants) so as to be almost negligible; in those few 
forms in which it does occur I transcribe numeral 3 raised expon-
ent-wise. The five tones of T, I number consecutively from high to 
low with raised numerals. In transcribing with identical diacritical 
marks the tones of M-SM and M-SE forms I high-light certain tone 
correspondences mentioned in 6.2. Trique, however, is distinct 
enough by virtue of its five tone system to warrant a differing tone 
notation. I could of course have transcribed the tones of the Mix-
tec and Cuicatec forms with raised numerals so as to make uni-
form the sort of tone notation employed in the three languages, but 
such uniformity of notation might possibly lead to some pseudo-
identifications of Mixtec and Cuicatec tones with Trique tones: 
e.g. the tone '3' of the M-SM three-level system might in that case 
be superficially equated with the tone '3' of the Trique five-level 
system, while actually—as the lowest level of the M-SM tone sys-
tem—the M-SM tone '3' is more parallel to the Trique tone '5' . 
There is, on the whole, I feel, less confusion with these differing 
sorts of notation in which Mixtec and Cuicatec tone are kept dis-
tinct from Trique. 
1.4. Grateful acknowledgments are made here to those of my col-
leagues in the Summer Institute of Linguistics who have generously 
given of their time to prepare me word-lists; to Cornelia Mak for 
checking over an earlier draft of the array of cognates (Section 7) 
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for accuracy of the Mixtec transcription; to Marjorie Davis and 
Margaret Walker who similarly checked for me the Cuicatec of the 
array of cognates; to Henry Hoenigswald of the University of Penn-
sylvania for teaching me whatever I know of the comparative method 
and for suggestions and stimulus throughout this study; to the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania for a George L. Harrison Scholarship and 
a University Scholarship, which made this study possible; and to 
Zellig Harris, my group chairman, whose Development of the Can- 
aanite Dialects remains an inspiration to aspiring young compara-
tivists. 

NOTES . 

1. Manuel Orozco y Berra, Geografia de las Lenguas y Carta 
Ethnogr4fica de Mexico, Mexico, 1864. 

2. Francisco Pinaentel, Cuadro Descriptivo y Comparativo de 
las Lenguas Indigenas de Mexico, Mexico, 1865. 

3. Antonio Garcia Cubas, Atlas Pintoresco, Geogra'fico y Esta-
distico, Mexico, 1888. 

4. Lehmann, Walter, Zentral Amerika, Berlin, 1920. 

5. Vivo, Jorge, Razas y Lenguas Indisenas de Mexico, Institute 
Panamericano de Geografia e Historia, Mexico, 1941. 

6. Mason, J. Alden, 'Native Languages of Middle America' in 
The Maya and Their Neighbors, New York, 1940. 

7. Mason, p. 66. 

8. Sapir, Edward, 'Central and North American Languages.' 
Encyclopedia Brittanica' 14th Edition. Vol. 5, 138-141. New York, 
1929. 

9. 'The Zapotecan Linguistic Group,' International Journal of 
American Linguistics Vol. VIII, 1-38; ' The Linguistic Tangle of 
Oaxaca,' Language I, p. 96 ff. 

10. 'The Linguistic Tangle of Oaxaca' p. 97. 

11. 'The Zapotecan Linguistic Group,' p. 33. 

12. Since completing this study I have received from two sour-
ces further information confirming this claim regarding Mixtec, 
Cuicatec, and Trique along with some elucidation of the position of 
Amuzgo. This information is here summarized: 
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(1) Sarah Gudschinsky gives the following lexico-statistical 
data: 

A. Using the 200 word list at first compiled and used by Swadesh: 

Mixtec-Cuicatec 	23.2% 	3.4 millenia 

Trique-Mixtec 	22% 	3.5 millenia (constant .805) 

Trique-Cuicatec 	20.9% 	3.6 millenia 

B. Using the more recent 100 word list of Swadesh: 

Mixtec-Cuicatec 	28.5 	4.1 millenia 

Trique-Mixtec 	25.. 	4.6 millenia (constant .86) 

Trique-Cuicatec 	25.8 	4.5 millenia 

In the former computation the standard error of 3.5 millenia 
is plus or minus .3 millenia, so that all three figures fall within the 
range of standard error of the middle one. In the latter computa- 
tion the standard error of 4.5 millenia is plus or minus .5, so again 
the three figures are homogenous from a statistical point of view. 
(These interpretations along with the original computations are en-
tirely the work of Gudschinsky). Thus, although there is a thousand 
years difference in time depth depending on the word list employed 
as basis for the computation, the figures bear out my contention 
that Mixtec, Cuicatec; and Trique reconstruct roughly in the same 
time depth without any obvious subgroupings. 

(2) Robert Weitlaner has sent me a reprint of an article of his 
to which I did not formerly have access (Los Pueblos no Nahuas de 
la Historia Tolteca y el Grupo Linguistic() Macro Otomangue, Re-
vista Mexicana de Estudios Antropologicos, Vol. 5, No. Z-3, 249-
269). This article, which contains the same classification found in 
the MendizSbal-Moreno map mentioned above, groups Mixtec, Amuz-
go, and Cuicatec into the Mixtecan family and Trique into the Popo-
locan family with, the reservation that "El Trique se puede consider-
ar tal vez mejor como un eslabon entre las familias Popoloca y 
Mixteca." (fn. 2, p 251). However, in the pedigree chart of Macro-
Otomanguean languages (p 269) Weitlaner puts Trique on the Mixte-
can rather than on the Popolocan side of the common Mixtecan-Popo-
locan trunk. Weitlaner thus foreshadows the classification of this 
study more nearly than any of those mentioned in the body of this 
work. 

Certain unpublished vocabulary counts of Weitlaner compiled 
before the days of lexico-statistics are of interest here in that while 
they show fairly close clustering of Mixtec, Cuicatec, and Trique, 
they tend to give smaller percentages of common vocabulary for 
Amuzgo with these languages. I here give these results without fur-
ther comment (the lists on which the percentages are based contain 
103 Mixtec words, 102 Cuicatec words, 96 Trique words, and 53 
Amuzgo words): M-C 57%, C-M 57%, M-T 55%, T-M 59%, C-T 48%, 
T-C 51%, M-A 27%, A-M 52%, C-A 21%, A-C 41%, T-.A 54%, A-T 45%. 



2. Diachronic and synchronic phonemic systems 

2.0. In this section the phonemic systems of Mixtec, Cuicatec, and 
Trique are briefly summarized in rough structural comparison with 
each other and with the phonemic system reconstructed for PMx. 
Detailed discussion of particular sound correspondences will come 
in the following sections; sound correspondences as such are 
sketched here only in broad outline, since the main concern is to 
compare the systems as systems. 
2.1. The consonants of PMx, M, C, and T. 
2.1.0. In the accompanying chart the consonant phonemes recon-
structed for PMx are given in the first column and the consonant 
phonemes of M, C, and T are given in the second, third, and fourth 
columns respectively. Parentheses inclose phonemes introduced 
from Spanish. Brackets inclose certain C or T clusters that are 
parallel to unit phonemes in M or PMx. The juxtaposition of pho-
nemes from various languages across columns is not intended to 
imply anything definitive as to historical relationship, but is de-
signed to facilitate comparison of the systems. 

Notice that the PMx consonants line up into four main groups: 
(a) stops, *t, *k, *kw; (b) spirants, *8, *x, *xw; (c) prenasalized 
stops, *Rd, * R g, * R e; (d) nasals and semivowels, Cm, *n, *ft, *w, 
*y. In respect to these groups the phonemes * 9  and *1 are extra-
systematic. For convenience, however, * 1  is discussed here along 
with the stops, and *1 along with the nasals and semivowels. 
2.1.1. Phonetic nature of M, C, T consonants.' 

(1) Stops p, t, Z, k, k w, and 9  are voiceless unaspirated in M 
and T. The T stops are.fortis in that they are characterized by 
phonetic gemination in intervocalic and by vigorous articulation. 
C stops and affricates are voiceless and slightly aspirated with 
voiced allophones occurring after nasals and with unaspirated allo-
phones occurring in cluster with 9 . There is a contrast in C be-
tween [n-t] and [nd] (with n symbolizing syllabic nasal and hyphen 
symbolizing morpheme boundary). These clusters can be alterna-
tively phonemicized as (a) nt and nd—with the statement that n pre-
ceding t is always syllabic (with intervening morpheme boundary), 
or as (b) nt vs. nt—with the statement that t is not voiced after syl-
labic nasal. However, since contrasting phonemes t and d exist in 
C (although the latter is a spirant), I prefer to assign the voiced 
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stop [d] after n to the d phoneme, and therefore adopt alternative 
(a) 

(2) M, C, T v is a bilabial fricative varying phonetically to [w] 
in certain phonological situations in some of the M dialects. 

(3) M d and g along with C d are voiced fricatives; T d and g 
are lenis consonants varying from slight to full voicing and from 
stop to fricative under conditions partly positional and partly free. 

(4) M h varies from velar fricative to frictionless spirant, 
while C h is a velar fricative, and T h is a simple aspiration (with 
a velar fricative allophone introduced by Spanish loans). 

(5) M nd, nj- , and ng are prenasalized stops. 
(6) M s ands along with C s are dental and alveopalatal sibi-

lants. In M-SM certain speakers have a contrast between normal 
and retroflexed g; this is by-passed in the present study, but should 
some day be investigated. T s ands are fortis in that they are pho-
netically lengthened, consistently voiceless, and articulated with 
some vigor. T z and are the corresponding lenis sibilants, which 
vary from voiceless to voiced. 

(7) 1 is a lateral in all languages. 
(8) r has trill/flap allophonic variation in M and C, but is a 

sort of flapped, retroflexed sibilant in T. 
(9) M y varies phonetically from [y] to [I] but is always the 

former in clusters. 
(10) T 	 w*, and y• are lengthened and phonetically 

syllabic. This syllabicity is clearly sub-phonemic in that the pitches 
recorded on these long consonants are non-contrastive while syl-
labic phonemes always bear contrastive tone. 
2.1.2. Distribution of M, C, T consonants. M is here dis cussed with 
special detail in that it appears to be in some ways especially typi-

cal of the languages of this family. 
2.1.2.1. In Mixtec. 
2.1.2.1.1, A disyllabic unit which we here for want of a better term 
call the 'couplet' is the primary distributional matrix in M. This 
matrix consists of one disyllabic morpheme plus or minus addition-
al morphemes that do not involve an additional syllable—viz., a con-
sonantal proclitic; or a consonant, vowel, or tone replacive. The M 
couplet, thus defined, is phonologically marked by optional lengthen-
ing of its medial consonant (with voiceless element before medial t 
or k in M-M, e.g., gita [gihta] tortilla), and by optional stressing 
of its first—.never its second—syllable. The couplet has a restrict-
ed number of canonical patterns summarized in the formula (C) CV 
( 9 ) (C) V(n)•elements in parentheses are optional; all combina-
tions of obligatory and optional elements occur except CV/CVn. 
2.1.2.1.2. The couplet—especially when exhibiting CVV or CV?V 
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pattern (with identical vowels)--is phonologically reduced to one 
syllable in certain sequences. Pike, in two carefully written articles 
(AOMT, PMSD), has cogently shown that such reduced forms can 
not be analyzed with any consistency for M as affixes nor can se-
quences involving such reduced forms be consistently analyzed as 
compounds. There is, on the one hand, a clearly defined distribu-
tional matrix of two syllables in reference to which we can with 
great convenience describe the distribution of M phonemes; and 
there are, on the other hand, various grammatical. layerings begin-
ning within the disyllabic matrix itself and extending on up through 
the phrase, the clause, and the sentence. Various phonological clus-
terings and groupings cut across these grammatical layers at vari-
ous points. The points of grammatical and phonological cleavage 
do not necessarily coincide. The disyllabic matrix itself, i.e. what 
we here term the couplet, is at least a wilt not interrupted by pause 
as well as a unit of great descriptive convenience. In using the 
term courhet rather than 'morpheme' (Pike and Mak use the latter 
term), I am suggesting a term broad enough to allow some morphe-
mic complexity within the unit. 
2.1.2.1.3. The second pertinent phonological unit in M—beyond the 
couplet which has a certain phonological significance in that it is 
not interrupted by pause, lengthens its medial consonant, and entails 
certain restrictions on the distribution of the vowels and consonants 
within it—is a sequence which may be termed the stress-group. 
Two sorts of M stress groups are indicated by Pike (AOMT): 
(a) Stress group with one couplet (normally unreduced) preceded 
by one or more reduced couplets and/or followed by one or more 
reduced couplets: tent-kedX and came out (<tre and, nit completed 
action, kedt. to come out); kwn-ti(the) animal  sou, Kepi to fa, 

kiti animal); nii-rn1.40-C)-de if we can't obtain a man  (<niiii if, hypo- 
thesis, maa potential  negative,  ffI to obtain, yoo we, eases man—. 
with suppletive alternate dg in reduced form); nde-nt-hrn;' .-ri where-
ever have I seen...(<715nde where,  nit completed  action, hint to see, 

(b) Stress-group with two reduced couplets: ncie-6 we'll mg 
(< 32 d'e 9 e to see, riO we); ki.1-1. it will be that...(<1aill to be, hfa, thing . 

 that, that which). 
Of the unity and reality of the M stress-group, there can be no 

doubt. I have not, however, been able to obtain detailed phonetic data 
as to the distribution of stress itself within the stress-group. Ann 
Dyke informs me that the main stress usually falls on the first syl-
lable of such a unit, but that a secondary and weaker stress often 
falls on the first syllable of the unreduced couplet. By contrast in 
a phrase such as yXxi kavX cave (which does not constitute a stress-
group) there are two almost equally strong stresses on both nouns. 
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2.1.2.1.4. In citing M forms here and in the following sections I use 
hyphen to separate the component couplets of the M stress-group 
whether those couplets are full or reduced, except that, reduced 
couplets following the unreduced couplet I separate from each other 
and from the preceding unreduced couplet by +. By thus using a 
quasi-junctural symbolism I keep distinct enclitic elements from 
various preposed elements. This is of some advantage in that en-
clitic elements are often subjected to an especially radical sort of 
phonological reduction: pikV. > 	that thin, 	> +1 child,  yai 
>+yo/o we, wig. Furthermore, +r is a flap while elsewhere r is a 
trill; and d and g occur only after +—in which position, however, 
they contrast with t and k respectively. 

Space may be taken to symbolize the beginning and end of a 
stress-group. But, in that most couplets may be pronounced as iso-
lated forms, most couplets are potentially stress-groups. There-
fore, space preceding and following such a form as yuk is an im-
plicit summary notation that the first phoneme y follows pause or 
rhythm-break in at least some contexts and that the last phoneme 1. 
precedes pause or rhythm-break in at least some contexts. Such a 
summary notation—albeit implicit-4s of some value in working 
with reconstructed materials where the items reconstructed are 
not whole utterances but, for the most part, isolated items forever 
separated from the context of living language in which they once 
occurred. Therefore, *CVCV (with space preceding and following) 
informs us that in some contexts the first consonant of the recon-
structed form followed pause or rhythm-break while the second 
consonant never followed pause or rhythm.break in any context. 
Since we presume that the sum total of phonological situation in 
which the now isolated reconstructed items once occurred has af- 
fected its historical development, these facts, implicitly summarized 
by the spaces, are of significance. 
2.1.2.1.5. After space there occur all consonants except ng, d, and g; 
the first consonant occurs only in couplet-medial, the latter two oc-
cur only following +. After space there also occur the following 
clusters: sZ, sk, skw, st, sn, A d. In couplet-medial all consonants 
occur except r; the following clusters also occur in this position: 
?v, ?ad, 71, 711 j, 7m, 7n, 7fi, 9y. In M-SM there is an unique occur-
rence of st in medial position. Preceding space no consonant appears. 
In M-SM data, as phonemicized by Pike, there is final ..n, but phonet-
ically -n is simply the nasalization of the preceding vowel, or of the 
preceding vowels in words CV( 7 /h)Vn (with both vowels identical). 
Pike in positing -n in M analyzes the nasalized vowels into simul-
taneous components, splits off an -n component, and identifies this 
component with the consonant n that occurs elsewhere. Ma.k, follow-
ing a somewhat different analysis, simply sets up the nasalized vowels 
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as phonemes. In citing M forms in this paper I follow the latter 
usage, and retranscribe M-SM Vn forms as y. 
2.1.2.2. In Cuicatec. 
2.1.2.2.1. The following statement of the distribution of C consonants 
is substantially that of Needham-Davis (CP) modified somewhat by 
my own inspection of the C data available to me: All consonants oc-
cur in utterance-initial. In the same position occur the following 
clusters: (a) / followed by any consonant except r, s, h, and 6; ? 
preceded by and r; and the complex clusters /ty, /dy. (b) n fol-
lowed by t, 6, k, kw, d, and y; and the complex clusters n69 , n/d, 
n?y. (c) y preceded by t, 6, k, d, v, ?, and n (the last two are in-
cluded also under (a) and (b) respectively); and the complex cluster 
s/y. (d) Clusters unique as to type: rnbl, st. Within the utterance 
occur clusters listed above plus: (a) ?s, and /6, (b) nty, nky, ndy, 
n/k, n/kw, and n/n, (d) m/b, and s?t. Utterance-final, only 9  oc-
curs among the consonants. In rapid speech certain vowels are 
dropped in utterance-medial between enclitic morphemes and fol-
lowing morphemes. This results in the occurrence of a great many 
heavy consonant clusters involving up to six members (e.g., ?msn?t, 
Imn/b, dsn?t). These latter clusters represent an exclusively G 
development which has no historical significance. 
2.1.2.2.2. C canonical forms are mentioned briefly here for com-
parison with the M couplet; they will be more fully discussed in 
2.2,22. In C forms of one or two syllables the following schemati-
cally represented canonical forms are most common: (a) CVV + 
V/?, (b) CVVCV +9 , and (c) CV?V +1///. In the above formulae C 
represents any single consonant or consonant cluster subject to the 
distributional limitations sketched above. Stress tends to fall on 
the first syllable of these forms as in the M couplet; but syllable 
break falls between the second and third vowel of a sequence of 
three vowels (i.e., CVVCV), and before the medial consonant else-
where (i.e., CVV.CV, CV.?V, and CV./VV). In structural type, M 
CVV corresponds to C type (a), viz., CVV, CVVV, or CVV?; while 
M CVCV corresponds to C type (b), viz., CVVCV or CVVCV?; and 
M CV?V corresponds to C type (c), viz., CV?V or CV/VV. Histori-
cally the simpler forms preserved in M seem to be the more repre-
sentative of PMx structure (except for loss of final *2 7). The C 
forms probably resulted from a lengthening of the vowel of the first 
syllable under stress. Since these C patterns here summarized do 
not give quite the complete picture (a few minor patterns exist), we 
may assume that the regularity of this development was broken by 
some factors unknown to us, so that the lengthened vowels became 
phonemic as geminate vowel sequences paralleling other VV sequen-
ces of dissimilar vowels developed by C diphthongization. 
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2.1.2.2.3. There apparently is a stress-group in C with a structure 
roughly parallel to that of the M stress-group. Characteristically, 
the C stress-group consists of one of the canonical forms schemat-
ically represented above preceded by various preposed CV-elements 
and followed by various postposed +CV elements: ing,41.-kiiiikii+dE 
he will decorate (something) . Walker-Davis also hyphenate together 
such sequences as 33,1-yii-hilnii+dE he is happy (i- continuative, hIrrni 
inside with the other constituents unknown to me). Walker informs 
me that in such 'compounds' as these there is alternating stress on 
the component forms from + on back. Possibly such sequences as 
these compose a further sort of stress-group in C. In my transcrip-
tion of C data I hyphenate preposed CV-forms, but generally leave 
the latter sort of sequences separated by space. I have in a few in-
stances, however, hyphenated CVV forms to following CVVCV forms 
particularly when such sequences are specifically cited as 'com-
pounds' in CP. 
2.1.2.3. In Trique. 
2.1.2.3.1. The phonological word is well marked in T in that (a) non-
phonemic stress and non-phonemic lengthening of unchecked vowels 
occur regularly on the final syllable before space; (b) syllable final 
h occurs only before space (syllable final occurs both before space 
and elsewhere; there are no other consonants before space); (c) syl-
lables interrupted by or h occur only before space; (d) nasalized 
vowels occur only in syllables final in respect to space—except for 
the proviso that when the consonant separating the previous syllable 
from the final syllable is ? the nasalization may carry back through 
an identical vowel in the preceding syllable; (e) sequences of two 
or three tone registers appear only on syllables final in respect to 
space; (f) fortis consonants, t, k, s, g, 	m•, n•, r, and w• appear 
only in such final syllables. Furthermore, T fortis lateral, nasals, 
and semi vowels occur only following space as well and are there-
fore restricted to monosyllabic words. Nevertheless, although the 
phonological word is well marked in T it may contain elements that 
layer grammatically not simply with itself but with a sequence of 
words and which are therefore analyzed as clitics. 
2.1.2.3.2. The preceding paragraph has anticipated certain features 
relative to the distribution of T consonants, viz., the restriction of 
fortis consonants to syllables immediately preceding space. In these 
final syllables all T consonants appear, while in non-final syllables 
the fortis-lenis contrast is neutralized and consonants of a non-dis-
tinctive sort—phones here assigned to the lenis phonemes—occur. 
The affricated stops c and are limited to final syllables in most 
idiolects--although some speakers pronounce rather than in the 
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non-final syllable of a few words. Semi-vowel w does not occur be-
fore o or u; y does not occur contiguous to i except across space. 
When morphological combinations would bring together these re-
stricted combinations the semi-vowel is lost. 

The following clusters of consonants occur in T words not bor-
rowed from Spanish; clusters introduced by loans are, of course, 
pertinent synchronically but have no diachronic interest: ky, kw, gy, 
gw, dr, nd, ng, ngw, ?w, 9n, ?m, 9 1, ?ng, hn, zd, zn, zgw, iy. The 
latter two are each of unique occurrence in my present T data. 
Cluster ky occurs only across morpheme boundary. The above 
clusters occur most typically in final syllables; only gw, dr, ng, 9n, 
zd, and zn are of at all frequent occurrence in non-final syllables. 
2.1.3. PMx consonants relative to M, C, T consonants. 
2.1.3.0. Fifteen consonants are reconstructed for PMx. In the pre-
sent-day languages there are 22 consonants in M-SM (including n y 
occurringin this dialect and in M-SE), 23 in M-SE (including N which 
is not found in the other dialects here studied), and 21 in M-.1 (which 
has neither of the two additional consonants mentioned above). In 
C there are fifteen consonants, and in T-Ch there are twenty-four. 
In the following paragraphs we first consider C since it has the 
simplest system. 
2.1.3.1. C, like PMx, has a series of voiceless stops, t, k, kw, and 
?, but adds p (from Spanish loans), and E (developed, in the main, 
from palatalization of *k and *x before front vowels). Final 9  is 
preserved in some instances and lost in others. The occurrence of 
C doublets from the same root—one form with - 9  and the other 
form without it—probably results from an old sandhi pattern in 
which certain * (space) C clusters were reduced by loss of first 
member. C has two voiced spirants, v and d, and two voiceless 
spirants, h and s. PMx had but two voiceless spirants, *0 and *x. 
C v is a regular reflex of *w and C d is a regular reflex of *0. The 
C voiceless spirant h—which is limited to non-final syllables and to 
monosyllabic CVV forms—represents to a large degree a develop-
ment of *x in those positions. C s is almost entirely limited to non-
final syllables and even in the latter situation its occurrence is 
largely in forms involving the prefix sa-animal.  Origins of both the 
prefix sa- and the phoneme s remain obscure. C 1 and r are rare 
phonemes; the former is a continuation of PMx *1, while the origin 
of the latter is obscure. C m, n, and y represent continuations of 
the corresponding PMx phonemes except that C y is also a regular 
reflex of PMx FL The PMx prenasalized stops have no correspond-
ing unit phonemes in C, although the C clusters nd and nk (the lat-
ter as a reflex of both el g and *n gw) represent reflexes of these 
PMx consonants under certain phonological conditions. 
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In summary, C modifies the PMx consonant system by adding 
two additional stops; by doubling the number of spirants—including 
a shift of PMx semi vowel *w into the spirant series; by eliminating 
the series of prenasalized stops as unit phonemes; by adding a new 
liquid, r; and by decreasing the number of nasal consonants from 
three to two. 
2.1,3.2. M adds two new stops, p (from loans), and (chiefly from 
palatalizations of PMx *t, *x, *xr, * ng, and Ol d in phonological 
situations varying from dialect to dialect). Final */ is lost every-
where. Medial clusters of */ plus lateral, nasal, semi-vowel and 
prenasalized stop are preserved on the whole. M, like C, shifts *w 
into the spirant series as v (with a stop allophone). The other two 
M voiced spirants, d and g, are of such limited occurrence as to be 
almost negligible; g is, however, a reflex of .PMx *x following 
The three M voiceless spirants represent a rather different devel-
opment than C h and a, in that M h is a reflex of *x, *xw, and * n g 
in M-SM, SE final syllables, and of *x in M non-final syllables; while 
M s and g are largely reflexes of *0(with the g after front vowels). 
M, like PMx has a prenasalized series, with four such phonemes in 
M-SM and M-SE (where nj occurs) but only three such phonemes 
elsewhere. In the M prenasalized series a phoneme corresponding 
to * n gw is not found, but a new phoneme *nib comes in from Spanish 
loans. M, like C, has two liquids, 1 and r. While the origin of M r 
is somewhat obscure it seems possible that it may have developed 
originally from an allophone of *1 (see next section). M m, n, fl, 
and y represent the corresponding PMx phonemes. M-SE N is a re-
flex of PMx 'stn which simply gives t in M-SM, J. 

In summary: M increases the number of stops from four to six; 
increases the number of spirants from two to six—including a shift 
of *w to the spirant series and the split of *9 into two M sibilants; 
eliminates one of the PMx prenasalized stops but adds one or two new 
stops in this series, depending on the particular dialect; adds a new 
liquid r —possibly by split of PMx *1; and develops a voiceless nasal 
in one dialect (M-SE). 
2.1.3.3. T is the most innovating of the three languages in respect to 
its treatment of the consonants. PMx stops are retained, but *t reg-
ularly becomes T 6 in all environments while T t is largely a reflex 
of *9 in T final syllables before central and back vowels. T adds a 
further affricated stop c which developed originally from *0 before 
front vowels. PMx *k and *kw remain in T final syllables but are 
merged to the lenis stop g in non-final syllables; T gw cluster is 
largely a development of g in the situation u...a. PMx final * 9  is 
retained except after proto tone 1 (the highest level), but splits into 
-7  and -h in other situations. This split is conditioned by the conso-
nant and vowel quality as well as the tone pattern of the syllable 
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which it closes. Prato clusters of *? followed by another conso-
nant are in many cases rnetathesized from ?CV to CV?; this meta-
thesis was an early enough development in T that the final ? thus 
developed shares in the same sound changes as those previously 
stated for the original final *?. T lenis consonants d and g repre-
sent to a large degree developments in non-final (stressless) syl-
lables; the influence of Spanish either was a factor in their becom-
ing phonemic or in reinforcing the new contrast by bringing in loans 
with d and g in ultimate syllables. T d in non-final syllables is from 
PMx *lt d and *8. The PMx prenasalized series is preserved intact 
in corresponding T clusters nd, ng, and ngw; and mb is added from 
Spanish loans. Origin of the T sibilants fs only partially understood. 
T z and E in non final syllables are reflexes of *0 (before front 
vowel) and of *t respectively; the provenience of these phonemes 
in final syllables—where their occurrence is statistically rare—
remains obscure. Fortis s and seem to be relatively recent 
splits from z and E—a development in which Spanish loans may 
have played a role. T r is a reflex of *tn in the final syllables of 
a few sets; in non-final syllables it represents a fusion of preposed 

V element and following stem. T 1, m, n, ff, w, and y are reflexes 
of the corresponding PMx phonemes; the fortis T 	rn•, etc. re- 
flect an extension in T of the fortis-lenis dichotomy by reinforcing 
these phonemes in monosyllabic words. This was usually a com-
pensatory development on loss of penultimate syllables, but since 
some unanalyzed factors have interfered with the regularity of the 
development, these lengthened phonemes have become phonemic. 

In summary: T modifies the PMx consonant system which 
was oriented according to (a) stops, (b) spirants, (c) prenasalized 
stops, and (d) laterals, nasals, and semi-vowels.--by reorienting 
the entire system according to a new fortis-lenis dichotomy, so 
that only T 	c, r, h, and ? are not thus distinguished. In this re- 
orientation of the consonant system the T voiceless stops become 
fortis phonemes; T voiced stop-spirant phonemes come to pattern 
as Ienis; the voiceless allophones of z and E become phonemic; and 
the lateral, nasals, and semi vowels were split along the same lines, 
in that the lengthened varieties of these phonemes became phonemic. 
Not involved in the emerging fortis-lenis cleavage were the addi-
tional phonemes and c developed in T. One further T innovation 
is the split of *-? into ? and h. In one interesting respect T is con-
servative: although reinterpreted as clusters, the prenasalized 
stops are preserved more faithfully than in any other language. 
2.1.4. Probable phonetic nature of PMx consonants. 
2.1.4. 0. The comparative method reconstructs the phonemes of an 
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extinct language not its phonetics. Nevertheless, from a consider-
ation of the phonetic qualities of the reflexes of a reconstructed 
phoneme something can be argued as to the phonetic characteris-
tics of that phoneme. Such considerations can not, as a fact, be ig-
nored; a posited course of development in the history of a language 
is customarily scrutinized from the standpoint of its phonetic plau-
sibility. I therefore sketch here what can with some assurance be 
conjectured in regard to the phonetic characteristics of PMx pho-
nemes. 
2.1. 4.1. It is reasonable to reconstruct the PMx stops as voiceless 
in view of the fact that these phonemes give voiceless reflexes. 
It is possible that 4c? may either have been aspirated or had an allo-
phone h in certain situations; in PT such allophonic variation exist-
ed with the spirant allophone become phonemic in present-day T. 
2.1.4. Z. The PMx spirants can be reconstructed as voiceless or 
voiced. It is slightly more plausible phonetically to reconstruct 
them as voiceless in that phonetic developments in each language 
are thus more easily accounted for: (1) in M, the spirants have 
voiceless reflexes, but *0 develops a grooved articulation (s and 
g). (2) In C, *0 is voiced to d (phonetically el); *x is palatalized 
to E; and *x'' becomes ku or v. (3) In T, *0 is voiced in non-final 
syllables, but given a stop articulation (t) before central and back 
vowels in final syllables, and a stop articulation with sibilant off-
glide (c) before front vowels in final syllables; *x, in somewhat 
parallel fashion, gives E in non final syllables (from previous pal-
atalization to Z), but is given a stop articulation (k) before central 
and back vowels in final syllables and is palatalized tp before 
front vowels in final syllables; while *xw is voiced to gw in most 
situations. These posited developments would be more complicated 
if we were to assume voiced spirants as the PMx phonemes laying 
behind these various phonological developments. On such an as-
sumption we would have to state, for example, that in M the PMx 
alveolar (or dental) spirant was both given a grooved articulation 
and unvoiced, while by positing PMx *0 we need assume that only 
the former development took place. It is curious that PMx has no 
sibilant phoneme, and if we posit PMx *0 it is plausible to assume 
that this phoneme had a sibilant allophone before PMx front vowels. 
2.1.4.3. The prenasalized stops seem to reconstruct as unit pho-
nemes. PMx consonant clusters possibly included only clusters of 
* 9  followed by another consonant, and the anomalous cluster 'stn 
(see 2.1.4.5.). However, the PMx prenasalized series may have 
come from pre-PMx clusters in forms in which the first syllable 
ended in *-m (varying morphophonemically to n before *t, *k, and 
*kw) while the second syllable began with a stop. These pre-PMx 
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clusters would have been structurally parallel to the PMx *?C 

clusters in forms with first syllable ending in * 9  and second syl-

lable beginning with a consonant. It is quite probable that there 
were clusters with *m/ *n followed by other consonants than stops, 
(e.g. PMx *ff <pre-PMx *ny), but that the *m/ *n was lost without 
trace in most situations (See 2.2.4.3.). In pre-PMx the prenasalized 
stops were, therefore, probably the clusters *zit, *nk, and *nkw 
with the stops phonetically voiced after the nasal. Since there were 
other clusters of nasal plus consonant not of the stop variety (pos-
sibly almost any consonant could thus occur as second member of 
a cluster of this sort) and since there was a parallel series of *?C 
clusters, the nasal plus stop sequences Were pre-PMx clusters 
rather than unit phonemes. It was precisely the reduction of the 
other *mC and *nC clusters containing consonants not of the stop 
variety which left these nasal plus stop clusters (and *ny) struc-
turally isolated and led to their reinterpretation as unit phonemes 
in PMx. It is interesting to note that in T they pattern once more 
as clusters. 
2.1.4.4. There is little to say about the phonetic characteristics of 
the remaining consonants. The lateral *1 in early M and C (and to 
some degree in T) substituted for the Spanish trilled or flapped r 
in loanwords: e.g., M.SM ldtu, C laatex <Sp. arado mow; M-SE 16111 
<Sp. sombrero hat; T le2ru3< Sp. arriero mule-driver. Further-
more, with some C speakers 1 and r are in free variation in a few 
words. This makes it appear plausible that the PMx lateral may 
have had a range of articulation that included certain 'r-colored' 
allophones. Further possible evidence for this is seen in the fol-
lowing etymology: M-SM +rO, M-SE +r6 (with unabbreviated forms 
rO6 and r(5?O' respectively) you; T re 57  Loa (formal) perhaps < 
*+1D 9 —since there is a PMx *1 phoneme but no evidence for *r 
(the T reflex e rather than the more usual reflex a is another in-
stance of `r'-effect in T, 4.2.6.2.). This etymology, which stands 
alone, may indicate that *1 had an allophone [2-1 following PM*+. 

PMx *ff is here considered a unit phoneme in that there is lit-
tle evidence that medial clusters of *Cy occurred; at any rate in 
PMx the only clusters of at all frequent occurrence seemed to have 
been the * 7 C variety already discussed. PMx *ff, as suggested a-
bove, probably is a development from pre.PMx *ny cluster. 
2.1.4.5. The anomalous cluster *tn, mentioned above in connection 
with the origin of the M-SE phoneme N, is the only PMx cluster not 
of 9 C variety that is here posited with any confidence, (cf. specula-
tion in 4.2.5. regarding possible PMx penultimate clusters of den-

tal followed by *y). In that such a cluster has no structural paral-
lel in PMx, the question may well be raised as to whether or not it 
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should not be regarded as a unit phoneme in spite of the considera-
tion that phonetic sequences of the pattern stop plus nasal are not 
usually so analyzed in present-day languages. This consideration 
may in turn suggest the possibility that *tn is not the most fortu-
nate reconstruction for this problematical sequence (which gives 
M-SM, J reflex t, M-SE N, and reflexes tn or In in M dialects not 
regularly cited in this study). In this connection the T reflex r of 
ultimate syllable *tn is provocative in view of the possible tie-in 
of M, C, T r and 1 as suggested in the above paragraph. It is there-
fore possible that such a unit phoneme as *tl, so characteristic of 
the Nahuatl stocks, is a more fortunate reconstruction than *M. 
I retain the latter here, but do not want to discount the alternative 
possibility. 
2.2. The vowels of PMx, M, C, and T. 
2.2.0. In the accompanying chart the vowels of PMx, M, C, and T 
are juxtaposed in vertical columns. PMx *Vm is reconstructed as 
the source of nasalized vowels in the three daughter languages. 
This is not simply an analysis of nasalized vowels in terms of si-
multaneous components—as Pike's analysis of nasalized vowels in 
M-SM—but points to a time in early PMx or pre-PMx when the nasal 
timbre of these vowels was a sub-phonemic modification conditioned 
by a following nasal, viz., the syllable final *m already mentioned. 
This is discussed in some detail under 2.2.4.3. 
2.2.1. Phonetic nature of M, C, T vowels .. 
2.2.1.1. M, C, T i is high, close, front unrounded varying freely to 
a more open allophone in C before +. M, C, T e is mid, close, 
front unrounded except that (a) in M an open allophone occurs in 
couplets of CV 9V pattern, and in the first syllable of couplets of 
CVCV pattern when the medial consonant is a prenasalized stop or 
t; (b) in T there is a similar open allophone in a few restricted 
situations (after 1•; and after r in non-final syllables when the follow-
ing consonant is other than 9); (c) and in C such an allophone occurs 
as a free variant of the phonetically more close vowel. M, C, T a 
is low, central, varying freely to a somewhat back rounded [3] 
allophone in C; u is high, close, back, varying freely to an open 
allophone in C before +; and o is mid, close, back rounded. M i is 
high, close, back unrounded with a more central allophone after 
alveolar consonants; it is found in M,SM, SE but not in M-J, M; T 
i is high, close, central unrounded; it is only found in T-Ch. T 
is a central vowel of neutral timbre found only in T-Ch and of re-
stricted occurrence even in that dialect. The nasalized vowels are 
of approximately the same quality as the oral in all three languages 
—except for the additional nasal timbre. In C, however, I. is some-
what raised, backed, and rounded; while in T is raised somewhat 
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PMx M C T 

*i i i i 

*e e e e 

*I I (only SM, SE) I (only Ch) 

A (only Ch) 

*a a a a 

*u u u u 

*0 0 0 

*im ic ic t 

9 (only SE) 9 V 
*Ini I (only SM, SE) I (only Ch) 

*am 9 * 9. 
*um li V. V. 
*om 2 2 2 
*0m 

Vowels in PMx, M, C, and T 
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towards the position of T A (which itself is never nasalized). 
2.2.1.2. M-SM has all vowels nasalized except e; while in M-SE 
even the latter vowel is nasalized. In C all vowels occur nasalized. 
In T-Ch all vowels occur nasalized except A, but g and 2 appear to 
be rather recent developments influenced, at least in part, by Span-
ish loans. Spanish -en and -on become T g and 9 respectively ac-
cording to a regular treatment whereby any Spanish vowel plus fi-
nal -n becomes the corresponding nasalized vowel in T. 
2.2.2. Distribution of M, C, T vowels. 
2.2.2.1. In Mixtec. Only one vowel occurs to a syllable; and every 
vowel determines a separate syllable. Therefore, such sequences 
as CVV and CV 9V are considered bisyllabic. 

There are certain restrictions on vowel sequences. These are 
summarized by Pike as follows (Pike used the term 'morpheme' 
to describe the two-syllable distributional matrix that I term 'coup-
let', but he avoids examples that are morphemically complex; his 
statements of vowel restrictions would apply equally well, I believe, 
to what I term the M 'couplet' ): 

Once the morpheme unit has been recognized in Mixteco, 
one finds that there are systematic restrictions in the sequences 
of vowels that may occur within it. The vowel sequences are 
correlated with the syllabic pattern of the morpheme, CVCV, 
for example, being less restricted than CVCVn. Contiguous 
sequences (as in CVV) are much more heavily limited than 
noncontiguous ones (as in CVCV), and the types with final na-
salization (CVCVn, CVVn, CVCVn) are more limited than cor-
responding types without nasal 	The six vowels, i, a, u, e, 
o fall into two groups according to the freedom with which 
they occur in sequences within stems. The first three, form-
ing the outer points in the vowel triangle, are relatively un- 
restricted. The second three, occupying inner points in vow-
el triangle, are very considerably restricted 	Except for 
the two least frequent of the stem types ending in nasality 
(CVVn and CV 9V11), there are occurrences for all stem pat-
terns of: (a) all repeat sequences (i-i, e-e, etc.) both for 
outer and inner vowels; (b) all possible sequences of out- 
er vowels (i-a, i-u. a-i, a-u, u-i, u-a). Sequences of inner 
vowels with each other are almost completely lacking: o-e 
in the morpheme nadb 'up to' is the only case that has 
been found. The most usual combination of inner vowels 
is the repeat:LI, e-e, o-o 	The vowel e is the most re- 
stricted of all, occurring only in CeCa [and in CeCu, R.E.L.]. 
No combinations of o with u are found; since the same is 
true of e with i, one can generalize to the extent of point-
ing out that (except for repeat sequences) no combinations 
of palatal with palatal vowel or of labial with labial vowel 
occur, (GPPA 167-169) 

There are restrictions on the occurrence of nasalized vowels: 
In CVCV forms only the vowel of the final syllable is nasalized. In 
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CVV, CVhV and CV 9V forms, the vowels of the form are either 
both nasalized or both non-nasalized. 
2.2.2.2. In Cuicatec. One or two vowels may occur in a syllable. 
Geminate clusters occurring in the same syllable involve all vow-
els nasal and non-nasal. Clusters of diverse vowels in the same 
syllable include ai, tit„ and ei, ci,, 2  plus a few other clusters—eo, 
29, iu, and i, (which occur only before -7  in a grammatical construc-
tion involving the fusion of an enclitic -0/-o? with the preceding 
stem vowel). 

Leaving out of account here certain longer morpheme sequences 
in the C stress-group and focusing our attention on forms roughly 
parallel in structure and function to the M couplet, we may describe 
the distribution of one-vowel syllables versus two-vowel syllables 
as follows: (a) forms involving two successive two vowel syllables 
are much rarer than other types, viz., the three patterns already 
mentioned ,in 2.1.2.2.2. (CVV+ V/?, CVVCV-1-? and CV 9V-FV/9); 
(b) forms that do involve a succession of two two vowel syllables 
usually are of the sort with a diphthong in both syllables (e.g., 

.... • ,._ veiyEr hominy, and nde 7yei? peach); (c) forms involiring a succes- 
sion of two one-vowel syllables in the penult and ultima...-except for 
CV?if forms—are extremely rare, but apparently exist (e.g., hii.Va 
yg.vg cave, tIva much) as reduced variants of CVVCV forms (e.g., 
tEgv5; much in slower speech); (d) a few forms of CVCVV pattern 
exist and possibly arose by fusion of some initial CV-elernentto a 
following CVV. 

C allows a somewhat more free distribution of nasalized vowels 
than either M or T—both of which limit their occurrence to final 
syllables except that ultimate and penultimate syllables separated 
only by ? or h may both be nasalized. In C not only may the vowel 
or vowels of a penultimate syllable be nasalized in this circumstance, 
but in addition the vowels of the penultimate syllable of a CVVCV 
form may be nasalized under the following conditions: (a) when the 
vowel of the ultima is nasalized the vowels of the penult are also 
nasalized if (?)m, (?)n, or ( 9) y separate the two syllables; (b) when 
the vowel of the ultima is not nasalized and when (?) m, (?) n, (?) y 
or nd separate the ultima from the penult, the vowels of the penult 
are nasalized in some words but not nasalized in others. In brief, 
taking m as a symbol for medial nasal, y or nd (in situation (b) 
above) plus or minus accompanying ?, the situation may be formu-
laically represented as follows: (a) cyymy, and (b) CVVmV, 
CyyrnV. A person with a first-hand acquaintance with C might 
perhaps uncover some exceptions to these statements, but they 
cover all the data available to me at present. An aberrant excep-
tion or two—if existent—would not destroy the significance of these 
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quasi-universal restrictions on nasal vowels for comparative pur-
poses. Undoubtedly they represent something of historical impor-
tance in early C or in PMx itself. These considerations are dis-
cussed in 2.2.4.3.4. 
2.2.2.3. In Trique. But one vowel quality occurs to a syllable; two 
vowel qualities determine two syllables. Vowels in final syllables 
are phonetically lengthened if the syllable is not closed by 9  or h. 
While this sub phonemic lengthening is as long as that characteriz-
ing a CVV unit in M or C, it neither patterns in T as two syllables 
nor as a geminate cluster, but is an entirely automatic feature. A 
final syllable may be interrupted by 9  or h; in spite of the intrusive 
consonant and in spite of the fact that such a CV 9V or CVhV unit is 
as long phonetically as corresponding disyllabic units in M and C, 
nevertheless the two phonetic moras bracketing the 9  or h are to 
be regarded as but one phonemic vowel in one syllable. Such a 
monosyllabic unit is distinguished in my transcription from a disyl-
labic CV 9V sequence (which unlike the monosyllabic sequence may 
have dissimilar vowels and which regularly lengthens the final vow-
el as described above) in that the monosyllabic sequence has tone 
indicated after the entire unit as in wee house, while the disyllab-
ic sequence has a tone mark after each vowel symbol as in we 39 e 2 

 beautiful. 
Trique tends towards an alternating CVCV structure but a few 

vowel sequences occur across syllable boundary, viz., ia, ig, io, iu, 
iii, ai, at, au, and eu in such words as ri 3 a4-3  oval, Xi 3 9. 3  mja, 
i 364-3 griddle, ri 3uhu5-31:s2A, ri 39 3-4  to measure, a 3iS?i 3h bitter, 

Za 3t3  mosquito, ga 3u9u4-3  incense-burner, de 3u4-3  season (Spanish 
tiempo). 

Including the vowel sequences just illustrated, all possible se-
quences of T vowels in the penult and ultima (with or without inter-
vening consonant) can be summarized as follows: (a) i, a, and u 
occur before every vowel, nasalized and non-nasalized, including 
themselves. (b) e occurs only before e, 1, a, 0, u, 1., and 9. (c) o 
occurs only before e, o, and 	(d) Nasalized t, 9, and 9 occur 
in penultimate syllables only in repeat sequences with intervening 
?. (e) Nasalized 9 has been recorded only following a or i. (f) Na- 
salized g has been recorded in but one native form in which it follows 
u, but occurs in a loan form following o. Of the above sequences, 
e-u and o.-e are also confined to loans. In connection with the above 
statements note that i never occurs in non-ultimate syllables, and 
that I, occurs there only in repeat sequence with intervening 9 . Not 
covered in the above statements is the further fact that A, which is 
never nasalized, occurs in penultimate syllables only in repeat se-
quences. 
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2.2.3. PMx vowels relative to M, C, T vowels. The vowel systems 
of the modern languages are here compared with the reconstructed 
PMx vowel system and with each other. In comparing these vowel 
systems it is convenient to refer to only the non-nasalized vowels; 
corresponding nasalized vowels occur in the various languages as 
previously summarized. 

M, C, T vowel systems resemble the vowel system of PMx in 
that i, e, a, o, and u are phonemic in all languages and dialects. 
There has been considerable split and merger of vowels so that a 
given vowel in a modern language does not necessarily represent 
a continuation of the corresponding vowel in the vowel system of 
PMx. Some of the more outstanding dev6lopments are (1) C reduces 
*i as a phonemic entity; the phoneme is split and merged with C 
e, u, or o according to varying phonological situations. (2) M-J, M 
have merged PM *I with i unconditionally and everywhere. (3) M 
has unconditionally merged PMx *e with i. M-SE e is in many mor-
phemes a reflex of PM and PMx *a. The provenience of M-SM e, 
is on the whole obscure, aside from a few developments involving 
PMx 	>e in restricted environments in penultimate syllables. 
(4) PT *1 has split in T-Ch into 1 and A under obscure conditions. 
Nevertheless, that this development took place seems clear from 
the almost complementary distribution which still characterizes 
these two phonemes. As was stated in 2.2.2.3., A is the phoneme 
occurring characteristically in repeat sequences, while I (except 
for the nasalized phoneme) never  occurs in non-final syllables in 
repeat sequences or elsewhere. Furthermore A never occurs na-
salized and is extremely restricted in distribution. T-CH A in sit-
uations contrasting with I may have originated in borrowings from 
another T dialect in which PMx *1 had a consistent phonetic devel- 
opment as [Al—but the latter dialect in turn merged this vowel with 
one or more other vowel phonemes and eliminated it from its pho-
nemic system. (5) All languages and dialects have eliminated PMx 
*a. T consistently merges this PMx vowel with T a, while M and C, 
on the whole, merge this vowel with u or a. 

The above developments yield the following vowel systems: 
(a) five-vowel systems in M-J, M, in C, and in T outside of T-Ch, 
viz., vowels i, e, a, o, u. (2) Six-vowel systems in M-SM, SE by vir-
tue of the occurrence of a further vowell. (3). A seven-vowel sys-
tem in T-Ch, by virtue of the fact that T-Ch has bothl and A in addi-
tion to the vowels mentioned in (a). It is probable that PM and PT 
had six vowel systems--a system reduced to five by internal devel-
opments in certain M dialects, but increased to seven in T-Ch by 
split of *1. PMx, by comparison, was characterized by a seven-
vowel system. 
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2.2.4. Probable phonetic nature of PMx vowels. 
2.2.4.1. Vowels *i, *e, *a, *o, and *u probably had much the same 
quality as the corresponding phonemes in the modern languages. 
There was a lowered and more open allophone of *e in certain sit-
uations. PMx *1 was either a back or central unrounded vowel 
with possibly a lowered and central allophone in some situations. 
2.2.4.2. Regarding the phonetic quality of the PMx phoneme here 
symbolized as *o there is more uncertainty due to the circumstan-
ces that this phoneme has everywhere been eliminated as a distinct 
entity by various sorts of mergers. In general, *o seems to have 
been a back vowel; it gives M, C o or u in most situations. Further-
more, the uniform merger of this vowel with T a makes it likely 
that the general articulatory range of *D was contiguous to that of 
*a. It is therefore plausible that the reconstruction as some sort 
of low, back rounded vowel is not an unfortunate choice. It could 
be argued, however, that this phoneme was some type of central or 
back mid unrounded vowel, i.e., a lowered vowel similar in general 

	

type to 	The best arguments in favor of such an hypothesis would 
be those based on the parallelism in a few situations between re-
flexes of PMx *1 and what we have reconstructed as *o: (a) follow-
ing a nasal consonant both *1 and *D do not give contrasting nasal-
ized vs. non-nasalized reflexes in M, C, T, according to presence 
or absence of *-m; while other vowels occurring with *_m  do; these 
two PMx vowels may, therefore, have been somewhat similar in 
quality. (b) Both *1 and *o give C i following *w. 

The PMx vowel system could be therefore schematized in two 
alternative ways—depending on what phonetic qualitie‘ we posit in 
the vowel just discussed. In schema (1) below *D is considered to 
be a low, back rounded vowel; in schema (2) this vowel, symbolized 
*6 is considered to be a mid, central or back unrounded vowel: 

	

(1) 	*1 	*1 	*u 	(2) 	*i 	*1 	*u 
*e 	 *o 	 * e 	*e 	*0 
*a 	 *D 	 *a 

2.2.4.3. Post-vocalic PMx *-rn. 
2.2.4.3.1. It remains to discuss *-.rn which I posit as the source of 
M, C, T nasalized vowels. Of first concern here is to present my 
reasons for reconstructing any sort of final nasal consonant rather 
than nasalized vowels. One such reason has already been implied: 
as before mentioned in several places, except for the peculiar oc-
currence of C forms of general type CWrnV, vowel nasalization is 
either a feature of the final syllable or clearly a secondary devel-
opment in a non final syllable consequent upon vowel nasalization 
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in the final syllable; it is as if the nasal influence spreads from the 
end. To this consideration it is possible to add another: the occur-
rence of reflexes with nasal timbre is in many sets a sporadic, ran-
dom, phenomenon which has led me to posit some sort of postponed 
morpheme or morphophonemic alternation in PMx itself. By posit-
ing a final nasal suffixal or enclitic element occurring with some 
frequency in PMx, it is possible to explain these inconsistencies in 
terms of haphazard survival of reflexes of forms with the final na-
sal versus forms without it. Furthermore, the projected final na-
sal is relevant, not only here in regard to the provenience of nasal-
ized vowels, but in regard to the origin of the PMx prenasalized 
stops and *fi; in regard to the survival in C of such forms as dal% 
nkiltivT. rain water vs. dir, drops  (45); and in regard to the occurrence 
in M of such dialect variants as ki2.11. vs. kumi four (in that the lat-
ter may be regarded as PM *kurn + analogically added from M 
numerals 'two' and 'three') (155). In brief, the final nasal as origin 
of M, C, T nasalized vowels fits into a broader framework as an 
item of considerable pertinence. Lastly, however, A has direct 
corroboration of our hypothesis in that it actually has -am in cer-
tain cognates corresponding to M, C, T cognates reconstructed with 
PMx *am and *Dm. 
2.2.4.3.2. A second concern relative to the posited *-m is the con-
sideration as to whether the final nasal was *-m, *-n, or even 
*-m/*-n. The last possibility may be disposed of first; for, in 
spite of the fact that *in varied to *n in word-medial (thus giving 
rise to the series of prenasalized consonants and *fi), there is noth-
ing to indicate that more than one nasal consonant occurred before 
space. This narrows the choice to one or the other of these conso-
nants. Here again the witness of A is of primary importance in that 
A has final m but no final n. Moreover, there are various develop-
ments in M, C, and T which make it phonetically plausible that the 
final nasal consonant was bilabial: 41) There is a general restric-
tion in all three languages that in CVCV forms (CVVCV in C) two 
bilabial consonants, e.g., k w ...kw, w...w, kw...w, m...w, do not occur. 
If we assume that this restriction partially held in reference to post-
posed elements as well, it is easier to understand the following de-
velopments by assuming *-rn than by assuming *-n: (a) the final 
nasal does not occur after *wV, in basic PMx forms (but does occur 
in a few instances in PMx verb forms bearing initial replacive 
aspect morpheme, cf. 4.1.2.); (b) a *kwf /*ki:rn alternation is indi-
cated in set 76, and a *xwa./*xarn alternation in set 140; (c) the clus-
ter *?m varies to *? before *Vm (see 3.1.4.2.). (2) There are cer-
tain phonological developments of PMx a followed by the nasal con-
sonant that are more easily rationalized on the assumption that that 
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consonant was a bilabial: (a) PMx *am>M u or v. after *n and *fl, 
and (b) PMx *am > M, T t.  after *t (see 3.2.2.3.). 
2.2.4.3.3. The sporadic and random nature of nasalized vowel re-
flexes in M, C, T is seen in the fact that not many sets have con-
sistently nasalized reflexes in all three languages, nor is it possible 
to group the languages and dialects as to consistent occurrence of 
such reflexes. This inconsistency is found not only from language 
to language, but even (in a few sets) in the M dialects themselves. 
Furthermore, there occur resemblant morphemes, apparently from 
the same root, but one with nasalized and the other with non-nasal-
ized vowel; these etymological doublets are good evidence for some 
sort of morphophonemic alternation, suffixation, enclisis, or the 
like in PMx. Set 10 illustrates well these factors: M-SM has the 
forms d 	to untie and netlit 	C has similar forms ?tner 
to loosen and h -46e wing.,  arm plus another form za-ridtiiin to awak- 

. en. T has na3 ei,3  to untie, to loosen,  du3 gwa -4  Zi-  win , and na377 
to awaken. I posit for these various derivatives a common root 
with some such meaning as `to take up', 'lift' or 'arise'. Notice the 
inconsistency of nasalized vs. non-nasalized reflex in that M n cight 
to untie and C ?tae-er to loosen with non-nasalized vowels correspond 
to 17-73ia Zi,3  to untie with nasalized vowel; while, on the other hand, 
M n dTht,  gotiag with nasalized vowels corresponds to C hge're .  and T 
du 3gwaW wing  with non-nasalized vowel. Furthermore, the exist-
ence of both M.SM n clihr untie and n cqht wing  points out the same 
inconsistency in M itself. Likewise, in set 7, M-SM, SE have nasal 
vowel quality, and M-J has non-nasalized vowel quality, while T-Ch 
has nasal vs. non-nasal quality in some resemblant morphemes: 
M-SM, SE lagio  M-J kagi to nurse; T di 3 ci 3  breast, gu8ci 3  to auzit, 

.3 	. 	.3.  , 3 a drop  of. 
2.2.4.3.4. There is some evidence that the order of disappearance 
of the final nasal consonant was (1) first in PT, (2) somewhat later 
in PM, and (3) comparatively late in C with (4) survival in certain 
phonological situations until the present day in A. In T, there is no 
evidence anywhere of the survival of *-rn. There is, however, evi- 
dence that phonemic vowel nasalization—consequent on the early loss 
of *-m—continued as a living part of the grammatical structure of 
early T: e.g., in set 77, T has the non-nasalized form kihi 3  moun- 

- tain, and the nasalized form da3 2-1  Ilia g Sorg,  a 	alongside an- 
other nasalized form da 3143 slope,  mountain-leur--all apparently 
from the same root. (There is evidence in the C cognates that the 
assumption of such a range of meaning is not gratuitous). The two 
nasalized reflexes in T suggest that one—probably the latter—re-
flects a PMx feature while the other is a development in PT. There 
are, furthermore, sets in which T has apparently independently na-
salized certain vowels after retained ?m, since in late PMx *?m 
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*? before *-Vm. Vowel nasalization still survives as a gram-
matical category in T in that there is a formal third person semi-
fused enclitic which adds a mora of length to preceding stem vow-
el plus nasal quality, e.g., ra 39 a3  her hand (informal) but ra 3 ?1, 3 + 
her hand (formal). 

There is some evidence for survival of final *-m in PM in 
the M-T, M form kumi four already mentioned (see 2.2.4.3.1.; set 
155). Also M-J n di-kurni onion in set 80 may preserve the second 
alternate of some PMx *kn.  /*kim form, with addition in M of vow-
el -i and consequent preservation of the nasal. The M evidence in 
regard to PM *-m is slight, but it is more than is found in T, where 
no such examples of 'fossilized' *-m arse found at all. 

In C there is solid evidence for survival of PMx final nasal but 
*-rri >*-n surviving as such until comparatively recent times. The 
form dAr-nkritivr rain-drops vs. dir drops seems to indicate that at 
some period in C, final *-n was dropped before space, but preserved 
medial in the stress-group before at least some consonants. Davis 
and Walker state that this example illustrates a regular morpho-
phonemic alternation: 'When the prior form of the compound ends 
in a nasalized vowel or vowels and the second form has an initial 
stop, the nasalization is lost, and n is developed.' (CP 145). 3  Never-
theless, the examples of this morphophonemic alternation are few 
in nouns (three examples in my word lists) and it does not always 
seem to happen in 'compound' verbs. The C 	 'four bits', 
i.e. fifty centavos (23) is of some interest here in that ttlxime is an 
early Spanish borrowing (tome) in C from about three or four cen-
turies ago. At the time of the composition of the phrase 'four bits' 
--somewhere in this comparatively recent period, the C word for 
'four' still bore a final nasal in some contexts (not in merely 'fos-
silized' phrases) so that n was added to the Spanish loan with ini-
tial t from preceding kilign). Verb 'compounds' in which the addi-
tion of n does not take place (e.g.1"..crkii"-kalnt-dE he will hurry) pro-
bably represent formations of a still more recent date—after the 
final *-n ceased to occur freely in C contexts but was restricted to 
'fossilized' phrases. 

C forms with nasalized vowel in non finalsyllable of forms of 
general type CyyrnAr structure remain somewhat problematical. 
Were they clearly C formations, it would be easy to explain their 
occurrence on the grounds of late survival of C *-n. But in the C of 
these sets in question the penultimate syllable seems to construct 
regularly enough. Therefore, it seems probable that the penulti-
mate nasalization in such forms is some sort of grammatical de-
velopment in earlier C. Note, for example, the following: (59) 
ktiina." to take a bath vs. kI-?ktixini to bathe (someone): here the pe- 
nultimate syllable reconstructs regularly as *k na- in M, C, T aside 
from the penultimate nasalization in the first C form. Similarly in 
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from the penultimate nasalization in the first C form. Similarly in 
set 165 the second C form in 9 yggn'a slag vs. 	fox correlates 
with M cognate witnessing to *yu- and a T cognate witnessing to 
*tu- (regular PMx *y/*t alternation cf. 4.1.1.1.); the vowel of the 
first C form as well as the nasalization in the second form possibly 
reflect a C. development. 

NOTES 

1. Needless to say, here as in 2.1.2., 2.2.1. and 2.2.2., for the 
M and C, I am dependent upon the published articles of my col-
leagues who have investigated these languages (especially AOMT, 
GPPA, CTMTS and CP). 

2. I have assumed in this study that such C diphthongization 
does not reflect a PMx vowel cluster. Rather: (a) Some instances 
of C diphthongization are resultant on loss of PMx intervocalic *y 
before C i (sets 7 and 49 in which PMx *Cayim >C 	(b) Other 
instances of C diphthongization are resultant on reduplication of *ya 
or *ye with diphthongization of the penultimate vowel of the redup-
licated form and with subsequent spread of the diphthongization to 
the ultima—provided that that syllable were of CVV pattern. Thus 
in 176 * 9 yaaya9  >?yaiya?, while in 191 *i_yeiyee >i-yeiyei. There 
are two problematical cases of diphthongization in CVV forms (142, 
279). 

3. On the basis of this data given in CP, Eric Haxnp in an un-
published paper ('Cuicatec Phonology: An Historical Note') posited 
final *n/*m (from earlier *_m) independently of me and about the 
same time as my own research. In the same paper he posited, how-
ever, a final *-k as well. The latter seems to me to be extremely 
implausible in that no sort of final stop except * 9  seems to recon-
struct in PMx or in an earlier stage of any daughter language. 



3. Phonological developments in reconstructed 
ultimate syllables 

3.0. Reflexes of PMx segmental phonemes in reconstructed ulti-
mate syllables are discussed here in some detail. Discussion of 
PMx glottal stop is postponed until section 5 where it is treated at 
length. In citing examples in this section, M-SM, SE dialect evi-
dence is summarized simply by citing the M-SM form whenever the 
forms in the two dialects diverge only by tone. 
3.1. PMx consonants in ultimate syllables. 
3.1.1. Stops. 
3.1.1.0. PMx stops *t, *k, *kw, are relatively more frequent before 
proto central and back vowels than before proto front vowels in re-
constructed ultimas. No examples occur in our present array of 
cognates for *t before *i in reconstructed ultimas, and but one ex-
ample occurs for *t before *e in this position. Similarly, only one 
such example occurs of *k before *i; there are no such examples 
for *k before *e. Likewise, but one example occurs in reconstruct-
ed ultimas of *kw before a proto front vowel—in this case *i. PMx 
*kw is further restricted in that it does not occur before proto back 
vowels, *D, Co, and *u in reconstructed ultimas, nor before the 
latter two vowels in any phonological situation. 
3.1.1.1. With the following exceptions, ultimate *t has reflex t in 
M, C, and Z' in T: (1) *te>Zi. in M-SM, SE. (2) *ta>n. in M-SM 
following M u or i in the penultimate. (3) *tu >6. in M-SM, SE 
following M u in the penultimate. 

The following sets illustrate consistent reflex t in M, C; and 
in T: (105) M.SM, SE, 3' kata; C kaa.tn; T (g)a 3 a 2- Ito sing.  (194) 
M-SM situ, M-SE 	 sa-kutu to fill; C 	to fill, 

 dlittt full; Tru'4L^a 3 (g)a 3 Za3  to 01. (234) M-SM, SE yatii; C 
turnpline;  T 3 n) 7 04-3  the little straw mt.  on the tumpline.  

These further sets illustrate the palatalized reflex in M-SM, 
SE as summarized in the three exceptions stated above: (50, *te) 
M-SM, SE (laco) ylie alligator;  C ?y6St6 lizard. (108, *ta ff. M-SM 
u) M-SM 	M-SE yute river;  T-Ch Za l---27;171ev, canyo  T-Co 

a7 a river. (109, *ta ff. M-SM i) M-SM hirS, M-SE bite' wide; C 
da.-/k9r.ta grow;  T ga5 a?a5 - 3  wide. (264, 'btu ff. M-SM, SE u) M-SM 
SE pan powder,  M_J, M yuti powder, sand;  C (yri) ndeute 9  sand;  
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T 6u3-4-3 powder, (yo 3 ?o 2-1)6u4  sand. For the last set there also 
exists M-SM, SE forms illustrating the,regular t reflex in words in 
which i rather than u precedes *tu: fliel sand. 
3.1.1.2. PMx ultimate *k has uniform k reflex in M; is palatalized 
to C 6 before *1 and *1 (no examples before other proto front vowels), 
but elsewhere becomes C k; and has reflex k in T except under the 
following special conditions: (1) PT *uka >ukwa. (2) PT *kaka l? 
and *kakQ.1? resulted in the palatalization of the medial consonant to 
6 with accompanying effects on the vowels. (3) PT *k is weakened 
to g in certain clitic or quasi-clitic morphemes that presumably 
occurred in positions of relatively less stress in the PMx stress-
group. This latter development is the regular treatment of *k in T 
penultimate syllables (4.2.1.2.). 

In the following sets the reflexes of *k are 'regular', i.e., un-
complicated by the special factors just enumerated in reference to 
T: (1) C tge6g; T ri 3ki 2-3  to give.  (70) M-SM, SE yikT; C 
cubit. (74) M-SM yiki, M-SE ilki bone, horn,  phell;  T zi 3lei 2h shall 
(of an egg). (118) M-S-/v1, SE takes; C ?d515.1a.; T zi 3  -ga 5ka5 ? bird's  
nest. (238), M-SM, SE, J 445kli; C ndlikri; T-Ch ko 4, T-Co iko twenty. 

 (271) M-SM 	M-SE kS.-sfki. to play;  C na-a.-kiiiikti to adorn; T 
du3ku34  to play,  zdu3ku4-3  necklace.  

In the following sets PT *uka >ukwa: (122) M-SM ti-ySka.", ZSAS, 
m-sE 61.1d, M-J tyaka, M-M tyaka; C ?yeakl.; T iu 3kwaha 3  fish. (185) 

, M-SMAT.-yOkO, 6616, M-J tyoko and; C ville6 louse,  ?yIN.kr) fly; T Eu 3 - 
kwa3 ant. 

The following sets illustrate the special palatalization of *k in 
T according to exception (2) stated three paragraphs above: (123) 
M-SM, SE J, M, kU.1a; C kalka:; T (g)a3 6e 2-1  walk. (In this set 
PMx *ka49ka1—a sandhi variant of a form *ka 2 ?ka 2 ---gives PT 
*ka 2kal? >ga 3 6e 21). (126) M-SM, SE Mci, M-J M n daka; C klEkI, 
ndirkS; T (g)a 342-1  to ask for. (The inconsistencies in nasalized vs. 
non-nasalized vowel are,typical of ultimate syllables; see 3.2.2. In 
this set PMx *ka 27kalm—a sandhi variant of a form *ka 29ka4m-
gives PT ka 24.1 ? >ga3 601). 

In the following sets *k is weakened to g under the special con-
ditions stated above. In the first of these sets *k is weakened to g 
in M-SM, SE as well. This unique development in M accounts for the 
only occurrence of the phoneme g in the M data available to me aside 
from Spanish loans. (125) M-SM, SE, + ga, M-J +ka; C +k -a; T ga59 

 (a prefinal particle in T occurring in a position of little or no pho-
netic stress) more.  (124) M-SM, SE, J la.Z. iron, bell;  C kUb. bell; 
T ga3 ga?a3  metal, bell, ga 39  hour of day  (weakly stressed in such 
phrases as g-5---a ?-?n-4-go -3  one o'clock).  du3kwa 2  -ga?a 3  jail,  i.e., 
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'ironhousel (with _ga?a 3  more weakly stressed because of higher 
tone on preceding syllable). In this last set *k may have been weak-
ened to g in positions of weakened stress, with analogical extension 
to all forms of the morpheme. Possibly the popularization of the 
form in g- as well as the T ga- reduplication may have been partial-
ly a mechanism to avoid homonynity with ka?a3  torch, candle. 

 3.1.1.3. PMx ultimate *kw has undergone a variety of conditioned 
sound changes in all three languages. In both M and C a proto front 
vowel (only *i and *1 in our data) is lost following *kw, and the 
labial component of that stop is vocalized to u (u/o in C). However, 
in M, *kw  followed by a or §. is variously treated according to wheth-
er it is preceded by M a, u, 1 or i, or space. Specifically: (a) PM 
*akwa >ak"a; but (b) PM *uk"a or *ukwl. >uku or uky, i.e., the vow-
el is lost and the labial component is vocalized in the same manner 
in which *ler  followed by front vowel is regularly treated; (c) PM 
*ikwa or *ikwa Mika or /ka, i.e., the labial component is lost; (d) 
PM *10'4. >kwi in M CV?V couplets but becomes 4-with loss of 
labial component—in M CVV couplets. In C, PC *ea and *kwl. are 
retained after vowel or ?, but PC *k wa and *kwi. >ka and 4 in CV?V 
forms, but become kuu and kin in CVV forms (the C data are, how-
ever, scanty at this point). T retains *kw as cluster kw except that 
*MIT >T kl. In T monosyllabic verbs the phonological development 
of *kw  has been obscured by an analogical reshaping of PT *k and 
*kw ((*k and *kw) to conform to the g-/gV- aspectual prefix (which 
began as a regular reflex of *k and *kw in penultimate syllables); 
some such verbs show a g/gw or g/w alternation (4.1.2.2.3.). 

Sets illustrating *kw before proto vowels *i and *1 follow: (3) 
MSM n-stik7, M-SE 	M-J 	C kwalkit to wrap  IR, to 
wrap around;  T na3kwi 2-3  to wind up, to coil RR (oneself).  (79) M-SM, 
SE, J ?TM C 	T gu31ui  yesterday.  Sets illustrating the varied 
developments of *kw before proto vowel *a follow: (127) M-SM, SE 

M-J ndakwa, M-M dak"a; C yZ:alcw1? pus;  T kwe li•pus, la3kwe 3 h 
mucus. (128) M-SM, SE }rail bush, plant, phrub;  C 
river algae;  T kwehe 3  edible herbs.  (129) M.SM hlkl; C tiikwa tho-
rax; T Xi 3 ru4kwa4  rib. (132) M-SM, SE 	T du3kw4.1-2  row,  fur_ 
row. (133) M-SM, SE, J, M k" ?i; C 14'4 T g4 3 ?*3-4h/wi3 ?1 3-4h 
go. (134) M-SM, SE, 3, M 	C kwi3 to pierce, make  & hole  in; 
T gq.2-1/wi.2-1  to dig.  
3.1.2. Spirants. Of the three PMx spirants, *9, *x, *xw, the latter 
two do not occur before proto back vowels, *D, *o, and *u in ulti-
mate syllables, nor before *o and *u in any position. 
3.1.2.1. PMx ultimate *9 has uniform reflex d in C, but divergent 
reflexes in M and T according to whether it is followed by a proto 
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back or central vowel. Thus M has reflex g before *i, *e, *I, but 
s before *a, *D, and *o .with g/s before *im under obscure con-
ditions.' Similarly T has reflex c before *i and *I, (but no data 
for *Oe in T), and reflex t before *a, *a, and *o. 

The following sets illustrate *8 before front vowels—including 
*I: (5) M-SM, SE, J, M vIgi sweet, n diigi honey; C n7,.-dr2T. honey; T 
zi 3 ci?i 43  candy, ga 3ci 9 i 4-3  honey.  (7) M-SM, SE kaar, M-J kagi to 
nurse: T di 3 63  breast,  (g) u3 ci3  19 nurse. (51) M-SM Vii, M-SE gin; 
C diiiidE aunt. (81) M-SM nc5gt, M-SE, 3 'gni' spat rwWakgy; C n1- 
elf; T di 3 ci3-5 //cin 3  cactus-beer. (84) M-SM Ian, to press, to 
chew, kw'agi, to press, to nail, kisl to tremble, quiver (with similar 
forms in M-SE, 3); C ?kg.gdi to shake something; T (g) a 3 c1 3h to 
touch, handle. 

Sets illustrative of *0 before * a , *D, and *o now follow: (135) 
M-SM 	M.SE sag; C ?yLiSida; T ga3 taha4-3  Pi d. (207) M-SM, 
SE, J aisil tau, voice;  C 	world; T (ga 3)ta3-4h to say. (248) 
M-SM, SE, J kasit; C ku-y1.145; T (g)a 3 to3-4h to sleep. 
3.1.2.2. PMx ultimate *x gives uniform reflex h in M-SM, SE, but 
6 in M-J (and possibly g in M-M, but the data available to me are 
scanty). In T, *x gives 6 before proto front vowels (*1 and *e), but 
k before proto central vowels (*i and *a), with the exception that in 
one set (141) *xa?a >T ambisyllabic Ei?i—with the T reflex now 
occurring in the penultimate syllable (cf. 4.2.2.2.). In C, the usual 
reflex is 6; this is clearly the case before proto vowels *i and *I. 
There is possibly a C reflex k before proto vowel *a, but the C data 
are scanty at this point. 

Sets illustrative of PMx *x before proto front vowels (exclusive 
of *I) now follow: (9) M-SM, SE latif fever; C d1.-khlet to boil, ?}nit -16T 
to fry; T ga3 6i?f4-3  fever. (10) M-SMndp.1„ M-SE dpit, M-J 
wing; C hUete wing, arm; T du 3gwa46i 3  wing. (52) M-SM nah-f; T 
(g)u 3 6e 3-4  to be wet. 

Illustrative sets follow for *x before proto central vowels—in-
cluding 	before which *x splits up differently in C and T: (85) 
M-SM yilhi, M-SE 	M-M 	C 	T da 34-4hikith13  dough. 
(139) M.SM haa , M-SE Mee, M-J 6aa; T na 5ka5-3  new. (141) M-SM 
115A., M-SE hEle, M-J 6a,a; C 	T Ei 3 ?i 2  foot. (140) M-SM ncEhi, 
M-SE n dThi, M-J ndi6a, M-M n di-g4.1.; C nalkri?; T da 3k1.3-4h/43h 
sandals. 
3.1.2.3. PMx ultimate *xw gives reflex h in M-SM, SE and in M-J 
preceding proto front vowel (inclusive of *1). Preceding *a, the M 
reflex is kw after vowel but v in CVV forms. For C the data are 

scanty but the reflex is apparently ku (loss of vowel with vocaliza-
tion of labial component) or v—with the former occurring before 
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*i and the latter occurring before *e. (which has C reflex a in most 
situations). Before *a, the C reflex is apparently ku after vowel but 
v in CVV forms-.-a development parallel to that just mentioned for 
M. T gives uniform reflex gw except that the labial component is 
dropped before * .c. 

3-4 
ILlustrative sets follow: (14) C (kW -iv-0 ndinikii to be joined; T du 3 - 

gwi 9  together with, compan.   (15) M-SM, SE 	M-J ka6i, clear, 
clearly; T gwi 59  readily, quickly. (54) M.SM, SE lahT, M-J kaZi; C 
nda.Z.va; T na 3gwi 3-4  to choose. (87) M-SM, SE lag, M-J ka6t warm, 
damp; T gt warm. (142) M-SM, SE ygkwa crooked; T du. 3 gwa"49  to 

turn or to twist down. (143) M-SM, SE, J ku-vM 46. to make an uproar, 
M-SM, SE 	noisy; C 	vga: make an uproar, 61- 95.5,kii a sound, 
kwrakii to weep; T (g) a 3 gwa2h to scream, bell9yv, du 3gwe?e 3  to weep. 
3.1.3. Prenasalized stops. 
3.1.3.0. Of these PMx consonants, only ultimate * n d is relatively un-
restricted in distribution. In our present array of cognates, ultimate 
*ng occurs only before proto vowels *a, *a, and *o, while ultimate 
*n e occurs only before and *a, and *a. I discuss here also an 
anomalous cluster *tn which gives characteristic reflexes in M and 
T (see 4.2.7.1. for discussion of this cluster in penultimate syllables) 
in sets of which the C witnesses to ultimate *nd. 
3.1.3.1. PMx ultimate * n d is subject to a variety of conditioned sound 
changes. (a) In M there is a consistent reflex nd in CVV and CV 9 V 
couplets (presumably <PMx *CV and *CV 9 V forms, respectively). 
In n daa forms recently fused with preceding CV- element the reflexes 
are n j, 'id, nd for M-SM, SE, and .1 respectively. In CV?CV couplets 
(<*CV?CV(?)) the ultimate syllable reflex is nd in the M dialects 
when this phoneme precedes reflex of *I; and 'I f, nd, nd in M-SM, SE 
J when this phoneme precedes reflex of *a. In CVCV couplets the 
ultimate syllable reflexes of *nd are 6, 6, t in M-SM, SE, J. (b) C 
likewise has reflex nd in CVV and CVV 9V forms—except when the 
following C vowel is nasalized in which case the reflex is n. The lat-
ter reflex is regular for ultimate syllables in CVVCV forms. One 
CVVCV form in which there is an nd reflex represents a recent fusion 
of a C auxiliary verb with a former CVV form in which d occurred 
as the regular reflex (Set 145 cited two paragraphs below). (c) There 
is a T n reflex occurring quite regularly in ultimate syllables (with 
strengthening of PT n >n• on loss of penultimate syllable). There is 
also a possible T d reflex for PMx * n dV and *ndV9 V forms. While 
the latter is attested in sets 148, 149, 249, and 251, in all these sets 
(considering the first two to be either from the same PMx root or 
from closely related roots) there is a d/y alternation in the T pos-
sessed vs. unpossessed forms. It is therefore possible that T d is an 
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analogical development involving *0 in these sets—specifically' a de-
velopment of *0 >PT t by regular sound change followed by analogi-
cal lenition of *t >d. In view of the fact that the M and C of these 
sets witness to *n  d this latter hypothesis would make it necessary to 
assume that PMx *0/*y1*nd alternation lies back of these sets (4.1.1.2.); 
but, while * n d figures in such alternations in penultimate syllables 
there is no solid evidence for * n d alternating with *0 and *y in ulti-
mate syllables. As arguments for T d being a reflex of * n d in these 
sets, note that (a) *nd(V) and * n d(1/ 9V) >T d would parallel the M 
and C reflexes n d from PMx forms with these structures. (b) A split 
of PMx *nd. into T reflexes n and d in ultimate syllables would paral-
lel the development in penultimate syllables where such a split surely 
took place (penultimate Ol d >T n before 6 and velars, and >T d else-
where 4.2.3.1.). (c) In set 149 of the related 148 and 149 sets, there 
is C witness to *t; if, therefore, * n d were posited as source of T d 
in these sets rather than *0, we would thereby avoid positing another 
instance of rare overlap of '0' and 't' declensions (4.1.1.5.). I posit, 

therefore, provenience of T d in these sets from *ad rather than 
from *0 reshaped by analogical development. 

The following sets illustrate M, C, T reflexes of forms presuma-
bly harking back to PMx *CV and *CV 9V forms (i.e. with CVV and 
CVV in M, C; and with CV and CVV in T). (148) M-SM n daa (yifi.); 
C ndig.; T da 3 ?/ya 9a3  century-nlant, fiber.  (149) M-SM ncia9a hand; 
C t19 5.' hand,  kn-a.9a to sieze  (c"PM.x *t rather than <*nd; cf. 4.1.1.1.); 

. 3 T ra ?a 3  hand (with fusion of 6V- element in this form), (gi 3)da39 a3-4  
o sieze. (212) M-SM n c1.65 to stay,  to remain; C ka.-riduii to leave 

(something);  T (g)u3na2h to stay, remain,  dena. 411 to leave  (some-
thing).  (There was presumably no PMx penultimate syllable in this 

set. We would, therefore, expect T reflex d rather than n. The T n 
reflex can, however, be rationalized on the supposition that T fusion 
of preposed element was earlier than the posited split of ultimate PT 
*nd >n and d.) (249) lvt-SM n  da; C 	T do3-4 /yo34-3  sugar-cane. 
(251) M-SM nd5 9.6; T d.o2 /yo 2  tenate (handleless palm-leaf basket). 

The following set illustrates M, C, T reflexes identical with those 
illustrated above, except for M-SM reflex nr and C n  d; these diver-
gent reflexes presumably reflect late fusions of M and C auxiliary 
verb to following * n daa: (145) M.SM ku n aa , k‘,21 15.1., M-SE ko Ades; 
M-J kun da to be (somewhere);  T (ga3)n•e .5  to be (somewhere),  to Lt-
side, to sit. Notice that in this set fusion in M-J has gone all the way 
to CVCV. 

The following sets illustrate M, C, T reflexes of ultimate * n d in 
*CV?CV(?) forms: (90) M-SM, SE la 9nd3, M-J ka9ndi; C kritint; T 

3 -3 ga m to explode  (for absence of -9 - in C, T, see 5.3.1.2. and 5.3.1.3.). 
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(146) M-SM k5. 75 ra, M-SE kR?nd'd, M-J ka?n cla to clit; C 	(po), 
?nii? (pp) to break;  T (g)a3 ?ne 3-5 ? to cut  (with loss of PMx penulti-
mate in C). 

Finally, the following sets illustrate PMx ultimate *Ad in *CVCV 
forms, which is the most common environment of this phoneme in 
our data: (16) M-SM, SE tin, M-J titi; C 	T ru2ne 3  avocado. 

 (58) M.SM, SE tad:, M-J tati; C ?yiing; T na 3 ne 5-3  mind. (60) M-SM, 
SE kii.67, M-J kuti; C kuuna (d p",.); T (g)a 2ne 3  to ripen.  (144) M-SM 

M-SE ndUtE, M-J nduta water;  C nVgng water,  (tTivi) n to 
oprin,k1c;  T cla3ne 3-4 /n•e 3-4-3  water (with indication that PMx *(CV) 
A d(a)>- (a), 4(e), -t(a) respectively in M-SM, SE, and J rather than 
to 	t as before other vowels). 
3.1.32. PMx ultimate *tn 	J t; M-SE N; and T r. 2  
It is not represented in the C of the two sets where it occurs; but 
rather, typical C reflexes of * n d in *CV(?) and *CIT/V forms occur: 
(150) M-SM tr'4. to transpire,  bff-ti94 ( 91rZi) to be pleased with  M-SE 
N1 9 4. to transpire,  he-Ni?4,-(ni 3) to be pleased with,  NI-J 	to tran- 
spire,  tel. ?ini to be Veased with;  C nr1 to like; T (gi 3 )ri.-5-4 ? to 

or fare (well 	(g)a --5 r1.3-4 ? (ru3 wa2 "-') to be pleased  with. (151) C 
d1.-n?de?g• to chew,  to dance;  T (gi3 )rt. 2?i5 h to dance. 
3.1.3.3. PMx *ng gives M-SM, SE h and M-J before proto vowel *a, 
but M k elsewhere (which includes occurrence before proto vowels 
*o and *3). The C reflex is k before *D; no C cognates have been 
found for the sets with * n g before proto vowels *a and *o. T has 
uniform reflex ng. Illustrative sets follow: (152) M-SMnah:97, M-SE 
n dr.hg, M-J ndi6a in sincerity;  T a5nga 5 ? truly. (214) M-SM, J 
M-SE kwukZi; T (g)a 3 ?nga 3-51  to laugh.  (216) C ndTilikri; T nga4  with. 

 (253) M-SM y ku, M-SE hZkii some,  a bit of; T 9ngo4  one,  ngo49ngo4  
some.  
3.1.3.4. PMx *net gives M v after vowel, but ku (with vocalization of 
labial component) elsewhere. The C reflexes are somewhat similar: 
when following vowel, there is reflex v; elsewhere there is ku before 
proto vowel plus *-m, but nku before proto vowel not followed by *-1 -n. 
Trique tends to eliminate the n component of the PT unit phoneme or 
cluster. Etymological doublets occur in which T ngw (preserved 
sporadically in rare dialect forms, place-names, and `fossilized' 
constructions) occurs alongside verbs with g/w alternation—harking 
back to PMx *k- and *w-aspects of the 'w' conjugation (4.1.2.2.3.). 
Illustrative sets follow: (93) M-SM, SE OA M-J kivi day;  C hritiv-d 
day; T gwi 3  day, sun, n•e 3-4  ra3ngwi 3  (place-name) 'water of the 
sun'. (154) M-SM, SE, J n da.v`a; C kg4va to jump;  T da3ngwe 34h to 
spring  or jump away,  w•e 2h/gwe 2h to jump.  (156) M-SM, SE k, 
M-J, M kumi; C kge/kctc four; T gi -59 1. 3h four,  but ngwt491.3h/ngwq.4? 
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four more (for 	M intervocalic m see 2.2.4.3.1.). (22) M-SM, 
SE, J lavl to twist; C la-nkdil to grind; T du 3 gwa2h to twist, ga 2h/ 
wa2h to grind. 
3.1.4. Lateral, nasals, and semi-vowels. 
3.1.4.0. T frequently strengthens reflexes 1,m, n, w, and y of PMx 
lateral, nasals and semi vowels to the corresponding fortis conso-
nant on loss of PMx penultimate syllable or upon loss of penultimate 
syllable developed in PT itself (cf. 19, 20, 42, 48, 66, 67, 68, 187). 
3.1.4.1. PMx *1 is of very restricted distribution in that it presum-
ably occurs only before proto vowels *i and *u (but see 2.1.4.4.). 
There is a uniform reflex 1 in all three languages. The following 
sets include all examples of *1 in our present array of cognates: 
(12) M-SM, SE 11111., M-J lu 2 1u, 1u 7 u, M-M 6ili, lo2o; C 2 1-4; T 
1• i3 h little. (236) M-SM, SE AM; T-Ch zi31u3, T-SD 1• u 3  cat. 
(237) M-SM vild little lizard; T 	worm. 
3.1.4.2. PMx *m like other PMx labials, does not occur before pro-
to vowels *0 and *u. There is a uniform reflex m in all three lan-
guages, except that medial cluster of * 7 m is sometimes reduced 
to ? before nasalized vowels; this development is regular in M but 
somewhat sporadic in C and T. It presumably reflects a late PMx 
alternation in which *?mV +*-m >* Vrn (with loss of first *m) 
which later became ?'T  (5.3.1.3.). Irregularities in regard to the 

inV / 7  y alternation in C and T involve occurrences of ?my in 
either language. In some such cases the nasalization after 2 m is 
unsupported by parallel nasalizations in the other languages and is 
perhaps suspect of being a development in that particular language. 
The final bilabial nasal had been lost, and the nasalized vowels—
now phonemic—..were becoming less restricted in distribution. Tri-
que has a special reflex 2 0 of *?ma. 

In the following sets either *m occurs or *?m ---the latter, how-
ever, in sets which presumably do not involve *-m and the special 
development mentioned above: (20) M-SM, SE fia 2 mb., 	ya 2 rni; 
C 7mil, sweet  potato, tubular root; T du 3mi3-5 ?/m'i 2 i 3  soap-root, 
soap (C has presumably developed a nasalized vowel; T has shifted 
* 7 m gym... ? ). (158) M-SM ha-n1-65. 2 rra flattened; C (-1U-sii 2 xriS 
flatten; T (gi 3 )n.a32 m13  to cave in, fall down (T has presumably 
developed a nasalized vowel). (162) M-SM, SE, J 	he, himself, 
that one; C mo oneself; T mi 32 43  oneself (reconstruct *marn 2 ). 

In these sets * 2 m occurs in sets which involve *-m; wherever 
2 m is retained in any language, I assume PMx variant *?mV, and 
where * 2 in > 9  y, I assume PMx variant * 7 1rm (<early PMx 
* 2 mVm): (21) M-SM, SE ka7mtt, M-J ka 2 rni to burn something; C 
7 144 2 m1 (po), cq 7 1; (pt) to set fire to; T (g)a 3 2m4.3  to get warm, 
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n4.3  4.3  to smart,  to irritate,  n432 044'3  quicklime  (T has developed 
a nasalized vowel in the first form). (95) M-SM 	WI, 
M-SE 61N; M-J ti-Eyi„; C sg- 2Tf 2 ma; T-Ch 432 4 3 , T-1 iu 2 ma 
skunk.  (161) M-SM, J, M 424, M-SE Ic4 2 4." comrade, of the sa 
class, 	t. a pair;  C 494 a pair;  T yq.32T5 71 	a4mi. 
two—only in the phrase two more tortillas' (for T development 
*2fri >m... 2 , see 5.3.1.3.), nu5gw9.52  together  with (*nurni 2 > 
nuw1. 2 >nugw4 2 , cf. below under *w). 
3.1.4.3. PMx *n has uniform reflex xi in all languages; illustrative 
sets follow: (24) M-SM, SE Egni, M-J yani; C 2 dffn6; T di 3024  
brother  of a man. (165) M-SM, SE, J 2 Inb. dog;  C 2 yignb. dog, 
2 rpina fox; T gu3ne 3  fox. (223) M-SM, 4.SE ?Ina, M-J, M ganu; C 
yiffinq; T n• 44 3  cigarette  (probably with tobacco as earlier mean-
ing). There are two sets exhibiting *y-, *n-, *t-, and 'stn- alterna-
tion in the reconstructed ultima; for discussion of this alternation 
see 4.1.1.3. The sets follow: (110) M-SM ytinti tree  K *n-), M-SE 
yuNtl tree i  K *tn - ), M-J yutv trPS  traink (< *t-or 'stn- ); C 4 2 4 
wood (<*n-.), y4 2 4 stick  (<*y-); T ii 3W4  stick, wood, firewood, 
tree 	). au M-SM hanb. box,  hint oven,  (*n- ), M-SE yuNa box,  
(yi) 2 i 3 INM barbecue-pit  (<*tn-), 	6atv box, 	oven (<*t- 
or *tn-); T  Ii3642-1/4-2 box, barbecue-pit  (<*t-). 
3.1.4.4. PMx *ff has reflex if in M, but y in C and T. Medial clus-
ters of * 2 f1 give M-SM 2,  M-SE 2 f1, and M.J 2 y. This M ff 	y 

T y correspondence is partially obscured on the T side by the oc-
currence of reflexes of PMx *0- replacive morpheme (with possible 
original meaning definite  >A singular  and T possessed)  in the T of 
many sets of which the M and C cognates hark back to forms with 
*1-. There was a PMx *y, *8, *fi, **d penultimate alternation in-
volving this *9- replacive morpheme (cf. 4.1.1.2.); in ultimate syl-
lables the same alternation occurred except that the alternation did 
not seem to include * n d- (cf. 3.1.3.1.). Ultimate *0- became, by 
regular sound change, T t before central and back vowels, while 
penultimate *9- became T d before central or back vowels. PMx 
*ff gave regular T reflex y, (merging with reflex of *y) with resul-
tant PT *y/*t alternation in ultimate syllable and PT *y/*d alterna-
tion in penultimates. The T t reflex of this replacive morpheme 
survives in some T forms—especially those which add a fused ele-
ment in front of this morpheme and thus 'freeze' the construction. 
In other cases the PT *t /*y and *d/*y alternations survive as d/y 
in modern T. Presumably this is the result of an analogical level-
ing of the *t/*y alternation found in ultimate syllables to d/y as 
found in penultimate syllables. This analogical leveling would 
parallel the leveling of ultimate PT *k to g- in the aspectual prefix. 
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At any rate, in spite of the fact that the old PMx *0- is definitely 
a PMx morpheme and not simply a PT development (as witnessed 
by A and several sporadic survivals in M and C), it often happens 
that in a given set of cognates the M and C forms survive without 
this morpheme, while the T forms survive only with it. This leads 
to the apparent, but etymologically spurious correspondence, M fl 

y tiT t. In one set the PMx replacive survives in both C and 
T so that the spurious correspondence M 	d 	t results. 

	

In the following sets the n 	'y correspondence is relatively 
clear; (99) M-SM, J 	M-SE 	T 4.34-3 /y43-4  salt. (100) 
M-SM, 	 M-SE safti; T dely4. 2  corn cob.  (172) M-S1v1, SE, 
J filr4; C y44; T y437 44-3  Wig. (170) M-SM fittA; C 	T Ei 3i2  
village  (T regularly drops *y after front vowel 1). (176) M-SM 
kw!? 4., M-SE 111:?fra to bark,  M-J. a da?yu is  yell;  C ?ygy4.? fie, 
?y4.1",ya kwS?I? mountain  lion T Ei3 ?yq. 3-4h to bark,  Ea3 ?y43h 
coyote.  

In these sets the replacive *0- morpheme occurs as t in T; 
this results in the spurious fi 	correspondence: (97) M-SM 

, M-SE thth; C y0; T a 344-3  hail. (171) M-SM, SE, J, M ?M.• 
C y ; T 4143  thorn.  Another set, in which the *0- survives in 
both C and T illustrates the 	correspondence mentioned a- 
bove: (277) M-SM 	M-SE Nini, M-J 	C yatta; T Eu3 tu43  
mouse.  

In still another set there is a spurious correspondence M fi ti 

C t NT n—which is resultant on a PMx alternation *fl, *t, *nd 
witnessed to by the three languages respectively. This is the sole 
instance of occurrence in an ultimate syllable of the PMx replacive 
*t- allomorph of *0-. In penultimate syllables, however, both *t 
and *0 are frequent variants (4.1.1.1. and 4.1.1.2.). Furthermore, 
as an example of the V declension this set is atypical in that 
does not usually figure in this declenison. (178) M-SMI011a; C 

T n`e3-5-4  meat  
3.1.4.5. PMx *w generally has reflex v in M and C and reflex w in 
T. However, in M-SM, SE *w is vocalized to M u before *1 and *e, 
and dropped between M u...a when the latter vowel is a reflex of 
PMx *D. In cluster with * 7 , PMx *w is treated as above for M-SM, 
SE with the following minor exceptions: (a) the *w of the cluster is 
vocalized to u with loss of following vowel in the situation M u...a 
when the latter vowel is a reflex of *D; (b) the *w of the cluster is 
lost before *a elsewhere. C has uniform reflex v except that *?wa 
> ?a under obscure conditions in a few sets. T has reflex w ex-
cept that PT *w >gw in the situations T Eu...we, Eu...wi, and 
ru. • .wi, while PT *?w > ? in the situation T a...a when the latter 
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vowel is a reflex of PMX. *3. For apparent inconsistencies in M 
and T reflexes of *?w vs. *w see 5.6. 

In the following sets *w or *?w occurs before *1 and *e; the 
first three sets are without the special complications in T just 
summarized, while the latter two sets illustrate these develop-
ments (42) M-SM, SE 7 tiA, M -J, M 	; C ?nvb; T w' i 5h two, 
T 1u 5wi 5h twelve.  (43) M-SM, SE k1l, M-J kuvi; C 9 kUbvb; T 
(g)a3wi 3-5 ? die. (67) M-SM, SE yail, M-M yavi hole;  C hiiva hole; 

 T du3we 3-4h/w•ehe cave, cliff. (38) M-SM, SE lain; C 
T u3 gwi. 3-4h sister of a woman  (T shifted *?wi>*wi 9  according 
to 5.3.1.3. In turn, PT *wi 7> *wih by regular sound change; *w 
then > gw according to the above statement). (45) M-SM, SE sail, 
M-J savi; C 0.1-nkilillvb rain drops,  dative thunder;  T du3  ?wi 3  
thunder.  

The following sets illustrate *w and * 7 w before *1, *a, and *3: 
(101) M-SM, SE tri.?v1, M-J ti?vi to suck, to suck blood,  to prac-
tice witchcraft;  C If ?vi to suck' T zdu 3  waha4-3  witchcraft.  (103) 
M-SM, SE tivr, M-J tivi; C t1ivi to blow. (181) M-SM, SE k wa?a, 
M-J ku 9 va to give;  C Ica.?k to give;  tab. 9 1,1 to send things;  T (g)a 3 - 
9 wi 3-5 9  to give.  (226) M-SM, SE, J, M 	mouth;  C duuvi 
mouthful;  T du3 s7 wa 3  mouth.  (227) M-SM, SE, J, M n da?va.; C 
na-i?dbbv-i; T na3 ?a3-4h to be extinguished  (in this and the previous 
set C shifts the *? to the fore of the word as described in 5.3.1.2.). 
(188) M-SM 	M-SE ?gzivg heart;  T ru3 wa23  insides  oj (ap- 
parently meant heart before displaced by Spanish loan). The M-
SM form of the last set is an aberrant development for which I 
cannot account at present. 
3.1.4.6. PMx *y has reflex y in all three languages except (a) for 
the loss of *y after immediately preceding vowel i in either M or 
T; and (b) loss of y before *i in C and T. Here also, in sets in-
volving *y, the PMx replacive morpheme *0- is preserved in T 
as d- (in alternation with y). Sets follow: (190) M-SM, SE M ya 9 d; 
C I- 2 y5.5. 1 ; T da3 7 a3hiya3 ?a3h chile pepper.  (23 0) M-SM, SE 

M-J n day-u; T ni 3 a4-3  dinner; (261) M-SM, SE n oriVy, 
M-J n da 9 y-u. mud; T i3 ?yol-2  mud hole. (262) M-SM hib, M-SE 
hiyb, M-J iyo; T 	comal  (the clay  riddle for making  tor- 
tillas). (18 9) M-SM, SE yga; C T ya iy• a34  tongue  (y 
strengthened to y' analogically in some idiolects; there presum-
ably was no PMx or PT penultimate). 
3.2. PMx vowels in ultimate syllables. 
3.2.1. Non-nasalized reflexes. In citing illustrative sets in this 
section, the proto consonant reconstructed for a given set will be 
given immediately following the number of the set in order to 
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facilitate the correlation of the illustrative sets with the statements 

of the conditioned sound changes in which the proto consonant pre-
ceding the proto vowel plays no inconsequential role. 
3.2.1.1. PMx *i has reflex i in M with the exceptions that (a) *i> u 
in M-SM, SE after 40  m when the cluster is retained and (b) *i is 
lost after *w >u in M-SM, SE. In C *1 > e after *w; *i. > eh. after 
Yid; *i >o/u after *n; *i is lost after *x w  > ku; and *i > i elsewhere. 
In T *i > e after **d; *1 >1 after *n; and *i >i elsewhere. The C 
i/e and o/u reflexes referred to above must be attributed to diver-
gent dialect developments ,  followed by considerable dialect bor-
rowing. Freely varying forms of the same morpheme as well as 
resemblant morphemes constituting etymological doublets occur in 
the C data. For example, C n914q/nriiinic  bean in set 17 (from a 
root with ultimate syllable * * di and with nasalization as a C devel-
opment) illustrates the former; while such divergent C forms as 
the following in set 26 illustrate the latter: til-virnii to disgust,  but 
(kUriv) ka.b.-?ViinT) to be disgusted  (from a root with ultimate syl-
lable *ni). 

Illustrative sets follow: (8, *x) M-SM m dii, M-J kin, van to 
return;  C kri-nt to come;  T (g)u3n3-59  to arrive.  (5, *0) M-SM 
*an; C na-di- n; T ga3 ci?i43 honey.  (16, *Ad) isn-sm tki; C 
twin?; T ru 2ne3  avocado.  (42, *w) M-SM 91Th, M-J.  'uvi; C 2 u.tiv; 
T w•i 5h two. (14, *.e) C(kUtive) ndeitlica to be joined;  T du3gwi 3-4 ? 
together  with, relative.  (27, *n) M-SM t'1-hgrif grandchild;  C 
(daiyA) deVn.6 grandson;  T (da3, 11i 24 ) zi 59 iii 5  grandchild.  
3.2.1.2. PMx *e has reflex i in M except for loss of vowel follow-
ing *w > u in M-SM, SE. The C reflex is a following 'tw, *xi' and 
**d, but e elsewhere. The T reflex is i following *w, but e 
elsewhere. (59, Yi d) M-SM 	C kgrid; T (g)a 3ne 3-4  to bathe.  
(54, *xi') M-SM 	C nd-adva; T na 3 gwi3-4  to choose.  (68, *w) 
M-SM yria, M-M yuvii; C 	T du3 we24 /w • e1-2  straw mat.  (51, 
*0) M-SM 61-1, M-SE gi11-;`-"C drtUda aunt. (52, *x) M-SM 	T 

(g)u3 6e34  to get  wet. 
3.2.1.3. PMx *1 has reflexes 'i, 1, i, i in M-SM, SE, S. and M re-
spectively—except for loss of vowel following *k* >ku in any dia-
lect. Some sporadic irregularity in regard to M-SM, SE i vs. i re-
flex may reflect borrowing from a dialect of the type of M-J. The 
C reflexes are (1) i following *0, Yld, and *w, except that (2) uu 

is the reflex following ** d when the C vowel is a geminate vowel 
cluster. (3) *1 is lost following *kw >Cku. (4) Elsewhere the C 
reflex is eh. which reflects again separate dialect divergence and 
dialect borrowing. The T reflexes are (a) i following *t, *0, and 

(b) a after *w, and (c) I elsewhere in T-Ch (but i in other T 
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dialects). (81, *0) M-SM a di 	M-SE, J a digi cane-whiskei;  C ra- 
df?'1 cactus-beer;  T di3 ci3-5 ?/ci?i 3  cactus-beer.  (89, *a d) M-SM 

"al T completely,  M-SM, SE n di?i all, finished,  M3 a di?i all, fin-
ished;  C ndliU all of' T n1 5 ? all. (91, *a d) C n1- 9 44nr; T na3 ?rii 2h 

to open. (101, *w) M-SM, SE ei? 	M-J ti?vi to, suck,  to suck 

blood, to practice witchcraft;  C tii 9  vi to suck; T zdu 39 waha4-3  
witchcraft.  (77, *k") M-SM, SE, M yuku mountain;  C hiiktl hill;  
T kihi 3  mountain.  (72, *k) M-SM hikf, M-SE ;lief, M-J 6iki; C 
?yilliU? fist (M-SM form probably reflects a special palatalization 
following initial h). (73, *k) M-SM ylki; C ?yr.ti1Z1? cubit. (74) 
M-SM yikr, M-SE yiki, M-M 9  iki bone, shell; T zi3k1 1177hell (of an 

egg). (71, *t) M-SM 	M-SE yid; C li*gtE; T 1i 3 Zi 3-5 ? intestines.  
(93, *D e) M-SM, SE kivi, M-J kivi; C 	T gwi3  day.  
3.2.1.4. PMx *a has reflex a in M-SM, J except for loss of vowel 
in the former (and in M-SE) following *kw  > ku. In M-SE *a is pal-
atalized to e following *x > h, * a g >h, *a d >t, and *a d >d; and 
after *t with preceding u or i in that dialect. C has reflex a 
in most situations but a is lost following *x W  > C ku. Furthermore, 

there are special reflexes of *a in C CVV forms: viz. *ka and 

*kara > C kuu, while *a da > C ndaa when the vowel timbre is oral, 
but *a  da >C ncv when the vowel is nasalized—presumably as a de-
velopment in C itself. Similarly, ultimate *"da in C CVVCV forms, 
when nasalized, gives the reflex nijnc. T likewise has reflex a 
in most situations, but *a > e in a few special environments, viz. 
following *a ga , *n, and *a d (the last only when >n, not when >d); 
in the situations kw...h in T itself; and following the special pala-
talization of *k > described in 3.1.1.2. After *w there is T reflex 
e in the situations: (space)we, (u) ?we? /11 an& (u)gwe(h); but T re-
flex i in the situations (a)wi, (a) ?wi? /11 and (u)gwi(?); and T re-
flex a in the situation (u)wa. After T u 9 w there occur e, i, e 

respectively in T-Ch, T-Co, and T-I. A very restricted develop-
ment is PMx *?ma) T 2 o. Finally, PMx *a ga 9 a > T ambisylla-
bic 

Sets illustrating these varied developments of PMx *a follow: 
(139, *x) M-SM hgd, M-SE he4, MST 25aa; T na 5ka 5-3  new . (152, 
*s g ) M-SM 	M-SE 	M-J a dila in sincerity;  T ia5nga5 ? 
true. (144, *a d) M-SM 	M-SE 	M-J "duta water; C 
nOnVnOnt water,  (tIrvi) nff to sprinkle;  T da3ne34/n• e3-4-3 
water. (145, *"d) M-SM kU-naa, M-SE ka-a dEE, M-J kua da to be 
seated; C 9  0'nm:it to sit down,  1(2)-310 to stay;  T (ga3 )n•e 3  to sit 
down. (The C has recent fusion of * a daa with CV-, hence is not 
representative of normal reflex of * a da in CVVCV.) (108, *t) M- 
SM 	M-SE Ate' river; T-Ch 6a1-2  valley.  (109, *t) M-SM 
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laZg, M-SE hft4 wide; C da.-?k witta! to grow; T ga 5 &a 7 a53  wide. 
(143, *xw ) M-SM v31.1 noisy, ki-vaa to make an uproar; C 61-?Eak7.1 
a sound, kwaakTi to weep; T (g) a 3 gwa2h to scream. (124, *10 M-SM 
au. metal, bell; C kilb. bell; T ga 3 ga?a3  metal. (128, *k w ) M-SM, 
SE yiikb. bush, plant, shrub; C kuri-(dry -diiln"4?) river algae; T 
kwehe 3  herbs. (148, *5 d) M-SM, 	(341); C ndgg; T da3 ?/ya 7 a 3 

 fiber of the century plant. (146, *a d) M-SM ka? a A, M-SE k.3. 9a (16 
to cut; C kwft 7, 7nfr tg break; T (g)a3 ?ne 3-5? to cut. 1154, * a gn 
M-SM • dgva; C kggva to jump; T da 3ngwe 3-41 to spring away,  (g) w • - 
e 2h to jump. (165, *n) M-SM ?Ina dog; C ?yggnA. dog; T u 3 ne3  
fox. (123, *k) M-SM kala; C kggkg; T (g)a4e 2-1  to walk. (180, *w) 
M-SM ? C ?ffva.; T-Ch du32 we3-411/ 9 wehe 3 , T-Co yu?wih, T-1 
yu?weh thread. (153, * a g) M-SM ke-hg?g, M-SE 	M-J ke- 
6a 7 a; C la-fika?E; T (g)a 3 i?i 5  to begin. 
3.2.1.5. PMx *3 has uniform reflex a in T, but varying reflexes 
in M and C. In M a is the reflex after *w, except that after * 7 w 
preceded by M u, the *w is vocalized to u and the proto vowel is 
lost. In PMx situations '4— ? and *k... 7  the M reflex is i (1i 
in M-J, M). In M CVV forms, the reflex is oo. In other situa-
tions there is reflex o or u (in accounting for this inconsistency, 
again I assume separate dialect divergence and dialect borrowing). 
The C reflexes are: i after *w, uu in CVV forms; and u or o else-
where. 

Sets illustrating these varied developments of PMx *3 follow: 
(226, *w) M-SM yri?Ti; C 	T du3 ?wa3  mouth. (227, *w) 
14-SM a dg?va.; C za-n 9 dab.v/; T na3 ?a3-4h to be extinguished. (197, 
*t... ?) M-SM kiti to boil; C (kurivg) kutitV to gel warm; T (g)u3 - 
y4-3-4h tic boil. (199, *k.. ? ) M-SM 	T ni 5ka 57  short. (195, 
*t) M-SM tb5; T nga 3 6a5-3  a span. (212, *a d) M-SM a db-6 to stay, 
to remain; C la-a drib to leave something; T (g)u 3na2 -3  to stay, 
dun  a773  to leave something. (217, *° g) M-SM Mr' to sew; C (kA 7 - 
m4.) kwalkri to swear, to,,testify; T da 3 7 nga 7 a4-3  scar, proof.  
(219, *a g) M-SM vik6; T nga3  cloud.  (200, *k) M -SM 66k6 ant,; C 
nik5 douse,  7  yaakrzi Cy; T In3kwa3  ant. (201, *k) M-SM la3b; C 

T iu3kwal -2  snake (In this and the previous set *k is labial-
ized in T after T Cu- prefix; see 3.1.1.2.). 

3.2.1.6. PMx *o has uniform reflex o in T. In M the most 
frequent reflex is o or u under obscure conditions which pro-
bably again involve the type of dialect borrowing already referred 
to several times previously (for a possible i h. reflex after certain 
nasal consonants see 3.2.2.5.). C presents a similar picture in 
that there are both o and u reflexes of *o, but the latter is pre-
ferred when the C reflex is a geminate vowel, and following *t; 
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while the former is preferred after *y, *n, or *fi. There are ex-
amples of both o and u reflexes after *k and *9 for which we as-
sume again a situation of dialect borrowing. 

Sets illustrating *o follow: (234, *t) M-SM 
tumpline;  T i3 6:3 7 o43  straw  mat on the tumpline.  (236, *k) M-SM 
5 a.kfi broom;  C ndtirikti twig;  T koho3  plant,  bush. (237, *k) M-SM 

s6k5; C kWilkO hum er; T zii--ko 4-5  stomach.  (248, *0) M-SM 
C ku-ylad5; T (g)a to 3-4h to sleep.  (246, *0) C dndll fur, feathers, 

 yit- adb (1tl) hair of the head;  T to3-4-3  fur, feathers.  (253, *5 g) 
M-SM y.kl some; T ?ngo 4  one. (260, *y) C ndo(30; T yo?o 3  year. 

 (235, *t) C 	T &0 3-5-4  soot. (249, *5 d) M-SM 5 d5b; C 	T 
do 3-4/yo 3-4-3  swat  cane. 
3.2.1.7. PMx *u has reflex u in T with the exception that there is 

a special reflex 	which occurs only in the situation *7n... 9  

(there happen to be no examples of T cognates for *nu except in two 
sets in which the T reflex is thus bracketed by 7 ). M-SE has reflex 
i after *t, *k, and MI presumably represents the PM reflex of 
PMx *u in these environments. M-SM reduces this PM *f to i fol-
lowing *t > (this particular development is shared by M-SE along 
with reduction ofl to i following N in that dialect), following *fi, 
and following *k when the M k reflex is preceded by hi in that dia-
lect. Thus, PM *f survives following *t and *k only in certain sit-
uations in M-SM. In M-J, M 'i  is uniformly reduced to i. Else-
where, viz, after *1, *n, and *y in our present array of cognates, 
the M reflex is u for all dialects. One lone instance of o after 
*I reflects another instance of separate dialect divergence and dia-
lect borrowing—a complication which meets us at almost every 
turn of the way in discussing o vs. u in M and C, and e vs. i 
in C. The C data are somewhat scanty for *u; but seem to indicate 
u after *k, and e after *t and *0. 

Sets illustrating *u follow: (264, *t) M-SM, SE yr]. z r powder,  
fiilf sand,  M-J, M yuti powder,  sand; C (yr 4) ndilltb? sand; T 

u3-4-3  powder.  (269, *k) M-SM, SE 5 dIki, M 5 diki; T kul-2  
horn, bone.  (270, *k) M-SM mkt, M-SE 	T zi3ku2h corner. 

 (271, *k) M-SM, SE ?f-sfiki to play;  C nä-a-kb:WI to adorn; T du 3 - 
ku3-4  to play.  (272, *1) M -SM vflff; T i3lu3  cad. (273, *1) M-SM 
vf16 little lizard; T ii 31u1-2  worm.  (274, *n) M•SM ka. 7 nb. to break, 
to cut; T (TO 'Trii 3-57  to cut,  to chop.  (277, *fi) M-SM dfic, M-SE 

M-J tiffi; C ly-titde; T .u3tu4-3  mouse  (with PMx *0- in the C 
and T forms). (278, *y) M-SM te".2 y4; T (gi 3 )ri 3 ?yu3h to spoil,  to 
rot. 
3.2.2. Nasalized reflexes. 
3.2.2.0. It is probable that some PMx roots ended in an inherent 
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*m, while other roots ending in a vowel, or vowel plus *?, received 
suffixal (or enclitic) *-m in grammatical construction. The former 
sort of roots are likely those that survive in our sets with nasalized 
vowel in all three languages (except for reduction of nasal quality 
by dissimilation after nasal consonant in certain M couplets), while 
the latter sort of roots are probably those with randomly distributed 
nasalization in the three languages. But while this is generally pro-
bable, it is nevertheless possible that a given set with M, C, T na-
salized vowel may result from PMx root which has happened to sur-
vive everywhere only in the form with the postposed *_m. Further-
more, it is possible that a given set with inconsistent CV and Cy re-
flexes in the three languages may reflect an early development in 
one of the languages according to which a non-nasalized vs. nasal-
ized grammatical alternation was analogically extended to a root 
basically of the *CVm or even of the *CV variety but not character-
ized in PMx by this alternation, In brief, there are not many sets 
in which it is possible to claim with certainty that a PMx *CVm lies 
back of the nasal reflex in one or more of the languages. It seems 
that we may consider it certain that such an alternation character-
ized PMx—since the phenomenon is much too wide-spread and gen-
eral to be otherwise without being unduly dogmatic about the status 
of a particular nasalized reflex in a given instance. In the array 
of cognates listed in section 7, all reflexes of a given vowel with a 
given consonant are listed under the schematically arranged recon-
structed *CV without attempt to label nasalized vs. non-nasalized 
reflexes according to origin in PMx vs. origin in an early stage of 
a given language. Immediately below, however, in the comments 
here made concerning nasalized reflexes of particular vowels, an 
attempt is made to distinguish these two chronologically different 
developments whenever it seems reasonably feasible. 

When there is evidence for both *-9  and *-m in the same PMx 
form either *CVm? or *ICV 7 rn can be reconstructed, but the form-
er is more probable in that A forms occur with final -m? and final 
3n ? m but not with final -?rn. This would indicate that there was a 
metathesis of PMx postposed *in with original *- 9  of the PMx root. 
3.2.2.1. Nasalized reflexes of PMx *i are on the whole identical 
with those already described for this vowel under the non-nasalized 
reflexes except, of course, for the additional nasal timbre. The 
T nasalized reflex of PMx *i is I. after * 7 m. The M nasalized re-
flex of PMx *i after *k w  consists simply in the nasalization of the 
vocalized labial component of the preceding stop; the PMx vowel as 
such is lost. Set 10 mentioned under 2.2.4.3.3. is a very probable 
case of PMx *xii*xim—since there are etymological doublets of 
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divergent meanings in both M and T. On the other hand, set 48 in 
which T has an etymological doublet ga 3 wiL3  to be (copulative), to 
become  vs. na3wi 3  to terminate,  while M and C have cognates with 
only non-nasalized reflexes very probably reflects a nasalization in 
PT, since there is no other instance of nasal vowel after *w in our 
array of cognates (except where *w is itself a replacive morph in 
the reconstructed verb aspect system) and consequently PMx *-Vrn 
is assumed not to have occurred on basic forms after this conso-
nant. Sets 16 and 17 (with * n cli) contain C cognates with nasalized 
vowel while the M and T cognates have only non-nasalized vowels. 
Similarly, set 19 (with *1i) and set 20 (with *mi) display a nasal-
ized reflex only in C. It is rather plausitle that C in these sets 
has developed the nasalization independently. Illustrative sets fol-
low: (21, *?rrii) M-SM, SE laIrrin, 	ka?mi to burn something;  

2 141Pmf, ?1,?" to set fire to; T (g)a 3 ?ir43  to get warm,  ni3 
 to be irritated,  to smart.  (207) M-SM 4 2 4 money,  bit; T 93- 

, 444-3  money,  z411.1 3  bit. (3, *lei) M-SM .r-siikv to wrap  122, 
wrap around;  C kwabkil to wrap  around; T na3kwi 23  to wind up,  
coil up.  (16, *"di) M-SM tIET; C nip-4ml; T ru2ne 3  avocado.  (19, *li) 
M-SM lfilf; C 	T l•i3h little. 
3.2.2.2. Nasalized reflexes of PM.x! are, aside from addition of 
nasal timbre, like those previously described for this vowel except 
that 49: > T 9. after *k when the nasalized reflex harks back to PMx 
*fm. After *x the following nasalized reflexes occur: M-SM, M 
M-SE v; T 1. Notice, by contrast, that the nasalized reflexes after 
*Jr' are less unusual in M: M-,SM, SE, J iL ; C 	T It. After *m and 
*ii." there appears to have been no nasalized vs. non-nasalized con-
trast left on disappearance of final *-rn following *1 in PMx. The 
vowel *1 was phonetically nasalized in these circumstances because 
of the preceding nasal consonant whether or not it was followed by 
a second nasal consonant. A given language may yield either a 
nasalized or a non-nasalized reflex for *1 according to the particu-
lar nasal consonant, nevertheless there is no apparent contrast—
aside from one set in which the C may have analogically denasal-
ized the vowel with subsequent loss of nasalized alternate. How-
ever, whatever may be the provenience of these nasalized reflexes, 
they are summarized here as follows: In M, *?rra > ?1 or 	with 
the former under certain conditions in M-SM, SE. In C, *?ml 
gives ?m$ in one set, and ?ma in another—with the latter result-
ing from the C denasalization posited above; and *ffnx gives yi re-
flex in CVV forms. In T, *?rril > ?q. or ?ml  (for loss of *m see 
5 .3 .1.3 . ), and *fii. > 

Most of the sets involving a nasalized reflex of PMx *3. are 
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ambiguous as to the choice between PMx *fm or nasalization in M, 
C, or T. Set 104, which seems to reconstruct as *Tim (but which 
involves some apparent phonological difficulties possibly resulting 
from the fact that the rarity of this ultimate ?V combination does 
not yield us enough data to study the problem carefullx) gives con-
sistently nasalized reflexes in all languages: M-SM 97tie  M-3 
C 11-0; T-Ch TO, T-Co 9 4, T-I n•i nine. Set 77 (with *lel) has a 
nasalized reflex only in T, but the presence of an etymological 
doublet pair with two contrasting nasal vowel qualities makes it 
probable that one is a reflex of PMx 'aim, while the other is a T de-
velopment: M-SM yuku mountain;  C hi!ki hill,  ?digk6 a pile,  t11145 
a little hill; T kihi 3  mountain,  da343  slope, spur  (< PMx *fm), 
da31q2-1  hill of corn, nose (nasalization in T itself). Taking the 
cue from this etymological doublet pair, we can now proceed to i-
dentify kV river  in set 78 as a T nasalization, but 43-4-3  seeds  in 
set 75, and k. 3  squash  in set 76 as reflexes of PMx *fm. In set 76 
an aberrant ku reflex in C (which presumably harks back to *k *I 
rather than to *kl; cf. 77-80) raises the possibility of a late PMx 
alternation *k71/1eim (< earlier 

The following sets illustrate nasalized reflexes of *1 after *x, 
*xw , and nasal consonants as described at the beginning of the 
paragraph preceding the one above: (85, *xi) M-SM ynhl., M-SE 

M-M -yugi; C y-a.1.6b; T cia3leic.3 -4h/kiglit3  dough.  (87, *X41) 
M-SM, SE kb,Iffe  M-3 kan, warm,  dax_in T g15  warm.  (88, *xn) C 
kf2'.'?4; T zi 3 giri 3  chicle.  (96, *?rrii) M-SM, SE AA, M4 BO, foot; 
C dia?mi leg;  T da 3 ?m4. 5  leg.  (97, *ffi/*01) M-SM flIfif, M-SE 
ff14 C y-44; T a 344-3  hail. (99, *ffi/*01) M-SM fii, M-SE ffl.1; T 
43 -4 /y43-4  salt. 
322.3. Nasalized reflexes of PMx *a likewise generally parallel 
the non-nasalized reflexes of *a. There are, however, certain 
special developments. (a) After *n and *f5 in couplets of M CVV 
and CVCV pattern PMx *am 1M u; after these same consonants in 
couplets of CV ? V pattern (with both vowels identical) PMx *am > 
M 4. This is probably a development of PMx and PM *am rather 
than a latter M vowel nasalization in that the most plausible pho-
netic rationalization of the rather unusual vowel reflex in M is that 
it reflects influence of the PMx and PM bilabial nasal. Likewise, 
the M ?q. <late PMx *?am (<early PMx *?marn) points to a PMx 
*am rather than to a M vowel nasalization in that loss of *m from 
*?m cluster is most easily explained by positing such a develop-
ment (See 3.1.4.2.). There is a special development, late PMx 
*fiV ?am (< early PMx *ftV ?main) >M f14?v. (b) Other than in the 
above situation involving *?m, there is no distinction of nasalized 
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vs. non-nasalized reflexes in M following *m and *y; presumably 
both PMx *a and *am are merged in M a after these consonants. 
This fact together with the consideration that even when PMx *am 
> M u the reflex is not nasalized may indicate that there was a 
weak sub-phonemic nasalization of a conditioned by the preceding 
nasal consonant so that loss of following nasal did not leave any 
contrasting nasal timbre. The rather weak phonetic nature of the 
nasalization is suggested by the fact that these vowels are merged 
with the non-nasalized rather than with the nasalized M vowel pho-
nemes. However, with medial - 7- in the form the nasalization ap-
peared to have been stronger so that PMx *am has a M reflex 
which is merged with the nasalized high back vowel, viz. , le. No-
tice, finally, that the development after *y remains obscure, since 
it is difficult to imagine how this particular consonant would result 
in a neutralization of following nasalized vs. non-nasalized qualities. 
(c) Following *t, PMx *am >M and T v; in this situation final *-in 
conditions a rounded vowel reflex in T as well as in M. 

The developments in the preceding paragraph are such that it 
is possible to claim with some assurance that the M reflexes in 
question are derived from PMx *Vm rather than from innovations 
in M itself. I now list a few nasalized reflexes which, like other 
nasalized reflexes which involve nothing more drastic than the ad-
dition of nasal timbre to reflexes of *a already described, are in 
many sets difficult to classify as to origin in PMx or in an early 
stage of one of the three languages: C has a reflex cc or c/i, after 
*5  d. T has a reflex for CV combination 'aka in the very special 
set of circumstances *Ica 2kal 7 ; this is parallel to the non-nasalized 
reflex 6e in the same circumstances (see 3.1.1.2., 3.2.1.4.). It is 
of some interest here that A—which we do not regularly cite in 
this study—preserves am reflex of PMx *am. This witness is 
crucial, although outside the framework of this study. 

In this paragraph I list illustrations for PMx *am after nasal 
consonant and *y as described two paragraphs above. In these sets 
it appears probable that the nasalized M vowels or the non-nasalized 
a or u reflex are developments of PMx *Vm. This fact, along 
with A am reflex for many of the sets makes it fairly certain that 
M, C, T nasalized reflexes hark back to PMx *am (166, *nam) M-
SM, SE, J 	face, towards, in front of, pia. cg where, time when; 
C na-nif in front of .  T ri3434  face DI, surface of, in front 
of, place where, time when; A narn (sg) face, edge. (167, *nam 7 ) 
M-SM, SE, M C ylana; T n• 43h net-work bag (C reflex here 
either bears witness to a PMx *na variant or reflects a denasaliza-
tion development in that language itself). (170, *fiam) M-SM, SE 
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J iirra; C yn.;  T 13 4. 2 ; A tsham (sg), nham (p1) village; (171, *ffarn) 
M-SM SE, 3, M 9 i1 1; C 44;  T 443 ; A tsiam (sg), nia.m (p1) thorn. 
(172, *fia?am) M-SM, SE, J111 7  4; C y ?4; T y439 44-3 ; A tgam 
(sg), nam (pl) fire. (161, -*? (n) am) M-SM, WI. comrade, of the 
same class, ?rit t. a pair; C n4. 7  a pair; T a 4m43 -47  a couple of, 
nu5gwa59  together with, y4 3  7 45 - 3  twins. (159, -* 7 (rn)am) M-SM 
SE, J, M 4' 7'9 land, soil; C y¢? 4,?; T yo3 9 o1 -2 . (176, -*7ffarn?) 
M-SM k'f 7  4, M-SE 1i1 7 fla to bark Lola 	M-J D cla 7 yu to yell; C 

ygy4 coyote; T (gi 3 )Ii3y434h to bark, a 3 9 y43h coyote (the 
M-J form is obscure). (162, *maul?) M-SM, SE, J nad he, him-
self, that one; C m.1.4 oneself; T rn4 3 7  4 3  oneself. (193, * 7 yam 7 ) 
M-SM 9T 9 a/ 7T7 ya, +ya god, saint, M-SE yak . ; C(t1115) T-114 7 ) pre-
Columbian stone idols; T y43 7 044-3  god, saint, gi 3 9 y4144-3  holy  
day. (110, -*n 7/*y-/*t-/*tnam) M-SM yunu, M-SE yuNu tree; M-J 
yuti tree trunk; C n4? firewood; y4 7  4 stick; T /i 3 6u24 / .693  stick, 
wood, firewood, tree; A ts 7 arn (sg), n 7 arn (pl) stick. 

The following sets illustrate nasalized reflexes of PMx *a of 
less certain status historically—although some are quite probably 
reflexes of PMx *am: (146, * 7n da) M-SM lea 7nla, M -SE clE to 
cut; C 	7 , 7 110 to break; T (g)a 3 7 ne 3-5  to cut. (144, *n da) 
M-SM 'dun' water; C nri4nVni-hnii' water, (aryl) of to sprinkle, to 
spatter; T da 3ne 3 -4 /n•e 3-4-3  water (in this and the preceding set, 
the nasalization in the C forms is probably a C innovation). (126, 

*Ica) M-SM lag; C kaala. to ask; T (g)a 3 40-1  to ask for. (133, 
*kwa) M-SM 	C 494;  T g43 7  43-4h to go (these forms pro- 
bably <PMx *am). (140, *xa) M-SM n dih4; C ndank3i 7 ; T da3k43-4 
/k43h sandal (this probably reflects PMx *x wa/*xam-- ,another in-
stance of late PMx alternation consequent on reduction of sequence 
of labials. 
3.2.2.4. Nasalized reflexes of PMx *a include only: (1) Two M, T 

sets with nasalized reflexes in both languages (M 	T 4) following 
*k. (2) Three M, C, TI•sets with nasalized reflexes in T (in all 

three sets), in C (in two of the three sets), and in M (in one of the 
three sets) following *n. The reflexes are: M 9 (in CV 7 V) and u 

(in CVCV); C u or o (non-nasalized) and i or 9 (nasalized); T 
(3) One M, T set in which the T reflex is nasalized (M o, T 4) 
following *y. Of these sets there is perhaps a presumption in fa-
vor of believing that those following *k may possibly preserve re-
flexes of PMx *Dm, in that the M, T cognates (no C in these sets) 
are consistently nasal. For two of the sets with *o following *n 
there are A cognates with -am which afford direct evidence of PMx 
*om. The set following *y is the most ambiguous in respect to 
PMx *Dm vs. vowel nasalization in one of the particular languages; 
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in this set the nasalization of the T cognate is suspect. These six 
sets follow: (202, *kD) M-SM, J 	T ia545-3  tall. (203, no) 
M-SM, SE stik.O. neck; T g4.3 -(E3 a2 ) windpipe,  zi3 -ge1-5  throat (with 
*k possibly weakened to g in the former phrase and subsequent 
generalization of this weakened form; cf.under . *k in 3.1.1.2.). (221, 
*y-l*n-/*tn5) M-SM, J 	M-SE NVre; C diA94; T y13-47  teeth.  
(222, *n) M-SM, SE, .1 	C 	a hnb to run; T (g)u 3n4411 
to run, (g)a3neh to weave;  A nam to run,  hnam looms.  (223, *n) 
M-SM, SE ?Int-, M-J ganu; C ythinsf; T n• 01 3  A hnam (pl) ciga-
rettes (older meaning was probably tobacco;  cf. T ko3h nv3  tobacco 
—which may be a borrowing from M). (233, *y) M-SM, SE, J 
kbyTi; T (g)a 3y43-4h to pour  out, to emp0.  
3.2.2.5. There is no clear evidence that both * .u. and *0 occurred 
before *•m; very probably only one of these vowels occurred in that 
situation. In a few of the sets here pertinent—sets characterized 
by both nasalized and non-nasalized reflexes randomly distributed 
through the three languages—there is an M, C or T non-nasalized 
reflex that indicates *o rather than *u (cf. 3.2.1.6. and 3.2.1.7.). I 
assume, therefore, that PMx *o alternated with *om in these par-
ticular sets, and posit *orn rather than *um. However, having 
posited PMx *om to the exclusion of *um, we are confronted again 
with the problem of distinguishing PMx *om from later nasaliza-
tions in the particular languages. The nasalized reflexes are sum-
marized together in the following statements; in statement (2) in 
particular it is phonetically feasible to trace certain developments 
as stemming from PMx *om in that while some of the reflexes show 
influence of a bilabial (viz. *-m.) there are others that do not: (1) 
M has after *t, *lc, and * 7 . (2) M has also the following reflexes 
—presumably <PMx *am: u after *n and *fi, M-SE v. after N. 
The following contrasting non-nasalized M reflexes are presumably 
from PMx *o (although both *0 and *u. may be merged in the M re-
flexes in these particular environments-••n which case we would 
assume that both these vowels alternated with PMx *om): M-SM, 
i after fi and after t <*tn; M-SE i after N K *tri) and i after fS. 
(3) T has nasalized reflex i. (4) C has 	CVV and CV 7 V forms 
and possibly Q in CVVCV forms (there is but one set, however, to 
witness to the latter. ) 

Illustrative data follow: (235, *to/*tom) M-SM 	M-SE 
black;  C tthi soot; T (re 3ko4-5 ) 45-3  black (zapote4,  o3-.5-.4  soot. 

 (244, *ko) M-SM, SE g-i-kA niece; C 	nephew;  T zdu31c 4-57  
nephew  (similarly, M 'nephew' 	T `niece'). (243, *ko) C da.- 
44 to ciu; T na 5ko 53  dry.  (245, *ko) M-SM 6.11 ►  louse, 611kii. 
fly; T 1.131(u3  insect, animal  (for T, I assume that PT *-ko >ku 
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after development of Eu 3 - in first syllable; the sequence u...o does 
not occur in T). (263, *?om) M-SM, SE, I, M ?r"?.; C WTI; T 
9.459 45  five (cf. A aum five, Itin 7 aum fifteen). (256, *fiom) M.SM 
()Mika) ITO palm-tree, M-SE fin palm; C h114; T d 3 /y palm. 
(257, *iloPlgom) M-SM tiffri, M-SE Nil, 	tifli; C d44 fingernail. 
(258, *110/*ffom) M-SM nxfl3, M-SE 	C yin? ; T tv3  blood (for 
the consonantal alternations see 4.1.1.1.). (254, *no) C krib.nb, 
hlinb to plant, ko-nriii to dress oneself; T (g)u 3nv3-4  to plant, na 3 - 
n43-4  to dress oneself. (267, *t-/*tn- and *-o/*-om) M-SM 
M-SE 	 NW; C diffltri nose; T (g)u 3 Z113-4h to sniff, to smell. 

NOTES 

1. Certain M dialects not cited in this study have uniform d 
reflex (voiced alveolar or dental spirant) of PMx *0—thus parallel-
ing C. Representative of such dialects is the M of Tonahuixtla, 
Puebla (data from Ann Dyke). I posit PM *d reflex with subsequent 
palatalization to s/N in such M dialects as those included in this 
study. 

2. The M dialect of Tonahuixtla, Puebla is typical of a group 
of dialects in which reflex to occurs. 



4. Phonological developments in penultimate syllables 

4.1. Patterns of consonantal alternation in penultimate syllables. 
4.1.0. The phonological developments in PMx penultimate syllables 
are much harder to trace than those in the ultimate syllables. This 
difficulty springs from the fact that, while there is a modicum of 
consonantal alternation in the ultimate syllables, such alternation 
is typical of the penultimate. Procedurally then, one finds that the 
consonants of the penultimate reconstruct with less consistency 
than the vowels. Proceeding, however, on the assumption that the 
consonants of the penultimate reconstruct on lines parallel with 
those laid down for the consonants of the ultima, one is able to re-
construct the patterns of consonantal alternation. These recon-
structed patterns are of two differing types which I term paradigm  
A and paradigm B, corresponding to PMx noun and PMx verb re-
spectively. 
4.1.1. Paradigm A—which most often involves cognates that are 
nouns in the present day languages—essentially consists of *t- or 
*0- alternating with *y- plus a few additional elements. The *t- 
or *0- element is the same as the *0- definite morpheme posited in 
3.1.4.4.; the *y- was possibly a morpheme marking indefinite. Be-
yond this, it seems pointless to conjecture as to the semantic im-
port of the other elements involved in the sub-varieties of paradigm 
A as described below: 
4. 1. 1. 1. 't' declension consists of *y-, *t-, and * 5 1:I-. In pre-PMx 
times this declension probably represented *y-, and *(m)t-; *mt 
had become * 5 d by PMx times. One atypical set of this sort seems 
to exhibit *y-, *t-, and *x- alternation. Set 62 is typical of this 
declension; although this set involves cognates that are M, C, T 
verbs rather than nouns, the verbs are presumably derivatives of 
a PMx noun: M-SM yi394 to be afraid (*y-); C ka-ndinvb. to frighten 
(*5 d-); T 1u 39 wi3-59  to be afraid (*t-). More frequent than the full 
*y-, 	*5 d- alternation is *y-, *t- alternation in such sets as 70: 
M-SM (ti-)0 9 4 (*y-); T Ea39we 1-2 t ) lice-eggs. For further 
examples of this declension see 77, 107, 110, 135, 200, 209, 229, 
234, 240, 245 (*y-, *t-); sets 44, 86, 266, (*t-, * 5 d-); and set 71 
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(*y_, *t-, *x- ). 
4.1.1.2. 1 0' declension consists of *y-, *0-, *fi-, and * A d-. In 
pre-PMx times this declension probably consisted of 'A(m)y-, and 
*(m)0-; *my and *me had become *fl  and * 5 d respectively by PMx 

times. In two atypical sets of this type *1- also occurs; in two 
other such sets *x_ occurs. Set 264 is illustrative of this declen-
sion: M-SM ytta• something powdered  (*y-). rittf' sand (*fi-); C 
(y4 7 ) nduttb 7  sand (*nd-); T da3 6u4-5  (211 3 ) sawdust  (*9-). Some-
what more frequent than the above are sets involvin simply *y-, 
*0-: (set 76) M-SMIM (*y-.); C 	(*y-); T da ik42-1  (*0-) 
squash.  For further examples of this declension see sets 66, 67, 

68, 69, 74, 76, 132 (*y-, *0-); sets 226, 238 (*y-, *0-, * 5 d..); 

sets 3, 14, 140, 147 (*0-, *5 11-); set 20 (*y-, 	*0-); set 24 

(*y-, *0-, *fi-, *n d-); set 127 (*y-, *0-, * n d-, *1.); set 142 (*y-, 
*0-, *1-); and set 27, 270 (*y-, *0-, *x-). 

4.1.1.3. 'n' declension consists of *y-, *n-, *t-, and *tn-. Two 
sets of this sort have * a d, *n alternation. This declension type is 
not as statistically frequent as the former two declension types. 
Set 277 illustrates *y-, *t-, 'stn- alternation: M-SM tiff, M-SE 
Nisi (*tn-); C 7 yilaa (*y.-.); T Eu 3tu4-3  (*t-) mouse.  Set 161 il-
lustrates *y-, *n-, 'stn-: M-SM t4 7-4, M-SE N4,7 4 comrade,  Di 
the same  class  (*tn-); C n1 2 4 a pair  (*n-); T ye 7 1. 5-3  twins  (*y-). 
For further examples of this declension, see set 40 (ft-, *n-); 
set 58 (*y-, *t-, *n-); and sets 227, 230 (* a d-, *n-). 
4.1.1.4. Sets in which no reflex of *t-, *0-, or *n- occurs are 
ambiguous as to declension type; cf. set 39 (*y_, * n d-); sets 30, 
72, 253 (*y-, *x-); sets 121, 236 (*y-, * n cl-, *x-); a.nd.iset 199 
(*il-, *1- ). 
4.1.1.5. There are three sets that seem to involve both *t- and 
*0- in the same paradigm. It is necessary to examine these sets 
in order to see whether this overlap between the declensions is 
real or only apparent. These sets are sets 101, 77, and 202. We 
first examine set 101: M-SM t7i 7 v1 to puck, suck  acos31, practice  
witchcraft  (*t-); C tII 7 vI to suck (*t-); T zdu 37 waha 	witchcraft  
(*0-, PT *Ed). In that this set contains the T zd reflex of PT *Ed, 
it need not detain us long; the overlap is here not clearly one be-
tween *t- and *0-, but between *t and a PT element id the origin 

of which remains obscure (4.2.7.2. ). The crucial forms from set 77 
are as follows: M-SM yuku mountain  (*y..); C digk6 pile  (*0-), 

tffk6 a little  hill, trail L0E, summit  (*t-); T da3 14.3  slope,  da3 1kit2-1 

 a hill of corn,  the nose (*0-). (For the differing vowel reflexes in 
the T ultimate syllable, see 3.2.2.2. ). In evaluating this set for 
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its evidential value regarding *t-, *0- overlap, it is well to note the 
penultimate vowels. Significantly enough, the C and T forms recon-
structing with *0- reconstruct also with penultimate vowel *a; while 
the M forms reconstructing with *y-, and the C forms reconstruct- 
ing with *t- reconstruct with penultimate vowel *u-. Apparently 
then, we have in this set forms deriving from two different PMx 
nouns, one noun with penultimate vowel *u that belonged to the 't' 
declension, and another noun with penultimate vowel *a that belonged 
to the '0' declension. The overlap between declensions is only ap-
parent in this set. The third case of apparent overlap is in set 202; 
M-SM sdki (*0-); T Xa 5k45-3  (*t-) tall. This is possibly the best 
set from which one could argue for overlip between the declensions, 
but the forms of the set are few and we may here have mixture of 
forms from two different PMN. nouns. However, it is perhaps signi-
ficant that the M and T forms can be reconstructed with penultimate 
vowel *3 while in set 77 two different penultimate vowels must be re-
constructed. In summary then: of the three cases of apparent over-
lap between 't' and '0' declensions only one set gives us anything at 
all solid, but the hypothesis of mixture of forms from two declen-
sions cannot be ignored even in that one case. It remains that the 

and '0' declensions are clearly defined patterns within paradigm 
A. 
4.1.1.6. It is interesting to note that M typically preserves *y-
forms of the above paradigms, while T preserves *t- and *0 forms 
with much greater frequency, and exhibits a *y/*d alternation in its 
present day grammar (cf. 159, 172, 190, and 231). Nevertheless, 
the reality of the assumed PMx consonantal alternations described 
above is established by the following facts: (1) M in a few sets (3, 
147, 238) does preserve *0- forms where C and T do not. (2) C 
agrees with T witness to *t- or *0- in a few sets (24, 27, 77, 107, 
226) as opposed to M witness to *y-. (3) An altered form of this 
consonantal alternation exists both in A as well as in T (see discus-
sion under 3. 1. 4. 4. ). 
4.1.2. Paradigm B—which most often involves cognates that are 
verbs in the present day languages—involves the following consonan-
tal alternations: *kw-, *x-/*xi-/*w-Py-, *k-, 	/*n-. These 
four elements were tense-aspect morphemes with some such mean-
ings as: (I) potential or future, (2) continuative or present, (3) 
completed or past, (4) state of completion or prior past. These 
four tense-aspects survive as such in C where they are indicated by 
the abbreviations po, pr, pt, and pp respectively (CMM, p. 50). 
Nevertheless, all three languages have modified the original tense-
aspect system in various ways. These grammatical developments 
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are described below before considering the consonantal alternations 
involved in this reconstructed paradigm: 
4.1. 2. 1. M, C, T grammatical developments obscuring PMx para-
digm B. 
4.1. 2.1. 1. M has completely lost the distinction between *k"_ and 
*k- aspects. By a sort of syncretism, some M verbs have come to 
have kw - in their basic form (the M potential), while others have k-. 
In a few sets (notably 84), related verbs from the same PMx root 
exhibit kw- vs. k-. Filling somewhat the function of the old *k-
completitive or past tense-aspect is the M construction nt (comple-
titive) plus verb (with form of the M continuative except for tone). 
The old *x- PNxi - Pw- Py- aspect survives as a living part of M 
structure, but the third allomorph is eliminated; there has been 
some extension of the palatalizing effect of the second and fourth 
allomorphs (cf. set 248 which has Idisb. in the basic form but 16gf in 
the continuative); and there has been a regular tendency to raise the 
tones of the continuative (this may have beginnings in PMx itself, 
cf. set 222). The * n d- /*n- aspect survives in some verbs as a 
sort of stative formation (cf. 48 lard to be, to be able,  w daii to be-
come); in other verbs it has become the basic form in one or more 
of the M dialects (sets 8, 52). 
4.1.2.1.2. C has somewhat—but by no means entirely— syncretized 
the *kw- and *k- aspects, so that a potential of a given C verb may 
hark back to either one or the other form. Nevertheless, the latter 
tense-aspect (the completive or past) has been preserved as a liv-
ing category in the course of the following developments: (1) Many 
verbs originally taking PMx *x- or *yr- continuative were analogical-
ly shifted to *xi- continuative. (2) The *i vowel of the'*xi- contin-
uative was then extended to the *k- aspect of most verbs. This was 
presumably a very early development in PC. (3) Following this, 
the PC *ki went by regular sound change to 	which is typically 
the formal indication of the C past. (4) Allomorph *y- of the PMx 
continuative has survived as C i- present with analogical extension 
to many C verbs. (5) In more recent times two further sorts of 
analogical developments sporadically modified the form of the C 
past in verbs that had not shared in steps (1) and (2): (a) some 
verbs with ka- past received vowel i of the present, thus passing 
through step <2) after the sound change of step (3) had ceased to 
operate; these verbs remain ki- or ke- in the past (123, 145); (b) 
others analogically became 	(143). (6) There still remain, how- 
ever, a few verbs with ka- form in the past (160). (7) Because of 
the syncretism of *k w- and *k- forms referred to at the head of 
this paragraph, there are C verbs that have the same form in the 
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potential and past (63, 116). Other verbs distinguish the potential 
from the past by virtue of a tone change in the latter (101, 103). 
Tone pattern mid-low on the penultimate and low on the ultima has 
become a favorite C tone pattern for the past (6. 1.3.7.). (8) Some-
what akin to the development sketched above is the C extension of 
vowel i of the present and past to the stative or prior past which 
consequently becomes quite regularly ndi- or ni-. This preference 
for vowel i in the last three tenses results in a certain amount of 
similarity between these forms as opposed to the form of the poten-
tial. 
4.1.2.1.3. Sound change in T wrought considerable havoc with the 
old PMx tense-aspect system. PMx consonant-vowel penultimate 
combinations *ka, *xa, *ka, *lea, and *xa all became T ga- by 
regular development. There was, therefore, obliteration of the 
distinction between PMx completitive and continuative for verbs 
having the 'lc, x- allomorph before penultimate vowels *a and *D. 

Furthermore, since the *x- allomorph seemed to have been pre- 
ferred to *xi- in PT (a tendency contrary to that in PM and PC 
where the sphere of distribution of the 'palatalizing' allomorphs 
was extended), this was a serious impairment of the distinction be- 
tween these two PMx aspects. Furthermore, before *i (where 
sound change did not obliterate the distinction between PMx *ki and 
*xi), the sound change gave, on the contrary, reflexes so divergent 
(*ki > T gi-, but *xi >n-) that the paradigmatic connection was 
possibly impaired. Somewhat less serious, but nevertheless dis-
turbing, was the merger of *k w a and *ka into T ga-. Since *k w

-occurred only before PMx *i, *a, and *a in penultimate syllables, 
and since the latter vowel was statistically rather frequent in PMx, 
the merger of *lea and *ka meant an impairment of the distinction 
between the PMx *kw- potential and *k- past. Sound change here 
aided the general M, C, T tendency towards syncretism of the *le-
and *k- forms. Only in one respect does T preserve more clearly 
than M or C a feature of the old aspect system, and this is in the 
survival of the old *w- allomorph of the continuative or present in 
a restricted class of T verbs (see below). 

On the ruins of the old PMx aspect system, T built a new sys-
tem along the following lines: (1) A g(V)- morpheme (comprised 
historically of the remnants of the aspect-marking morphemes of 
the first three PMx aspects) became the marker of a non-continua-
tive aspect. (2) This g(V)- element was dropped from the verb to 
form a new continuative  aspect (e.g. ga 3 6a2-1  sang  vs. a3 n.2-1  
singing;  gi 3n1.2-1  washed  vs. 	" 1  washing).  An initial model for 
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this development may have been provided by the T elimination by 
regular sound-change of initial *y- from continuatives of the 'y' 
conjugation (cf. set 248). (3) In a development, the details of 
which are as yet obscure, the tones of the forms with the g (V)- 
element were lowered to form a new potential  (e. g. ga4n.4  will  
sing  and gi 5n4.5h will wash). (4) Some verbs have retained forms 
with 4:1V- or nV- elements (coming by regular sound change from 
the PMx 'e n d-/*n- aspect). But there has ceased to be any para-
digmatic connection in that these elements now pattern as deriva-
tive rather than inflectional. It is, indeed, a synchronic problem 
in T itself as to whether or not these elements should even be ac-
corded morphemic status in many verbs. 
4. 1.2.1.4. In all three languages some old forms basically of para-
digm A, i.e., PMx nouns, are given aspectual proclitics or pre-
fixes and treated as verbs. This gives an overlap of paradigm A 
with paradigm B in some sets. Furthermore, one PMx aspect is 
sometimes 'frozen' as the stem form of the verb and appropriate 
particles (abbreviated auxiliary verbs) introduced to round out the 
aspects; this is especially typical of C (sets 48, 113, 116, 123, 227). 
4.1.2.2. Paradigm B as reconstructed—once one has cleared a-
way the M, C, T developments described above—has four subva-
rieties according to the allomorphs of the continuative or present 
aspect. These conjugations are illustrated below. 
4.1. 2. Z. 1. The 'x' conjugation is well illustrated by set 84: M-SM 
kagt (po < PMx *k-), 	(cont <PM.x *x-) to press,  to chew; 
kn.rk  (po <PMx *kw-), hggr, (cont <PMx *x-) to press,  to nail; 
C ?Wadi (po < PMx *k-), ?TAW: (pr<PMx *x- replaced by *xi-
with obliteration of the h reflex by metathesized ), 	(pt < 
PMx *k- plus vowel i from the pr, and with passage of *Id > Ei.) 
n?dridt (pp < PMx 'end- plus vowel i from the pr) to shake some-
thing;  T (g)a 3 c1 3h to touch_,  feel (with merger of PMx *k(a)- and 
*x(a) to T ga-; with development of new cont a 3 c1 3h by loss of g-; 
and with development of po ga 46. 3h will touch.)  Set 181 is one of 
the rarer sort of sets in which C does not extend vowel i through 
the last three tenses of the paradigm: M-SM 	(po <PMx *kw-), 
h£ 7 a. (cont <PMx *x-) to give;  C ? (po and Pt <merger of PMx 
*kw - and *lc- in this environment), ha-7 4. (pr < PMx *x-); /la la 

PMx *n-) to give,  to sting;  T (g)a37 wi3-57  to give,  to strike  
(with merger of PMx *k(a)- and *x(a) - to T ga 3 ; with development 
of new cant by loss of g-; and with development of new po ga 57 wi 57 

 will give).  For further examples of this conjugation, see sets 7, 
21, 36, 116, 274, 275. 
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4.1.2.2.2. The 'xi' conjugation (not presence of penultimate syl-
lable *xi- per  se but a *xi- pr alongside of other vowel quality in 
the reconstructed penultimate syllables of the other aspect forms) 
is illustrated by set 222: M-SM kunu (po), kunu (cont) (both <PMx 
*kw  (a) with analogical creation of new cont by raising of tone after 
this verb split off from the following one) to weave;  kifldl (po, same 
form as above), h1nU (cont <PMx *xi-) to nal; C kggna (po <PMx 
*k-), 11.44nb (pr <PMx *xi—for the e reflex rather than the ex-
pected i, cf. 3.2.1.1.), Uenb (pt <PMx *k- plus vowel i of the 
present, and subsequent passage of *ki->6e-), ri4enb (pp <PMx 
* n d- plus vowel i from the present) to run; T (g)u 3n4 2h to run 
K PMx *kw (a)— with development of u 342h cont and gu4nt,4h po), 
(g)a3 n42h to weave  (PMx *k(a) - with development of a 3 nq.411 cont 
and of ga4n44h po), 1i 3n4 1-2  loom  (probably PMx *xi-; this aspect 
has survived here 'frozen' as a T noun). For further examples of 
this conjugation, cf. 56, 59, 60, 105, 123, 126. 
4. 1. 2. 2.3. The 'w' conjugation is illustrated by set 26: M-SM 
kin' disgusting, repulsive  (M adj. from PMx verb in *k- aspect); 
C 	(po), 	 (pr), 	(pt), ni-to-v-iind (pp) tg 
disgust  (all these forms are built on PMx *w- aspect 'frozen' as 
the C stem-form); T 	 disgusting  (< PMx *n- aspect). 
Set 133—involving PMx ultimate syllable of *CV 9  V structure—il-
lustrates sets of the sort in which *w- survives as a grammatical 
feature in T: M-SM k w4 9 4 (po <PMx *kw-.), 4 9 4 (cont, an ana-
logical creation replacing PMx *w- aspect) to go; C 1494 (po 
PMx *k-), 	(pr, an analogical creation replacing PMx *w- as- 
pect), 4 2  I (pt <PMx *k- plus vowel of C pr and passage of kidc 
> 	of 9 1 (pp < PMx *n- plus vowel of C pm) to g,  kwI 9 4  ou  
went (< PMx *kw- ); T w4 3  .? 9.3 4h going  (cont <PMx *w- aspect), 
g439 q3-4h went (<PMx *k-), n.2. 39 43-4h to g  back, return  (possi-
bly < PMx *n-). In positing the priority of the *w- form witnessed 
to by T as over against a possible *x- form witnessed to by both 
M and C, I simply argue that analogical pressures are everywhere 
at work in M and C verb paradigms in the direction of eliminating 
old *w- forms, while there are no evident analogical pressures to 
account for the T w reflex. The T w- form bears the appearance 
of an archaic feature in that it characterizes a restricted class of 
verbs and is no longer a productive pattern. For further examples 
of this conjugation—involving consonantal alternation in either the 
penultimate or the ultima, see sets 4, 131, 134, 145, 206. 
4.1. 2. 2.4. The 'y' conjugation is illustrated by set 9: M-SM, SE 
am fever (noun <PMx *It- aspect); C db.-knFi (po), 1-d1.-kaan 
(pr), da.-kaan-  (pt), til-di--k45.61 (pp) to boil (these forms are built 
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on PMx *k- aspect 'frozen' as the C stem-form); 9 yuuQi (po), I- 
(pr), ?ya.61 (pt), 	"?y151161.  (pp) to fry  (these forms are 

built on PMx *y- continuative 'frozen' as the C stem-form); T 
(n113-4) ga3 Ei?i4-3  to have  a fever  (noun or adjective <PMx *Ica-
and/or *lea- aspects). Set 11 preserves a M witness to the PMx 
*y- continuative: M-SM 	( < PMx * n cl- aspect), Ohl-  (< 
PMx *y- continuative) to bury;  C 9 16111617 (po <PMx *kw-aspect), 
9 1161 (pr <*y- continuative), E ?int (pt <*k- aspect with C vowel 
palatalization and passage of *ki>Ei), n?clIfEf (pp <PMx * 5 d- as-
pect) to plant,  to sow; T (g)a 3 Ei 3-5 ? to bury  (with merger of PMx 
*IcwW- and *kW- aspects to T ga 3 -; with loss of *y- from PMx 
continuative creating by regular sound change one of the vowel-
initial forms which served as model for development of T continua-
tive by dropping of g-/gV- from other verbs; and with development 
of new potential form ga 5 Eic5 ? by lowering of stem tones. For other 
examples of 'y' conjugation, see 28, 205, 248. 
4.2. Reflexes of PMx consonants in penultimate syllables. 
4.2.1. Stops. 
4.2.1.1. PMx penultimate *t has uniform reflex t in M, C, and I 
in T. In comparison with reflexes of *t in ultimate syllables, it 
may be noted that: (a) in M, there is no palatalized 6 reflex be-
fore front vowels in penultimate syllables, although such a reflex 
does occur in ultimate syllables. (b) T E reflex is probably the 
nearest phonetic equivalent of T E which occurs only in ultimate 
syllables, where it is the regular reflex of PMx *t. (101, *tu-) 
M-SM C tii 9 vi to suck.  (103, *tu-) M-SM tivi; C aryl" t2 
play  a wind instrument,  to blow. (102, *ti-) M-SM (s)tfvf, M-J 
sa-tivi to err, to destroy;  C to destroy.  (107,''*ta-) C 
tgStS tile; T Ei 3 Ea 2-1  back of, roof, (110, *ta-) M-M tutu fire-
wood;  T Ii 3 E112-1  (pass) wood, stick, firewood.  
4.2. 1.2. PMx penultimate *k has uniform reflex k in M; reflex 
E in C before PMx *1, but reflex k elsewhere; and uniform reflex 
g in T. In comparison with reflexes of *k in ultimate syllables, it 
may be noted that: (a) In M, there are no palatalized h (M-SM, 
SE), E (M-J) reflexes before *1 in penultimate syllables (set 26), 
although such reflexes do occur in ultimate syllables. (b) T g is 
the lenis stop corresponding to the fortis k which occurs only in 
ultimate syllables where it is the most frequent reflex of PMx *k. 
(84, 'aka-) M-SM kalEt to press,  to chew; C 9 kaddi to shake some-
thing  T ga3 ci3h to touch,  feel. (105, 'aka-) M-SM kAtA; C la.5.td; 
T ga Ea2-I to sing.  (123, *Ica-) M-SM kaki; C kggk'L.; T ga 3 Ee 2-1  
to walk.  (9, *Ica-) M-SM kill fever;  C d'-kalEi to boil;  T ga3 61 9 i4-3  
fever.  (197, *ku-) M- SM 'ail to boil; C (kUrivF) kriath? to get warm;  
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T gu 3 y43-41x to boil (with *t, *y alternation in last syllable). 
4.2.1.3. PMx penultimate *kw  has M reflex ku (with loss of follow-
ing vowel) except when the following syllable began with *?C clus-
ter—in which case the reflex is *kw  with retention of following vow-
el. C has reflex *kw  before PMx *i, and reflex ku (with loss of fol- 
lowing vowel) in other situations except that: (a) reflex k occurs be-
fore *a(?w), and (b) reflex k w  occurs before *3( 2 ng). T has reflex 
gu before PMx *i and *a (with loss of following vowel), but reflex 
g before PMx *3 (with loss of labial component). (28, *k wi-) M-SM 
Mini to see, kilni (st?O) to hear; C k w1irx6 to look At; T gu3 rii 3  to 
hear. (48, Nc w 3-) M kilt to exist, Lobe_ able; C ktilivg to complete; 
T ga3 wi2 tQ  be,  t. become. (60, *kwa-) M-SM ktn; C laidng (dig 
T ga2ne 3  to ripen. (181, *kwa?w-) M-SM kwh?a, to give; C ka2a to 
give, to sting (cf. T form <*ka-: ga 3 ?wi3-5 ? to give, to strike). 
(217, *07 3 9 rig-) M-J kwiku to sew (other M dialects have *k3); C 
(ka 9 m4) kwadkri to swear, to testify (cf. T form <*03-: da 3 ?nga? 
a4-3  scar, proof). (254, *lea-) C kutn.t; T gu 3m 3-4  to plant, to 
SOW. 

4.2.2. Spirants. 
4.2.2.1. PMx penultimate *0 has uniform reflex d in C, but diver-
gent reflexes in M, T according to front vs. back articulatory posi-
tion of the following proto vowel. These conditions were stated un-
der 3.1.2.1. in reference to ultimate syllables and apply with a 
modicum of adaptation here: In M, reflex g occurs before *i and 

but s elsewhere; in T z occurs before *i and *i (rather than 
the affricate c which is restricted to ultimate syllables, where it is 
the regular reflex of *8 before front vowels), and d elsewhere 
(rather than the fortis t which is restricted to ultimate syllables, 
where it is the regular reflex of *8 before proto back or central 
vowel). (48, *Oa-) M-SM sat, M-J savi rain; C daave thunder;  T 
du3 ?wi 3  thunder, rain-deity. (24, *Oa-) C ?dffnd brother; T di 3 

 n12-1  brother of a man (cf. M-SM <*ffa-: Alai brother of a man). 
(106, *Oa-) M-SM stead, M-J vita (with *a >i(t), and subsequent 
palatalization of a > ); T da3n.2-1  (poss) tortilla. (23, *Oi-) M-SM 
gr4 money, a bit, 	bright, shining; T 	?"114 4-3  money; mi l-2 

 copper-colored, yellow, zi3 -rni 2-1-  yolk (of an ..egg) (Notice that the 
M and T forms have retained typical pre-front-vowel reflexes of *0 
even though subsequent developments in both languages have resulted 
in central or back vowel following the reflex of *0). (238, *Oi- in M, 
but *ndi- in C, and *yi- in T) M-SM gikra; C ndliku; T-Co iko twenty. 
(237, *0i- only in T, *kwi- in C) C kwitko hunger; T zi 3 -ko 3-4h 
stomach. 
4.2.2.2. PMx *x gives reflex h in M, C (h, h, in M-SM, SE 
and J respectively)— apparently without the C palatalization 
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(*xi >n) that is characteristic of this phoneme in ultimate syllables. 
When there occurs in C a metathesis of the * 9  of PMx * 9 C medial 
cluster, this metathesized 9  replaces the h reflex. T has reflex 

before *i, and g elsewhere; these reflexes are the phonological 
equivalents of reflexes 6 and k which are phonemes restricted to 
ultimate syllables. (176, *xi-) M-SE hi?fia; T (gi 3 ) i 3 '73r4.3-4h 
to bark (of a dog).  (222, *xi-) M-SM hInri (cont) to run;  C 1-166nb 
(pr) to rt11I. T 1i 314 1-2  loom  (for the semantic tie-in, see 222). 
(27, *xa-) M-SM ti -hgnf; C (daya) hiln6 grandson.  (13, *xo-) C 
hdae; T du3 gwa3 6i 3-4 ? niece,  (with PT *ga- > gwa- after preceding 
u). (84, *xa_) M-SM hän (cant) to press,  to chew; C 	(pr) 
to shake something  (with *xa- replaced in PC by *xi- and oblitera-
tion of h reflex by metathesized * 9  ); T ga3 c1 3h to touch, to feel 
(presumably reflecting merger of PMx 'aka- and *xa-). 
4.2.3. The pre-nasalized stops. 
4.2.3.1. PMx *a d gives more uniform reflexes in penultimate 
than in ultimate syllables. M has uniform reflex a d except for one 
set that seems to indicate reflex n before following syllable be-
ginning with n. The C data are extensive enough to establish the 
above as valid for penultimate syllables in that language; viz., C 
has reflex n before following syllable beginning with n, and has 
reflex nd elsewhere. PMx * I'd does not survive as a cluster in T 
penultimate syllables, but splits into two reflexes: n before T 
and velars, d. elsewhere. (144, * a do-) M-SM a di165.; C ni-144; T 
da3ne 3-4  (poss) wateg..  (10, *a da- in M, T; * a do- in C, T): M-SM 

ciSlif to untie;  C nelfirin to awaken;  T na343  to untie (presumably 
<*a da-), na3 6i3  to awaken  (presumably <* ado-). (17, * a du-) 
M-SM a dun; C nib ng beans.  (44, *a da-) M-SM 5 dg 9 11 joor;  T 
da3 ?wi 3  to owe. (54, *a da-) C ndRava; T na 3 gwi3-4  to choose).  
(82, *a di-) M-SM 	T di 3 ci3-4  (pass) roasting-ear.  (37,* 5 du-) 
M-SM ntin1; C ri3tn4; T di 3 ?rii 2 " 1  (pass) corn. 
4.2.3.2. It is very doubtful whether PMx * n g and * a gw  occurred in 
penultimate syllables. There is in our cognate sets one apparent 
reflex of the former in T. However, in this set (224) it is doubtful 
whether a PMx penultimate syllable should be reconstructed at all; 
the M ti- may represent a recent fusion of ti animal  ( <*tu 9 ), the 
C 2 icir  may hark back to some PC yu(m)- element, and the T ngu-
is the doubtful element here under examination. However, it is 
possible that these preposed elements hark back to PMx *tu-, 
*rim- and * a gu- respectively: M-SM 	hens,  ti-fibli (gInf) 
stars;  C 2 t.f.y§ stars; T ngu 3 ya4-3  road-runner.  
4. 2. 4. The lateral, nasals, and semi-vowels. 
4.2.4.1. Slightly more substantial, but nevertheless scanty, is the 
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evidence for PMx *1 in penultimate syllables. The reflex is uni-
formly *1 in the two languor es (M, T) in which it is attested. (127, 
*la-) M-SM rakwa pus; T la3kwe3h mucus. (199, *li- in M-SM; 
* n th- also in M-SM, in other M dialects, and in T) M-SM 
'did; T ni 5ka5 ? short. (142, *la- only in T; *ya- in M; *Oa- also 
in T) M-SM yllett crooked; T du 3 gwa3-4 ? to turn, or to twist down-
wa.14, du 3 gw43 9 444-3  a forked stick, la 3kw43  lame. But the T 
form with la- in the latter set may be a back formation from the 
preceding form (cf. 142). 
4.2. 4.2. PMx *n has uniform M, C, T reflex n in penultimate as 
well as in ultimate syllables. (91, *nam- in C, *na- and *ni- in 
T) C 	2 44/4 to open; T na 3 9 n.1 2h to Oen, 	 ni2 ?th- 
h1 5-4  open (the latter may be some sort of T development, rather 
than PMx *ni-). (204, M *na-, T *ni-) M-SM rE.s1 it isn't so, none  
of; T ni3 ta4h nothing  of, none of. Of interest here is the particle 
or proclitic*na resumptive-repetitive  that occurs as na in all lan-
guages. I give here examples of its use even though these examples 
involve prior syllables: M-SM sa?a+ng I'm doing  it vs. nor-s£ 91 1 
+ 	I'm going to do it again; C n?dgatI + de he loosened it vs. n5,- 
n?dgati-  +cre he loosened it again; T gi 3 ?ya3h zi 3  he did it vs. na3 

 gi32 ya 3 h zi 3  he repaired it. 
4.2.4.3. PMx *fi very probably occurred in penultimate as well as 
in ultimate syllables. There are ten occurrences of ri in the penul-
timate syllables of the M cognates in our sets. There can, how-
ever, be no C or T confirmation of PMx *fi in penultimate syllables, 
since (a) PMx *xi and *y unconditionally merged into C, T y every-
where, in ultimate as well as in penultimate syllables. Consequent-
ly C or T reflex *y is often ambiguous as to origin. (b) The situa-
tion in regard to the consonantal alternation in the penultimate syl-
lables is fluid enough that it would be possible to contend that ri in 
M penultimates is exclusively a development in that language. Never-
theless, the frequent occurrence of PMx *ri in ultimate syllables 
(where consonantal alternation is comparatively infrequent) along 
with the occurrence of M fi in the ten sets just mentioned, makes 
it rather probable that PMx *fl occurred in both positions. There-
fore, in 4.1.1.1., I not only posited penultimate *II but accorded 
it a place in the patterns of consonantal alternation that comprise 
PMx paradigm A. The consistency and symmetry of the '0' declen-
sion of that paradigm—the declension in which PMx 'gin plays a 
part—may be regarded as indirect confirmation of the existence 
of that phoneme in PMx. (159, with *ri in M, but with ambiguous 
y reflex in C, T) M-SM 	C y4 2 4 2 ; T yo 31 0 1- 2  land, soil. 
(157, as above, except that M-J reflects *y rather than *fi) M-SM 
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fiti 9 rna, M-J yu 9 ma smoke; C y4-4 9 m-e smoke; T yo 39 o 5-3  the 
rummy deposit made y  smoke from a wood fire. (264, with *riD 
and *v in M-SM etymological doublet; with * n da- in C; and with 
*OD- in T) M-SM yilZi" something powdered, fitti sand; C (y4., 9 4) 
ndiiIte 9  sand; T da 3 6u4-5  (4.3 ) saw-dust. 
4.2.4.4. PMx *y-, which has a virtually uniform reflex y in M, 
C, T ultimate syllables, is subject to some conditioned sound 
change in penultirnates. The basic M reflex is y, but *yi-, *ya_, 
and *yu- > M 9 i- preceding certain alveolar consonants in the fol-
lowing syllable. The conditions seem to vary somewhat according 
to occurrence of *y directly before each of the three vowels men-
tioned above, but this variation may be more apparent than real 
since our data are limited. Specifically, however: *yi- > 9 i- be-
fore n and N (the latter phoneme found only in M-SE); *ya- > •i-
before s, fi, and ?y; *yu- > 9 i- before n, s, y, and Z. C has re-
flex y except that (a) *ya- > hii- before va and ?ma; and *yu- > 
hii- before (?)va, ko, and ku. (b) *yu(m)- >?ii before y. (But 
the sets illustrating the latter are poor, and this 	may be a PC 
development.) The C hii- reflex vs. the ?id- reflex is somewhat 
obscured in some sets by metathesis of the * 9  of PMx medial - 9 C-
clusters; when the * 9  is shifted to medial position it regularly re-
places the original C h. T has reflex y except that in T-Ch (as 
opposed to T-Co) there is a very widespread tendency to drop y 
before a (< *a or *a), and to eliminate entirely old *yu- penulti-
mate syllables. T-Co, on the other hand, preserves most of these 
features, but shares a parallel development with T-Ch in that both 
dialects entirely eliminate *y before i. (68, *yu-) M-SM 	C 
hirvd; T-Ch w • e l-2 , T-Co yuwi straw-mat.  (69, *yaL) M-SM r1A-
y,1 9  market-place, yb. 9 U a4a, wages; C 9 1i1A. market place (with 
metathesized *9 from *- 9 w- replacing former h reflex); T-Ch 
9 we3-4-3 , T - Co yu 9 wi market place.  (67, *ya - ) M- SM yAl; C 
havb," hole; T-Ch w• ehe; cliff,  cave.  (18, *yu-) M-SM 	road, 
direction towards; C rgng road; T-Ch ne 3-49  direction towards. 
(41, *yo-) C ytiive toe-nail; T-Ch a 3wi 3 , T-Co yawl head. (77, 
*yu-) M-SM ynku mountain; C hinta hill; T-Ch kilii 3  mountain. (30, 
*yi- in M, but *xi- in C, with loss of penultimate in T) M-SM 
insides,  non-physical, metaphorical;  C hilna insides, non-physical, 
metaphorical.; T 9 211 5h inside of. Set 224 has a C form that possibly 
harks back to PMx penultimate *yum-, but as described above, this 
may be a PC development instead: M-SM ti-ind hens; C 9 14y4 stars; 
T ngu3ya4-3  road-runner. 
4.2.4.5. PMx *w is of infrequent occurrence in penultimate syl-
lables. As stated in section 4.1.2.1., *w- initial forms have been 
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analogically leveled in paradigm B in almost all the M and C of our 
sets. Furthermore, T itself—which preserves forms of the `w' 
conjugation more frequently than do the other two languages— seems 
to have eliminated all *wi- syllables in a development parallel to 
that which eliminated *yi- syllables. As a result, *w appears in 
our cognate sets before *i and *a in the M and C of the sets, but 
only before the latter vowel in the T. PMx *w has reflex v before 
*i in both M and C, and uniform reflex w in T. In M *wa > ?u 
before ni, and > ?i before flu. In C *wa- > ?ii- before nu. These 
latter reflexes involving *wa.- illustrate the general tendency to 
eliminate y and wiv from M, C, T penultimate syllables. As we have 
already had occasion to note, this tendency is especially marked 
in T--Ch, but is also at work in M and C. (219, *wi in M, with 
loss of penultimate syllable in one T cognate, and *'di- in another 
T cognate) M-SM vikb cloud,  T nga 3  cloud,  ni5nga

5
damp,  moist. 

(57, *wi- in M, with loss of penultimate syllable in T; trace of this 
loss is preserved in the strengthening of T n >re ) M-SM v164; T 
n. e 5-3  naked.  (26, with *wi- only in C; with 'ski- in M, and ni- in 
T) M-SM kini disgusting, repulsive;  C to-vlind to disgust;  T ni 3 

 riih14-3  disgusting.  (31, *wa-) M-SM ?ant; C rata; T wa 5 ?n15h 
three. (173, *wa-) M-SM ?in; T via. 54.5 ? six (with *8/*n alterna-
tion in the ultimate syllable). The last set—on which the posited 
PMx *wa- >1/1 ?i(fu ) ;hinges--is somewhat suspect in that there 
exists a T form ya 34.4 ? six more which may be more original than 
the w- initial form. The latter might conceivably be an analogical 
reshaping to conform to wa 5 lrfi 5h three  and yr i 5h two.  If this al-
ternative hypothesis should prove correct, the ?i- of the M is here 
simply the regular M reflex of *ye.. 
4. Z. 5. Fusions of M, C dentals with *y-. 
4.2.5. O. The above paragraphs summarize developments of PMx 
consonants in penultimate syllables. There are a number of sets, 
however, in which M or C 6 or ty seems to reflect recent fusions 
of tV- with *y- in those languages. There are also a few sets in 
which C d followed by front vowel seems to reflect a similar fusion 
of some C dV- element with *y. There is a possibility that some 
of these reflexes hark back to PMx *ty- and *dy-, but there is little 
solid evidence to substantiate this. 
4. 2. 5,1. M tVy- >6 in M-SM, SE; > ty in M-J. Many of the 
forms exhibiting this fusion involve ti- /ti- animal, thing_  followed 
by *y- initial stem. In M-SM both fused and unfused forms are 
current. (200) M-SM ti-y6k6, 66k6; M-SE Zbk6, M-J tyoko ant. 

 (229) M-$M ff-yb?6, 6206; M-SE 66?6; M-3 tyo?o flea. Three 
other examples of this sort of fusion are phonologically similar 
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but seem to involve unidentified tV- elements: (69) M-SM 
pay, wages, a? IT to pay, M-J tya?vi to pay. (158) M-SM 

M-SE rif-Mma: flattened. (278) M-SM, SE tV?y4, M-J 
tya.?yu to spoil, to rot. The latter set probably is a special situa-
tion in which ty > to in M-SM, SE (rather than >6) before 9 y in 
the following syllable . 
4.2.5.2. In the C of our sets there are two examples of 6 and two 
examples of ty. I assume fusion of some PC *tV- element to *y-
initial stem with this fusion resulting in 6 before following ?v or 
n, and in ty before following k or d. Further data might make 
possible a more general and hence less trivial statement of the 
factors conditioning these two sorts of fusion. (69, cf. M in para- 
graph above) C ?Ifv-'d market place (*ya-), 6fi?va wages (PC *tVy-). 
(276, with *xa- in M) C 66-end sister-in-law (PC *tVy-). (115) C 
ty411c.1 banana. (277) C ?yri.4de, ?tyilb.db mouse. 

There are two sets in which the C presumably reflects fusion 
of some PC *dV- element with initial *y-. In each case the fusion 
results in dii-. (69) C nW,-drf ?va (note that in the above paragraph, 
PC *tVy > 6ii- in this set). (194) arta full. 
4.2.5.3. Peculiar significance attaches to set 194 in which the M 
apparently involves fusion of a PM *dV- element ( <*eV-)to follow-
ing *y- initial stem. Unlike the fusion of M tVy- >6 as described 
above, the PM dVy- fusion occurs everywhere in all dialects here 
cited and gives 6 in M-J as well as in M-SM, SE. This set gives 
the only instance in my M word-lists of penultimate 6 	in 
these three dialects. Thus, while fusions of *tVy- proceed at dif-
ferent rates and manners in these three dialects, the fusion here 
described must have taken place in PM itself in that it bccurred 
before the split of PM *d > s/g and d in the various dialects: It 
should furthermore be noted that, as shown in the above paragraph, 
C also involves a dVy- fusion. It is therefore possible to argue 
that we have here a PMx,,*dy- cluster rather than parallel PM and 
PC developments. Nevertheless, since we have but one set with 
such a consistent M witness, and since other such fusions seem to 
be M and C developments, I assume here that the parallel PM and 
PC developments simply reflect fusions of the same preposed PMx 
*8V- element, but that this fusion took place after the PMx period. 
The M of this set follows: (194) M-SM 	M-SE 	M-J 6itu full. 
4.2.5.4. A further type of fusion involves PM or PC * n dV- to *y-
initial stems. In the three such sets in our array of cognates, all 
such *y- initial stems are those with penultimate *ya-. The fusions 
are as follows: PM * I'dVya- > M-SM 	M-SE "de-, M-3 
M-M D dya-; PC * n dVya- >n6aa-. Examples follow: (116) M-SM 
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nj aka, M-SE n dEka., M-J n daka take along.  (117) M-SM nab., 
M-SE n creka., M-J n daka, M-M n dyaka glut.  (121) C y66.kg pine-
wood,  T-nMkg? ladder  (with preposed C i- as well. 
4.2.6. T r- in penultimate syllables. 
4.2.6.0. There are twenty instances in our cognate sets of T r-
in penultimate syllables. There are three possible explanations of 
this r- reflex: (a) as a late fusion of certain 6V- morphemes to 
the following roots in T; (b) as a reflex of one or more of the fol-
lowing PMx clusters—provided such clusters existed: 'qty, *0y, 
* n dy; and (c) as an allophone of PMx *1 in certain environments. 

Of these three explanations, I believe that the latter two are 
less plausible. Alternative (b) again raists the possibility of re-
constructing certain PMx clusters consisting of dental consonant 
plus *y; it would imply that the T r is of the same origin as the M 
and C 'palatalized' reflexes described in the preceding section. 
But I hope to show that alternative (a) is a wholly satisfactory ex- 
planation of the origin of T penultimate r-. If this is satisfactorily 
established, it will have been demonstrated that such PMx *Cy 
clusters need not be assumed in reference to T at this point. There 
is, in fact, no need at any point to assume such clusters in refer-
ence to T. This makes it increasingly probable that the fusions 
posited in the preceding section are M and C developments. 

Alternative (c) is mentioned here because of the statement in 
the closing paragraph of 2.1.4.4. to the effect that "the PMx later-
al may have had a range of articulation that included certain 'r'-
colored allophones." However, the positive argument for alterna-
tive (a)—if conclusive—would establish that the T r in penultimate 
syllables arose as incidental to certain middle or late T fusions, 
and that consequently no tie-in of T r in this position with PMx *1 
is to be posited. To this positive argument for alternative (a) I 
now turn. 
4.2.6.1. Some instances of T rV- undoubtedly reflect recent fu-
sions of 6V- morphemes to following stems. The clearest in-
stances of this development are those involving fusion of 	mor- 
phemes to Spanish loan words: re 2kwa3  hog  (<6113  wood  + sp. coa 
hoe), ru3 gui ci 5-3  cross  (< le3  wood  + Sp. cruz cross).  Also of 
very probably recent origin is ra. 3 N.1-2  bread  (a3  tortilla  + 611

1-2 

box or oven)  in that it represents fusion of a descriptive phrase in-
vented to describe a new cultural item introduced into Trique cul-
ture sometime within the past three or four centuries. 

On the basis of the above indisputable cases of recent fusion, 
it seems safe to assume that such cases as the following with T r-
are recent (i.e., middle or late T, rather than PT) .fusions of this 
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sort: (121) re 3ka?a4-3  stick  (611 3  wood + ka?a 3 ). (236) re 3 koho 4 ' 3  
leaves  (6v3  wood + koho 3  herb, plant).  (239) re 3ko 4-3  anona  (63.3h 
fruit, oval-shaped  + ko4-3 ). (183) ru3 gwi 3 ?i 3  peach  (6u3h fruit + 
gwi 3 ?i 3  —the latter with M cognate meaning plum).  (16) ru 
avocado  (n.3h fruit + constituent meaning 'avocado' in M, C, T). 
(17) ru3ne 4- 3  beans  (ni3h fruit, oval-shaped  + constituent mean 
ing 'beans' in M, C, T). (129) i 3  -ru4kwa4  rib (Zu3h fruit, oval-
shaped  + constituent meaning 'rib' in M, C, T). (7) ri r7-3ci a drop 
of (ni 3 h oval-shaped  + root ranging in meaning from 'breast' to 
'drop' in M, C, T cognates). (166) ri 343-4  face  of, surface  of 
(ni3h oval-shaped  + yi3-4  face). (250) ri 3 o4-3  trough, measure, 
manger  (Zu3h oval-shaped  + yo3-4). (2) ri 3ki 3  stomach  (623 11 
oval-shaped  + ki 3 ). 

The above hypothesis accounts for eleven of the occurrences 
of T r- in penultimate syllables. Notice that in the above, the 
vowel u of the fused 6 .q 3  or 6u3h is treated rather regularly in that 
(1) nasal quality is dropped when present; (2) there is resultant 
vowel i before c, y, and ki; (3) there is resultant vowel e before 
k; and (4) there is resultant vowel u elsewhere. 

The nine instances of T r- as yet unaccounted for in the above 
paragraph are found in sets 47, 64, 69, 93, 130, 201, 246, 278. 
It seems very probable that in these T forms there has also oc-
curred fusion of some T ZV- morpheme to a following stem—even 
though we cannot now identify the fused element. I nevertheless 
list them here separately since it is to these sets that one would 
have to appeal if he were to argue for alternatives (b) or (c) above. 
4.2.6.2. It is of some interest here that reduction of 66 3  wood  or 
u3h oval-shaped  to phonologically dependent elements of the gen-

eral rV- type involves some phonological developments of PT *u, 
and *a that elsewhere have no parallel in T. This characteristic 
'r' effect on vowels carries through the ultimate syllable in the T 
of two sets: (121) re 3ke"e 4-3 splinter  (011 3 + ka?a3 ); (130) Xi 3 ri 3 

 kit-2  grasshopper  (6V- unidentified element + kwal -2 ). In respect 
to the first example there exists a similar form re 3ka?a4-3  stick  
which is assumedly from the fusion of the same two elements as 
ke 3ke?e 4-3  splinter.  In respect to the second example, there ex-
ists in set 129, a form involving fusion of some 6V- unidentified 
element with another -kwa stem (ii. 3 -ru4kwa4  rib but without the 
'r' effect in the ultimate syllable. It seems reasonable to believe, 
then, that the examples of 'r' effect in ultimate syllable resultant 
on 'r' effect in penultimates, occur in forms borrowed from some 
T dialect (group of idiolects) having this characteristic; while the 
forms re 3ka?a4- 3  stick  and Ei 3 - ru4kwa 4  rib without such conse-
quent 'r' effect in the ultimate syllables represent the dialect 
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(group of idiolects) from which the majority of our forms come. 
4.2.7. Penultimate reflexes of PMx *tn- and of PT id-. 
4.2.7.1. There is clear evidence in the M dialects that the 'stn 
cluster existed in PM penultimate syllables as well as in ultimate 
syllables (see 3.1.3.2. ). There also occurs in one set a T zn- 
penultimate cluster which is assumed to be from the same source, 
and which parallels the penultimate reflexes of *tn in the M of this 
set. On the strength of this one set (22) I posit PMx penultimate 
*tn. The M reflexes of *tn are M-SM, J, M t; M-SE N: (22) M-SM, 

M 	M-SE 	wor4;  T zn4 3 ?4114. 4-3  conversation,  zna 3h- 
(proclitic) language.  
4.2.7.2. PT *id is posited as source of 14  zd. This cluster has 
no clear PM parallel—although an st cluster has arisen in M-SM, 
SE by fusion of sV- morphemes to *t- initial stems. Possibly Id 
arose in PT by fusion of 	morphemes to *d- initial roots. This 
fusion of *nr- + *d- > 4qd in PT would give then, a phonological 
result quite different from later fusions of 6V- morphemes—which, 
as just described, give rV-. (244) zdu 3ke4-5 ? nephew.  (271) zdu 3 

 ku4-3 necklace.  The latter set might possibly reflect a fusion of 
the statistically frequent classificatory noun Eu 3h fruit, oval-shaped  
with the stem du 3ku3-4  to play. 
4.3. PMx vowels in penultimate syllables. Only *i, *a, *a, and *u 
occurred in PMx penultimate syllables. 
4.3.1. Non-nasalized reflexes. 
4.3.1.1. PMx *i gives M, C, T i in most phonological situations 
in penultimate syllables. There are, however, specially condi-
tioned reflexes in the three languages: (1) M-SM, SE has reflex 
i before 1 in the following syllable except that SM yi (id) occurs 
corresponding to SE yi (kI) as reflex of PMx *yi-. M drops *i af-
ter *kw  >ku, and this ku further assimilates to ko preceding Co 
in the following syllable. There is also an instance of *01 > gli(?4) 
pursuant to the regular phonological restriction that there be only 
one vowel quality in CV?V couplets. (2) C has i/e reflex (See 
3.2.1.1.) after *t and *x; and u reflex before following labial. 
(3) T has u reflex before labials; drops the *i after k w  >gu-, and 
assimilates *i >4 in CV , 414 (pursuant to a regular restriction 
that only one vowel quality occurs in words of CV?VhV pattern). 
(26, *ki- in M, *wi- in C, and *ni- in T) M-SM kith' disgusting, 
repulsive;  C W.-viral to disgust;  T ni3 n1h1 4-3 disgusting.  (74, with 
*yi- in M, and *0i- in T) M-SM yiki, M-SE yiki bone, shell, horns 
T zi3ki 2h shell (of an egg).  (273, with *wi- in M and *ti- in T) 
M-SM 	T i3lu3  cat. (10, with * 5 di- in M, with *ti- and *xi- 
in C) M-SM 	 n di6i, wing  (the nasalization of the penulti- 
mate vowel is a regular assimilation to nasal quality of the following 
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repeat vowel across h); C ?tezee to untie, heen wing.  (28, with 
*lei- in M, C, T) M-SM klira is! Egg, kuxu (s) ? b ) fo hgar;  C kwffn.6 
to look at; T gu 3 rii 3  to hear. (94, with 'ski- and * n di- in M, *xi- in 
C, and *ti- in T) M-SM OA day,  ?5.- n divf the heavens;  C MI-WE 
clay; T gwi 3  day,  Eu3gwi3  name-of.  (23, with *Oi- in M, T) M-SM 
b` .?4  money,  bit, g4?4' bright, shining;  T 437 0144-3  money,  zalia3 

 bit, mil-2  copper-colored, yellow,  zi 	(Eu 3h) yolk  (of an 
egg).  (102, with *ti- in M, C) M-SM stivi, M-J sa-tivi to err, to 
destroy;  C d.M-tnvi to destroy.  (226, with *yi- in M, *Oi- in C, 
and * n di- in T) M-SM yri? -ii mouth;  C driTivi mouthful;  T du3 ?wa 3  
mouth.  The latter set is striking, in that the u ,--, u-s, u would initial-
ly lead one to posit *u, but the fact that *u >C i before labials, 
while *i >C u before labials is decisive here. (81, with * n di- in 
M and T) M-SM ° din. cane-whiskey;  T di3 ci3-5 ? /ci?i3  cactus-beer. 

 4.3.1.2. PMx *a gives M, C, T a in most phonological situations 
in penultimate syllables. There are, however, the following spe-
cially conditioned reflexes: (a) In M, (1) there is loss of *a after 
*kw  >ku (with passage of kuCo >koCo); and preceding M-SM, SE 
-taa (but *a > i (ta) in this environment in M-7). (2) There is a 
reflex e after M-SE h, and in the M-SM, SE situations nd...y 
and fr... 	(3) There is reflex ?i(fiu) of PMx *ya-, and M-SE re- 
flex ye (Nu) of the same. (4) There are reflexes ?u(ni) and ?i(ftu) 
of PMx *wa. (b) In C, (1) dii-/dee-, hii-, and ?ii- occur as re-
flexes of *8a, *xa, and *wa respectively before C -no/-nu. (2) hii-
also occurs as reflex of PMx *ya- before C -va <PMx *we (but not 
before any other proto labial consonant and vowel combinations). 
(3) kuu- occurs as regular reflex of PMx *k wa-, except that kaa- . 
occurs preceding either -?wa or ?a <*?wa. (c) In T, ' (1) 
and di- occur as reflexes of 'eta and *Oa respectively before 	c, 
n, y, or (y)a, (the latter from *ya; 'eta-plus *-ya > pia and *Oa- + 
*ya > dia). Similarly ni- occurs as reflex of *na- before (y) a (*na-
+ *-ya >nia). (2) du- occurs as reflex of *Oa before labials; and 
yu- as T-Co reflex of *ya in the same environments. 

Illustrative sets follow: (123, with *ka- in M, C, T) M-SM 
kala; C k.1.4k4; T (g)a 3 Ze 2-1  to walk. (116, with *k wa- and *xa- in 
M; with *ka- and * n da- in C; and with 'eta- and * n da- in T) M- SM 
kwaia, 	M-SE 	hela to take away;  C ka- ?kg..61c.g to op=  
crate (something),  ndab.ka to get, to find; T Za 3 ka3-4h to take, to 
get,  to fetch; na 3 ka3-4h to gather up.  (59, with *lea- in M, C; 
with *ka- in T) M-SM ki1.61 to take A baths  C la-?kining to bathe 
s9meone;  T ga3ne3-4  to take A bath.  (254, with *lea- in C, T; with 
*na- in T) C krianb to plant,  to sow; T gu3 nn3-4  to plant,  na3 nn3-4  
to dress oneself.  (261, with * n da- in M, and with 'eta- in T) M-SM, 
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SE w izIV?ya, M-J n da?yu. mud; T i 32 yo 1-2  mud hole  (230, with *w da-
in M, and with *na- in T) M-SM, SE n dEyil, M-J n dayu; T ni 3a4-3  

dinner.  (169, with *Ea- in M, and with ambiguous reflex of *Ea- or 

*ya- in T) M-SM, SE (no M-J data) 	T a34.4-3  blackberries.  
(174, with *ya- in M, T) M-SM ti- 	M-J ?iffu; T a3t4?44-3 

 foam suds. (111, with *xa- in M-SM, J; with *ya- in M-SE) M-SM 

hana, M-SE yMsa, M-J Zatri box. (31, with *wa- in M, C, T) M-SM 

?rink; C ?Tinb.; T wa 5 ?rii 5h three.  (24, with *Ea- in M-SM, SE; with 
*ya- in M-J; with *Oa- in C, T) M-SM, SE fiant, M-J yani brother  
of a man;  C ?cLI4n6 brother;  T di 3n1 2-1  brother.  (27, with *xa- in 

M-SM and in C; with *ya- in M-J; and with *0a- in C as well) M-SM 
M-J (se ?e) yani grandson;  C (dtiy5.) d66n6 granddaughter, 

 (daiya) hfin6 grandson.  (66, with *ya- in M, C; with both *ya- and 

*Oa- in T.) M-SM yU.; C hIM.; T-Ch du 3 we 3-4/w • e 3-4-3 ; T-Co 
yuwi century plant.  (182, with *kwa- in M, C) M-SM, SE kwV5., 
M-J ku?vat brother  of a worn4n, sister  of a man;  C kan 9 vA brother. 

 (106, with *Oa- in M, T) M-SM, SE stag, M-J, M gita; T da3 6a2-1 / 

a 3  tortillas.  (107, with *ya- in M-SM, SE; with *ta- in C, T) 
M-SM, SE yata back C tggtg tile; T i 3 a,2-1  back  of, roof of. (167, 
with *ya- in C and with *ta- in T) C yaana net-work bag;  T n • a 3h 
net-work  bag,  Ei 3neh crop  (of a bird). (170, with no penultimate 
syllable in M, C; with *ta- in T) M-SM Etta; C y44; T i3 4. 2  village. 

 4.3.1.3. PMx *o gives varying reflexes in penultimate syllables in 
the three languages. The most common reflex in M, C is u. How-
ever, in M, *3 >1 before Ci (except that (t1) occurs in both M-SM, 
and SE); *3 > o before Co; there is loss of *3 following *kw  >ku; 
and *3 > i following *k, *w, and *kw  >kw . In C, *a > a following 
*k, and in the situation C kw...ku. In T, the most usual reflex is 
a; but du- occurs as reflex of *03 preceding a T labial; and yu- oc-
curs in T-Co as reflex of *y3 preceding w— when the latter is, in 
turn, a reflex of * n gw . (264, with *yo- and *fi3. in M, with *lido-
in C, and *03- in T) M-SM yEZI something powdered,  1114 sand; C 

? 4) ntlint 9  sand; T 6u3-4-3  powder,  da3 6u4-5  (Z11. 3 ) sawdust. 
 (76, with *yo- in M, C, with *03- in T) M-SM 	M-M 	C 

yinkb.?; T da342-1/43  squash.  (240, with *ya- in M and 
*to- in T) M-SM 	T Ea5ko 3  honey-bee, honey-comb.  (48, 
with *kwo- in M, C, T; and with * w d3- in C also) M-SM kuu exist, la 
be able; C kilave to complete,  ndirave• (?vlikil) to bless; T ga 3 wi? to 
be, to become.  (This set would be ambiguous as to *kw 3- in M, C, 
T vs. *kwa in M, C, with 'aka- in T, were it not for the definitive oc-
currence of C nduu- reflex of *nd3-). (208, with *k wo- and *xo- in 
M; and with *to- in T) M-SM kwtsb, hfsa to puncture;  T ga3ta 2h, to 
sting  (of scorpion, wasp,  bee). (217, with *ko- in M-SM, SE; with 
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*lc-D.- in M-J and in C; with *OD- in T) M-SM 1610., M-J k wiku to sew. 
C (kg?m) kwdakti to swear,  to testify;  T da3 ?nga?a4-3  scar, proof. 

 (14, with un do- in C and with *Go.- in T) C (krifiv) nd4tikb, to be 
joined;  T du3 gwi 3-4 ? together  with, companion, neighbor, relative. 

 (94, with *y3- in M and T) M-SM 	T-Ch 	 T-Co 
yuwi, T-1 ngwi people.  
4.3.1.4. PMx *u gives M, C, T u in most phonological situations. 
In M, *u >1 and o respectively before a following syllable contain-
ing either of these vowels. Except for the above situation, M, ti 
and ?i occur as reflexes of PMx *tu and * -yu. before M 	n, s, or y. 
In C, *u >i before labials (including C -ko and -ku), while * n du 
nicit (n9) but to mill(nT) —with the nasalization presumably a C develop-
ment. In T *u >i before and ( 9  )n. The C reflex i before labials 
is definitive for *u in sets where it occurs; for, while *a and *D  are 
little affected by a following labial—except that *ya(we) > C hii-, 
and while *i > C u before labials, only *u regularly gives C i in 
this situation. (234, with *yu- in M, C, and with *tu- in T) M-SM 
yrit3.; C I- 	tump-line;  T Ei 3 Zo?o4-3  the little straw-mat  on the 
tump-line.  (209, with *yu- in M, C and with *tu- in T) M-SM ?Isb. 
deer;  C ? yillida? horse;  T Eu 3ta3h deer.  (73, with *yu- in M and C) 
M-SM yikl; C 9 y-iiiiEt? cubit (measure).  (200, with *yu- in M, C, 
and with *tu.- in T) M-SM ti -y6k6, M-J tyoko ant; C ?Tik15 louse;  T 
Eu3kwa 3  ant. (101, with *tu- in M, C, and PT *Edu-) M-SM ti?vi 
M-J ti?vi to suck,  to suck blood, to practice  witchcraft;  C tir?vi to 
suck; T zdu 3 ?waha 3  witchcraft.  (16, with *tu- in M, and * n du- in 
C) M-SM ti i; C nTint.  avocado.  (37, with *"du- in M, C, T) M-SM 

C niitznI; T di 3 ?niz -1 / ?ril l-2  corn.  (180, with *yu.- in M, C, 
T; with *Ou- also in T) M-SM }Kin.; C 	T-Ch du 3 ?we3-4h/ 
?wehe 3 , T -Co yu?wih thread.  (77, with *yu- in M, C; with *tu- also 

in C) M-SM yrikrt mountain;  C hifk1 hill,  ttik6 _a_little hill; ?tffkll 
top, summit. 
4. 3. 2. Nasalized reflexes . 
4.3.2.1. Occasion has already arisen in the preceding section (4. 
3.1.4.) to take account of the nasalized reflexes of penultimate *u 
in the C of a few sets. Thus, in sets 16, 17, and 37—the only sets 

involving reflexes of PMx *"du before C n— nasalized reflexes ny.m 
(Tic) and nick, (n2) were cited with the remark that the nasalization 
was presumably a C development'. This remark was based on the 
observation that, although our data are admittedly very limited, all 
the penultimate reflexes of PMx * w du- before C n are thus nasal-
ized. This statement must remain, however, a presumption in that 
it may be that only cognates involving PMx * w dom (See 3.2.2.5. ) 
happen to have survived in C. 
4.3.2.2. There are a few sets in which the M and/or T penultimate 
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syllable vowel reflex could be most easily rationalized by assuming 
the presence of PMx syllable-final *-m. Set 157 is especially cru-
cial here: M-SM fin? 	M-J yu?ma; C ?y471 2 m smoke;  T yo 3 

 ?05-3  gummy deposit made  by smoke from a wood fire. The M, C, 
T cognates of this set do not have nasalization in the ultimate syl-
lable; nevertheless the C penultimate syllable is nasalized and re-
quires that we reconstruct vowel quality *a. By assuming PMx 
*illyam- in M, C, and T, both the M fin- and the T yo-(*il/yam- > 
yu- >yo(?o) are easily explained and the set may be shown to have 
the same penultimate syllable (with *Ii/*y alternation) in the three 
languages. A similar case, in 159 is not as conclusive in that the 
nasalization in the penultimate may be resultant on nasalization in 
the ultima: M-SM figni; C yV4 ; T yo3 ?o1-2  land, soil.  In two 
other sets, no systematic way can be found to account for M u vs. 
C a except on the assumption that *am/*a was present in the PMx 
penultimate syllable, and that *yam- >M yu-: (50) M-SM (kab) 
ya1 alligator;  C ?yggtg lizard.  (85) M-SM 	C ynn dough. 

 Thus the hypothesis that at least some PMx vowels occurred with 
e-m in penultimate syllables is attractive in that it makes it pos-
sible for us to identify as essentially the same—except for presence 
or absence of *-m—the otherwise disparate penultimate elements of 
a few more sets. It should be remembered, however, that there 
undoubtedly are a few sets reflecting disparate penultimate syllables. 

Note that the hypothesis outlined in 2.1.4.3. concerning the 
origin of PMx * n d, *"g, * IV, and *E requires the assumption that 
from pre-PMx to PMx all *m/*n plus consonant sequences (in pre-
PMx *CVm-CV units fusing to PMx *CVCV) were reduced by loss 
of preceding nasal except those clusters surviving as the above 
complex phonemes. This hypothesis can be retained, in spite of the 
reconstruction of PMx penultimate post-vocalic *m in a limited 
number of forms, if we assume that these penultimate *CVm ele-
ments here in question were fused to following *CV forms within 
the PMx period itself, rather than in the transition from pre-PMx 
to PMx. In view of the fact that fusions of CV-CVV to CVCV are 
still taking place in the M dialects (see 163, 204, 255), such a de-
velopment within PMx is be no means unlikely. 
4.3.2.3. In the C of a few sets there occur etymological doublets 
in which the 'same' penultimate syllable occurs both nasalized and 
non-nasalized: (59) C kgrig to take A bath  vs. la-?kUng to &Lye 
(someone)  a bath.  It seems likely that the nasalization is a C de-
velopment in such sets. 

NOTE 

1. See note 1, p. 53. 



5. PMx glottal-stop 

5. 0. Preliminary considerations. 
5. 0.1. There has been considerable historical interplay between 
* 7  and tones—especially in T. The development of the T-Ch tone 
system of five levels is directly consequent on the disappearance 
of final *7 from forms bearing PMx and PT tone *1. In turn the 
T split of * 7  into zero, 7 and h is conditioned to a large degree 
by the tones(s) of the preceding vowel. Again, T metathesis of * 7 

 from old *7 C medial clusters to final position in the form is con-
ditioned by the reconstructed tone(s) of the form in which the * 7 C 
cluster occurred. While the interplay of * 7  and tones is not so 
evident in M and C, in C, at least, one tone pattern (mid-mid low) 
is found chiefly on words of certain tone classes reconstructing 
with final *- 7 . It is necessary, then, to anticipate in this section 
the tone reconstructions presented in section 6. 
5. 0, 2. PMx * 7  characteristically occurred in two positions: pre-
ceding the consonant of the ultimate syllable and/or final in the ul-
timate syllable. A third position of occurrence—not explicitly 
mentioned heretofore—was that of an intrusive element interrupt-
ing the vowel of the ultima. In that the latter may seem to imply 
a somewhat novel analysis, I present here somewhat at length my 
reasons for adopting it l : (a) the consonant of reconstructed *CV 7 V 
sequences reconstructs like the consonant of any ultimate syllable 

—except for certain developments in T (where, upon becoming di-
syllabic by regular development, CV 	units are subject to the re- 
striction that a fortis consonant or affricate does not occur in the 
C position since the new CV- syllable is now penultimate and these 
consonants are restricted to ultimate syllables). In the array of 
cognates in 7., I group together *CV 7 V and *CV reconstructed 
forms under the same *CV rubric. This arrangement, first adapt-
ed as a practical scheme for filing the comparative data, was e-
volved before I realized that the analytic implications of my pro-
cedure lay in the direction of considering these *CV 7 V sequences 
to be monosyllabic. (b) The *CV 7 V unit seems to have had a pho-
netic timing approximately the same as that of *CV (+ 7  ). Evidence 
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for this is se en in the M and C CVV reflexes of PMx *CV forms. 
In M and C, such CVV forms (<*CV) have approximately the 
same phonetic timing as CVV forms ( <*CV?V). Both CVV and 
CV?V now pattern as disyllabic in M (because of their structural 
parallelism to M CVCV), while CVV patterns as monosyllabic in 
C and CV?V as disyllabic in that language; nevertheless the simi-
larity of timing between CVV and CV?V forms is preserved in 
both languages. In T, CV?V disyllabic forms (<*CV 1 V) are 

phonetically [CV?V• ] and CV(G*CV) forms are phonetically [CV• ] 
so that these two sequences do not have the same timing. In acl-
counting for these phonetic differences in T as to the phonetic 
timing, I assume the following: (1) PMx *CV and *CV?V had ap-
proximately the same timing; both were monosyllabic and approxi-
mately two phonetic moras in length. PMx *CVCV was phonetical-
ly *1CVCV• with the final syllable two moras in length, except 

that *CVCV? was phonetically *[CVCV?] —without this length on 
the ultima. (2) In M, PMx *[CVCV?]> [CVCV] so that CVCV 
forms with short ultimate now existed. Other *[CVCV• ] forms 

from PMx *CVCV were now analogically shortened on the ultima. 
(3) The result was that M [CV• ], [CV?V] and [CVCV] became 
markedly structurally parallel and the former two were now inter- 
preted as disyllabic. Thus originated the typically disyllabic struc-
ture of M. (4) In C *[CVCV(?)]>[CV• CV(?)] with length shifted 
to the first syllable pursuant to the fixation of the phonetic stress 
to that position; in this way the typical C CVVCV structure evolved 
(the length became phonemic in that due to certain obscure factors 

CVCV forms were also developed). The result was that [CV•] > 
CVV in C but the unit was still interpreted as monosyllabic while 
CV ?V (parallel to CVCV) was interpreted as disyllabic. (5) In 
T the old timing of [CVCV• ] was preserved and extended to *CV?V 
which now became [CV ?V• ]. Length did not become phonemic but 
was now an automatic feature again— as in PMx. I have sketched 
the above argument rather fully in order to demonstrate that, in 
spite of the fact that reflexes of PMx *CV?V are invariably r disyl-
labic in M, C, T, nevertheless the theory that most conveniently 
accounts for this development is one assuming an original mono-
syllabic *CV?V structure in PMx. (c) The above arguments only 

lead us, however, to interpret PMx *CV?V as monosyllabic; they 
do not of themselves establish my statement that such syllables 
consist of one phonemic vowel interrupted by *-?-. In supporting 
this further statement, I point simply to the fact that the two pho-
netic vowel moras were always of the same quality, that we else-
where do not have vowel clusters—geminate or otherwise—in PMx, 
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and that these considerations lead one to interpret the two vowel 
rnoras as comprising but one vowel phoneme. 
5.0.3. It is possible that PMx *? occurred in two further positions 
in addition to the three already mentioned. I discuss and illustrate 
these two further positions here and will henceforth refer to them 
no more in this section. In regard to both of these two further 
positions, the data are sufficiently scanty that they may be exhaus-
tively presented: (a) *? may have occurred before the consonant 
of the penultimate syllable. There is but one set to substantiate 
this, and this one set may simply involve parallel C, T innovations 
in respect to this feature: (10) C ndri.D.61 to awaken (oneself)  n 9 dblin. 
to awaken (someone);  T na3 n 3  to awaken (oneself),  hna3 Zi 3  to 
awaken (someone).  The h- element in T —here regarded as a 
possible reflex of PMx * 9 - in initial position—patterns as an allo-
morph of dui- causative.  In that the h- allomorph is very rare 
(only being recorded here and on one other n- initial verb), it may 
be an archaism rather than an innovation. The C ?- prefix (with 
regular metathesis of 	+ nd- >n?d) is, however, a very common 
C morpheme labelled non-reflexivizer  by Davis and Walker, and 
very parallel in function to the T {du 3 -} causative  with its rare ,h-
allomorph. (b) * 9  possibly occurred as the sole consonant initi-
ating an ultimate syllable, i.e. in * 9 V as well as in *?CV syllables. 
To substantiate this there is but one set (which involves alternation 
with *n-): (104) M-SM, SE ?t, 	?iii,; C 	T-Ch 914 , T-Co 
?lb T-I n•Y nine. 
5.0.4. In the following paragraphs, I discuss in order (1) recon-
struction of PT * 9  by internal reconstruction in T-Ch. (2) M, C, 
T reflexes of PMx final *-? . (3) M, C, T reflexes of *? in PMx 
*?C clusters initiating ultimate syllables. (4) M, C, T reflexes 
of * 9  interrupting the vowel of the ultima. (5) M, C, T reflexes 
ambiguous as to (3) vs. (4). (6 ) A small residue of four sets in 
which C presence of *? irreconcilable with T lack of witness to 
*?. 
5.1. Internal reconstruction of PT *? . 
5.1.1. There are many words in T which, in phrase-final position, 
have a ? or h interrupting the vowel of the ultimate syllable. These 
words vary to 9 - final and h- final respectively in phrase-medial. 
Such alternations, therefore, as the following occur: yaha 3  flower, 

 but ya3h Ii 3nsa2  nasturtiums;  yo?o 3  year,  but yo 3 ? ga342-3  the 
past year;  na5 k1,144-3  atole, but na 3 145411 ru4ne 4-3  bean-atole; 

 re3ko?o4-3 a forest,  but re 3ko 49  ga rt 94 5-3  a thinned  out forest. 
This variation of ?/h- interrupted syllable to 9 /11- final syllable 
parallels a similar alternation of tone on T words; e.g. , na3k1A4-3 
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, n.a3k/ 4h parallels ru3ne 4-3  .--, ru 3ne4  in the following: ru 3ne 4-3  

beans,  but ru 3ne 4a2wa3  haba-beans.  A further parallel is the 
variation of tones 1-2  to 2-1  in such expressions as kul -2  bone but 
ku2-1  a3 wi3  skull.  Notice also te 22 1oho5-4  rooster  but te 22 1o 5 h 

1• i 3h a little rooster;  gwi 3  45-3  the eleventh slay. (gwi 3  clay), but 
4. 5  gwi 3  eleven days;  y43-4-3  salt, but yq. 3-4 2 u 1-2  coarse  salt: 

gwi3-5-4  people,  but gwi 3-5  za 2 a5-3  nice people.  In brief, all 
these alternations may be summarized as follows: Phrase-final 
variants are characterized by a 'strike' of the tones in the direction 
of tone 3, and by an extra mora of vowel beyond the otherwise final 
2 /h; these features do not characterize phrase-medial variants. 

To account for the above I offer the fallowing hypothesis: (a) 
There existed in PT some sort of -V 3  enclitic particle which marked 
the end of the noun phrase. (b) This particle once had a character-
istic vowel quality which is now completely lost in T-Ch by assimi-
lation of the particle to the vowel quality of the preceding stem vow-
el. (c) In T-Ch, this particle fused with the preceding stem vowel 
as follows: (1) An extra mora of vowel length was added to 2/h-
final forms—thus constituting anew for T interrupted vowels like 
those that had formerly existed in PMx. (2) No extra length was 
added to vowel-final forms, but (3) some indication of the tone 3 of 
the original particle was retained in that stems bearing 5 or 4 in 
the ultimate syllable received an up-glide to tone 3 or 4 (giving 5-4, 
5-3, and 4-3 glides) while stems in 2-1 received some sort of down-
glide and became 1-2. Comparative data for the T-Co dialect offers 
some corroboration of this internal reconstruction in T-Ch, in that 
T-Co has such parallels as the following in elicited isolated forms: 
T-Co nakuh-a; T-Ch na 3 4144-3  atole; T-Co yu?-a, T-Ch yo 2 o3  
year.  I have not written tone on the T-Co forms—in that I have not 
made an analysis of T - Co tone in its own right; nevertheless my 
rough field notes indicate that the tones of the T-Co forms parallel 
somewhat closely those of T-Ch. My notes indicate that T-Co does 
not have the up-glide towards 3 on words corresponding to T-Ch 
phrase-final ru 3ne 4-3  beans,  but that particle -a 3  is present instead. 
However, there exist in both T dialects some (VhV 3 ) phrase-final 
forms such as koho 3  herb,  and Zehe 3  path.  It appears, then, that 
the T-Ch data present an advanced stage in the fusion of some such 
particle as -a 3  marker  of phrase-final,  while in the T-Co data this 
fusion is only incipient. 

The preceding internal reconstruction in T-Ch reinforced by 
some comparison of T-Co forms enables us to consider the phrase-
medial forms as historically basic. I do not, then, consider forms 
with ultima interrupted by 2 /h as historically relevant but treat 
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these for comparative purposes as ?/h final forms. Furthermore, 
T tone glides 5-4, 5-3, 4-3, 1-2, 3-4-3, and 3-5-4 I likewise re-
gard as historically irrelevant and treat them for comparative 
purposes as 5, 4, 2-1, 3-4, and 3-5 respectively. This simplifies 
considerably, on the T side the task of tone reconstruction. 
5.1.2. By internal reconstruction in T-Ch it is also possible to 
demonstrate that T 	h and tones 2-1 are all reflexes of PT *? . 
We thereby considerably simplify the task of reconstructing the 
PMx * 9  in that we show that PT, like M and C has but one glottal 
phoneme. (M and C h is historically a velar spirant). Therefore 
although the argument for reconstructing T-Ch 9, h and 2-1 as 
PT * 9  is somewhat lengthy and involved, it cannot well be by-
passed here. 

T is characterized by comprehensive form classes that over-
ride the grammatical classification into noun, verb, adjective, 
numeral, and certain minor classes. These comprehensive form 
classes are pertinent to the distribution of the fused and semi-
fused pronouns—enclitics added indifferently to nouns, verbs, and 
adjectives (and to a lesser degree to the numerals and certain par-
ticles). In describing the distribution of these enclitics one must 
take into account not only the tones of the words of a given compre-
hensive form-class but presence or absence of final or h in the 
phrase—medial forms of that class. It is therefore convenient to 
refer to these classes not simply as 'tone-classes' but as tone - 9 /h 
classes by such identifying tags as the following: 2-1, 3h, 3-4, 
and 3-5 9 . A listing of these comprehensive tone - 9 /11 classes 
(omitting a few irregular stems which do not fit into the classifica 
Lion well) shows a slight tendency for 	and h to be in comple- 
mentary distribution; in the following list I omit all vowel-final 
classes except 2-1 in that they are irrelevant to the mutual distil-
bution of 9  and h: 2-1/5h, 2h/4h, 3h, 3 9 , 3-4h, 3-49, 4h, 4?, 
3-59/5 9 , 4-59, 5h, 5? 	Notice that in the above listing 2h oc- 
curs but not 2?, 3-5? occurs but not 3-5h. Furthermore, the 
large classes 3-4h vs. 3-59 (with 3-4 9  being a relatively small 
class) show the same tendency to complementation. Nevertheless, 
as the above list stands 	and h are in clear contrast in respect 
to 3h vs. 3?, 3-4h vs. 3-49, 4h vs. 4?, and 511 vs. 5 9 . In the 
following paragraphs I purpose to show that these contrasts are 
not historically basic. 

(I) The 3h vs. 3 9  contrast is largely resultant on develop-
ment of Vh(V) 3  nouns from 3-4h stems, and of V? (V) 3  nouns from 

3-59 stems. Notice, e.g., that the unpossessed 7 weh(e) 3  thread  
has a possessed form du 39 we 3-4h—which I here assume to be the 
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historically more basic form in that the T penultimate dui- recon-
structs in its set (180) along with the M and C penultimates as a 
PMx penultimate, while the unpossessed form is typical of many 
T unpossessed forms which seem regularly to have been formed 
from possessed forms by dropping the PMx penultimate. I assume, 

therefore, that in the creation of such T unpossessed forms—along 
with the fusion of the V 3 - particle described above--T smoothed 
out tones 3-4 to 3. Similarly, the unpossessed form ci?(i) 3 

 cactus-beer (81) has a possessed form di3 ci 3-5 ? which again—on 

grounds identical with those presented for du 3 ?we3-4h above—re-
constructs as the historically more basic form, thus leaving ci? (1) 3 

 as a more recent creation. This accounts for almost all the 3h vs. 
3? overlap in our data. There is to be sure, a large class of 3h 
forms not reflecting the above development, but the instances of 
contrasting 3? forms apart from the above development are al-
most negligible (two stems, one of which appears in set 148). 
While the origin of the latter residue is obscure, it seems safe to 
conjecture that the 3h vs. 3? contrast is a comparatively recent 
development. It is not surprising—once the contrast was devel-
oped—that it should be extended in various obscure ways to other 
forms. 

(2) The 4h vs. 4? contrast largely reflects a development 
parallel to that sketched above in that many of the 4h forms are T 
formations involving some preposed T CV- element and a CVh(V) 3 

 form (GCIT3 - 4h) with lowering of the tone of the latter to 4(-3), 
while many of the T 4? forms are similar T formations involving 
preposed T CV- element and a CV? (V) 3  form (<CV3-5 ?) with a 
similar lowering of the tone of the latter to 4(-3). Notice, e.g., 
T na314 411/na 3 14h/4-3  atole which probably is a fusion involvin 
PT *na water (144) and lethI,3  dough (85, cf. possessed form da 3  

4h). Similarly, T re 3 1c.a49/re 3ka?a4-3  stick  is a fusion in-
volving 6v 3  wood  (110) and ka?(a) 3  (121, cf. ka?a 3  pine wood, 
torch, candle, possessed form zi 3 -ka3 - 5 ?, and cognate verb na 3 

 ka3-5 ? to sweep, originally sweep with a bundle of twigs). Other 
T 3-4h(3) and 3-4? (3) forms reconstruct with PMx penultimate 
syllable and thus do not appear to be T formations. Nevertheless, 
in that these inherited forms belong to the same tone -?/h classes 
as do the similar forms which are clearly T formations, I regard 
them as likewise harking back to T 3-4h and 3-5?, respectively. 
The above development accounts for the majority of forms with 4h 
vs. 4? contrast. There is also contrast in the 4h vs. 4? adjective 
and numerals, but so many words in these grammatical classes 
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bear tone 4 or 5 that it seems safe to assume that historically such 
words represent forms belonging to various PT tone -?/h classes 
with subsequent grammatical leveling to their present tones. If 9  
and h were in complementary distribution with each other before 
the tones of the forms were leveled, then it is the leveling itself 
which has introduced the contrast here. There also exist some 
verb stems in 2h with potentials in 4h, but there are no 4? verb 
forms to contrast with them. 

(3) Instances of 5h vs. 5? seem clearly to be resultant on the T 
grammatical development mentioned above in which adjectives and 
numerals derived from forms of originally different PT tone - 
classes were lowered to 5 with retention of final -? or -h of the 
earlier form. This assumption is even more secure than that made 
above in reference to 4h vs. 4? in that there is no evidence that 
PMx or PT *44 tone pattern existed (which would presumably give 
T 55); therefore T words 55h and 55 1  must have developed from 
words formerly bearing other tone patterns. Such a development 
is clear in the case of verbs with potential in 5h or 5? in that the 
former have 2-1 (PT *1?, phonetically [*111]) in their basic form 
and the latter have 3-5? in their basic form: p.3 Zic2-1  asked  but 
ga5ZiL5h will ask; ga 3 i,3-5 ? buried,  but gas i}5 ? will bury.  

(4) Finally, the contrast of 34h and 34? must be considered. 
Here the historical development is not as simple as in the data con-
sidered in the above paragraphs. Nevertheless, an inspection of 
the 34h and 34 7  forms reveals fairly consistent complementation 
in terms of the preceding consonant (and possibly the vowel as well). 
The 3-4h class is much larger than the 3-4? class and the latter 
is almost entirely restricted to forms with ultimate syllable con-
sonant(s) r, gy, and gw—which, in turn, do not usually occur with-
in 34h forms (except for developed -g- between earlier T *u...w 
as in set 38). There is, however, some overlap in that one verb 
occurs with ultimate syllable -wi 3-4h vs. another verb with ulti-
mate syllable wi 3-4 ?, and one verb with ultimate syllable na3 - 4h 
vs. another verb with ultimate syllable n4 3-49 . Nevertheless, in 
spite of this residue, it seems plausible that at a previous period 
in T, 9  and h were in complementary distribution here—as, indeed 
everywhere else. 
5.1.3. It remains to show that T 2 - 1 is a reflex of PT * 7  T has 
a large class of 2-1 stems (varying to 1-2 in phrase-final). Not 
only do 2-1 verbs > 5h in the potential but disyllabic nouns in 3 2-1 
>5 5h in their possessed forms as well. There is then, a general 
morphophonemic connection between 2-1 and 5h. Presumably this 
connection points to a time when these stems were 'h' final (either 
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the spirant allophone of *7,  or h phoneme already split off from 
*2) everywhere. Furthermore, 2-1 stems behave in many re-
spects like -h final stems, e. g., in regard to their selection of 
the alloforms of the fused first and third person pronouns. Final-
ly, the assumption that PT *1? (phonetically *[111]) > modern T 
2-1 is the theory on which I account for the development of the 
modern T-Ch five tone system. Without such an assumption it 
would be difficult to compare the T tones with the M, C tones and 
to reconstruct the PMx tones of our cognates. With such an as-
sumption both the reconstruction of the PMx *? and of the tones 
are facilitated. The above arguments from internal reconstruc-
tion of T-Ch in regard to 2-1 stems are clinched, however, by 
the comparative data; for there are sets in which M and/or C give 
clear evidence of * 7  in forms cognate with T 2-1 stems (23, 24, 
76, 77, 83, 110, 134, 159). 

PT had,, then, but one glottal phoneme, but the phoneme had 
a spirant allophone in certain situations and a stop allophone in 
other situations. To anticipate somewhat the tone reconstruction 
of the next main section, we may say that in reference to the PT 
four-level system, T at an earlier stage than the present had 
spirant allophone of 40  after proto tones *1 and *2, a stop allo-
phone after proto tone *4, and stop or spirant allophone after pro-
to tone *3 depending on the preceding consonant and vowel of the 
syllable in which the *? occurred. 
5.2. M, C, T reflexes of PMx final *-? . The essential develop-
ments of PMx final *-? have already been sketched in 2. 1.3. I 
here recapitulate with amplification and illustrative data: (1) M 
loses final *9 everywhere and without trace, except for the situa-
tion described under (4). (2) C preserves final *- 9  in some forms 
and loses it in others. Etymological doublets occur—so that one 
C form of a given word may have -?, while another form of the 
same word— often the form occurring non -phrase -final— does not 
have - 9 . This situation possibly indicates a PC sandhi pattern in 
which certain ? (space) consonant clusters were reduced by loss 
of the first member. Sets in which T preserves final *- 7  while 
C does not probably contain PC sandhi variants without the final 
*-?. C tone pattern mid-mid low, whether or not followed by final 
- ?, usually indicates *22? or *33?. (3) PT regularly has pre-
served final * - 7  but splits it into - 7 , -h and 2-1 in modern T (see 
5.1.2. and 5.1.3.) (4) in M, C and T there occur forms in which 
PMx *CV? has been expanded by rearticulating the vowel so as to 
produce disyllabic CV? V; in such forms the originally final *- 7  is 
preserved in any language where the expansion occurs. 
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Illustrative sets follow: (5) M-SM vin sweet,  'an honey; 
 C 	honey  (with rearticulation of root vowel); T zi 3 ci?1 4- 3  

candy,  ga3ci?i4-3  honey.  (76) M-SM 	C ynkb.? summer 
squash; ythilrh squash  (in names of several varieties), yiirlich squash 
(in name of another variety), 	squash  (in name of still another 
variety); T da 3k12- 1/43  squash.  Notice the C sandhi variants 
with and without - 9 , and the occurrence of C mid-mid low tone 
pattern indicative of PMx *22? in this set. Notice also the T 2-1, 
indicating PT *1 9 . T 43  either has lost *- ? by analogy to the 
possessed form or is witness to a PMx variant without *- 9 . If 
the latter be true, then the PC sandhi variants with and without 
final * 9  reflect a situation current in PMx itself. (89) M-SM 
a dia  in every place, completely,  5 4:1i?r1 all, finished;  C nduu all;  
T riI 5 ? all. (Notice regular loss of final *- 1  on one M form, but 
preservation of PMx *? by rearticulating the root vowel in the 
second M form. C loses the *-? . T retains *- ? and lowers the 
tones of this word (grammatically a numeral) to tone 5 from some 
undetermined previous tone pattern). (98) M-SM 	C 44 ;  T 
4 7 43  ear of corn (with M, C loss of final *-?). (127) M-SM 
iakwL M-M dakwa pus;  C yRalkwa.? pus; T kwe 3h pus,  la3kwe 3h 
mucus, (zi 3u3-4) da3kwe 2h vulva.  (155) M-SM 4.4 four;  C 1CO? 
four, kifi ha. kil eighty  (Your twenties'); T g4. 3 ?.1. 3h four, ngw449/ 
ngw14 ?43h four more.  (Notice again the evidence of PC sandhi 
variants with and without final *-? . T has rearticulated the vowel 
in most forms of the numeral; addition of T -h after the rearticu- 
lated vowel is obscure). (167) M-SM /Winn; C 	T n • 4.311 
net-work  bag,  T 1i 3n4 2h crop  (of a bird). (Notice that the C form 
has no final -? but bears tones mid-mid low, which al tong with the 
M, T witnesses, reconstructs as PMx *22?). (199) M-SM, SE 
'd/k1; T ni 5ka5 ? short  (final * 7  here was the factor conditioning 
PMx *3 > M I; cf. 3.2.1.5. ). 
5.3. M, C, T reflexes "of *? in PMx *?C clusters initiating ulti-
mate syllables. 
5.3.1. Reflexes of PMx clusters composed of *? followed by na-
sal or semi-vowel. Clusters composed of PMx *? followed by 
lateral, nasal, or semi-vowel were discussed and illustrated in 
3.1.4. PMx *?1 occurs, however, but in one set (19) and is not 
further considered here. In section 3.1.4., *?m, *?ii. and *?w 
were of some interest in view of the fact that under varying condi-
tions in M, C, T the consonant following the *? was lost. In this 
section our interest focuses on the *9 itself rather than on. the 
consonant following it. We trace developments in which the *? of 
such *? C clusters is (a) retained in original position, (b) lost, or 
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(c) metathesized to another position so that the original */C clus-
ter is eliminated but with preservation of the * 1  elsewhere in the 
same form. 

5.3.1.1. M clusters ?m, /n, /ff, /v, and /y are, wherever 
they occur, reflexes of PMx */rn, */n, */5., *?w, and *ly re-
spectively. However, M reflex *?n of PMx *?n is a rather rare 
reflex found only in three sets (32, 168, 275) under obscure con-
ditions. More frequently the M reflex of this cluster is simply n. 
5.3.1.2. C retains glottal stop in original position in these clus-
ters except that (1) the */ of */n is regularly metathesized to 
initial position in the penultimate syllable of disyllabic words (with 

nd >n/d), and (2) the */ of *?w is also thus metathesized in 
a few sets under obscure conditions. Under conditions almost as 
obscure the II'? thus metathesized is lost from some forms. How-
ever, the loss of metathesized */, both here and elsewhere in C, 
may be explained, at least in reference to some verb stems, as 
an analogical leveling of /- from intransitive or reflexive verb 
stems in view of the fact that prefixial /- occurs as a transitive 
or non-reflexive morpheme in many verbs (see illustration in 
5. 0, 3.). 

5.3.1.3. T sometimes retains *- / in original position in these 
clusters, and sometimes metathesizes it to the final position in 
the word—where it becomes h, 9 , or 2-1 and may receive the 
phrase-final increment discussed in 5.1.1. Thus, the T metath-
esis of final */ was early enough so that the shifted */ shared 

in all the developments sketched for final *-/ in 5.1.2. and 5.1.3. 
In thus metathesizing the */ of PMx *?C to the rear of the word, 
T reflects an opposite tendency to that found in C where the */ of 
such clusters is metathesized to the fore of the word. Since these 
metatheses are even more typical of the PMx clusters described 

under 5.3.2., the following C, T correspondence is of consider-
able importance for establishing PMx */C cluster initiating an ul-
timate syllable: C /CVVCV ,--, T CVCV?/h/2-1 < PMx *CV/CV. 

The conditions under which T retained */ in original position 
in clusters composed of */ followed by nasal or semi-vowel and 
the conditions under which T metathesized the */ of such clusters 
to final position are as follows: (1) PMx */ of such clusters was 

never metathesized when there was also a final PMx *-/ present. 
(2) PMx */C > T /C in forms with PMx tones *(2)2, *(3)3, *43, 
*42 and PT tones *12 (merger of several PMx tone-sandhi variants), 

except that (3) PMx */n > T n (with loss of */) in forms with the 
above reconstructed tone patterns (but possibly remains T 
forms with PMx *43). (4) PMx */C > PT *CV/ (with subsequent 
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split of PT *? > 2 , h and 2-1) in forms with PMx *23, *32, *24, 
*34 and PT *21 (PMx *21 tone-sandhi variant). (5) PMx *2m is 
treated in accordance with the above statements but the reflexes 
are complicated by the following course of development (mentioned 
in 3.1.4.2.): (a) Early PMx *?mV +rn(?) syllables seem to have 
given rise to late PMx alternants: *?Vm(?) in which the first *m 
was lost on addition of the second *-m; and *?mV(?) in which the 
first *m was retained in that a post-posed sm was not thus present 
on the form. (b) The former variant > M ?V; C 7 y(?); T 9y(h). 

(c) The latter variant > M ?mV, C ?mV(?) and PT *?mV(?). 
(d) PT *?mV was probably metathesized to *mV? when subject to 
the conditions stated under (4) above. (e) However, PT *?mV? 
was simplified by loss of first *? so that *mV? also resulted. 
The above posited course of development requires us to assume 
that any T my? forms occurring in our sets reflect a T nasaliza-
tion, not PMx final *-rn. Set 157 contains a T form yo 39 o 5-3 

 which apparently < PMx *?rriV with tones *24, and is, therefore, 
impossible to rationalize in terms of the above scheme in that the 
2  has not been metathesized according to statement (4). However 
-*Po is a somewhat bizarre reflex of PMx '?m and the factors con-
ditioning it are rather obscure. 

The following sets, while generally illustrative of M, C, T re-
flexes of PMx * 7 C clusters with nasal or semi-vowel, are chosen 
especially to illustrate statement (1) in the above paragraph. In 
the following, the PMx ultimate syllable had *?CV? structure and 
T, retaining the final *- 2 , did not metathe size the first *?: (274) 
M-SM kl?nb. to break,  to cut; T ga39 n1 3-5 / to cut, to chop.  
(275) M - SM kwa/nn to grow,  k.g/nFx lar e, Wird great, aged; 

 T (ru3ne 4- 5 ) ga3  n1714-3  big  (beans); da ?n/ 4-5 / uncle. (91) 
C 	 T na3 ?n42h to open.  (62) M- SM 	 yu?vi 
to be afraid;  C ka-ndii ?va. to frighten;  dg.- ?vb.' ?b, to be afraid  
(with preservation of finkl *? and rearticulation of ultimate vowel 
in the second C verb); T u 3  ?wi3-5 ? to be afraid.  (278) M-SM 
tE?yh; T ri 3 ?yu3h to spoil,  to rot. 

The following illustrative sets are chosen especially to illus-
trate (2) above; the PMx ultimate syllable had *?CV structure and 
T retains */ in original position in forms with the indicated recon-
structed tone patterns. (21, tones *22) M-SM 	 ka 9 mi 
to burn something;  C ?ktipmf to set fire to (first ?-in C form is 
C non-reflexive morpheme); T (g)a 3 ?rn43  to be warm.  (158, 
tones *33) M-SM ha-n1-ra?mh. flattened;  C did-s11?m£ to flatten; 

 T (gi3 )na3 9m43  to cave in. (44, tones *33) M-SM t .3 to owe 
PMx variant without *- ?-; see 5.6.), n dg?ii to be poor;  T 
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da 3 /wi 3  to owe.  (96, tones *42) M-SM sk7i, foot;  C dlprni leg; 
 T da3 7 m4-5  leg.  (46, tones *42) M sb.d (< PMx variant without 

*-/-; see 5.6.); Tzdu 3 /wi 5-3  Indian, non-Spanish-speaking.  
The following sets are chosen especially to illustrate state-

ment (3) relative to *?n: (165, tones *33) M-SM /in.b. dog;  C 
?yin'. dog, /44.nh. fox .  T u3ne 3  fox. (36, tones *12 in PT) 
M-SM kan'i; C /14inii; T ga 3n7 2-3  to set Lip. (29, tones *43) 
M-SM nni. afternoon,  Nina supper;  C vffrib afternoon;  T zdi3  /n1 5-3  
supper.  

The following sets are chosen especially to illustrate state-
ment (4); these exemplify the conditions under which T metathe-
sized * 9  of PMx */C cluster to final position: (38, tone *23) M-
SM 	sister  of a woman;  C kiiid/v sister;  T Eu3gwi 3 - 4h sister 
of a woman (T developed -g- between *u...wi). (182, tones *32) 
M-SM 	M-J ku?va brother  of a woman, sister  of a man; C 
ka.b./vW. brother;  T Zu3gwe3-4hbrother of a woman, sister  of a man 
(T developed -g- in *u...we). (28, tones *24, *33) M-SM kani to 
see (< *24), kiinT. (sb /5) to hear  (<*33); C kwcfn6 to look at; T 
(n • e 3 ^ 4 ) gu3nV2/4-3  mirror  (<*24), gu3 n1 3  to hear (< *33). (26, 
tones *34) M-SM lanT disgust;  C (kritiv•E lab.) ?virn5 to be disgusted; 

 T ni3n3h74-3 disgusting.  (24, tones PT *21) M-SM115.n.t brother 
of a man; C 7 dIfn6 brother;  T di3n/ 2-1  brother  of a man. 

The following sets are chosen especially to illustrate the de-
velopments sketched under (5): (22, tones *32) M-SM t9i word 
(< PMx *- /Vm ); T (z) nt.3 /i.h.t.4- 3  conversation,  n127 114.5 - 4  
incantations  (< PMx *-/Vm/), nu 3gw4. 7 44-3  word  (< PMx *-? mV ? 

> PT -mV/ by loss of first *9 and with subsequent passage of *m 
to w and development of -g- after u; the vowel nasalization is pre-
sumably a T development). (32, tones *32, *34) M-SMIgr 4 
money,  bit (< PMx -*/Vm 7 ); T zt.37 044-3  money,  (< PMx 
- */Vm/), zi- 3mi2-1  (&13h) yolk  of an egg,  mil -2  yellow, copper-
colored  (< PMx -* 9 m1T 9  > PT *mV? by loss of first */). (161, 
tones uncertain) M-SM t4/1., comrade,  of the same class (< PMx 
- * 9 Arrn.); C n4 7 4 a pair  (< PMx *- /Vm); T yi 3 /q.5- 3  twins (< PMx 
*- /Vm), a4m43-4 / a couple  of (< PMx -*/mV with T metathesis; 
the vowel nasalization is presumed a T development), nu5gw45 9 
together  with (as preceding, except for passage of *m > w and de-
velopment of -g- after u). For further examples—especially those 
involving reflex /rn in M, C, 	see 3.1.4.2.). 
5.3.2. Reflexes of PMx clusters composed of * 9  followed by stop 
or spirant. 
5.3.2.1. Clusters of PMx * 9  followed by spirant or stop are 
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uniformly reduced in M by loss of *? . In C, the * 2  of such clus-
ters is regularly metathesized to the penultimate syllable in di-
syllabic forms; in monosyllabic 2 CVV( 2 ) forms it is most often 
retained. Exceptions to both the above statements relative to C 
occur in that the C of some sets preserves no trace of PMx * 2 ; 
the absence of */ in these C forms may be at least partially ex-
plained as an analogical leveling of * 2  from intransitive or non-
reflexive verbs—as suggested in 5.3.1.2. 
5.3.2.2. T sometimes loses the * 2  from such clusters, but more 
often metathesizes it to final position. The conditions governing 
these two different reflexes—zero and metathesized reflex—are 
similar to those stated for T in relation to the metathesis of *?in 
in 5.3.1.3., but the conditions here are somewhat simpler: (1) 
PMx *2 was dropped from such clusters when there was a final 
* 2  present on the same form. (2) PMx *2 was also dropped from 
such clusters in forms with PMx tones *(2) 2, *(3) 3, and *43. 
(3) PMx * 2 C > PT *CV/ (with subsequent split of PT * 9  > , 
h, and 21) in forms with PMx tones *23, *32, *24, *34, *42 and 
PT *21 (merger of several PMx tone-sandhi variants). Notice 
that * 2 C clusters with stop or spirant as second member give a 
metathesized T reflex, i.e., CV 2  in forms with PMx tones *42; 
while *?C clusters with nasal or semi-vowel as second member 
give unmetathesized reflex, i.e., /CV in forms with PMx *42. 
Otherwise, the conditions just posited and those posited under 
statements (2) and (4) of 5.3.1.3. differ only in that the condi-
tions here posited do not embrace the same variety of PMx tone 
patterns as those under 5.3.1.3., nor do these conditions have 
the special complication in regard to loss of consonant (*m) that 
characterized those under 5.3.1.3. and which made necessary 

statement (5) in that section. 
5.3.2.3. In terms of C, T correspondences, note again that where 
both C and T preserve metathesized * 2  of such clusters, the cor-
respondence C 2 CVVCV ^3 T CVCV//h/21 enables us to reconstruct 

*CV 2 CV with some assurance. Otherwise, however, the * 2 C 
cluster is reconstructed on the basis of simply the C or the T wit-
ness. In view of the fact that C seems to have added initial * 2  in 
some instances (notably in 157) there is probably a certain mar-
gin of error in the reconstruction of * 2 C based on the C witness 
alone, in that some such sets may involve addition of the initial ?- 
in C rather than a metathesized */ from original PMx *?C cluster. 
In that there is no clear evidence, on the other hand, that T has 
ever added final *- 2  to originally vowel-final forms, the T witness 

even in the absence of ? in the C form—is somewhat more 
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valuable. 
5.3.2.4. The following set illustrates statement (1) relative to T 
in the set of conditions stated above. In this set there are reflexes 
of PMx ultimate syllable * 9 CV 9  with *0- as the consonant of that 
syllable. This is the only set in the array of cognates that unequiv-
ocably illustrates * 9 CV 9  with stop or spirant as the consonant of 
the syllable. This is not particularly strange in view of the consid-
eration that while in order to reconstruct such a syllable we must 
have C 9 CVVCV 9  or 9 C -VV 9,--- T (CV) CV?, yet the PC final *- 9 

 is only sporadically preserved. We may assume, therefore, that 
PMx syllables of this sort may have been more frequent than the 
C 	correspondences indicate. (209) M'.SM liErh deer;  C ?Oda? 
horse;  T "Zu 3ta3h deer (For the semantic shift involved cf. A kaso 
mule, kaso hndai deer). The initial 9  of this form is probably 
not a C innovation resulting from the fusion of some C 9 yu- ele-
ment; on the contrary the penultimate syllables in M, C, T recon-
struct quite regularly as PMx *yu- in M; C, and *tu- in T. 

The following sets are especially chosen to illustrate state-
ment (2) above; they illustrate conditions under which T dropped 
PMx * 9  from * 9 C cluster with stop or spirant as second member: 
(77, tones *22) M-SM yuku mountain;  C 9 dgSk6 a pile,  na.-hD.Aka 
slope;  T da3k1.3  slope  (another T form with PT *21 has metathe-
sized *9: da 3n2-1  hill of corn, the nose (105, tones *22) M-SM 
kata; C kaata (with loss of penultimate metathesized * 9  in this in-
transitive verb); T ga.4 a4  will sing  (new T potential from *22 
lowered to *33, i.e., modern T 44; the other form of this verb, 
ga3 6a2-1  sang  is from PT *21 with metathesized * 9 ). (200, tones 
*22/4,33) M-SM ti-y6k6 ant; C ?11k5 louse;  9 yaalt3 fly; T Eu 3kwa3 

 ant. (112, tones *43) C (1c-ii6v4) yb..A1(.1 to slobber;  T ga3ka5  to 
leak.  

The following sets are especially chosen to illustrate state-
ment (3); they illustrate conditions under which T metathesized 
the * 9  of PMx * 9 C clusters with stop or spirant as second member: 
(135, tones *34) M-SM 	C 9 yggdi; T a3taha4-3  bird. 
(142, tones *23) M-SM yglevg; C 9kw61* crooked;  T du3 gwa3-49 

 to turn or twist downwards.  (118, tones *23) M-SM tAla; C 
9 dgSk.).; T zi 3 -ga5ka5 / (bird's) nest. (116, tones *34) M kw-aka 
to take away;  C 	9 kggkg to operate (something),  nda.kl. to get, 
to find (with penultimate, metathesized * 9  lost here in this verb); 
T ni3ka3-4h to have,  na3 ka3-4h to gather  up, a3ka3-4h to Let. 
(9, tones *42) M -SM k./hi fever; C ca-knn to boil; 9 yriricl to 
fry (with loss of metathesized * 9  in first verb); T ga 3 6i 9 i4-3  fever.  
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(11, tones *42) M-SM y-L\hi to bury;  C 9 kt-din to plant;  T ga343-5 9 
to bury.  (123, tones *22, PT *21) M-SM kaka to walk; C Idgkg 
to walk, k1-61tka to take a walk (with loss of metathesized *9 in 
these intransitive forms); T ga 3 e 2-1  (< PT *21), ga46e 4  (< PMx 
*22 lowered to *33, i.e., modern T 44, in creation of new poten-
tial) to walk. 
5.3.3. Reflexes of PMx clusters composed of * 9  followed by pre-
nasalized stop. The sets that unambiguously contain reflexes of 
these clusters are few enough that the data may be exhaustively 
listed. 

PMx * 9n d occurs in two sets. M retains * 9  in original posi-
tion; C metathesizes the * 9 , with loss in one set; T retains the 
* 9  in *ICV 9  syllable and loses it in * 9 CV syllable (which in this 
case bears reflex of PMx tone *33): (146) M-SM ka 2 nn. to cut; 
C k'' 2  (with *2 - lost in po), 9 0 9 , ?ft?, n ? to break;  T-Ch 
ga39 ne 3-59  to cut. (90, tones *33) M-SM kA 9n di; C kuunz (with 
loss of metathesized * 9 ); T ga3xii 3  to explode.  

* 9 ng occurs in four sets. The *9 is lost in M; and metathe-
sized in the C of one of the two sets for which there is C witness 
but presumably metathesized and lost in the other set. T retains 
* 9n g undisturbed in all four sets—three of which reflect PMx 
* 9 CV9 ultimas and one of which reflects PMx * 9 CV ultima: (214) 
M-SM 	T ga39 nga3-59  to laugh.  (215) M-SM 	T 
ga39 nga3-4  to be born. (217) M-SM Idkil to sew; C (k5. 9 r4) 
kwaRltri to swear;  T da39 nga 9 a4-3  scar, proof, sign.  (218) C 
?kaakb. (n14) to prepare little by little;  T na39 nga2h to whittle; 

 ga39 ngaZh to scrape.  
5.4. M, C, T reflexes of *9 interrupting the vowel of the ultimate 

syllable. 
5.4.1. I reconstruct PMx ultimate syllable of *CV 9 V pattern when-
ever there is unanimous witness in a set to *CV 9 V. Whenever, 
however, even one language of a set witnesses to *CV? rather than 
to *CV 9 V, I assume that the other language (or languages) has ex-
panded to CV 9  V by rearticulating the vowel. Notice, e.g., set 
172: M -$M 494 fire;  C y4 9 4. the fire, 9 494 the sun; T d43 73-4/ 
y4 3  44-3 fire, light,  gu 3ni 39 y4.4.4-3  daylight.  In evaluating this 
set the witness of the last T form is crucial, in that, while it is 
perhaps conceivable that this T form should be some sort of a back-
formation from * 9 ya 9 am, it is more plausible to consider it as 
deriving from * 9 yam 9 . Furthermore there is enough sporadic ex-
pansion of *( 9 )CV? to ( 9  )CV 9 V in M, C, T to justify the assump-
tion that we here have an unusual instance of parallel expansion in 
the three languages. It is, or course, possible that this expansion 
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took place in late PMx. Nevertheless, in the face of such data as 
that given to us in the last T form of the above set. I do not feel 
that we can reconstruct PMx *CV 7 V for this set with any assur-
ance. This of course raises the possibility that some of the sets 
for which I reconstruct *CV7V reflect such parallel M, C, T ex-
pansion rather than a PMx interrupted syllable. The comparative 
method can give us no criterion for discerning between such paral-
lel developments in related languages and a common inherited fea-
ture. Nevertheless, it seems somewhat probable that, since ex-
pansion of a *CV 7  root by rearticulating the stem vowel is a rath-
er sporadic phenomenon, the bulk of our sets with unbroken M, C, 
T witness to *CV?V reflect a PMx interrtipted syllable. The same 
line of reasoning would be used to refute the suggestion that possi-
bly all the sets with CV/V in any or all the languages are, after 
all, simply expansions of PMx *CV/. Here it could be argued that 
the existence of at least some PMx *CV 7 V syllables would be nec-
essary to provide the model for the expansion of *CV? in the vari-
ous languages. To summarize: it seems highly probable that in-
terrupted *CV 7 V syllables occurred in PMx, and highly probable 
that sets with undissenting M, C, T witness to *CV /V hark back 
to syllables of such structure; nevertheless doubts may perhaps be 
entertained as to the provenience of the M, C, T forms of any 
given set in view of the M, C, T tendency to expand sporadically 
*C1/ 7 > CV 7 V. 

Illustrative sets follow: (141) M-SM 	M-SE 	M-J 
C ka 7 a; T 	foot. (184) M-SM vh. 7 5.; T we 37 e 2  good, 

fine. (241) M-SM kU 7 t5, h4 7 T; C kt1 7 4, hc 7 1, 61 7  I, 	T go 
7 03-4  to drink.  (263) M-SM 7 ^1 7 ; C 	T 7v57 12. 5  five 
(T ko4-7m57  twenty-five presumably,contains an abbreviation of 
7 12. 5 /y5  but this shortened form could indicate PMx *CV? rather 
than *CV V . ). 
5.4.2. There are some sets, similar to those just illustrated, 
where the T forms have CV/ Vh structure. The T final -h wit-
nesses to a second * 7  somewhere in the PMx form. The position 
of this second * 7  was either (a) final in 'ACV? V? syllables so that 
a vowel could be both interpreted and closed by * 9 ; or (b) initial 
in * 7 CV 7 V syllables with metathesis of the initial * 9  to final posi- 
tion in T. There is something to be said in favor of either alterna-
tive. In favor of (a) note set 159 in which C witnesses to a final 
* 9  in what appears to be a PMx interrupted syllable: (159) M-SM 

C y 99 ; T yo 37 o 1-2  land, soil. Notice, however, set 
151 in which C initial * 7 - may be parallel to the T -h; this set 
points in the direction of alternative (b): (151) C da-n 9 d6 9 e to 
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chew, to dance; T rq. 2 ?4 5h to dance. It is well to remember, 
however, that while initial C ?- is sometimes suspect of being an 
addition, C final -? is probably not so suspect. We may there-
fore weigh the C witness in favor of (a) more heavily than the wit-
ness in favor of (b). 

Nevertheless, somewhat in favor of (b) again is the following 
T development which is perhaps parallel: Some PMx *?CV? syl-
lables apparently rearticulate the vowel in T with metathesis of 
the first PMx * 9  to final position in the newly created syllable. 
Notice set (193) M-SM ?I?yb, saint, god; T gi 3 ?ythi.4-3  holy 
day, fiesta (< gwi 3  day 4- ?y43-4 ? holy), y439 444-3  god, saint 
(PT *?y4? > disyllabic *Iy4 9 4 > *yi 1 4?). (See also 192). Such 
a development as this may lead us to raise the question as to wheth-
er or not T might not have metathesized initial *? of PMx *?CV 2 V 
syllables to final position in the T disyllabic reflex—as per alter-
native (b) —if, in *?CV ? V created from PMx *2CV?, such a 
metathesis also took place. 

Without attempting to decide decisively between the above al-
ternatives, I pass on to the next section. Enough data has been 
presented to show that T -h on forms harking back to PMx inter-
rupted syllables, is not a T innovation but is a reflex of a second 
*? present somewhere in the PMx form. This second *? undoubt-
edly had a characteristic position even if we can not localize it 
with certainty. For further examples of sets involving PMx inter-
rupted syllable with presence of second * 9  somewhere in the form 
see 133, 156, 177, and 252. 
5.5. Sets ambiguous as to PMx final *-? vs. PMx *? =in *2C ulti-
mate syllable cluster. 
5.5.1. The following sets are ambiguous as to PMx final * 9  vs. 
PMx *7  C ultimate syllable cluster; the ambiguity is resultant on 
lack of a decisive C witness as to the position of *? in the PMx 
form: 13, 15, 25, 74, 1t8, 117, 128, 132, 152, 204, 205, 208, 
210, 265, 269, 270. 273. Nevertheless, in reference to those of 
the above sets for which PMx tones have been reconstructed, it is 
possible to raise the question as to whether or not the reconstructed 
tone pattern is one which would characterize a PT form shifting 
* 9  C > CV . If the answer to this question is negative, we then 
reconstruct final * 9  rather than ultimate * 9  C cluster. In examin-
ing the above seventeen sets—and for most of them it has been pos-
sible to reconstruct PMx tones—there is but one set (25) for which 
we need to posit final *? according to the above criterion: M-SM 
karii to pound, to hit; T gu 3 n13-3 ? to quarrel, to fight. Here, M 
mid-mid ti  T 35 indicates PMx tones *43. But, according to 
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statements (2) and (3) under 5.3.1.3. PMx * 7 n > T 2 n (or, at 
least, simply > n) on forms with PMx *43. Therefore, set 25 
does not point to a PMx form with * 2 n but to one with final 
Surprisingly enough, however, in every other set with reconstruct-
ed tones of those listed above as ambiguous as to position of PMx 
* 7 , the reconstructed tones are such that the PMx form could 
have contained a *?C ultimate syllable cluster. 
5.6. Residues. I list here data from four sets in which the C 
witness to * 7  cannot be reconciled with absence of T 2 /h/21 on 
any of the ground presented above: (185) C 7 yggva; T ia3wi5-3  
butterfly;  (258) C yieV; T ti3  blood.  (264) C (W) ndn..a 
sand; T Zu3-4-3-powder. (277) C 7 3rtian; T Xu3 tu4-3  mouse.  

Some of the above sets may simply be spurious. On the other 
hand, these sets may preserve evidence that in PMx there were a 
few roots for which variants existed—one variant with * 7  present 
in the forrni and one variant without it. That such a situation exist-
ed, at least in regard to * 7 w vs. *w seems quite possible from 
the following data: (44) M-SM t5."d to owe,  "d£ 7 11 to be poor;  T 
da37 wi 3  to owe. (Note the etymological doublet witnessing to * 2 w 
and *w in M-SM with only the former surviving in T.) (45) M-SM 
saA rain;  T sV?ri to submerge;  C dative thunder;  T-Ch du37 wi 3  
thunder,  T-Co yuwi rain. (Note the etymological doublet in M, 
with only *w surviving in C—unless the * 7  of * 9 w was metathe-
sized and lost, and with *7w in T-Ch but *w in T-Co.) Such data 
as the preceding probably point to the presence of some sort of 
*- 7 - derivative or inflectional infix in PMx. 

NOTE 

1. For similar arguments supporting a similar analysis in 
present day Trique, cf. FPPT 13.75, fn. 2 and Longacre, 'Re-
joinder to Hamp's Componential Restatement of Syllable Structure 
in Trique, UAL 16 (April, 1955) p. 191, fn. 4. 



6. PMx tones 

6.0. The reconstruction of PMx tones is based on a comparison 
of four tone systems, those of M-SM, M-SE, C, and T-Ch. The 
reconstruction of the tones is not based, therefore, on so broad 
a base as are the reconstructions presented in the preceding sec- 
tions, in that M-J, M-M and T-Co are nowhere taken into account. 
6.1. Present-day tone systems. 
6.1.1. The tone system of M-SM. 
6.1.1,0. M-SM exhibits a system of three phonemic pitch levels. 
In this dialect, where couplets of structure (C)CVV, (C)CV?V, 
(C)CVC(C) V, and (C)CV ?CV occur, one tone occurs to the syl-
lable. The segmental disyllabic sequence is thus paired with a 
suprasegmental sequence which is termed the tone couplet by Pike 
and Mak. The tone couplet is basic to the description of the dis-
tribution of the tones in basic patterns and in sandhi variants. The 
following brief sketch of the M-SM tone system is a summary of 
certain portions of Pike's description of M-SM tone (TL, p. 77-81). 
6.1.1.1. The following tone couplets occur as basic in M-SM: 
high-high sAnd turkey; high-mid, ern steam bath; high-low, v£ 9 u 
coyote; mid-high, krili pig; mid-mid, vS?e house; mid-low, kab 
snake, knta nose; low-high, self child; low-mid, rxitzif puddle. 
There occur, therefore, all theoretically possible sequences of 
two tones in a three level system except the sequence low-low. 
6.1.1.2. The last four of the tone couplets listed and illustrated 
above have tone sandhi variants as follows: Mid-mid 
be 9 e f•-■ 156 .7 'e house; mid-low F.... high-low, kab ti  k6b snake (this 
sandhi variation only in (C) CVV couplets with identical vowels 
and in (C)CV?(C)V couplets); mid-low ti  mid-high, kutb. 
nose (this sandhi variation in CVV couplets with differing vowels 
and in (C) CVC(C) V couplets); low-high ti  high-high, 13.Mf ti saf 
child; low-mid w  high-mid, mtat rn ni puddle. Notice that all 
the above sandhi variants are characterized by a high tone in the 
first or second syllable of a couplet that has mid or low tone in 
that position in its basic pattern. However, (C) CVV couplets with 
identical vowels vary either to (C) CVV or to (C) CVV—thus involv-
ing as one of the freely varying tone sandhi variants a unique sort 
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of variant in which both syllables of the couplet have high where 
the basic pattern has other than high on both these syllables. 
6.1.1.3. The sandhi variants involving the high tone(s) occur as 
variants of tone couplets mid-mid, mid-low, low-high, or low-
mid (i.e. the tone couplets characterized by such sandhi varia-
tion) whenever one of these couplets is preceded by tone couplet 
high-high, high-mid, mid-mid, mid-low, or low-high, provided 
(a) that the form bearing one of the latter couplets belongs to an 
arbitrary class the members of which condition sandhi variation; 
(b) that the high-high is not itself a sandhi variant but a basic 
pattern; and (c) that no pause intervenes between the couplets in-
volved. Thus, in the following phrase ?fsb rabbit  with basic 
mid-low couplet varies to rs6 with mid-high couplet after lo3b 
snake and kee will eat—which are mid-low and mid-mid respec-
tively and belong to the arbitrary class of couplets the members 
of which condition sandhi variation: 111- adgtri 10b ?Ts6 that the 
snake might  await the rabbit;  kEe 9186 the rabbit  will eat. But in 
other contexts, ?Tsb does not have this sandhi variation but oc-
curs with the same tone couplet that is characteristic of it as an 
isolated form: yab 9 1sb the cave of the rabbit;  kee ?Tab the rab-
bit will gsl away.  Notice that SI cave has tone couplet mid-low 
but does not belong to the arbitrary class of forms conditioning 
sandhi variation. Similarly keE will go away  is homophonous 
with kEd will eat, but the former does not condition sandhi varia-
tion while the latter does. Data of the sort just cited emphasizes 
the arbitrary and mechanical nature of M tone sandhi variation. 
6. 1.1.4. One further type of tonal variation in M-SM may be 
analyzed synchronically as a morpheme of tone substitution (re-
placive high-high) with meaning adjective modifier.  Notice, for 
example, the interesting contrasting phrases marshalled by Pike: 

t4?1+n£ complete-hit  comrade-mine, i.e. (he) hit my  
comrade  vs. ni-kant tp4-n£ complete-hit together-1  we, i.e. 
we traded blows.  Also fiani sUf-hl the brother  of that child vs. 
ESA: sal+4 that younger brother.  In the above phrases t4? -41 
comrade + replacive high-high > 4 9 4 together,  and sb.Zi child 
+ replacive high-high > si 	child-like.  
6.1.1.5. The above sketch presents in broad outline the tone 
system of M-SM along with the tone sandhi that is characteristic 
of that dialect. It does not attempt to present exhaustively the 
latter but omits many details-- especially the tone sandhi involv-
ing abbreviated couplets acting as pronominal enclitics, and the 
striking parallelism of tone variation in verb aspects to tone 
sandhi variation. I note in passing that Pike analyzes tone 
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variation in the verb aspects as tone-sandhi variation conditioned 
by a preceding zero form. (TL, 82). 
6.1.2. The tone system of M-SE. 
6.1.2.1. M-SE exhibits a system of four phonemic pitch levels 
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 from high to low (Mak, CTMTS). The basic 
tone couplets of M-SE are 11, 21, 41, 12, 22, 42, 13, 42/43, 14, 
24. Thus, of the sixteen theoretically possible sequences of tones 
in a four-level system, only ten occur—but two more than the 
number of basic tone couplets occurring in M-SM with its simpler 
three-level system. Note again that there is no basic 44 tone 
couplet, just as there is no basic low-low tone couplet in M-SM. 
Finally, it is important to observe that tone 3 occurs in basic tone 
couplets only in 13 and in 42/43. The former class, in which 
alone 3 occurs as basic without varying freely to 2, is so restrict-
ed that Mak records only nine items displaying this basic tone pat-
tern. None of these nine items enter into our cognate sets, where 
the occurrence of M-SE tone 3 is so rare that I am able to tran-
scribe M-SE tone 1 as high ("), tone 2 as mid (-), and tone 4 as 
low (') in order to better compare the tones of M-SM and M-SE 
forms. 
6.1.2.2. The tone sandhi variation characteristic of M-SE is 
much too involved to present in any detail here. However, Mak 
summarizes the following significant ways in which M-SE tone-
sandhi differs from that occurring in M-SM: (1) Sandhi variation 
to lower tone patterns (e. g. 11 ti  31, 21 	31, 22 	32/33, 24 
34) is more extensive than variation to high—which occurs only 
after certain forms with final tone 1 (e.g. 24 varies to 14 after a 
class of forms bearing 11). (2) Some M-SE tone sandhi variants 
are complex tone couplets with one or both members of the coup- 
let consisting of a sequence of two tones on a vowel no longer than 
one bearing but one tone in M-SM: e.g. 41 1 3-1, 42 A 1 3-2 
and 41 ti  2-1 3-1 (the latter is a sort of sandhi variant occurring 
only in certain restricted syntactic situations; see next statement). 
(3) Some tone couplets have special sandhi variants in restricted 
syntactic situations (termed 'special syntactic sequences' by Mak). 
The special sandhi variants occur most frequently after an arbi-
trary class of forms bearing tone couplets 22 and 24; the following 
tone couplet is varied to a higher tone pattern, but the sandhi var-
iant with the higher tone pattern is formally distinct from the sort 
of sandhi variant to high subsumed under statement (1). (4) Tone 
couplets with tone 1 as first member condition sandhi variation in 
preceding  couplets as follows: certain forms with tone 1 as the 

second member of their tone couplet vary that tone 1 to tone 2; 
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while, conversely, certain other forms with tone 2 as the second 
member of their tone couplet vary that tone 2 to tone I. 
6.1.2.3. To illustrate the varieties of tone sandhi listed above, 
I reproduce here Mak's series of illustratory data involving n dl 2 

 VI4  egg.  In the phrase ”,2 12 14 d7. 2v14  one egg,  this form occurs 
with a 24 couplet which is taken as descriptively basic. In the 
phrase ta 4ka 2  Edilv1 4  each egg  there occurs a tone sandhi variant 
14 conditioned by a preceding form with basic tone couplet 41. 
The occurrence of sandhi variant n dlINT14  rather than of the basic 
form n dl 2V1 4  illustrates sandhi variation to higher tones as men-
tioned in statement (1). In turn, the occurrence of sandhi variant 
ta4ka 2  rather than of the basic form ta 4k1 1  illustrates statement 
(4). In the phrase 71 2n ga2 n d1 31/1 4  another egg,  variation of a d/ 2 

 v14  to tone couplet 34 illustrates sandhi variation to lower tones 
as mentioned in statement (1). The phrase nu2u4 ucri3vil  to the 
egg  (e.g. in such phrases as add some chile  to the tgg) illustrates 
the special sandhi variation mentioned in (3). I add another of 
Mak's illustrations, one involving ni,4 7i,2  strong,  to illustrate 
statement (2); the following phrase also involves special sandhi 
variation of the sort just illustrated: ta 26i4  niL2-1 /0" 2  strong  

wind. 
6. 1. 2. 4. There is some M-SE tone variation to higher tone pat-
terns on lines somewhat parallel to that involving the replacive 
high-high adjective modifier  morpheme in M-SM. But Mak inter-
prets this variation—which is neither consistently a variation to 
any one given tone pattern nor a phenomenon as widespread as in 
M-SM—as simply a type of special sandhi variation in restricted 
syntactic sequences. Thus, while yu 2ku2 	egg  mountain 
(i.e. 'where we go to get eggs') involves a variation of nelli4  
egg  to tone couplet 11 in a fashion rerninescent of M-SM, the var-
iation of la2w5i 2  sheep  to 2-1 2 in the phrase yu 2ku 2  lag-1°1i 2  is 
not formally so parallel to the M-SM replacive high -high adjective  
modifier  morpheme. 
6.1.2.5. Of some relevance to the diachronic evaluation of the 
M-SE system of four phonemic pitch levels is the following obser-
vation by Pike: "The gap between 1 and 2 [in the M-SE tone sys-
tem] is relatively very large; that between the lower tones is 
relatively very slight." (NACTT, 101). There will be occasion 
to comment on this phonetic datum later (6.2.1.). 
6.1.3. The tone system of C. 
6.1.3.0. C has three phonemic pitch levels. There has been 
published no complete distributional statement relative to C tones 
nor an analysis of C tone sandhi (cf. brief sketch in CMM, p. 50). 
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The following statements are based, therefore, on my own exami-
nation of the C word lists prepared for me by Davis and Walker. 
I examine first isolated nouns in the lists, and state the tone pat-
terns found on such items. Secondly, I list certain tone patterns 
never found in isolated nouns in these materials but only in noun 
phrases occurring there. Finally, I attempt to correlate with the 
above similar data in the verbs of the data available to me. 
6.1.3.1. For the isolated nouns in the C word-lists I take account 
of items with the following canonical shapes (C symbolizes conso-
nant or permitted cluster in the following formulae; any canonical 
form is to be understood as occurring with or without final - 7 : 
CVVCV, CVV, CV 7 V, CV .? VV, CVCVV, CVVCVV, and CVVV/ 
CVV?. The following tone patterns occur with forms bearing the 
canonical shapes just listed: (a) general pattern high-high, in 

C-11, and 	03) /  general pattern high-Iow, in 
CVVCV, CVV, CV 7 V, and CVVCVV. (c) general pattern mid- 
mid, in CVVCV, CVV, CV?V, C17 7 7V, and CVVCVV. (d) 

pattern eral .ttern mid-low in CVVCV, CVVCV, CVV, CV? V, CV/ VV, 
CVCVV, and CVVCVV. (e),  general pattern kigh-mid-Iow (statis- 
tically rare) in CVVCV, CVCVV, and CVVCVV. (1) The follow-
ing statistically rare miscellaneous patterns also occur on the 
following canonical forms: CVVCV, CVV, CIT 7 VTT, CVCVV, 
CVVCV (the latter occurs in but one isolated noun in my list of 
800 items; it occurs most typically as a sandhi variant of other 
patterns in phrases). (g) Canonical form CVVV/CVV/ 7  occurs 
with the following tone patterns on isolated forms: CVV/CVV? 
and CVVV/CVV?. This rather rare canonical form overlaps with 
the statistically rare 01:11.  form listed under (f) in that the two 
such latter forms in our lists are both CVV?, and appear there-
fore to be like CVVV/CVV 7  forms except for the lack of the first 
variant. 
6.1.3.2. The following.tone patterns are found only on C nouns 
in phrases in our lists; they are, presumably tone sandhi variants ,. 

 of isolated forms:,  (1) general pattern mid-high in CVV and CVV 
(along with CVVCV which occurs several times on nouns in phrases 
in our lists, but only once on an isolated noun). (2) mid-low-mid 
in CVVCV. (3) general pattern high-mid in CVVCV. 
6. 1.3.3. In relating these tone patterns which are restricted to 
sandhi variants to the tone patterns of nouns in isolation, I note 
briefly that (a) mid-high occurs as tone sandhi variant of forms 
that are mid-mid or mid-low in isolated CVVCV or CVV forms 
and high-high or high-low in isolated CVV forms: ndurite egg,  
fruit (266) vs. nduut6 ki49 yr thorn-apple  and ndTirit4 7n0 
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black-berries  (but without this sandhi variation in nctillite 2 171. ? -i 

pear,  and ndiliTit 	gf nuts).  ya.h.ta leaf, plant,  vs. ya:atg 
herb (but without the sandhi variation in yAtl. m?bgg milky juice  
exuding from certain  herbs; and with a further mid-mid variant 
in the phrase ylata kwg5.-  'cow's-tongue,'  name of an herb).  kith 
bell, iron, metal  (124), vs. kiig kgt sword  (but without this sandhi 
variation in the phrase kub, kwijja lance,  and with a further mid-
mid variant in the phrase kiifi 4i; ax). yV4 a stick  (110) but yr 4 
ndllinb? a digging-stick. y4? 	earth,  soil (159) but y ? 4 ndina? 

and  (but without this sandhi variation in the phrase y4 9 '¢ ndiiya 
the coast).  (b) Mid-low-mid occurs as tone sandhi variant of 
forms bearing mid-low in isolation: nd.nkl chiremoya  ( a tropical  
fruit)  (239), but ndnku mt'q anona (another tropical fruit).  Note 
also the tonal variation in the first form in the following phrases: 
ttinb m underwear,  but fano yndb blanket  (222). (c) high-mid 
occurs as tone sandhi variant of forms bearing high-low or mid- 
low in isolation: n?dgga? tomato  but n?dggtu valkU pod-tomatoes. 

 ?ir?yb rope  (231) but ?If lyb kria chain.  yub.ka? summer squash  
(76), but ygilkil yiibna? and ygdku ndiakd names of two species  of 
squash  (but also other variants in the following phrases: yriiikh 
yi..4 and yggku hg?gf names  of two other species  of squash). 

 6.1.3.4. Besides the above sandhi variants, which (except for 
CVVCf) are not found in isolated nouns in my C word-lists, there 
are the following sandhi variants involving tone patterns occurring 
also in isolated forms: (1) high-high varying to mid-maid: r4tr4 
corn (37) but nUng ndgab. hominy eaten  as a vegetable.  (2) mid-
mid varying to high-high: n?daala orchids,  but n?dggkg nigiA 
name  of a species  of large orchids.  (3) mid-mid varying to mid-
low: ndtiTikri twig, switch,  but ndilrikh &ATI' little twig. 
6.1.3.5. The potential aspect has aptly been taken by Davis and 
Walker as the form of the C verb that is descriptively basic. Tone 
patterns of the potential aspect of various verbs fit with some mod-
ification into the scheme outlined above for the tones of isolated 
forms of nouns; but the correlation is somewhat difficult in that 
'isolated' forms of verbs do not occur—in view of the circum-
stance that verbs are accompanied regularly by a following sub-
ject expression which is often an enclitic pronoun, and enter very 
typically into phrase formation (stress-group) with preceding par-
ticles and (often abbreviated) auxiliary verbs. In an attempt to 
correlate the basic tone patterns of verbs with the tone patterns 
occurring in isolated nouns, 1 select for comparison with nouns 
the potentials of verbs that occur in that aspect without a preced-
ing particle or auxiliary verb. The following four tone patterns, 
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occurring in the potentials of such verbs, occur also in the isolated 
forms of nouns: (9.)„  Nigh-high in CV-kV, 	CV/1T and CV/VV; 
(b) high-low in CVVCV and CVV; (c) mid-mid in CVVC, CVV, 
and CV/17; ,c1) mid-low in Cfiretr, CVVCV, CVV, CV/ V, CVOTV 
and CVV/VV. There also occur in potentials of such verbs the 
following tone patterns, which occur only in non-isolated nouns in 
my word-lists: CVVCV (which occurs, however, in one isolated 
noun) nii/rnf, to present;  CVVCV kUhtil to be filled;  CVVCV 
/144yri: to laugh;  and CVVCV n/dgatt to loosen  (the latter not listed 
above as sandhi variant of noun but is grouped here with CVVCV as 
a further variation of general high-mid pattern). Other tone pat-
terns occur in the potentials of verbs with preceding particles or 
auxiliary verbs in that aspect, e.g. low-mid in CVVCV na-dh.- 
ItinIcil to adorn  (271) and low-low in CVVCV la-ndit/vb, to fright-
en  (62). 
6.1.3.6. Of the four aspects of the C verb the prior past most 
often has a tone divergent from that characterizing the other as-
pects. Thus, many verbs have high-high or mid-high in that as-
pect regardless of the tones of the other aspects (sets 43, 63, 126, 
134, 271). Of the other three aspects, it may be noted that (a) 
some verbs have a common tone pattern in the potential, present, 
and past—and in the prior past as well for some of these verbs, 
(sets 3, 8, 21, 43, 119); (b) other verbs have one tone pattern in 
the potential and present vs. another tone pattern in the past, (sets 
28, 59, 91, 101, 102, 103); (c) other verbs have one tone pattern 
in the potential vs. another tone pattern in the present and past, 
(sets 62, 84, 90, 133, 146); (d) other verbs have one tone pattern 
in the potential and past vs. another tone pattern in the present 
(34, second C verb in 62, second C verb in 63, second C verb in 
116); and (e) a few verbs have separate tone patterns for these 
three aspects (set 113). In reference to the C verbs included in 
our array of cognates, there is decreasing statistical frequency 
from (a) to (e). 
6.1.3.7. In reference to the same limited sample of C verbs, viz, 
those that occur in our array of cognates, it is interesting to note 
the formally contrasting tone patterns in (b), (c), and (d)— each of 
which involves one tone pattern common to two aspects vs. another 
tone pattern found in the other (not the prior past) aspect. The 
formally contrasting tone patterns are: (1) high-high vs. mid- \ 
low, i.e. CVVCV vs. CVVCV, CV 9 V vs. CV'? V, and CVV vs. CVV 
(sets 59, 60, 91, 116, 123, 241, 220); (2) high-high vs. low-low, 
i.e. CVVCV vs. CVVCV` „(.very rare, set 28); (3) high-low vs. mid-
low, i.e. CVVCV vs. CVV (set 154); (4) mid-mid vs. mid-low, 
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i.e. CVVCV vs. CVVCV, CVV vs. CVV, and CV, V vs. CV?V 
(sets 10, 11, 36, 48, 54, 63, 90, 133, 134); (5) mid-mid vs. 
low-low, i.e.

\ \ 
CVV vs. CO (set 145); and (6) mid-low vs. low- 

- 	 \ \
V 
 \ 

low, i.e. CVVCV vs. CVVCV and CVVCV vs. CVVCV (sets 62, 
116). In these intra-paradigmatic contrasts, (1), (3), (4), and 
(6) involve mid-low vs. some other tone pattern common to two 
aspects; in almost all these contrasts involving mid-low (except, 
in fact, for two cases involving the tone of the potential vs. the 
tones of the present-past), the mid-low tone pattern occurs in the 
past-whether that tone pattern be restricted to the past vs. po-
tential-present, or whether it be common to present-past vs. po-
tential or to potential-past vs. present. The occurrence of low-
low in (2) and (5) above affords some contrast of C verb structure 
with noun structure in that low-low does not occur in the nouns of 
my word-lists, whether isolated or in phrases. 

The above observations by no means constitute either a com-
plete distributional statement of C tones nor an analysis of the C 
tone sandhi system. Nevertheless, they suffice, I trust, to out-
line for us the characteristic tone sequences of C along with the 
typical range and type of tonal variation both in C tone sandhi and 
within the C verb paradigm. 
6.1.4. The tone system of T. 
6.1.4.1. T-Ch is characterized by a system of five phonemic 
pitch levels (Longacre FPPT). Nevertheless, only a few of the 
theoretically possible sequences of tones occur either in succes-
sive syllables or in the same syllable. On disyllabic words with 
one tone to each syllable the following sequences occur: 23, 25, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 42, 43, 44, 53, 45, 55 (of the preceding 45 is ex-
tremely rare). The following monosyllabic sequences of tone oc-
cur in T ultimate syllables-the only position in the word where 
such monosyllabic sequences or 'glides' occur: 1-2, 2-1, 1-3 
(only one such example), 2-3, 3-2 (only one such example), 3-4, 
3-5, 4-.5, 4-3, 5-1 (only one such example), 5-2 (only one such 
example), 5-3, 5-4, 3-4-3, 3-5-4. Notice, that of these fifteen 
monosyllabic sequences there are four of unique occurrence in 
my present data. Furthermore, of the eleven remaining mono-
syllabic sequences, 1-2, 4-3, 5-3, 5-4, 3-4-3 and 3-5-4 were 
shown in section 5.1. to be phrase-final variants of 2-1, 4, 5, 
3-4 and 3-5-variants historically consequent on fusion of some 
enclitic -V3  particle marking the end of the noun phrase. For 
historical purposes, then, I consider pertinent neither these six 
monosyllabic sequences of recent origin in T nor the four mono- 
syllabic sequences of unique occurrence (since the forms in which 
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the latter occur do not appear to have cognates in M or C). Only 
the following five monosyllabic tone sequences are of historical 
pertinence: 2-1, 2-3, 3-4, 3-5, and 4-5. Furthermore, as also 
shown in 5.1.3., the 2-1 monosyllabic sequence is a development 
in T itself consequent on loss of PT *-?. Ultimately, therefore, 
only the latter four of these five monosyllabic tone sequences are 
of interest in comparing M, C, T tone systems. 
6.1.4.2. As stated in 5.1.2. , I consider that T monosyllabic 3h 
(3) forms and disyllabic 3 4h(3) forms are developments of T 
roots with tones 3-4h, while T monosyllabic 3? (3) and disyllabic 
3 4 1 (3) I consider to be developments of T roots with 3-5?. 
Therefore, in marshalling the sets of tone correspondences in 
6.3.3., 1 regard T 3h(3), 3 4h(3), and 3-4h as historically equiva-
lent, and T 3? (3), 3 4? (3) and 3-59 as likewise equivalent. 
6.1.4.3. There is a morphotonemic relationship between mono-
syllabic and disyllabic tone sequences involving tones 23 or 34: 
e.g. ru2ne3 avocado  (unpossessed) but zi 3 -ruine 2-3  avocado  
(possessed); ra 3 z24 (4 ) things  (unpossessed) but ra 3 z2 3-4  things 

 (possessed). Also words with disyllabic 35 sequence such as 
da3 ?m4.5 (-3 ) leg  act, in respect to distribution with T fused en-
clitics, very much like words with monosyllabic 35 sequence, e.g. 
du3 gv.3-5  to shine,  and ma4ru3-5(-4 ) black.  Therefore, for com-
parative purposes, I consider disyllabic and monosyllabic se-
quences of tones 23, 34, and 35 to be equivalent. Finally, there 
is a class of verbs in 2h some members of which vary freely or 
idiolectally to 2 5h, e.g. gu 3du32 we 2h/gu3duZ ?we 5h to sell, 

 gi3 11 3 ?yi. 2higi 3 Ei 2  y45h to bark  (of a dog).  I assume 	the 
forms with tone 2 on the penultimate syllable are historically the 
more basic, and that the variants with Zh (and many Zh forms no 
longer varying with 2 5h) came about by a shifting of the tone 2 
(PT and PMx *I) to the ultimate syllable in a development paral-
lelling that of the 23 > 3 2-3 and 3 4 to 3 3-4. T exhibits, then, 
a certain tendency to shift contrastive tone towards the end of the 
word. 
6.2. The tone system of PM (comparison of M-SM and M-SE tone 
systems). 
6.2.1. The M-SE tone system of four phonemic levels is, as 
mentioned in 6. 1. 2. , peculiar in two ways; (a) Tone 3—the next 
to the lowest tone—is almost entirely restricted to tone sandhi 
variants (6. 1.2.1.); and (b) there is a disproportionate gap be-
tween tones 1 and 2, which are separated by a relatively wide in-
terval, and tones 2, 3, and 4, which are separated by relatively 
narrow intervals (6.1.2.5.). These considerations make it very 
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plausible that tone 3 in M-SE is a development in the tone sandhi 
of that dialect whereby an allotone of one of the contiguous tones 
became phonemic. The precise details of this development are 
obscure and should someday be investigated. Nevertheless, the 
conclusion that the four-level tone system of M-SE is a historical 
development from an earlier three-level system seems inescap-
able. This is further supported by the fact that unpublished tone 
analyses in three other M dialects (M-J, M-M, and M of Santo 
Toms Ocotepec) seem to indicate three-level systems there as 
well. I posit, therefore, a three-level system for PM. M-SE 
stands, then, at the end of an interesting course of historical de-
velopment: (1) The four-level system of PMx (see 6.3.) was re-
duced to three levels in PM. (2) The three-level system of PM 
was expanded again to a four-level system in M-SE. There are, 
however, significant differences between the old PMx four-level 
system and the modern M-SE four-level system; to mention one 
of the most outstanding of these differences, PMx employed tones 
2, 3, and 4 in basic patterns and tone I perhaps exclusively in 
tone patterns that were sandhi variants, while M-SE employs 
tones 1, 2, and 4 in basic patterns and tone 3 almost—but not ex-
clusively—in sandhi variants. 
6.2.2. In comparing the basic tone patterns .  of M-SM with M-SE, 
the following generalizations may be made: (1) M-SM high tone 
corresponds to M-SE tone 1; while (2) M-SM mid tone corresponds 
to M-SE tone 2; and (3) M-SM low tone corresponds to M-SE tone 
4. It is out of a desire to bring into relief these correspondences 
that in the array of cognates, I transcribe M-SE tones 1, 2, and 
4 with the same diacritical marks used to mark M-SM high, mid 
and low respectively. Aside from tonal differences occasioned 
between these two dialects by the sporadic presence of high tone 
in one dialect where it is not found in the other—a phenomenon 
basically stemming from tone sandhi variants in PMx itself—the 
only statistically prominent exception to the above M-SM, M-SE 
tone correspondences is as follows: while M-SM tone pattern mid-
low corresponds in some sets to M-SE 24, there are other sets in 
which M-SM mid-low corresponds to M-SE 22. Thus, while M-SM 
k5? 2) corresponds to M-SE ko 2 ?o4  bowl (242), and M-SM sab. cor-
responds to M-SE sa 2u4  rain (45), it is also true that M-SM ?Ira 
corresponds to M-SE ?i 2na2  dog  (165), and M-SM kitu corresponds 
to M-SE ku2u2  to die (43). However, internal reconstruction in 
M-SE affords some evidence that at least some of the present 22 
couplets corresponding to M-SM mid-low couplets were once 24— 
or at least mid-low before the further tone level developed in 
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M-SE; e.g. M-SE ku 2u2  to die has a special 2-1 4 sandhi variant 
in a few restricted phrases such as ma 2a4-ku2-1 u4 +de 3  he won't  
die. Furthermore, many 22 couplets in M-SE belong to a class 
that condition sandhi variation to lower in certain following coup-
lets; e.g. 22 + 21 > 22 31. Finally, in some idiolects, these 22 
couplets vary to 22-4. From a detailed study of such data as these, 
Mak, prior to my own research and independently of me, stated 
the hypothesis that couplets such as the 22 couplets just illustrated 
'are those which historically perhaps ended on a tone 4, whatever 
their present form, and that this low-toneme now usually transfers 
itself to the following morpheme' (CTMTS, 92, fn. 11). Mak adds 
that many 22 couplets which belong to the class that condition sand-
hi variation to lower correspond to mid-low couplets in M-SM. 
This hypothesis of Mak's would account not only for the M-SE 22 
couplets corresponding to M-SM mid-low, but would also account 
for the fact that M-SE, in opposition to M-SM, is characterized 
by a great deal of sandhi variation to lower tone patterns—inas-
much as the latter came about according to Mak's hypothesis by 
transfer of low tone from preceding couplet to following couplet. 

assume, therefore, that M-SM mid-low corresponding to M-SE 
22 or 24 reconstructs as PM mid-low. 
6.3. The tone system of PMx. 
6. 3. 1. The argument for four reconstructed register tones. Four 
phonemic pitch levels are reconstructed for PMx. The argument 
for four reconstructed levels is as follows: (1) There appear to 
be fourteen tone correspondences indicating fourteen contrasting 
.tone patterns in PMx. Eight of these patterns reconstruct with 
considerable regularity and appear to have been basic in PMx 
forms (see 6.3.2., 6.3.4.); the other six tone patterns are re-
constructed from the sporadic appearance of high tones in the M, 
C, or T cognates of the sets, and appear to have occurred exclu-
sively in sandhi variants (see 6.3.4.) (2) PMx forms, whether 
monosyllabic or disyllabic k  seem to reconstruct with no more 
than two tones on a given form. This may be maintained with some 
assurance inasmuch as (a) This seems to have been the situation 
in PM (inasmuch as complex tone couplets of the sort found in M-
SE seem to be recent dialectal developments (cf. 6. 1.2.2.). (b) 

Similarly, C tone may be subsumed under general tone patterns 
involving two tones to a form, while tone sequences involving 
three differing tones on the same form (e.g. high-mid-low) seem 
to be developments in C itself. (c) PT had one or at the most 
two tones to a form; present-day T, aside from complexities of 
recent origin (e.g. 3-5-4, and 3-4-3), has one or at the most two 
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tones on the last syllable of words—which is the characteristic 
position of occurrence for contrastive pitch. (3) It appears, 
therefore, that the fourteen contrasting tone patterns reconstruct-
ed for PMx were composed of one or at the most two tones to each 
pattern. Monosyllabic forms bore one tone or a sequence of two 
differing tones. Disyllabic forms bore a sequence of two tones 
whether identical or non-identical. Disyllabic forms appear to 
have been statistically more frequent than monosyllabic forms. 
(4) The question may now be formulated: how many tone levels 
need to be posited to accommodate fourteen differing tone patterns 
each consisting of a sequence of two tones whether identical or 
non-identical? (5) Inasmuch as the number of theoretically pos-
sible sequences of two identical or non-identical tones in a regis-
ter-tone system is the square of the number of phonemic levels, 
it is immediately evident that neither two nor three tones will be 
sufficient do accommodate our fourteen tone patterns. On the 
other hand, a four-level system, with sixteen theoretically possi- 
ble sequences of two tones, is adequate enough. (6) I posit, there-
fore, a four-level system. All theoretically possible sequences 
of two tones occurred except two. 
6.3.2. The process of reconstructing the basic PMx tone patterns. 
6.3.2.1. The eight tone patterns that appear to have been basic in 
PMx forms do not seem to have included the highest level of the 
PMx four-level system. Sets of tone correspondences involving M 
and C mid and low tones along with T tones 3, 4, and 5 (and T 2h 
in one set) reconstruct with considerable regularity. On the other 
hand the occurrence of M and C high tones, and of T tones 2-1 and 
2 (CPT  *1) is a rather random and unpredictable phenomenon 
(see 6. 3. 40. The reconstruction of our eight basic patterns be-
comes, then, essentially a matter of equating the sets of tone cor-
respondences with eight of the nine theoretically possible sequences 
of the three lower tones. 
6.3.2.2. To begin with, we may state with some confidence that 
the non-occurring but theoretically possible tone sequence involv-
ing the lower tones was *44. This conclusion is drawn from the 
following considerations: (1) Low-low does not occur in M-SM, 
nor 44 in M-SE; presumably PM did not have a *low-low tone pat-
tern. (2) C low-low appears to be a development in that language 
itself. (3) T 55 is also a post-PMx development coming about in 
T as a grammatical device for marking potential in the verbs, and 
attributive status in adjectives and numerals. 
6.3.2.3. In reconstructing our eight basic tone patterns of PMx 
we must, therefore, equate our eight sets of correspondences with 
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the following eight PMx sequences involving tones *2, *3, and *4: 
*(2)2, *(3)3, *23, *32, *34, *43, *24, and *42. Here we can 
only be guided by considerations of phonetic plausibility and pro-
bable parallelism of development in similar sets of tone corre-
spondences. To begin with, in the eight sets of tone correspond-
ences there are but the following reflexes in the particular lan-
guages: M mid-mid, mid-low, and low-mid; C mid-mid and mid- 
low; T (3)3, 34, 45, and 35. However, in that the latter language, 
T, reflects a recent development of a five-level system from an 
earlier four-level system by split of old high tone into two pho-
nemic pitch levels, I immediately posit PT *(2)2, *23, *34, and 
*24 as historically basic in T to the above patterns (by eliminat-
ing the top level of the present five-tone system and re-numbering 
the four remaining levels from high to low). It is reasonable to 
assume that PT—which alone preserved the four-levels of PMx-
might afford a better clue to the reconstruction of PMx tone pat-
terns than either M or C both of which have reduced the old four- 
level system to three levels. Comparing, then, the M tone patterns 
with the T tone patterns, we note that M mid-low corresponds both 
the PT *23 and *24, while M low-mid also corresponds to both of 
these PT tone sequences. It seems plausible that M mid-low vs. 
low-mid witnesses to PMx falling tone sequence vs. PMx rising 
tone sequence, while T has merged into falling tone sequences both 
sorts of PMx tone sequences. T is suspect of having done this in 
that all PT tone sequences (*23, and *24, and *34) are falling se-
quences. Therefore, from M mid-low PT *23, I reconstruct 
PMx *23, but from M low-mid PT *23, I reconstruct PMx *32. 
Similarly, from M mid-low PT *24 I reconstruct PMx *24, but 
from M low-mid ti  PT *24 I reconstruct PMx *42. There are two 
further sets of correspondences in which M mid-mid corresponds 
to T *34 and *24 respectively. From these two sets of correspond-
ences I reconstruct the only other possible sequences of two dis-
similar PMx tones, viz. , *34 and *43. These reconstructions 
imply that M has merged these two PMx tone sequences into M 
mid-mid—thus eliminating at this spot one PMx tone level, while 
PT converts the distinction between the PMx falling and the PMx 
rising tone sequence into a T distinction between two falling se-
quences. Finally, M mid-mid corresponding to PT *(2) 2 is con-
sidered to reflect PMx *(2)2, while M mid-low corresponding to 
PT *(2) 2 is considered to reflect PMx *(3) 3. 
6.3.2.4. In all the above C has not been taken into account. In-
deed, with but two contrasting tone patterns as C reflexes of eight 
original PMx tone patterns, C can be of little direct help—although 
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the C reflexes can be fitted into the above frameword worked out 
in reference to M and T. It may be stated, then, that C general 
pattern mid-low (mid-low low in CVVCV forms) is a reflex of 
PMx. *34 and *43, while C mid-mid represents a merger of PMx 
*23, *32, *24, *42, *22, and *33. 
6.3.2.5. The C reflexes do not seem to be, however, on first 
inspection as uniform as the above statement might indicate. In 
terference with the regularity of the C reflexes results from three 
factors: (a) present day C tone sandhi, (b) earlier C tone sandhi, 
here roughly labeled `PC sandhi.'; and (c) PMx sandhi variation to 
higher tone patterns. The third factor is common to M, C, and T; 
nevertheless it is especially troublesome in C in that it is necessary 
to distinguish this third factor from the other two, if we are to 
account for the apparent aberrancy of the tone reflexes in C. 
6.3.2.6. We may consider the following tonal variations to be 
present day C tone sandhi (6.1.3.) or sandhi of a very recent per-
iod: (a) mid-high as variant of mid-mid or mid-low in CVVCV or 
CVV forms; (b) mid-high as variant of high-high or high-low in 
CV 7 V forms; (c) mid-low-mid as sandhi variant of mid-low; (d) 
high-mid as sandhi variant of high-low and mid-low; (e) high- 
high as sandhi variant of mid-mid, and mid-mid as sandhi variant 
of high-high. Therefore, whenever we encounter tonal variation 
in the same C form in a given set, we will ignore those variations 
if they conform to the above scheme. 
6.3.2.7. There are in the C cognates of our sets sporadic occur-
rences of general pattern mid-mid where we would expect mid-low, 
and of mid-low where we would expect mid-mid. To account for 
these divergencies I posit an earlier sort of C sandhi (here roughly 
termed PC) in which these two tone patterns were in frequent al-
ternation; after this alternation ceased to be a living part of C 
grammar some forms once having this alternation survived with 
one alternate and some such forms with the other. There are also 
sporadic occurrences of C low-low mid (in CVVCV) and of low-
low (in CVV) which occur after preposed particles in the potentials 
of verbs. These I likewise attribute to PC sandhi along with other 
tone patterns occurring in 'frozen' phrases (coalesced stress-
groups). Here probably fits also the frequent occurrence of gen-
eral pattern mid-low in the past of C verbs and of high-high in the 
prior-past, but the tones of the verb paradigms have probably been 
subject to a variety of analogical influences. 
6. 3.2.8. Finally there occur in the C cognates of our sets iso-
lated forms with basic high-high and high-low. These tonal varia-
tions neither represent present-day C tone sandhi. (in that they are 
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basic to isolated forms and not simply tonally variant forms re-
stricted to phrases) nor PC sandhi, for they correlate in a syste-
matic way with the sporadic occurrence of high tone in M and of 
tones 2-1 and 2 in T (i.e. PT *1). The C high-high and high-low 
forms are crucial to the reconstruction of the six tone patterns 
restricted to sandhi variants. In the sets of cognates cited below 
to illustrate the eight basic tone patterns reconstructed for PMx 
there occur a sizeable number of sets in which the C forms have 
tones that are reflexes of one of the PMx tone Patterns occurring 
as sandhi variants. The conclusion should not be drawn that re-
flexes of PMx sandhi variants occur with special frequency in C 
as opposed to M and T; I have simply selected sets in which the 
crucial M and T tonal reflexes of the eight basic patterns are un-
obscured by PMx sandhi variation, but have not exercised the 
same care in excluding sets in which the tones of the C cognates 
bear witness to such variation. 
6.3.3. Basic PMx tone patterns. 
6.3.3.1. PMx * (2) Z > M mid-mid, C mid-mid, and T * (3 ) 3 

< PT *(2)2. (7) M-SM, SE Ian, to nurse;  C diT, a drop;  T 
di3 ci3  breast,  (g)u3 ci3  to nurse.  (48) M-SM, SE kaii to exist, 
to be able; C hrr, 6tt, ndfc to complete,  la-nal-WI ( 9 vnit9l) 
to bless animals,  ndiiiive ( 9 vIlkii) to bless; T (ga 3 } w • i 3  to be, to be-- 
come,  (ga3 )na3 wiL3  to heal, na3wi,3 (ny.2 ) to be blessed,  (ga3 ) na3 wi3 

 to be finished,  to come to an end. (79) M-SM, SE 9 1kii; C 
(PC sandhi); T gu 3kTi3yesterday. (113) M-SM, SE saka to divide  
1.1p, to distribute;  Cla- 9 1c..i.a..ka to divide 112, 9 10.51a to cut (firewood); 

 T (g)alka3  to shave,  na3ka 3  to sharpen,  (n • e 3-5 ) ka.3 scissors. 
 (236) M-SM, SE 3?-3 9 1.1 mouth;  C diitiivi mouthful;  T du39 wa3  mouth.  

PMx *(2)29> M mid-mid, C mid-mid with retention of *- 9 
 and mid-low (mid-mid low in cVVCV) with loss of final *-9 ; and 

T 2h (< PT *2 9). In that T has recently lowered most noun forms 
previously 2h to 3h, the former survives only in a few nouns. 
(167) M-SM, SE gtinTi; C yaSnl.; T n • 43h net-work bag,  T 
crop  (of a bird). (190) M-SM, SE ya 39 a3 ; CT- 2 ya.a. 9 ; T ya3 9 a 3 h 
chile-pepper. (222) M-SM, SE lainti to run, to weave;  C kgg.nt 
to run (PMx sandhi); T (g)u 3neh to run, (g)a 3n9.2h to weave.  
(127) M-SM, SE la 3kwa.3  pus;  C yaakwa? pus;  T la3kwe 3h mucus  
from the nose, kwe 3h pus,  (zi 3u3-4 ) da3kwe 2h vulva. (218) C 
9 1LIZ.kb. (4.4.) to prepare little  by little;  T (g)a39 nga 2h to scrape, 

 na39 nga 2h to whittle.  
6.3.3.2. PMx *(3) 3 > M mid-low, C mid-mid, and T (3)3 ( < PT 
*22). (242) M-SM, SE k5 9 N; C k0. 9 5; T go 39 o 3  plate,  bowl. 
(240) M-SM, SE yOkb; T Ea 3ko 3  honey-bee, honeycomb.  (145) 
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M-SM 	M-SE ko- n dee* to be seated;  C ?kwilndi (po) (this 
C form is from fusion of PC *kwii-ndaa), vãä (pr) to be seated, 

 ?kwfindi. (po, PC sandhi) to sit down;  kb-nn (po, PC sandhi), T-
nN (pr), 	(pt) to stay;  T (ga3 )n • e 3  to sit. (93) M-SM, SE 
Vivi day;  C halve the day;  T gwi3  day,  sun. (45) M-SM, SE sail 
rain; C claNve-  thunder;  T du3 ?wi 3  thunder.  (158) M-SM U.?mb. 
flattened;  C dt sli?mg to flatten  (C sandhi); T na 3 ?ma3  to cave 
in. (165) M-SM ?Ina, M-SE ?Ina dog  (cf. 6.2.24; C ?yg6.2A dog, 

 ?yititn.I. fox (PMx sandhi); T Iu3ne 3  fox. 
PMx *(3)3? > M mid-low, C mid-low (mid-mid low in CVVCV), 

and T 3h ( < PT *3?). (83) M-SM, SE kla-sti (?inf) to be content; 
C (kuuvX) ? 	(po, pt), (hIlyg) ?d$  (pi? ), (ndriya.) ?4:11, (pp) to 
become calm;  T di. 3 71 3h calm, unruffled.  (155) M-SM, SE ktA. 
four; C kO? four, ki laakil eighty  (' four twenties'); T ga 5 ?a3h 
(with numeral's tone dropped to tone 5 and subsequent addition of 
further syllable beyond the old final *- 2). (191) M-SM, SE yak; 
Ci.-yeiyei (with the tone development complicated by reduplication 
and prefixation); T ya 3h ashes.  (209) M-SM 2i.sb. deer; M-SE 
deer (cf. 6.2.2.); C 2 y6.6.db.? horse  (PMx sandhi); T Eu 3ta3h deer. 
(278) M-SM, SE tU?yh; T ri 3 ?yu 3h to rot. 
6.3.3.3. PMx *23 > M mid-low; C mid-mid; and T 34 (< PT 
*23). (38) M-SM, SE loit?b.; C 10111? -v (PMx sandhi); T "Zu 3gmri 3-4h 
sister of a woman.  (67) M-SM, SE y5A; C hnva hole;  T du3 

 1,70=4h/w • ehe 3  cave, cliff. (99) M-SM 	M-SE 	T y43 - 4 (- 3 ) 
salt. (119) M-SM 'aka, M-SE kala quicklime  (cf. 6. Z. 2.); C 
ku.aka quicklime,  ki-Lb.k i to burn (PC sandhi); T ga 3ka3-4  to get  
burned.  (128) M-SM, SE yukb. bush, shrub, plant;  C kin (di- 

) water-algae;  T zi 3 -kwe 3-4h/kwehe 3  herbs.  (150) 
M-SM ti.?4 to transpire, 	(?-ini) to be pleased  with; C 
n.q 9 v to like; T (gi 3 ) re -4 ? to fare (well or ill), (g)a 3 x. -4 ? 
(ru3 wa2-3 ) to like, to be pleased with.  (116) M-SM ntitl face of 
in front of; C nA-n4.4. in front of; T 	ri3 43-4  face of, in 
front of (Also sets 172, 176, 180, 193, 227, 249, 250, 262, and 
267.) 
6.3.3.4. PMx *32 > M low-mid, C mid-mid, and T 34 ( < PT 
*23). (4) M-SM, SE viii, T gu 3 ci 4(-3 ) grey hairs.  (54) M-SM, 
SE lahl; C ndaava; T na 3 gwi3-4  to choose.  (182) M-SM, SE 
kw1.?5, brother  of a woman, sister  of a man_   C ka.al?vbi brother:  
T Eu3 gwe 3-4h brother  of a woman, sister  of s, man.  (221) M-SM 
n4 ?-4.; M-SENVII.; C dtt ?y4. (PMx sandhi); T y.13-4 ? teeth. (237) 
M-SM, SE sbka hunker, famine;  C kwirku hunger;  T zi3k03-4h 
stomach.  
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6.3.3.5. PMx *34 > M mid-mid, C mid-low (mid-low low on 
CITkCV), and T 45 (PT *34). T has shifted many forms formerly 
45 to 34—so that the former has survived only in a few 'fossilized' 
phrases. (17) M-SM, SE a dtIZT beans; C ninnt beans (PC sandhi); 
T ru3 ne4 ( -3 ) beans, ru3ne4-5  (ga3 	?14-3 ) large black beans, 
ru 3ne4-5 (gi464-3) small varicolored beans. (239) M-SM, SE 
n clZSkU zapote (a tropical fruit); C ndiluk chiremoya (a similar 
tropical fruit), ndubku (mq 9 1) anona (another tropical fruit) (C 
sandhi); T,re 3ko4(-3)  anona, re 3ko 4- 5  (6v5-3 ) the black zapote. 
(18) M-SM, SE ?iii road, direction towards; C y4} n4 road (PMx 
sandhi); T -ie3-4 ? direction towards; (63) M-SM, SE nun to come 
down; C ncliThvd to arrive from above, kubvb. to arrive descending; 
T (g)a3 wi3-4  to &clout, (66) M-SM, SE yau; C 	T du3 we3-4/ 
w • e 3 -4(-3) century-plant. (85) M-SM 	M-SE firihe; C yap n; 
T da343-4h/41113  dough. (149) M-SM, SE nda 9 a hand; C kii-
tä?h, seize,  ta9a hand (PC sandhi); T gi3 da 39 a3" to seize. (264) 
M-SM, SE 'run-  powder; C (y ?4) ndalth? sand;  T Zu3-4(-3)  pow-
der, da3 6u4 -5 051i3 ) saw-dust. (277) M-SM tIni, M-SE Nine (PMx 
sandhi); C 2 yrib.a; T AuTt-u-4(-3)  mouse, Eu 3tu4-5  (gwi5-3 ) rat. 
6.3.3.6. PMx *43 > M mid-mid; C mid-low (mid-low low in 
CNrCir), and T 35 ( < PT *24). (8) M-SM ra dii, M-SE 	to 
return; C kri-eft to come; T (g)u 3 6i 3-5 ? to arrive. (29) M-SM, 
SE ?till' afternoon, early evening; C vffnb afternoon, early evening  
(PMx sandhi); T ni 3-5(-4) afternoon, early evening, gi 3ni3-5  to 
grow late, zdi 3 ?/-11 5(-3)  supper. (98) M-SM, SE fiirt; C y 	(PMx 
sandhi); T z1 3 -43-5 9 /4?.1.3  ear of corn. (43) M-SM, SE kanri 
to pound, to hit; T (g)u 3n1 -3-5 ? to quarrel. (61) M-SM 	T 
.a32 wi 3 - 5 ? to rub (clothes on the rocks). (195) M-SM, SE trio"; 
T nga 3 6a 5(-3 ) a span (measure). 
6.3.3.7. PMx *24 > M mid-low, C mid-mid; T 35 (< PT *24 ). 
(For the treating of T 3 49(3) and 3 ? (3) as equivalent to 3-57, 
see 6. 1. 4. Z. ) (45) 1.4.-"SM kin.; M-SE kat' (cf. 6. 2.2.); C ? 
(PC sandhi); T (g)a 3wi 3-59  to die. (58) M-SM, SE tan; C ?ygng 
(PMx sandhi); T na 3ne 5 (-3 ) wind. (71) M-SM hitt M-SE yiti 
(cf. 6.2.2.); C heEtE; T Ei 3 Zi 3-5 ? intestines. (81) M-SM 
M-SE 	(cf. 6.2.2.); C nU-dif?f, (possibly C sandhi); T di 3  
ci 3-5 ?/ci?i 3  cactus-beer. (146) M-SM ka? nn to cut; C kw a? 
to break (PMx sandhi); T (g)a 3 ?ne3-5 ? to cut. (157) M-SM, SE 
512 9 rn.; C ?y4i , rrfe smoke; T yo37 o 5 (-3 ) the gummy deposit made  
12y smoke from wood-fire. (179) M-SE yn? -1A.; C ?-i.r?va; T ?we?e 3 

 ice, frost. (234) M-SM SE yiltb.; C 1:-?yiVitt (probably PMx sand-
hi) tump-line; T "Ii 3 n0904-3  little straw mat on tump line. (There 
are also the following M, T sets reconstructing unambiguously as 
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*24: 32, 55, 86, 174, 199, 214, 274). 
6.3.3.8. PMx *42 > M low-mid, C mid-mid, T 35 ( < PT *24) 
(For the treating of T 3 4 ? (3) as equivalent to 3-59, see 6. 1.4.2.). 
(9) M-SM, SE lahl fever; C ca-lcb,an to boil (PC sandhi variant), 

to fry;  T ga3 6i ?VI-3  fever. (11) M-SM, SE n-nahr to 
bury;  C 9 1ciariE1 to plant,  to sow;  T (g)a343-5 ? to bury.  (96) 
M-SM, SE si 	C d'icym4; T da39 m45  foot, leg.  (217) M-SM, 
SE lakii to sew; C (ca rul.) kwa-aldi to swear, to testify;  T da3 

 ?nga?a4-3  scar, proof_.  (265) M-SM, SE ti-leti.; T ru3 gu3  
6u u4- 3  potatoes.  
6.3.4. PMx tone patterns occurring only in tone sandhi variants. 
6.3.4.0. The six PMx tone patterns restricted to sandhi variants 
are described in this section. In spite of the sporadic and unpre-
dictable occurrence of reflexes of the sandhi variants in our sets, 
it is nevertheless possible to reconstruct these six additional pat-
terns with some certainty. This reconstruction is possible be-
cause the eight basic PMx tone patterns each had a characteristic 
tone sandhi variant differing according to the basic tone-class-
except that *22 and *24 had the same sandhi variant, as did also 
*33 and *23. The M, C, T reflexes of a given sandhi variant are 
regular and consistent—even though the occurrence of those re-
flexes is rather infrequent and random. 

The six tone patterns r e stricted to sandhi variants have the 
common feature of being characterized by PMx tone *1 either as 
the first member of a sequence of two tones, or as the second 
member of such a sequence, or as the only tone or tones of the 
sequence. The tone *1 may be considered to be a replacive ele-
ment replacing one or both of the tones of each of the eight basic 
patterns. Tone *1 was restricted therefore to tone sandhi variants 
in PMx. Nevertheless, in view of the fact that some members of 
each tone-class were characterized by sandhi variation while 
others were not (there is evidence of such variation in not more 
than one-third of the sets), all four tones contrasted in some con-
texts, and there can be no doubt of the phonemic status of the high-
est level. 

The correlation of the tone sandhi variants with the basic tone 
patterns is as follows: *22 and *24 had sandhi variant *21; *33 
and *23 had variant *11; *34 had variant *14; *43 had variant *13; 
*42 had variant *41; and *32 may possibly have had two variants 
even in PMx times: *31- (in what later became M) and *12 (in what 
later became C and T). In positing a PMx isogloss thus separating 
the area in which the *31 variant was current from the area in 
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which the *12 variant was current, I do not mean to imply a com-
mon C, T pedigree as opposed to M but am simply delineating one 
isogloss in a network of intersecting-and very probably ill-corre-
lating-isoglosses. 
6.3.4.1. PMx tone sandhi variant *21 >M high-mid (M-SE  high- 
low under obscure conditions in some sets); C high-high in CVVCV 

/ 	 ■ 
and CV?V, but high-low in Cfcr.. C .*. ? and CV?V? (and in a few such 
forms that have recently lost *-?); T 2-1 (< PT *1/ ) and 2 (< PT 
*1), The following sets contain M witness to PMx *21 sandhi var-
iant: 179, 272. The following sets contain a C witness to *21: 19, 
21, 37, 39, 76, 78, 81, 107, 110, 123, 159, 222, 229. The follow-
ing sets contain a T witness to *21: 24, 37, 47, 68, 74, 76, 105, 
111, 123, 134, 159, 222, 225. Notice that sets 37, 76, 123 and 
159 contain both a C and a T witness to *21. 
6.3.4.2. PMx tone sandhi variant *11 > M h;gh-high (M-SE mid-
high under obscure conditions in some sets); C high-low (CVV un-
der obscure conditions in a few sets); T 25/2h ( < PT *12? > later 
T *23? > 25h, or 32h by shifting of contrastive tone to last syllable, 
see 6.1.4.3.); and 23 ( < PT *12); the disyllabic 23 forms have be-
come 3 2-3 in some situations by shifting of contrastive tone to 
last syllable (see 6.1.4.3.). The following sets contain a M wit-
ness to *11 sandhi variant: 10, 97, 136, 142, 177, 194, 273. The 
following sets contain a C witness to *11: 20, 38, 114, 118, 142, 
165, 170, 172, 176, 180, 209, 220, 249. The following sets con-
tain a T witness to *11: 12, 143, 176, 220. Notice that both M and 
C have witness to *11 variant in set 142, and both C and T in sets 
176 and 220. 
6.3.4.3. PMx tone sandhi variant *14 > M high-mid (high-low in 
M-SE under obscure conditions in some sets); C high-high; T 25h/ 
2h or 23 (see above paragraph). The following sets contain a M 
witness to *14 sandhi variant: 3, 59 (but the M form may here be 
a PM sandhi variant resultant on addition of fused element repre-
sented by s- causative),  189 (with M-SE anomalous reflex CVV). 
The following sets contain a C witness to *14: 18, 59, 116, 135, 
169 (high-high may here be a C sandhi variant after ndiiute" egg, 

 fruit; 171, 223, 241. Only set 3 contains an unambiguous T wit-
ness to *14. Notice that both M and C witness to *14 variant in 
set 59, and both M and T in set 3. 
6. 3. 4. 4. PMx tone sandhi variant *13 > M high -mid; C high-low / 
in CVVCV, but high-high in CVV; and T (presumably) 25h/2h or 
23. Only set 29 contains a M witness to *13. The following sets 
contain a C witness to *13: 29, 98, 154. The following sets con-
tain an ambiguous T witness to *I4/*13 (< basic *34/*43); the T 
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reflex is 23 (PT *12): 35, 36, 56. Only set 154 contains an unam-
biguous T witness to *13 in that the potential ambiguity of *14/*13 
is resolved by the C witness to *13 in that set. 
6.3.4.5. PMx tone sandhi variant *41 > M low-high; C high-low 
in Cl'iVCV, but high-high in CVV; and T 2-1 ( < PT *1?) or 2 
( < PT *1). The following sets contain a M witness to *41: 46, 62, 
70 (but the M cognate in the latter is highly suspect in that it has 
preposed 	which seems to have conditioned some PM tone sand- 
hi variation). Only set 178 contains an unambiguous C witness to *41. 
The following sets contain a T witness to *41: 130, 184, 232. Set 
213 contains but a M-SM form and a T form, both of which hark 
back to *41. In that the cognates here come from just one M dia-
lect and T, it is probably too weighty a conclusion to see in this 
set evidence for basic pattern *41 in PMx forms. More likely, we 
have here a fragmentary set with all the surviving forms harking 
back to a PMx *41 sandhi variant. 
6.3.4.6. PMx tone sandhi variants of *32 give the following re-
flexes: (a) variant *31 > M low-high; (b) variant *12 > C high-
high; T 2h or 23 (see 6.3.4.2.). The following sets contain a M 
witness to *31 sandhi variant: 23, 53 (only M-SE), 247. The fol-
lowing sets contain a C witness to *12 sandhi variant; 60, 221, 
247. The following sets contain a T witness to *12: 16, 22, 60, 
208, 212. Notice that both M and C bear witness to sandhi variant 
of basic *32 in set 247 and both C and T in set 60. Set 1 seems to 
preserve only sandhi variants of *32 in all three languages. This 
set and 213 mentioned above under 6.3.4.5. may possibly bear 
witness to the occurrence of basic tone patterns involving tone 1, 
but the evidence is too slight at present to establish this conclusion. 
It is clear, however, that even if tone patterns involving tone 1 
were basic in some PMx forms, the number of forms occurring 
with such basic tone patterns was extremely limited (cf. M-SE 
where there are but nine couplets with basic tone patterns involving 
M-SE tone 3; see 6. 1. Z. 1.). 



7. Array of M, C, T cognates 

7. 0.1. The sets are grouped here according to the consonant and 
vowel of the reconstructed ultima of the PMx forms. This coin-
cides with the M, C, T ultima except that (1) *CV?V syllables 
regularly become disyllabic in M, C, T (cf. 5.0.2.). (2) Some 
*CV? forms have been sporadically expanded in M, C, or T by 
rearticulation of the vowel after the glottal stop; a form thus 
treated becomes disyllabic (cf. 5. 4. 1.). (3) Some *CV forms 
come down as M CVV, which patterns as disyllabic. Presumably 
PMx *CV was phonetically lengthened; this length still exists in 
C and T; but C CVV units are monosyllabic and T word-final CV 
is phonetically but subphonemically lengthened (cf. 2.2.2.2., 
2. 2. 2. 3. , and 5. 0. 2.). 

It is advantageous to group the forms according to the *CV of 
the reconstructed ultima in that (a) the ultima is the place of 
greatest phonological variety in PMx— since several consonants 
and three of the vowels do not occur in penultimate syllables; (b) 
the modicum of consonantal alternation in the ultima gives these 
syllables a stability not found in penultimate syllables; (c) in so 
grouping the sets similar roots are brought together in the same 
section; and (d) some sets have penultimate syllables and some 
do not, but the consonants and vowels of the ultimas of reconstruct-
ed disyllabic forms receive the same phonological treatment in M, 
C, T cognates as do the consonants and vowels of reconstructed 
monosyllabic forms. 'therefore consider that all PMx forms con-
sist of an ultima plus or minus a penultimate and—much more 
rarely—a prior syllable. In grouping the sets according to the ul-
tima we bring together the data so as to exhibit the most varied, 
basic, and comprehensive points of similarity. 

Each entry in the array of cognates consists of three parts. 
(1) In parentheses immediately following the form, the reconstruct-
ed PMx tones are given. (2) Immediately follows the citation of M, 
C, T cognates. (3) At the close of each entry appears a brief 
gloss of (a) the consonantal alternations—if any—that characterize 
the ultima, and of (b) the reconstructed PMx penultimate along with 
any penultimate M, C, T developments. 
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7.0.2. The reconstructed basic tone pattern is given for each set 
in which such reconstruction has been possible. Where one or 
more alternative tone reconstructions are possible, these alterna-
tive possibilities are given with intervening slash (/): Where some 
forms of a given set reconstruct with one basic tone pattern while 
other forms of the same set reconstruct with another basic tone 
pattern, these two reconstructed tone patterns are given with in-
tervening comma. After a semicolon there is indication of any 
sandhi variations to tone patterns involving a replacive *1 on either 
or both members of the reconstructed tone pattern assumed to be 
basic; the language or languages bearing witness to this sandhi 
variation are indicated. Therefore, the 'formula (*22/*23; T *11) 
may be read as follows: "Either proto tone couplet *22 or *23 
may be reconstructed; a sandhi variation to proto tone couplet *11 
is indicated by the T cognate (s)." Similarly, the formula (*34, *23; 
M *14) may be read, "Both proto tone couplet *34 and *23 need to 
be reconstructed to account for all the forms of this set; a sandhi 
variation to *14 is indicated by the M cognate(s)." Also note in re-
gard to the tone reconstruction that (a) Post-PMx sandhi variations 
to high in either M or C are ignored in the formulae; e.g. M-SM 
high attributive tone (6.1.1.4.), and early M sandhi variations to 
high conditioned in some forms by such elements as preceding ti-
animal  thing or s- causative;  and certain C tone sandhi variants 
described in 6.1.3. and 6.3.1.0.3. (b) Ambiguity in regard to 
the reconstructed basic tone pattern in a given set is resolved in 
a number of instances by taking account of the reflex of a PMx 
sandhi variant in that set. For example, in a set where the occur-
rence of M mid-mid indicates that PMx *22/*34/*43 is to be re-
constructed, the occurrence of a T 21 or 2 reflex of a PMx sandhi 
variant in that set resolves the ambiguity in favor of *22, since 
*34 and *43 did not have PMx sandhi variants that give T reflex 
with 21 o'r 2, but rather with 2h or 23. 
7.0,3. Mixtec verbs are cited in both the potential and continua-
tive (e. g. lcA?mii, hg?rnii); a further form, the completitive, con-
sists in M-SM of a preposed nt followed by verb with the segmen-
tal phonemes of the continuative but with the tone couplet of the 
potential (i. e. ni-ha?rriti for the verb just cited). In M-SE ni is 
preposed with sandhi variation of the tones of the following verb 
provided that the verb belongs to a tone class characterized by 
such variation. The nt/n1 forms are not cited here in that they 
seem to have little diachronic pertinence. (4.1.) 
7.0.4. In Cuicatec verbs the following forms are cited in the or-
der here given: po (potential), pr (present), pt (past), pp (prior 
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past). Deviations from this order are made whenever it is possible 
to cite together two homophonous aspects of the same verb; such 
deviations from the order here established are indicated by the use 
of the abbreviations just given. 
7.0.5. Trique nouns are cited with the possessed form first (if it 
is distinct from that of the non-possessed), then the non-possessed: 
e.g. da3k42-1/43  squash.  Trique verb forms are cited with the 
aspectual prefix in parentheses: (g)a 3 6a2-1  sing.  The synchronic 
analysis represented by the parenthesis must not be allowed to ob-
scure the fact that diachronically the entire penultimate syllable is 
a unit, e. g. ga-< *ka in the verb just cited. Such a prefix may be 
added before a fortis nasal, lateral, or semi-vowel only with a 
compulsory alternation of the fortis consonant to the corresponding 
lenis: e.g. (ga 3 )n • e 3  sit indicates two forms, n • e 3  sitting  and 
ga3ne 3  sit, sat. With a tone substitution in the latter form, a 
further form ga 4ne 3  will sit occurs. The development of the latter 
sort of forms is peculiarly T; such forms are not indicated in the 
array of cognates except where they may have possible diachronic 
pertinence. 
7.0.6. Amuzgo forms are cited when known and presumably cog-
nate. They are taken account of in no systematic way. 
7.0.7. In the brief gloss concluding each entry, the following ab-
breviations and symbols are used ult syll (ultimate syllable), 
plte syll (penultimate syllable), slash (/) for alternative recon-
struction of penultimate syllables, and { } to indicate a plausible 
reconstruction (in terms of 4.1. ) but nevertheless a reconstruc-
tion with alternative possibilities. In regard to the latter it is 
especially instructive to note that merger of five PMx *CV ele-
ments into T ga- requires us to thus label certain T penultimate 
reconstructions as simply plausible with especial frequency. The 
penultimate reconstructions are as stated and discussed in detail 
in section 4. 
7.0.8. In general M, C, T penultimate elements are considered 
to be continuations .of PMx penultimate, (a) if the phonological de-
velopments conform to those described in 4.2. - 4.3., and (b) if 
the reconstructed elements together form a plausible pattern in 
terms of paradigms A and B as described in 4.1. While the latter 
criterion must admittedly be applied with caution, it seems plau-
sible that if there are, e.g. M, C *yu penultimate elements and a 
T *tu penultimate ( i t' declension) alongside a C penultimate ele-
ment which would reconstruct as 'rya, then the latter may simply 
mirror a C development (set 165). In respect to the first criterion, 
fusions of the sort described in 4.4.-4.7. are consistently considered 
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to be post-PMx, 1.e. M, C, or T developments. Judgments of 

this sort are expressed by the following device: asterisked forms 
not followed by hyphen are PMx unless labelled PM, PC, or PT; 
penultimate elements considered to be M, C, or T developments 
are cited without asterisk and followed by hyphen. For example, 
note the entry in 182: 1 pIte syll: M, C *kwa; T adds Eu3 - animal' 

 —in which the latter element is assumed to be a T development, 
while the penultimate M, C elements are considered to hark back 
to PMx *kw a. 

The difficulty of such judgments as these relating to the status 
of a given element as PMx or post-PMx underscores one of the 
reasons behind my marshalling the M, 	T cognates here in this 
section in such detail. It is my hope that this marshalling of the 
data basic to the study will be sufficiently detailed and comprehen-
sive that the reader so inclined will be able to inspect the data in 
his own right and to challenge, if necessary, some of my conclu-
sions. In such discussion further insights may be gained into the 
phonological and grammatical structure of PMx. 

*ki 

1. (*32; M *31, *12; C, T *12) M-SM tahf, M-SE tkhI, M-3 
tan to send; C t4466, 1-tg4Z4, teM, nT-t6464; T ri 3 ki2-3  to give. 

 Fite syll: M, C *ta; T ri- < fused eV- element. 

2. M-SM En; M-SE 	M-J ti6i stomach;  T ri3ki 3 . No plte 
syll. M-3 has fused ti < ft Animal, thing;  T has ri- C Zu3h oval 
shaped.  The fused M, T elements may hark back to PMx *tu 9 

 oval shaped,  but the fusions are presumably post-PMx. 

*kwi 

3. (*34; M, T *14) M-SM 	 M - sditq, M -SE 
M -J 'a-Silky., i-.Suki to wrap  up, to wrap around;  C kwal.kt, 
eat, ndaakh; T na3kwi 2 " to wind Lip, to coil Lip. Plte syll: M 
*03; C has fused auxiliary verb harking back to PMx *k wa, *xa, 
*ka, *w da— with *Ica leveled to ea in late analogical development; 
T * w d3. 

*01 

4. (*32) M-SM, SE, J yin; T gu3 c1 4-3  grey hairs. Plte syll: 
M*wi; T *kwi. 

5. (*24, *42) M-SM 	M-SE 	 M-3 yin. sweet 
M-SM, SE, J 'an honey;  C 	honey,  634-5.de sugar;  T zi3 

 ci 2i4- 3  candy,  ga3 ci?i4-3  honey;  A thi sweet.  Plte syll: M *w3, 
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**do; C has some fused yaa- element; T has fused zip- that which, 
and *ka/*lea. 

6. (*32/*42) M-SMAII; T cis tough. 

7. (*22) M-SM ka, hgn, M-SE 	hbn, M-J kaki, Zasi 
to nurse; C (IR drop;  T di3 ci 3  breast,  (g)u3 ci 3  to nurse,  43, ri3 

 cic, 3—aCITop, small quantity  of: A telt?. Ult syll: M, T *0-; C 
Plte syll: M *ka, *xa; C *Oa; T *8a, *lea and ri- < Zu 3h oval 
shaped.  

8. (*43) M-SM 	M-SE *dihT, M-J ki i, van to return;  
M-SM, SE vb,h1 is coming;  C 	(po, pt, and pp), i-nt (pr) to 
come; T (g)u 3 Zi7-5 ? to arrive.  The medial consonant has been 
reduced in M-SM under obscure conditions. Plte syll: M **di, 
*ki and wa-; T *lei. 

9. (*42) M-SM, SE lehl fever; C 	 c15.- 
kkb.ET., '1i-di-It -AM to boil, ?yariZI, 	 ?yattn, 
to try; T ga3 Ei?i4-3  fever.  Plte syll: M *k3; C *k3, *y3; T *ko/ 
*lea. 

10. (*33, M, T *11) M-SM lidglif to untie, 444 wing,  M-SE 
*tint to untie,  *c1 hi vsi 	M-J *clan to untie, *din, wing;  C 
9 teeZE, 1:-?teen, ?tabn, 	?teerd to untie, to loosen, na- /teen 
(po and pt), T-nS-?tenT (pr), of-nf-teed (pp) to loosen, 	(po 
and pt), 	(pr), nf-ndT1OT. (pp) to awaken,  n.?db.h6i (po and 
pt), 	 (pr), rii-n?clbAZT (pp) to awaken (someone),  liEbn 
wing,  arm; T na3Zi,3 to untie, to loosen,  na4i2 - 3  rough, splintery, 

 na3 613  to awaken,  hna.3 Ei3  to awaken (someone),  du3gwa4E1 3  or zi 3 
 -gwa4Zi3  wing;  A tski, ntski wing.  Plte syll: M Vida, *"di; C *ti, 

**do, *xi; T **da, **do, {*ka}. The cognates of this set probably 
involve mixture of former from several PMx nouns traceable to the 
same root but with varying plte syll. 

11. (*42) M-SM ET- a ahl or r\lit, M-SE 	 M-J kuni to 
bury;  C 9 1ctill61, 	 n?ciffZi to plant,  to sow; T (g) a3  

to bury.  Plte syll: M**d3, with ku- as an analogical de-
velopment in M-J; C *k" a, *x3/*yo, *ka, **do (with vowel palatali-
zation in the last three tenses); T*Ica/*kwo. 

12. (*33/*23; T *11) M-SM 	 M-SE he- ndaht the past  
year;  T (g)a342-3  to pass,  yo3  ? ga3 604  the past year.  Plte 
syll: M**(13; T *k3/*lea. 
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13. (*23; C *11) M-SM slat, M-SE sahT, M-J saki nephew; 
 C kiddn niece;  T du3 gwa3 n.3-49  niece.  (Similarly, M 4 niece' ,--, 

 CT 'nephew,' set 244). Plte syll: M *Oa; C *x3; T *xD/*xa (with PT 
*ga- > gwa after preceding du-). 

*x* i. 

14. (*23; C *11) C (kiitivE) ndtiiiku to be joined;  T du3 gwi3-49  
together  with, companion, neighbor, relative.  Plte syll: C **do; 
T *03. 

15. M-SM, SE kab.1, 	kaZi, clear, clearly,  M-SM (kr4.) 
Is.S.h1 to talk clearly;  T gwi s ? quickly,  (ga,3ta3-  ) gwi 5 ? to say  
quickly.  (But cf. *xwe, the reconstruction of *ei vs. *x we is am-
biguous without a C witness). 

** di 

16. (*32; M-SE *31, T *12) M-SM 	M-SE tin, M-J titi; 
C nVrint; T ru2ne 3 ; A tai ntae avocado.  Plte syll: M *tu; C * * du; 
T ru- < 6u3h oval shaped,  fruit. These various M, C, T elements 
probably all hark back to PMx *tu? fruit, oval shaped,  but the T 
cognate has analogically reshaped the old PMx plte in accordance 
with the recent fusion of 6u 3h in that language. 

17. (*34) M-SM, SE ft d7.1.6r, M-J n duti; C niant/nriienTi ; T ru3 
 ne4-3  beans, kidneys;  ru3ne 4-5  (ga4 ?n1 ?1 4-3  ) large  black beans, 

 ru3ne 4- 5 (gi 4ci 3 ) small, vari-colored beans;  A ntee beans, ntae ? 
kidneys  (cf. T zi 3 -ru4ne 4  kidneys.)  Plte syll: M, C * * du, T ru- 

Zwih oval shaped.  The T cognate probably reflects late ana-
logical reshaping as suggested in 16. 

18. (*34; C *1.4) M-SM, SE 	M-J ?iti road, direction, 
towards;  C yOnf road; T ne3-4 ? direction towards.  Plte syll: 
M, C *yu. T possibly had an original *yu element that was lost 
without strengthening PT n > n • , since the T cognate usually 
occurred in positions of relatively lessened stress. 

*li 

19. (*22; C *21) M-SM 	M-SE ralf, M-J lu?u or 1u 9 u, 
M-M Dili or 10?o; C ?ltt; T 1' i 3h little. Plte syll: only varying 
sorts of reduplications in the M dialects. T l• may indicate that 
the PT root was also reduplicated and that a plte syllable has been 
lost. In this case the reduplication may be a PMx development. 

*mi 

20. (*23; C *11) M-SM fia,?rnb., M-SE 	M-J ya9mi; 
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C 7 rala sweet potato, tubular  root; T du3 mi3-5 ?/na • 013  soap!. 

 root, soap,  du3 mi3-4/m • i3-4-3  sweet potato, tubular  root. The 
soap-root is a tubular root resembling the sweet potato. The ab-
sence of the glottal stop in the second T word is obscure (cf. 5.6. ) 
Plte syll: M 	*ya; T *Oa. 

21. (*22; C *21) M-SM 	h£?m1T., M-SE ka?mii, 
M-J ka?mi, Za?mi to burn something;  C 	 ?t?t, 67t7t, 
?nft?f, to set fire to; T (g)a 3 ?m4.3  to be warm, n.4. 3 ? 3  to smart, 
to be irritated.  n.1.3 ?014-3  suicklime. 	?me ru3wa 
be angry;  A hrrkii.. 7  hot, angry.  Plte syll: M *ka, *xa; C *kwa, 
*xa, *ka, *n da (with vowel palatalization in the last three tenses); 
T {*ka.}, *na. 

22. (*32; T *12) M-SM, 3, M 47V word, n d.E.-q.74, to con-
verse. M-SE Nrii word, li dA.-/q. 7 4 to converse;  T n43 74.13.4. 4- 3 , 
zni.3 94.144-3  conversation,  n.4 2 ?ali1.5-4  incantations, chants,  nu3 

 gw*74.4 - 3  word, na 3h/zna3 h language  (classificatory noun with re-
cent denasalization in proclitic position); A n?am word,  narn? to 
send word.  Plte syll: M, T *tna/*tno; T *na/*no. 

23. (*32; M *31) M-SM, SE, 3, M gt 7 4 money,  bit (12 1/2 
centavos),  M-SM, SE M N, ?4 bright, shining;  T z13 ?1.144-3  
money,  z4.14.3  bit, zi 3 -mi 2-1  (Zu 3h) yolk  (of an mg); rni 1-2  copper-
colored, yellow.  Plte syll: M, T *Oi. 

*ni 

24. (*24; C, T *21) M-SM, SE Rank, M-.3" yani brother  of a 
man; C ?dfInd brother;  T di3 n1 2-1  brother  of a man.' Plte syll: 
M *fla, *ya; C, T *Oa. 

25. (*43) M-SM, SE J kard, kini to pound,  to hit; T (g)u 3 
 n13-5 ? to quarrel,  to fight.  Pile syll: M *ka; T *lea. 

26. (*34) M-SM, 	 disgusting, repulsive,  M-SM 
M-SE (1. ) kini to be disgusted,  M-3 sa-kini to disgust;  C 

tu-v1Inti, ni-to-vrind to disgust,  to offend, 

 (Iditive kn) 9vu.na to be disgusted;  T ni3n1111 4- 3  dirty, disgusting. 

 Plte 	M *Id; C *wi; T *ni. 

27. (Possibly *43 in view of T retention of *?n; C tones by 
C sandhi rather than PMx sandhi) M-SM 	M-SE (sb ) 

Unf, M-3 (se 7 e) yani grandson;  C (dEya) dign6 granddaughter, 

 (daiya) hfIrD5 grandson;  T (da3 ?ni 2-1 ) zi 5 ?n.7 5  grandchild.  Plte 
syll: M *xa, *ya; C *Oa, *xa; T has fused zi 3 - that which or zit -1 

 he that. 
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28. (*33/*22, *24; C *21) M-SM kuni, hint M-SE ke ni ltIrd 
to see, to kaow, M-SM, SE kiln! (s2Oil,) Miff (sb?U) M-J kuni 
(so 9 0), 	(so?o) to hear; C knInd, ?ffn6, nInb, ncfn6 to look 

/ at; T (g)u3 rfl 3  to hear, (n • e3-4) gu3094-3 mirror. C 
and T 	 to see may be borrowings from M. Plte syll: 
M *kwi, xi-, C *k"i, *yi, *ki, * wdi; T *kwi. M has analogically re-
placed *y of old 'y' conjugation with x. 

29. (*43; M, C *13) M-SM, SE 9 InT afternoon, early evening, 
kii-MrtI to eat supper, M-SM, SE Miff supper, M-J Beni afternoon, 
early evening; C yffrib afternoon, early evening,  (66?4) vcInb to 
eat supper;  T ni3-5-4  afternoon, early ,  evening,  gi3ni 3 - 5  night  
fall (verb), zdi 3  ?r)/ 5-3  supper.  The fii:st two T words involve 
again a reflex i where we would expect 'f; maybe i reflex here 
and in the previous set involves (a) borrowing from M, or (b) 
special conditioned sound change in T after prefixal i when there 
is no intervening ?, or (c) separate dialect developments in T with 
subsequent dialect borrowing. Plte syll: M *yi, *0i; C *wi; T 
PT *idi. The loss of the first syllable in T ni 3-5 " without 
strengthening of n > n • raises a phonological problem. 

30. (*33/*23/*24) M-SM ?Ira insides, non-physical, meta-
phorical (latter meanings when constituent of a verb phrase), M-
SE ?Ira insides, ni metaphorical, non-physical fin verb phrase), 
M-J ?ini (only in verb phrase) C hilia(5 insides, non-physical 
(only in verb phrase); T ?n1 5h inside of (verbal attributive). Plte 
syll: M *yi; C *xi. 

31. M-SM, SE, J, M nink; C 	T wa5?ril 5h three (the 
M here may have analogically leveled the tones of this numeral to 
mid-low from some former pattern; it is no doubt significant that 
all M numerals from '2' to '10' have mid-low tones). Plte syll: 
M, C, T *wa. 

32. (*24) M-SM ti-lcrOni; T Ei370 ri4-4 groom, tly  herd. Plte 
syll: M *kwi; T *xi/{*ti}. 

33. (4,202042; T *2041) C 	 (po and pt), -f- 
k11- 7 110 (pr),  nf-k-11-?n74 (pp); T (g ) a3 9 n72-1, ga.5 ?/1/ 5h to put 

 in (cf. 30). Fite syll: C *kwal*k3; T {*1(3). 

34. (*43/*24/*42) C da-?niVii  (po and pt), 	 (pr), 
iii-c15.- 94 9 Ti (pp) to move, to stir; T na 3 ?n713-5 ? to wash out (a 
dish or pan). Plte 	C *0a; T *na. 

35. (*34/*43; T *14/ 4'13) M-SM kaxil (?Ink), M -SE 
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to think; C 	(hitn(3) (po and pt), 	/n0. (h.) (pr), ni- 	(h.) 
(pp) to think, to doubt; T (g)a 3n1 2-3  (za5 / ru3wa 2-3 ) to have a 
generous impulse, na 3n12-3  (ru3wa2-3 ) to think, to be sad. Plte 
syll: M *ka,; T 	*na. 

36. (cf. 35) M-SM kani, 	M-SE kaxu., hgni: to put in place, 
to set up; C 	?Ting, 2'/T14., 	T (g)a3d1 2-3  to set up" 
to stand up, to erect. This is probably the same root as the pre-- 
ceding set. Plte syll: M *ka, *xa; C *ka, *xa, *ka, * n da (with 
vowel palatalization in the last three tenses.) 

37. (*24; C, T *21) M-SM, J nuns; M-SE nrini corn; C ricacnO 
corn, niAr§ 	pozol; T di 3 ?/13 2-1 //n7 -1-2  corn. Plte syll: 
M, C, T * n du. 

*wi 

38. (*23; C *11) M-SM, SE kiln sister of a woman; C 
loid/0 sister; T 1u3gwi3 - 4h sister of a woman. Fite syll: M, C 
*k(") V-; T *tV-. 

39. (*22; C *21) C ndlid /v6 eruption of the skin, pimple; T 
ya 3 ?wi3  boil, carbuncle. Plte syll: C *' ° d3; T *v. 

40. (*23/*32/*34) C ta,ave-  a pile; T na3wi 3-4  to pile RR. 
Plte syll: C *ta; T *na. 

41. (*22/*33) C yeitivb toe-nail; T-Ch a 3wi 3 , T-Co yawi 
head. For the semantic shift involved, cf. M-SM expression nnt 
n dg/A, 'head of the hand,' i.e. finger. Plte syll: C, T *v. 

42. M-SM, SE /n, M-J, M */uvi two; C / -tib.vb two, dr-
/lailva twins, na- /ritiv some, a few; T w • i 5h two (cf. T Iu 5wi 5h 
twelve); A we two. M may have analogically leveled to mid-low 
from some other tone pattern, cf. 31. Plte syll: some sort of 
PMx reduplication; possibly *wi-wi. T lost 'Ate syll and strength-
ened w > w • . 

43. (*24) M-SM kilt, h.1 9 1, M-SE la% 	M-J kuvi, 
M-M hi /i; C 	/11, iii, n/dtf; T (g)a3wi3-59 ; A kue/ 
die. Ult syll: M *w-, 4x-; C *w-, *x-, *k-, *nd-; T * \117 . M 
creates new final syllable after old ultima by rearticulating vowel 
after *- 	Plte syll: M, C, T *kno. 

44. (*33; M-SE *11) M-SM tab., tail, to owe, M-SM, SE 
n dS/d poor, M-J n da/vi poor, M-SE tgd to owe; T da 3 /wi 3  to 
owe. Plte syll: M *ta, * n da; T *nda. 
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45. (*33) M-SM, SE sat, M-J savi rain, M-SM SE sa/ti to 
submerge; C (1:15I-)nk-rifive rain drops, dRave thunder, (kwti-)kdvb 
to rain; T-Ch du37 wi 3 , T-SD do3  /03  thunder, rain-diety, T-Co 
yuwi rain; A lui? to blink, to flash lightning, nda sun?, nda lua/ 
rain-water, true (sg) ntue (pi) lightning. It may be necessary to 
reconstruct two forms here—one with and the other without * 1 ; 
cf. 44. Fite syll: M *Oa; C *I3a, and .ku-(possibly < *k"a); T *Oa, 
*ya. 

46. (*42; M *41) M-SM, SE salt, M-J savi; T zdu 3 /wi5-3 
 Indian, non-spanish-speaking; A katsue (sg), kalue (pi) Mixtec 

Indian. It may be necessary to reconstruct two forms here—one 
with and the other without *?. cf. 44, 4"5. Plte syll: M *Oa; PT 
*Ida. 

47. (*22; T *21) M-SM tau to roast, to toast; T ru 3wi 2  to 
roast over hot coals. Plte syll: M *ta; T has ru- < 6V- fused 
element. 

48. (*22) M-SM, SE, J kuti to exist, to be, to be able, n ditil 
to become; C 	hii, 	ndi1 to complete (head of many verb 
phrases); also note as constituent of the following: ra-ndillivi 

(po and pt ) 	 (pr), rif-ndItivc /viikil (pp) 
to bless animals, ndUtive 7 	 /vtiktii, ndritvb 

Iviikri to bless; T (g.a 3 )w • to be, to become, (ga 3 ) 
na3w3;3  to get well, to heal, (ga 3 )na3wi3  to be finished, to come to 
an end. Ult syll: M, T *w-; C *w-, *x-, *k-, * a d- (with vowel 
palatalization in the last three tense forms). Plte syll: M *k w a, 
* n d3; C *k",, * n da; T {*k"D}, *no. 

*yi 

49. (*22; C *21) C k4; T Ea 3i,3 mosquito. Plte syll: C *ka; 
T *ta. 

*te 

50. M-SM 	yaf, M-SE k5b ytM, M-J ku-yoti alligator; 
C /yggtg lizard. Plte syll: M *yam; C *ya. 

*Oe 

51. M-SM XII, M-SE Ni61, M-J WI; C cmudz aunt. Plte syll: 
M, C *03. There was possibly a PMx reduplication *03-03. 

*xe 

52. (*32, with obscure M-SE mid-mid) M-SM 	M-SE 
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clahi to get  wet; T (g)u 3 e 3-4  to be wet. Pite syll: M * n da; T 
*lea. 

53. (*32; M *31) M-SE n db.111; T Iu3 Ze 4-3  hens, domestic 
fowl. Plte syll: M * n du; T *tu. 

*iee 

54. (*32) M-SM, SE kalif., M-J kaZi; C ndaava, i-nddava, 
214-nda.avg; T na3gwi 3-4  to choose.  Plte syll: M *ka; C, 

T * n da. 

* n de (Sets without C witness are ambiguous in that they could be 
either *n de or *ndi.) 

55. (*24) M-SM, SE yi.in knife; T-Ch n• e 3-5  (ka3 ) scissors, 
 T-Co n• e knife.  Plte syll: M *yarn/*ya. T loss of plte syll is in-

dicated by strengthening of n > n • . 

56. (*34/*43; T *14/*13) M-SM, SE kU61, hfn, M-J kuti, 

6iti; T (g)a 3 ne 2-3 ; A -ndae, kandm? to chew.  Plte syll: M *lea/ 
*kW D, *xi; T 

57. M-SM of f, M-SE v16£; T n • e 5  naked.  Plte syll: M *wi/ 
*w3, T loss of 'Ate syll is indicated by strengthening of n > n• . 

58. (*24; C *21) M-SM, SE an, M-J tati; C 9 y4Ing; T na3 
 ne5 - 3 ; A hnde wind. Plte syll: M *ta; C has ?yin (cf. first syl-

lable of C in 209); T *na. 

59. (*34; M, C *14) M-SM, SE kraT., hiZT, M-J kuti, 	take 
a bath, M-SM skUT, M-SE skat, to bathe (someone);  C 144/14, 

nttng to take a bath, la- 	T- 	61- ?krana, rif- 

?In5fing to bathe (someone).  T (g)a3ne3-4  to take a bath,  du3 gwa3 

 ne3-4  to bathe (someone).  Pite syll: M *lea/*kw3, *xi; C *lea, 
*id, *ka, * n da (with vowel palatalization in the last two tenses 
and with C nasalization throughout one verb), *lea/*IeD; T *ka/ 
*lea (with PT ga > gwa after previous du-). 

60. (*32; C, T *12) M-SM, SE kb.ZT, MU, M-J kuti; C kitting 
(diA) 6Tin5. (Cici), ding (did ); T ga 2ne 3  to ripen.  Plte 

syll: M *lea/*leo, *xi; C *lea/*leb, *xi, *ka, * n da (with vowel 

palatalization in the last two tenses); T *ka/*k w D. 

*we 

61. (*43) M-SM, J kiln; T Ea 3 ?wi 3-5 ? to rub (of washing  
clothes  on the rocks);  A - ?ue to massage.  *we vs. *wi is am-

biguous here without a C witness. Pite syn.: M *lea; T *ta. 
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62. (*42; M *41) M-SM, SE 0?d, 	M-J yu?vi be 
afraid;  C ka-nenva, 	 ZI-ndiT?va, nf-ndrt?va., to 
frighten,  cill-?va.- ?a, (po and pt), T-c14-?va? (pr), rii-cr4-?vVa 
to be afraid;  T (gu3 )Eu 3 ?wi 3-5 ? to be afraid,  du3 Eu3  ?wi3-5 ? to 
frighten.  Plte syll: M *yu; C * n du; T *tu. 

63. (*34) M-SM, SE, J nun to come  down; C ndrava (po 
and pt), T.-ndriUvE (pr), ni-ndurivg (pp) to arrive from above,  ktib.va, 
hiTyd, Zriya, ndflyg to arrive descending;  T (g)a3 wi3-4  to &clout, 
to Ea  down. Plte syll: M *nD; C *ado, *k'D, *xo, *kD, *ndo (with 
palatalization of the plte vowel in the last three tenses, and an ob-
scure development in which original intervocalic *-w- was re-
placed by y in the situation i.... a); T *It y'D/*ka. 

64. (*23/*32/*34) C 	 (po and pt), 	 (pr), 
ni-dri-daZvg (pp) to clean; T na 3 ru3wi 3 -4  to erase.  Plte syll: 
C *Oa; T has ru- < nr- fused element. 

65. C ka.va, hitya., 	ndiTyR to be hidden (of the sun); 
T w• i 5  hidden.  This set may be the same as 63. Plte syll: T 
indicates loss of plte syll by strengthening w > w • . 

66. (*34) M-SM ya t, M-SE yAU, yaivt3, M-J yavi; C hitva,; 
T-Ch du3we 3 - 4/w • e 3-4-3 , T-Co yuwi, T-1 yuwe century-plant; 

 A tsua (sg), lua (pl) cactus.  Plte syll: M, C *ya; T *Oa, *ya. 

67. (*23) M-SM, SE yAb., M-M yavi hole, M-SM yAb. (kava) 
cave; C larva hole, hiiva (ygvg) cave; T du3we 3-4h/w • ehe 3  cliff, 

 cave; A tsue? (sg), lue? (pl). Plte syll: M, C *ya; T *9a. 

68. (*24; T *21) M-SM, SE yutl, M-M yuvii; C hiiva; T-Ch 
du3 we 2-1 /w• el -2  straw  mat, T-Co yuwi; A tsue (sg), lue (p1). 
Plte syll: M, C *yu; T *9u, *yu. 

69. (*23, *32; C *11, T *1012, M*31) M-SM nU-ygni at 
the market place,  ya?11 pay, wages,  ant, Zg?il to pay  M-SE 
ya?ii market place, wakes,  M-J tya?vi to pay;  M-M Za?vi to 
pay;  C 9 ifv'd market place,  nf'?vb. wages,  n$-dif?Va" to pay;  T-
Ch du 3 ?we 4-3  wa es, na3 ru3 ?we 3 - 4/na3 ru2 ?we 5h to pay,  (gu 3 ) 
du3 ?weZh/gu3du ?we 5h, gu4du4 ?we 4  sell, Ei 3 ru 3 lwe 4-3  rich 
man, catrin,  ?we 3-4-3  market place,  T-Co yu?wi, T-I yu?we 
market place;  A tiara ?lua pay,  will fight.  Plte syll: M *ya 
(with fusion of prior tV- + ya > 6a- or tya-); C *ya (with fusion 
of prior tV- + ya > 	and with fusion of prior dV- + ya > dii-); 
T *Oa, *ya, ru- < ZV- fused element. 

70. (*22/*24/*42 but probably the latter in that M may here 
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witness to *41 sandhi variant; M witness suspect because of ti-.) 
M-SM 	 M-SE 	 tya?vi; T ia 3 ?weI- 2  lice 
esgs.  Plte syll: M *ya (with fusion of prior ti f ya > a- or tya-); 
T *ta. 

*ti 

71. (*24) M-SM 	M-SE yld; C heZtE; T Ei 3n3-5 ? in- _ 
testines.  Pite syll: M *yi, *xi; C *xi; T *ti, 

*1,1 

72. M-SM hild, M-SE 	M-J 	C ?yin.66? fist. Plte 
syll: M *ya, *xa; C *ya. 

73. (*33; M-SM *11) M-SM ylki, M-SE 	C ?yiina? 
`medida de codo:' cubit. Pite syll: M, C *yu. 

74. (*22?; T *21?) M-SM yild, M-SE yliel bone, shell, horn; 
M-M ?iki bone; T zi 31d 2h shell (of egg),  (6u3h) zi 21dh1 5 - 4  peanuts, 

 `shell-fruit' (tones 2 5-4 by back-formation from 32h), ld1 -2 
 bark. Plte syll: M *yi; T *ei. 

75. (*34) M-SM, SE n d714, M-M ?i14; T 43-4-3  seeds; A 
lkg rice. Plte syll: M * w dV, *yV. 

76. (*22 9 /*22; C, T *21) M-SM, SE yikk, M-M 9ikit  squash; 
 C ytftika squash  in the phrases y. (pahrib?) calabacita tierna  and 

y. (ndin.lcd) calabacita chompa,  yriukh (y14) calabacita chiquita, 
 ynka? calabacita 	(hg?Sf) chilacayota;  T da 3k4 2-1/43  

squash;  A tskg (sg), 114 (p1) squash.  Ult syll: *k:im/tkwi. Plte 
syll: M, C *yo; T *OD. 

*kw! 

77. (*22, *43; C, T *21, C, T *13) M-SM, SE yriku, M-M 
yuku mountain;  C 	 nO-haIM slope, hillside,  ?dg6k6 A 
pile,  tf4k6 a little hill, ?tfiikh top, summit;  T Rile mountain, 

 da3kg3  slope, hillside,  da3 1 2-1  as hill of corn, the nose, da l 
 kuhu5-4  sty  (of the eye).  daikuha=r-ascent. The latter two T 

forms may be borrowings from M. Plte syll: M *yu; C *yu, *xa, 
*ea, *tu; T *ea. There is here a mixture of forms from two PMx 
nouns: One noun with plte *yu, *tu (`t' declension), and another 
noun with plte *Oa, *xa. (`e declension). 

78. (*22; C *21) C VIM river, hlik5 (?rfcc) gully;  T 	riv- 
er; Plte syll: C *yu/*xi. 

79. (*22) M-SM, SE, 	C ?itkb; T gu 3 ld 3  yesterday.  
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No plte syll. M and C have obscure ?i and ?ii respectively. T 

has gu- < gwi 3  day.  

80. M-SM 	M-SE ef-krin, M-J 5 di-kurni; M-M tiko; 

C (ndrirife) 	 T (kwe3h) kV onion. This set involves sev- 
eral phonological problems and is not included in the statements 
of the preceding sections; it is nevertheless retained here as a 

residue of peculiar interest in that M-J seems to preserve PMx 
and PM final *-m before added -i element of obscure origin. 

* 

81. (*24; C *21) M-SM n ctigt, M-5E, .1 ° din. cane-whiskey; 
C riX-dc” cactus-beer; T di 3 ci3-5 ?/ci?i3  cactus-beer. Plte 
syll: M, T *n th. 

82. (*34) M-SM 	M-SE, J 'MT; T di 3 ci3-4/ci 3-4-3 ; 
A se (sg),, tse (p1) roasting-ear. Plte syll: M, T * n di. 

' 	83. (*33?; T *11) M-SM 	(?3n1); M-SEk0.-sti-nt to 

be content;  C (ktihv1) ?act (po and pt), (hVyg) 9 d7j, (pr), (ndiryg) 

drS to become  calm; T d7 377 3h/c11 2-1  calm, unruffled.  

84. (*33?, *329/4, 42, *22?) M-SM lag}, hAn to press,  to 
chew, k10w agio  hggi to press,  to nail, VIA, leisT to tremble, to 

quiver,  M-SE kwMst , ha% to press,  to chew,kiii, leaf to tremble, 
 to quiver,  M-J kwagi to press,  to nail, kisi to tremble,  to quiver; 

 C ?kaadl, 	 n?dffe to shake something;  T (g)a3 c1 3h 
to touch, to feel. In this, as in the preceding set, vowel 1 in T is 
obscure. In this set it may indicate that the T form is a borrowing 
from M. Plte syll: M *ka, *xa, *kwa; C *ka, *xa, *ka, * n da 

(with vowel palatalization in the last three tenses); T {*ka/*xa}. 

85. (*34) M-SM'yEhl, M-SE fiixhg, M-M yug4; C ylan; 
T da343-4h/k4117 3 ; A tskg dough.  Plte syll: M *yam *Earn; C *fia/ 

*ya; T *Oa. 

*xw 

86. (*24) M-SM 	 M-SE 	 M-J ku- n din; T 
Ei3 g1,3-5  to dawn. Plte syll: M * n di; T *ti • 

87. (*22/*34/*43) M-SM, SE kanTo  M-J 'can, warm, damp; 
 T 45  warm.  This is possibly a root related to the preceding. 

Plte syll: M *Ica. 

88. C WI; T zi3 g1?7 3  chicle.  Possibly no plte syll. T 
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has zi 3 - that which  (which ultimately harks back to PMx *ei but 
may be a T fusion). 

*"di (varying with *nI in some sets) 

89. M-SM, SE xa f all of, complete,  'el in every place,  com-
pletely,  n dl?'1 all finished,  M-J nini all of, complete,  a di?i all 
finished;  C ndriri all; T 	all, ni4n1 4  segregated, apart from 
others.  (Probably there were two roots, *n! and * I'd1 9 . Notice 
that forms only with n- in M do not have 2 . A third PMx form 
* n dI may have developed by contamination; this form may lie back 
of the C cognate as well as the M 	Plte syll: reduplication 
in M-J and T. 

90. (*33) M-SM km?bdi, 	M-SE kR 9n di, kg? n di, M-J 
ka 9 *di; C knrit, loin, 61Tni, mina; T ga 3r11 3 ' to explode.  Plte 
syll: M *ka; C *kwa, *xa/*xi, *ka, * n da (with vowel palatalization 
in the last two or three tenses). 

91. C 	?n4i.nf, 	9 n44nf, 	rir-n3.7-"?n44nf to 
nym5-4, ni2? xini/5-4 open.  As - open;  T na3 ?n1 2h to open,  na29  

sume *? a d- or *?n-. Plte syll: C *ram; T *na, *ni. 

92. C ?nVf- (ntlf-yq), 1- ?nti- (ntlfyi2.1, 9 nn-(ntrryTi), 
T (g)a 39 n/ 2-1  (z23-4-3 ) to order, to command.  Plte 

syll: T {*ka). 

*a gm/ 

93. (*33) M-SM, SE krIvi, M-J kiwi day,  M-SM 'chid ty day, 
 ?5.-'divi the heavens,  M-SE 'dud 13.:y day,  9a-nclIvi the heavens, 

 M-J n duvi 12y day"  9  a-'clivi the heavens;  C huuvir the day, nl-
hTiriVe the heavens;  T gwi3  day,  sun, (n• e3-4) ra3ngwi3  (place-
name) 'aqua  del sol,' Nu 3gwi3  name  of; A Nue (sg), nkue (pl) day!  
light,  fiesta, name. Plte syll: M *k3, *nda; C *xa; T *tD and ra- 

,. 
< 	element. 

94. (*43/*24/*42) M-SM fa.-yivi people,  fit-yiv/ world,  M-
SE fi.1.-yari. people,  EX-ylvf world, M-J fiivi people,  flu-nivi world; 

 T-Ch 	 people,  1u3mi 3 gwi 5-3 world,  T-Co yuwi people, 
 T-1 ngwi people; A (tsham) nangue world. Plte syll: M, T *yo. 

95. (*22/*33) M -S1VI ?t, tr - finc, M -SE ett, M -J 
C sa-ril?mX; T-Ch Ea 39 "3 , T-I Eu?ina; A ts 9 4i. (sg), rits 9 4.t 
(p1) or Icatsgi, (sg), kants?gi, (pi) skunk.  Plte syll: M *ffu; C *gu/ 
*yu; T *tu. 
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96. (*42, *33/*23/*24) M-SM, SE An foot, M-SE s ?"I -, 
post,  lsg of table.  M-J sit 

f  it foot; C di;i2m4 leg;  T da,39 m45 

leg;  A Ve (sg), nk 2 e (pl). Plte syll: M, C *Ou; T * ft da. 

*ifi/0/ 

97. (*23; M *11) M-SM ffit M-SE 	C yin.; T a3t44-3 
hail. No plte syll. M reduplicates. T adds a- or possibly some 
PT 'rya- element. 

98. (*43; C *13) M-SM, SE fill, M-J nini, M-M 	C 44; 
T zi 3 -4.3 - 5 ?/4/43 ; A tsiam (s g ), niam (pl) ear of corn. No plte 
syll. M dialects reduplicate, except M-14. 

99. (*23) M-SM, J fiii, M-SE fti; T 43 - 4/y43-4-3 ; A tsh1 
salt (a possible C cognate: hilma). 

100. (*22; T *21) M-SM, 	M-SE OA; T 42/y4. 2 
 corn cob. the following C form may be cognate but seems difficult 

to relate: i-nia roasting  ear. No plte syll: M adds sa- with pas-
sage to CVCV in M-J. 

101. (*34) M-SM, SE t! ?v1 to suck, to suck blood, to practice  
witchcraft,  M-J ti?Vi; C tii?vi, 	 ni-tii?vi to suck; 

 T zdu3 ?waha4-3  witchcraft.  Plte syll: M, C *tu; PT *Edu. 

102. M-SM st4vfi,M..SE stivl, M-J sa-tivi to err, to destroy; 
 C 	 da-tritv1, ni-da-triiIvf to destroy.  Plte 

syll: M, C *ti. 

103. (*33/*23/*24) M-SM t v4, M-SE t v, M-J tivi to play  a 
wind instrument,  blow; C 	 n3.-trivi to blow. 
Plte syll: M, C *tu. 

*?•1 

104. M-SM, SE ?t, M-J 	C nV.V; T-Ch ?1,4 , T-Co 
T-1 n •1; A nhc nine. 

*ta 

105. (*22; T *21) M-SM, SE, J kata, hfta, M-M kata, hita; 
C kaata, 	 ndilta; T (g)a 3 Za 2-1 , ga4Za4; A -ta to sing. 

 Plte syll: M *ka; C *ka, *xi, *ka, *n da (with vowel palatalization 
in the last two tenses); T {*ka}. 

106. (*24; T *21) M-SM, SE state, M-J, M Xita; T da 3 a 2 - 1 / 
C. a 3  tortilla  (tone 3 of latter form is obscure). Fite syll: M, T *Oa. 
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107. (*24; C, T *21) M-SM, SE yatb., M-3 rate, back; C tggtg 
tile; T 1i 3 ra2-1  back of, roof of, 1. (we 9 e 3 ) roof of house;  Xi 3  

(ni4tu4-3 ) hunch-backed (tones 4..5 of latter form are ob-
scure); A kantya 9  back. The C meaning may be by metonomy from 
such a phrase as 'roof of house.' Plte syll: M *ya, *xa; C *ta; T 
{*ta}. 

108. (*42; T *41) M-SM ytri, M-SE yht -e river; T-Ch ral - z 
valley, canyon,  T-Co ra 9 a. river. Plte syll: M *yam/*y3/*yu.. 

109. M-SM hirg, M-.SE hit4 wide; C dA- 9 1cnit'a (po and pt), 
lenta (pr), ni-d3- 9 1cwiftg (pp) to grow;  T ga5ra 9 a5-3  wide. 

Pits syll: M *xi; C *kn.; T has ga-. 

110. (*22; C, T *21) M-SM plata tree, M-SE pINS tree, M-7 
y-utii tree trunk, M-M tutu firewood;  C 4 9 4 firewood,  4 9 4 stick; 

 T Ii3V-W stick,  wood, firewood,  tree; A ts 9 am (sg), n 9 arn 
(p1) stick,  wood. Ult syll: M *n-, *tn-; C *n-, *y-; T *t-. Plte 
syll: M *yo, *to; T {*to}. 

111. (*24; T *21) M-SM hinb. box, lila oven, M-SE ye- N-4 box, 
(y5A) 9 fNi1 barbecue-pit,  M-7 ratty. box, rit4 oven; T i3 cx 2-1/ 

1-2  box, barbecue-2t,  gu3r12. 1-2  oven, kiln; A ntam 9  oven. Ult 
syll: (cf. set 110). Plte syll: M-SM, 7 *xa, *xi; M-SE *ya, *yi; 
T *xi and gu- (ultimately <*kwi./*k.wa but probably a T fusion). 

*ka  

112. (*24/*42/*43; probably the latter in view of T loss of *? 
from * 9 k) C (kiitivg) 9 y5lka to be slobbery,  to slobber;  T (g)a3 

 ka5  to leak. Plte syll: C *ya; T {*ka}. 

113. (*22) M-SM saki, sgk.1 to divide  Lip,  to distribute,  sSkg 
(rnia) to mix, M-SE, J saki (nu30.) to mix; C 	?Ulla, I- 9 14.51a, 
ET- 	 kraka divide 112, kalata, MCC 	n 9 d.1114 
(to cut firewood);  T () a:5 1( 	shave,  na3ka3  to sharpen (some- 
thing metallic),  (n• e i-5 )ka3  scissors.  Plte syll: M has fused 
sa- to make,  to do (ultimately from PMx *Oa but probably a M 
fusion); C *ka. (throughout one verb), *ka, *xa./*xi, *ka, * A da 
(with vowel palatalization in the last two or three tense forms); 
T {*ka.}. 

114. (*33/*23; C *11) M-SM, SE, J 	C kgg.10. comb. 
Plte syll: M {*kwa}; C *ka. 

115. (*22/*34; C *2014) M-SM, SE 'dila; C tyggkg banana. 
 No plte syll. M has ndi- and C has tya- of uncertain origin. 
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116. (*34; C *14) M-SM 	hgla to take away,  n3ak5, to 
take along,  M-SE10eka, ligla to take away,  'deka to take along, 

 M-J n daka to take along;  C kg- 7 kggkg, T-?1cg£kg, ZI- 7 kaaka, rii-
7 1dgkg to operate (something).  ndgaka (po and pt), T-nda.aka (pr), 
ni-ndggkg (pp) to get,  to find, n'$-ndaaka, (po and pt), T-n3.-ndlaka 
(pr) nT-na.-nd -alakg to find; T ni 3ka3-4h to have, na 3ka3-4h to ga_tli-
er up, ia3ka3-4h to take, get, fetch,  a3ni 3ka3-4h to revolve,  a 
ni 3ka3-4h to turn about,  to return;  A ntkam to turn j1  itself,  rkam 
to revolve.  Pite syll: M *kwa, *xa (with fused n dV- + ya > 
n de, n da); C *ka, * n da; T * n da, total.  and ni- (T 'stative' prefix). 

117. (*23) M-SM Irjaka, M-SE n dgka,,M-J "daka, M-M 
n dyaka; T na 3 kaha4-3 ; A nda kwe glue.  (The A phrase which 
means 'sticky water' may involve a popular etymology.) Pite syll: 
M has fusion of "dV- + *ya > ya, "de, n da, n dya; T *n da. 

118. (*33/*23; C *11) M-SM, SE taka; C d££ka; T zi 3 -gas 
ka57 ; A katkya (sg), kantkya (pl) nest. Plte 	M *ta; C *Oa; 
T ga-. 

119. (*23) M-SM kgka, M-SE kgkg quicklime;  C kgalca quick-
lime, krialcb., hi161, Erin, ndlin to burn, kn-( 7 4 7 4), 	( 7 y.), 

nf-kf- ( 7 y.) to burn something;  T ga3 ka 3" to gel 
burned.  Plte syll: M *ka; C *ka; *kwa, *xa/*xi, *ka, *"da (with 
vowel palatalization in the last two or three tenses; with late pala-
talization of vowel in the abbreviated form of the verb); T {'aka}. 

120. (*23/*32/*34) M-SM ti-kakg, M-J ti-kaka; T ga 3ka4-3 
 the crow. Possibly no plte syll: M has a reduplicated form with 

prior ti-; T has 	(ultimately from some PMx *ta element.) 

121. (*24; C *21) C yggkg pine  wood, f-yggkg 7  pine  tree, T.- 
nZggkg 7  ladder,  haaka roof-pole, n 7 ciggkg, T.-n 7 dggkg, n 7 daaka, 
ni-n 7 dggkg sweep;  T ka"Ta-3: pine  wood, torch, candle,  re 3ka 7 a4-3  
stick,  re 3ke 7 e 4-3  splinter,  na3ka73757  to sweep;  A ska (sg), lka 
(pl) candle,  kaa, tkaa, lkaa to sweep. Plte syll: C *ya, *xa, 
*"da (also with prior C i-; and with * n dV- + *ya > nZa accompa-
nied by prior 1-); T *"da and re- < 6m 3  wood (note 'r' effect on 
vowel of the ultima in one form.) 

122. M-SM 	 End, M-SE nkg, M-3, M tyaka, C 
7-ynka; T Eu3 kwaha 3 ; A katska (sg), kalka (pl) fish. Plte syll: 
M *ya (with fusion of ri animal  + ya > Za and tya); C *ya; T  zu- 
animal.  The fused elements in both M and T hark back ultimately 
to PMx *tu 7  animal,  but the fusions seem to be post-PMx. 
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123. (*22; C, T *21) M-SM, SE kaka, mica, M-J kaka, 6ika, 
M-M kaka, gika to walk; C ku-6 •1kX, I-6111a, 	 nl-Mika 
to walktake a walk, kgakg, 6111a, ndlIkg to walk; T (g) a 3  

e 2- 1, ga4 e 4-to walk, 6ehe 3  path;  A kaa to walk. Plte syll: M 
*ka, *xi; C *ki (throughout first verb), *ka, *xi, *ki, * 5 cla (with 
vowel palatalization in the last tense); T {*ka}. 

124. (*32/*42) M-SM, SE J keg iron, bell; C krib. bell, 
ax; T ga3 ga?a3  metal, bell, ga 3 ? hour of day,  du3 kwa."2—ia?a3 

 'ail, gu3kwa2-1 gal es  rattle-snake, zi 3 -ka3 - 4h rattle  of (rattle-
snake). No plte syll. T reduplicates. 

125. M-SM, SE -g ., M-J -ka; C Ica; T ga 5 ? more.  

126. (*24; T *21) M-SM kaki., 	M-SE 	hfq., M-J 
5 daka, 6ika, M-M 5 daka to ask; C kaaki, Mika, 6T.1ka, nclIfkg to 

ask; T (g)a 342-1  to ask for; A ki, tic?, 11(2, t2 to ask a loan. A 
further T form offers a possible cognate in which the peculiar sit-
uation leading to the *k >6 was not involved; but the vowel reflex 
is difficult: Ii 3 k32-1  a loan. lake syll: M *ka, *xi, * I da; C *ka, 
*xi, *ka, *5 da (with vowel palatalization in the last two tense 
forms.) 

*kWa 

127. (4, 22?) M-SM, SE 150'5, M-J I dakwa, M-M dakwa pus; 
 C yaakw5.? pus;  T la3kwe 3h mucus,  kwe 3h pus,  (zi 3u3-4) da3kwe 2h 

vulva.  Plte syll: M *la, * A da; C *ya; T *la, *Oa. 

128. (*23) M-SM, SE yakh bush, plant, shrub;  
?ni2.1) lanita  de agua (algae);  T kwehe 5  edible herbs;  A tskwa (sg), 
lkwa (pl) lanita  de agua.  No plte syll: M fuses yu- tree, wood. 

129. (*23; C *11) M-SM hike, M-SE hike thorax;  C 
thorax;  T Ei 3 -ru4kwa4  rib. Possibly no plte syll. M has hi-
which could hark back to PMx *xi-. C has tii- which could hark 
back to PMx *tu. T has ru- < Eu 3h oval- shaped.  

130. (*42; T *41) M-SM, SE tike, M-J tikes; C trI10%; T ii. 3 
 ri3ki 1-2  grasshopper.  Plte syll: M, C *tu. T ri- < 6V- fused 

element. (Note 'r' effect on vowel of the ultima and on the fused 
au3 - animal  prior syllable.) 

131. C ?k55.5., ?aa, ?Icaa, n?1:15.5.; T wa 3 ?a2-3/ga3 ?a2-3  to 
spin.  Proto monosyllabic verb of *CV? type is reshaped in C to 
?CVV and in T to CV?V. Ult syll: C *kw -, *w-, *k-, *5 d- (but 
with PC *?waa > ?aa in accordance with general elimination of 
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w- forms from C verb paradigms). T *w-, *k-. 

132. (*24; T *21) M-SM, SE y-14; T du3kw4 1-2  row, furrow. 

 Plte syll: M *yu; T *Ou. 

133. (*23) M-SM kw4. 9 4., 114 ?4, M-SE kwi 9 4, 	M-J 
M-M 	ktev; C 4 9 4, 14'4, q 9 ?, riVi (and kw"i'q you  
went); T 	?43 - 4h/g43 ?13-4h; A -ha, -tha, -wha, nkha to go. 
(The A forms may be more immediately cognate with the T verb 
wa 3h to be in motion;  but all these forms may belong to a PMx *a/ 
*am paradigm). Proto monosyllabic verb of CV 9 V form. M 
(x-); C *kw-, (x-), *k-, *n- (with substitution of x- for original 
*w- in M and C; and with vowel palatalization in C); T *w-, *k-. 

134. (*24; T *21) M-SM 144, 	M-SE ko, kO; C kw"' 
?o, ?k o, ?n44 to pierce,  to make  a hole in (something);  T 
w4. 4-1 /g4.2 - 1  to dig.  Proto monosyllabic verb of *CV? form. M 
*k-; C 	(x..), 	*n- (with substitution of x- for original 
*w-); T *w-, *k-. 

*Oa 

135. (*34; C *14) M-SM 	M-SE saa, M-J saa; C 
?yggclg; T ia 3taha4-3 ; A kasa (sg), kantsa (pl) bird. Plte syll: 
M adds tl in M-SM; C *ya; T *ta. 

136. (*33?; M *11) M-SM ?fsg, M-SE ?Tag, M-M 7 isa; T 
a3ta 3h the day after tomorrow.  Plte syll: M, T *ya. 

137. (*34) M-SM (W? e") kasa, M-SE (sVE) kb.sg; C d.5.545.; 
T (da3 ?ni2-1 ) zi 3ga3ta3-411 son-in-law. Plte syll: M 'aka; C re-
duplicates; T 

138. (*22?/*33?) M-SM n crisS. , how; 5 dg-sgg and then, M-SE 
*dFsb how; T da3h thus, dt. 3h a certain.  Possibly no plte syll. 
M forms have n cla- and *du-. 

*xa 

139. M-SM hgl, M-SE heg, M-J Zaa new; C 
to moult (of fowl); T na 5ka5-3  new. No plte syll. T adds na-. 

140. (*23) M-SM *d.fh4., M-SE 	M-J 11̀ diC*4., M-M  ndi- 
44; C ndIakti?; T da343-4h/k1. 3h; A tskam (sg), lkam (pl) san-
dal. Ult syll: *xam/*xwa. Plte syll: M has 5 (11-; C * n da; T 
*Oa. 

141. (*24; T *21) M-SM 	M-SE hVq, M-J Za 9 a; C 
ka?5.; T Ei 39 i 2  foot (the T form has been displaced in many 
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contexts by a newer form da 3 ko 2-1  foot, of obscure origin). Mono-
syllabic root of *CV 2 V type (possibly verbal in origin; cf. 133). 
M *x-; C *k-; T *x-. 

*xwa 

142. (*23; M, C *11) M-SM ygleg, M-SE y1.kng; C ?kwe 
crooked; T d.u 3gwa3-42  to turn downwards, to twist downwards, 
dtTg7AT3 ?4.11.1.4-3  a forked stick (probably a PT nasalization rath-
er than PMx *-m), la 3kwl3  lame (by back-formation from the 
former, cf. zu 3gwe 32 ehe 4-3  rnattery eyes < kwe 3h pus). The 
diphthongized C reflex raises a phonological problem. Plte syll: 
M *ya; T *6a, *la. 

143. (*33/*23; T *11) M-SM, SE, J kii-va to make an 1 .12- 
roar, M-SM, SE v5.b. noisy; C (karma) vSg to make noise, 
?Saki' a sound, le5.5.1ca, haiku, eaaku, ndEakri to weep; T (g)a 3 

 gwa2h to scream, to bellow, to cackle. T du 3gwe?e 3  to weep  
may possibly fit in here as well. Plte syll: M *lea; C *xa ( > 2 a 
by metathesis of *? of medial * 2k cluster). *lea, *xa, *ka, * n da 
(with analogical reshaping of *ka > ea); T 

* n da 

144. (*34) M-SM 'chin water, to dissolve, M-SE 	M- 
J n duta; C nr4 /nOnt water, 	n to sprinkle to spatter 
(so in several phrases); 171;3. ne3-4/n•ei-4-3  water, du3 gwa 3 

 ne3-4  melt, T-Co n • a water; A nda liquid, water. Plte syll: 
M, C, T *"do; T {*Ica}. 

145. (*33) M-SM ka- n35A, 14- 1131, M-SE Ics5- n dEZ, 	M- 
ku. n da to be (somewhere), to be seated; C 2 1erindi, vaa, 

?nlindi to be seated, ?Wynne, rri-ndi!, 	2 1111'nd:1'7 to sit 
down k25-nn, 	ke-n§§, nr.-riff to stay (somewhere); T (ga 3 ) 
n • e to be (somewhere) reside, sit. No plte syll: M has Ica- 
and ku- (from *ka and *lea auxiliary verb). C has fused auxiliary 
verb, giving forms 21twii-, ?ii-, Z2ii- and ?nii- in one verb but 
preserves evidence of old present *w- in the other verb); T {*Ica}. 

146. (*24; C *21) M- SM 	 M-SE kl 2n dE, 
1142 n dg, M-J ka? n cla to cut; C OW, ?2,  6 2 41 2 , 2 n4r to 
break; T-Ch (g)a 32 ne 3-52 , T-I ga 2 ni 2  to cut; A 2 ng to dig (in 
wood, earth rock). Ult syll: C *le-, *x-, *k-, *n-. Plte syll: 
M *ka, *xa; T {*ka}. Probably either the M or C treatment (in-
flection of ult syll vs addition of plte) is PMx and the other is a 
development in the particular language. 
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147. M-SM, SE stga, M-J Xita to pull;  C 105.-n 7 d0., 
nr-n?cin to pull,  to guide.  Cf. M-SM skga, M-SE 

skgg to stretch (something);  C 	61T, ndif to stretch one- 
self; T 	kwa " 3  to stretch (something),  n•I3h ni7kwa7711m- 
shot. Ult syll: M 	*k.-; C * 54:1-; *kw-, *x-, *k-, * 5 d- (with 
usual vowel palatalization); T *kw... Plte syll: M *ea; T *nda. 

148. (*23; G *11) M-SM nal (ygri), M-SE d n a. (ygil.), M-J 
n daa (yavi) (second constituent means century-plant);  C ndgg; T 
da39/ya?a3  fiber  of the century-plant.  Ult syll: M, C * 5 da-; T 
*y-, *5 d-. 

149. (*34) M-SM, SE, J a da 9 a hand; 	kii-ta?a to sieze , 

ta.?A hand; T (gi 3 )da3 /a3-4  to sieze,  ru3da?a4-3  mano  de metate 

(stone rolling pin used in grinding corn), ra 39 a3  hand. This set 
and the preceding may be related in that 'Oda? a may be a PMx 
expansion of 5 da ?; M 5 d1?1, > 5 d3. in some morpheme sequences. 
Ult syll: M * 5 d-; C *t_; T * 5 d-, T has r-, and ru 3 - both < u3h 
oval-shaped. 

*tna/*5 cia (latter in C) 

150. (*23) M-SM trl. to transpire,  stcq. to bother,  to pes-

ter, 	93nt to be pleased  with, M-SE NVI. to transpire, 

 st4?4. to bother,  to pester,  hS-N41-n4 to be pleased  with; C 
nr? to like; T (g13 )-143-4 ? to fare (well or ill), dr4. 3-4 *? yi2. 4 

 ?12.3-4h to bother,  to pester  (g)a3 r13-49  ru3wa2-3  to be pleased  

with. Ult syll: M *tn- (with s- from fused sa- to make  < PMx 
*Oa); C * a d-; T *tn- (with fused d- element, possibly < *Oa also). 

151. C db,-n 7 d4n (po and pt), 57-a-n"PdVE (pr) nr-d5-n?dd 
lE (pp) to chew, to dance;  T (g1 3 )r42 ?t.5h to dance.  An alter-
native etymology would be to list the above C cognate with M-SM 
3` 5 d1?1` pulverize, grind—in  which case the T form would not be 
cognate because of its vowel reflex. Ult syll: C, * 5 d; T *tn. 

* fl ga 

152. M-SM 5 drha, M-SE 5 4:1316, M-J 5 dila in sincerity;  T 
a5nga5 ? truly.  Probably no plte syll. M has 5 4:1i-; T has Ea-. 

153. (*43/*24/*42) M-SM ke'-hg g, M-SE kE-hgg, M-J ke-
Za 9 a; C ktt-nk3?5/kii-nk1 9 5, i-k., Zr-k., 	T ga3 1i3 ?i 5  to 
begin.  Plte syll: M *ka; C *lea; T {*ka}. 

* w gw a 

154. (*43; C, T *13) M-SM a dava, 5 dgvg, to jump,  'dill 
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arrow, dart, M-SE, J n ava, n dgvi to jump, 	arrow, dart; 

C 	h31, 	ndgX to jump; i-y5.1.111. arrow, dart; T 
ngwe 3-4h to spring away, to jump away, (g)TAr:Jh to jump. Ult 
syll: M, C, T * 5 e- but C (kaa)v-, h-, k, sd-. Plte syll: M 
Oda, * n ap; C•*Ita, *ya. (with prior C i-); T *Oa. 

155. M-SM, SE k, M-J, M kumi four; C Icrj.4? four, kill-
h5.5.10. eighty; T ga5 ?a3h four, ngwa4 ?13h four more. M-J, M 
retains PMx and PM final *-m on addition. of -i (by analogy with 

UVi two and ?uni three). 

156. (*22?/*33?) C Et-lorre; T Eu 3 gwt.3 ?i3h grandmother. 
Cf. M-SM (fling) fin and nIng fig?nii grandmother—with the first 
constituent consisting of a Nahuatl or Mayan loan corresponding 
to a similar loan-word in T viz. na3na3h elderly lady, honorable 
lady. The second constituent of the first M-SM phrase, i.e., fin. 
may be an fl- initial variant of the root here presented. The sec-
ond M-SM 'phrase— which has spread through the other M dialects 
—has as second constituent a form listed under 276. 

*ma 

157. (*24) M-SM, SE fitt?ml, M-3 yu.?ma.; C ?yWrne 
smoke; T yo 3 ?o5-3  the gummy deposit made lay smoke from a 
wood fire; A ntiam smoke. Plte syll: M, C, T *yam. 

158. (*33) M-SM ha-nf-H?ma, M-SE (ha) nI-6fm5, some-
thing flattened; C 	7 mg, 1-c19--sii 9 mg, d54-sii?rng, 
sii?rng to flatten; T (gi 3 )na 3 ?rna5  to cave in (of earth in a clay 

No pite syll. M has fusion of some tV- element with *ya 
> 6a. or 6i. Origin of C sii- is obscure. T adds na-. 

159. (*22?; C, T *21) M-SM, SE, J, M 	land, soil; C 

yr ?; T do3 ? o 2-1/yo3  ?al -2 ; A is ?o soil. Plte syll: M *fiarn; 
C *flam/*yam; T *earn, ,*fiam/*yam. 

160. (*33/*23/*24) M-SM 4?4, 	M-SE kl?4, 14?4, 
M-J, M 4?4 to talk; C 114?1, n.4-nIc4?4. to say: 
A tma talk over, ?mi to teach. Plte syll: M *ka; C *ea, *xa, 
*ka, and *ka with prior *nim-. The nasalization in the penulti-
mate syllables of the various M and C forms is resultant on re-
duction to CV?V pattern at one or more spots in the verb para-
digm of each language. 

161. M-SM, 5, M t4?  4, M-SE 	4. comrade, of the same 
class, M-SM (?fib.) WI a pair: C ni?4 a air; T a 4m§.34-7r a 
couple of (only in the phrase a 3  ?ngo 2  Amt ? 6a 3  a couple  
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more tortillas),  nu5gw45 ? together  with (*num1. 7  >*nuw.1.? 

nugwi.? ), yi3 ?45-3  twins;  A g ?ia (sg). ts ? 4 ( p1) companion, 
friend.  Plte syll: M *tna; C *na; T 'rya (with loss of *y in first 
T form, and with spread of nasalization to plte syll on reduction 
to disyllabic CV 7 V in the third form. The second T form is pro-
bably by fusion of some PT *nu- element. 

162. (*33; M *11) M-SM, SE, J rrigg that one; C m14 oneself; 
 T 	?4.3  oneself.  T has added a syllable after the final *-?. 

*na 

163. (*23) M-SM (kaki) nila, to be ashamed,  (trikg.) 
shame,  M-SE 	 lcd.-karia. to be a 'Awned,  M-J (koo tuka) 

nuu to be ashamed;  C (krilivE kwi-) n&a to be ashamed;  T (zi 3 -) 

na4 9  aha4-3  shame  of. 

164. M-SM naa (?inc), M-SE nag, 	M-J naa (?ini) to 

forget,  M-SM, SE, J naa to get lost; C 	na to forget.  

165. (*33; C *11) M-SM ?Ina, ti-?ink., M-SE, J ?Tni dog; 
 C ?yggna. dog,  ?y(2'.4na fox; T Eu3ne 3  fox. Plte syll: M *yu; C 

*yu and ya-; T *tu. 

166. (*23) M-SM, SE, Jnn face, towards,  in front of, place  
where, time when;  C 	in front  of, leg.-vnd place before, 

place,  time (the latter, if really cognate, possibly repre-
sents a fusion of this root with some preceding element); T y4 3-4/ 

ri3 13-4  face of, surface  of, in front of, place where,  time when, 
(g)a 3di 3 43 - 4  to precede;  A nam (sg), and ndae (pl) face, edge.  
No plte syll. Various fused elements in C and T. T ri- < 61.1 311 

oval-shaped; T di- with prior a-. 

167. (*22?) M-SM, SE, M 	M-J yunu; C yal.'nh; T 13h 

net-work bag  (Sp. red), Ei 3 n4. 2h crop  (of a bird). Plte syll: M 

*liam; C*fia/*ya; T 

168. (*32; M *31) M-SM nu-mb.?nS, M-SE ma?nS, M-3 ffu-
ma?na; T n • ehe 3  drowsiness, sleep.  Plte syll: lvl has some 
sort of ma- penultimate element that is presumably a post-PMx 
fusion in that there is no clear evidence for PMx prevocalic *m-
in plte syll. T strengthening of n > n • indicates however, loss 
of some plte element. 

*pia (*fl-, *0- in most sets) 

169. (*34; C *14) M-SM, SE frau; C (ndfiritE) y44; T a344-3 
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blackberries. Ult syll: M *ft..; C *fi-/*y-; T *A-. Plte syll: M 

*fia; T *fia/*ya. 

170. (*33/*23/*24; C *11, T *21) M-SM, J fiat, M-SE Min; 

C 44; T gi 3 4 2 ; A tsham (sg), nham (pi) village. The T form is 

possessed: the unpossessed form, Eu 3m4.?44-3  village, is appar-
ently from a root for which I at present have no etymology. No 

plte syll. T has Ei 3 - (which ultimately harks back to some PMx 

*xi- or *t1T- element). 

171. (*34; C *14) M-SM, SE, J, M ?in; C 3/44;  T 443  A 
tsiarn, niam thorn. Ult syll: M *fi-; C *fi-/*y-; T *0-. No plte 
syll. M adds 7i- element. 

172. (*23; C *11) M-SM, SE, J Han.; C y4 7 4 fire, (al-) 
94?). to burn (something) (for the first constituent see 118), 
(?kiltinT) y4 to be born, i.e., 'see light,' 734 7 4 the sun; T de 
7 43 -4/y4,3 ? 44-3 fire, light, gu3 ni3 2y1.44-3  day-light; A tam 
(sg), narn (p1) fire. Ult syll: M *ff-; C *5.-/*y-; T *11-/*y-, 

*0-. No plte syll. T adds ni 3 - with prior gu 3 -. Notice the paral-
lelism of C and T forms with ?y-. 

173. M-SM, SE, J, M 7In;. C 	T wa545 ? six, ya 344 ?/ 
wa344 ? six more; A fiam six. Ult syll: M *fc-; C *x-; T *0-. 
Plte syll: M *wa/*ya; T *wa, *ya. 

174. (*24) M-SM 	M-SE tiffu, M-J ?ifiu; T a34 7 44-3 : 

A tsarn? foam, suds. Ult syll: M 	T *0-. Plte syll: M, T 
*ya, 

175. (*22) M-SM, SE fiixin honey-bee; T 1u 343  h'oney-bee, 
honey-comb; A katsiam? , kaniam? bee. Ult syll: M *ff-; T 
*0-. Probably no plte syll. M reduplicates. T adds 111 3 - 	 

176. (*23; C, T *I1) M-SM 	 M-SE 	hc 7 fia 

to bark (of a dog), M-.3 ' I da? yu to yell; C ?ygy4 7  coyote,  2 y4tya 

(kw4 2 5, 7 ) mountain lion; T (gi 3 )n37 y43 - 4h and (gi3 )1i 2 ?yeh to 
bark; Ea 37 y43h coyote. (Other possible C cognates are n'4. 7 1 
(nano) to breathe,  2 ??t (nO) to fan with a fan). Plte syll: M 

*kwi, *xi (the former may be an analogical development in M-SM); 
M-3 * n da; C *ya, *yam (may be PC stem reduplications); T *xi 
(with prior gi 3 -), *ta. 

177. (*23; M *11) M-SM 	 M-SE yc-E4?4 honored, 
respected; T (gi 3 )na3y432 4. 3 - 4h to respect. (cf. 193, 173) Pile 

syll: M-SM 	M-SE *yi;,T na3 - with prior gi3-. 
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178. (*42; C, T *41) M-SM, SE, J kW11; C yddtb.; T n•e 3-5-4 

 meat. Ult syll: M *E-; C *t; T 	Plte syll: M *ku; C *ya; 

T loss of plte indicated by strengthening of n > n*. 

*wa 

179. (24; M *21) M-SM 	M-SE, M yrOvh.; C 9 ii 9 v5.; T- 

Ch ?we 9  e 3 , T-Co yu?wi?, 	yu?we? ice, frost.  Plte syll: M, 

C, T *yu. 

180. (*23; C *11) M-SM 	M-SE, M y-a?va; C nivb.; 

Ch du3 ?we 3-4h/?wehe 3 , T-Co yu?wih, T-1 yu?weh thread.  Plte 

M, C, T *yu; T *Ou. 

181. (*42) M-SM 	hg?5, M-SE kn,?1, 	 ku?va 

to give;  C 	(po and pt), ha?1. (pr), tan. (pp) to give,  to sting, 
tAX?vb, to send things,  da-h5.?b.? a gift;  T (g)a3 ?wi3-5 ? to give,  
to strike;  A kwa? to strike.  Plte syll: M *ea, *xa; C *kw a, *xa, 
*ka, *na (with merger of po and pt), *ta, *xa with prior da-; T 

{*ka }• 

182. (*32) M-SM, SE kn?I, M-J ku?va brother  of a woman, 

sister  of a man; C kaa?va brother;  T Eu 3 gwe 3-4h brother  of a 

woman, sister  of a man. Fite syll: M, C *ea; T adds Eu 3 -. 

183. (*22/*33) M-SM t4-ka?v£, M-3 ti-kava plum;  T ru3gwi3 
 ?i3  peach.  A possible C cognate does not fit in here unless there 

was a unique situation of *wa/*w a: ? vi ri fruit, (ndililte) ?yin 

peach.  Possibly no plte syll. M adds ka-, with prior 	thing. 

 T has ru3 - < tu3 h oval-shaped.  

184. (*42; T *41) M-SM, SE, J 0.?I; T we 3 ?e 2  good,  fine. 

185. (*24) M-SM 	M-SE ti-k3v5,; C ?yagva; T Ea 3 
 wi5-3  butterfly.  PM *kw ava became kw aa or kuva by reduction of 

sequence of labials; T vowel is a bit difficult and may be a borrow-
ing from T-Co. Plte syll: M *k wa; C *ya; T *ta. 

186. C 	 (po and pt), ha-v5.?a. (Pr), na-va?h (pp); T 
na3na2 ?wi 5h to recite prayers,  to chant. Plte syll: C *Oa, *xa, 

*ka, *na; T *na (with prior na 3 -). 

187. (*22; T *21) M-SM, SE tavg to draw  out, to disrobe, 

 M-SM t5.vi 	M-SE tava.-nt to be courageous,  to dare; T w • e 3  

fierce, formidable,  Ea 3wi 2  to lick (with  the tongue).  Plte syll: 

M *ta; T *ta in one form, with loss of plte indicated in other form 
by strengthening of w > w • . 
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188. M-SM ?Said, M-SE ?dnvg heart, M-J (6iki) yuva stom-
ach; C 6-(165.vg heart; T ru 3wa2-3  insides of. (The M-SM de-
velopment is somewhat obscure.) 

*ya 

189. (*34; M *14) M-SM ygrt, M-SE yg6; C Viry5.; T ya 3-4 , 
y • a3-4; A tsah tongue. No plte syll. C VII- is of obscure ori-
gin. T y/y • variation probably indicates that the strengthening of 
y > y • is a late analogical development in some idiolects, rather 
than a reflex of a lost PMx plte syll. 

190. (*22 2 ) M-SM, SE, M y5. 9 a; C 1- 9 y5.5. 9 ; T da 3 ?a 3h/ 
ya3 ?a3h chile pepper. No plte syll. C adds 1-. 

191. (*33?) M-SM, SE, M y51.; C i-yelyn; T ya 3h; A tshaa? 
ashes. The C diphthongization is probably resultant on PC se-
quence *ey in the reduplicated root and is essentially a develop-
ment in the first syllable with subsequent spread to the second 
syllable. No plte syll. C reduplicates and adds i-. 

192. (*33/*23; T * 1 1 ) M-SM y5.1, M-SE y5.3. music; T yi 2 
 '445" musical instrument; A earn music, song, dance. The T 

verb (g)a 3 ?y4.2h blow may possibly fit in here. 

193. (*23) M-SM ?i?X, ?i?0, saint, god, sacred personage, 
+ya, M-SE yad, M-J ya; C (t1118) 1-hp4 stone gods (pre-Colum-
bian remains); T y4.3 ?4. 4-3  saint, g94, sacred personage, gi 3  
9  y4.44-3  holy day, festival; A t2o (sg), nt ?a (pl) god, saint. G 
9T,tyl people, 	(n?difka) saints is of possible pertinence here. 
Ult syll: M, T *y-; C *x- (with addition of i-). No plte syll. M-
SM has added some ?i- element. T has gi 3 - < gwi 3  day. 

*t D 

194. (*33; M * 1 1 ) Ma- SM,Utti full, sZftd to fill, M-SE ltll 
full, skdtd to fill, M-J situ full, sa-kutu to fill; C data full, cll.- 
kabtd (po and pt), 	 (pr), 	- di-10111bl to fill; T ni 46a3 

 full, (g)a3 Za 3  to fill. Pile syll: PM ha's fusion of *dV + ya > 

*le's. PC has fusion of *dV- + *ya > dii-; flea. T *ka, and ni 3 - 
stative ' prefix. 

195. (*43) M-SM, SE, J t88; T nga 3 n.5-3  a span (measure). 
No plte syll. T has some nga 3- element. 

196. (*22; M *21) M-SM kutti, M-SE kutd safe, secure (tones 
of M-SE cognate are obscure); T (g)a 3 6a3 (za5 ?), na3Za3(za5?) 
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to put away securely  (may be same root as 194). 

197. M-SM, SE kflti to boil. k. (ni.) to have a stomach  ache; 
C (ka? katittr to warm,  (lariva) kilatb.? to get warm.  T (g)u3 

 y13-4h to boil, (g)u 39 ya3-59  (ri3ki 3 ) to have a stomach  ache. 
Ult syll: M, C *t-; T *y. Plte syll: M, C, T *ku. This is pre-
sumably a root inflected according to paradigm A, i.e., a PMx 
noun, but with PMx verbal derivatives derived by addition of *ku-. 

*ko 

198. (*34) M-SM, SE yakiii; T ka3-4-3  ear (of grain).  Plte 
syll: M *yV-. 

199. (*24) M-SM 	 , M-SE 	M-J 	T ni 5 
 ka5 ? short.  Plte syll: M * ndi, *li; T 

200. (*22/*33) M-SM ti-y6k6, 661t6, M-SE Mk6, M-7 tyoko 
ant; C 9 i-fled louse,  ?yia,k5 fly;  T Eu3kwa3  ant. Plte syll: M has 
fusion of ti. *yV > oo and tyo; C *yu, *ya; T *tu/*ta. 

201. (*24, *23; C, T *21) M-SM, SE, S Ica) 1 ..,nake• M-J ku-
(yoti) lizard;  C 1(66 snake;  T Iu3kwa. 1-2  snake,  Ei3 ra3ltaha4-3  
lizard;  A katsko (sg), kalko (pl) lizard.  No plte syll. T adds Eu3  
animal,  and ra- ( < VT- element) with prior Ei 3  ( < Nu3  animal  
with regressive 'r' effect on the vowel. 

202, M-SM, SE, J sdial tall; T Ea 5ka5 - 3  tall; A tko long. 
 Plte syll: M *03; T *to (apparent overlap of '0' and 't' declen-

sions.) 

203. M-SM, SE sult4 neck;  T g4.3  windpipe  (usually in the 
phrase ga.3 -Ei 3 a2  'windpipe  of the neck')  zi.-ga4-5  throat.  T has 
weakened the *k to g in position of relatively less stress in such 
a phrase as that quoted, with subsequent leveling to g everywhere. 
Plte syll: M *03 (or vowel of some other quality regressively as-
similated); T zi 3 - is an analogical extension of zi 3 - possessed 
marker. 

*93  

204. (*23) M-SM rash, M -SE ni-sbil none of, it isn't so (an-
swer  to question.)  T ni3ta4h nothing  of. Possibly no plte syll. 
M adds na-; T adds ni 3 -. 

205. (*22; T *21) M-SM, J, M koso, y6s'o, M-SE kns5, y6s6; 
T (gi 3 )ta2-1 /ta5h to mount,  to be on top, of; A sho high mountain, 
-walho/-talho to be on top  of, Plte syll: M *kwi, *yi (with *yi 
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yo by analogy with k5s5); T *ki. 

206, (*22) M-SM 	 "dfs5, M-SE leo- ndisO, n dts3, 

k8ns5, M-J ndiso, M-M 'diso, vino to take, to carry a-
way; T (g)a 3ta3  to carry. Plte syll: M * n do, *kW, *Vra (with 

'di- by analogy to reflex kwi- of *kwa); T l*ka/*kw31. 

207. (*23; M *11) M-SM n drisb. tone, voice, Z/ s6 to reply, 
to add, M-SE 'duel tone, voice, Zisd, sb6 to reply, to add, M-
J "dusu tone, voice; C ndieldu word; T (ga 3 )ta3-4h to say. Plte 

syll: M * ado, fusion of PM *dV- f *ya > ii-; C * 5d3; T *Ito. 

208. (*32; T *12) M-SM, SE k9s5, MEO, M-J Ziso to puncture; 

T Ea3ta2h to sting (of a scorpion, wasp, bee). Plte syll: M *k wo, 

*x3; T *to. 

209. (*339; C *11) M-SM, J, M 	M - SE ?Isfi deer; C 
ly-LIdd4 9  horse; T Zu 3ta3h deer; A kaso (sg), katso (pl) mule, 
k. hndai deer. (T classificatory noun d2  animal of may be from 
this root also; if so, the passage to d may be the sort of weaken-
ing in syllables with lessened stress that has been illustrated for 
*k to g in T). Plte sy11: M, C *yu; T *tu. 

210. (*23; T *11) M-SM 	hasii, M-SE kist hds, M-J 
kasi, Easi to close, M-SM n das4, "dasd, M-SE 	"dgei, 
M-J n dasi closed; T du 3ta 2h to cover over something (with a mat, 
blanket, etc.) Plte syll: M *ka, *xa, * a da; T *0u/*"du. 

211. M yoso plain (in proper names of M origin, e.g. Yoson-
duchi, Itufioso), from M of San Mateo Zozala comes the form 
y6d6 (cf. place name Magdalena Yodocono). C riddN? 	 T 

da3- plain, (classificatory noun in weakly stressed position; cf. 
de in 206). Cf. here M and T names of a village near Ch.: 
Yosonduchi (M), da 3 -zdu3ne 3  (T). Plte syll: M, C *ya. 

*A da 

212. (*32; T *12) M-SM, SE, 3 nclb8 to stay,  to remain;  C 
i-nd., 	, ni-nd. to leave (something); T (g)u 3 

 nag-3 , (g)u3na2h to remain, du 3na2 Tdu3na2h to leave (some-
thing). No plte syll. T adds gu 3 - and du3 - . 

* g3 

213. (*42; M, T *41) M-SM /Aka (supplanted by Sp. corral 
in the other M dialects); T Ei 3nga2  fence. Possibly no plte syll. 
M has ha - ; T has Ei3-. 
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214. (*24) M-SM leakh, hake, M-SE 	 M-J leaku, 

6aku, M-M Baku; T (g)a 3 7 nga3-5 7 ; A nko to laugh.  Plte syll: M 
*lea, *xa; T {*ka/*xa}. 

215. (*34) M-SM, SE, J, M kaki, T (g) a 3 7 nga3-4  to be born; 

A nkui to give birth  to. Plte syll: M, T *ka. 

216. C 	T nga4  with, da3 9  nga4  and then. Plte syll: 

C * n do; T *03. 

217. (*42) M-SM, SE laka, JAM, M-J leiku to sew; C kg 7 m4 
(leggkii) to swear,  to testify;  T da.3 7 nga 7 a4-3  scar, proof.  Plte 

M *ko, *kw  a; C *lea; T *Oo. 

218. (*33 ) C kaakb. (nip, ifkb. (n. ), 	riika (n.), n clfIkti 
(n.) to prepare  little by little; T ria3  ?nga2h/na.29 xiga5h to whittle,  

(g)a3  7  nga2h/(g)a27 ngaSh to scrape.  Pile syll: C *Ica, *xi, *ka, 

*a do (with vowel palatalization in the last two forms); T * Ada, 
{*k}. 

219. (*33) M-SM, SE, J vl-kb cloud; T nga3  cloud, ni 5nga5-3  

damp, moist;  T ntska cloudy, drizzly.  Plte syll: M *wi; T * n di. 

* n g w o  

220. (*23; C, T *11) M-SM, SE, J kav1., kgvX to twist; C 
nkdd, 	 ni-nkiliS to grind;  T du3gwa2h to twist, 
ga 2h/wa 2h to grind.  Fite syll: M 'aka; C ka-, i-; Lei-, ni is pro-
bably a preposed C auxiliary verb; T *Oa. 

*no 

221. (*32; C *12) M-SM, 	 M-SE Nr; C act 7 4; T 
y13-4 7 teeth. Ult syll: M *n.., 'stn-; C, T 	*y-. No plte 

syll. C adds dicit- of obscure origin. 

222. (*22 	C, T *21?) M-SM, SE kaif,  Ictina, to weave,  
hInd to run, M-J kunu, Einu, M-M kunu, ginu to run, to 

weave;  C kggnb., hg4nb, Z44nb, r3.44no to run, tiinb (yindb) blan-
ket, tii:n5 (m.II) underwear;  T (g)u3n42h to run, (g)a 3n42h to 
weave,  Ei 324 1 - 2  loom; A narn run, hnam looms.  Plte syll: M 
*lea; *xi; C *ka, *xi, *ka, * n cia (with vowel palatalization in the 
last two tenses), tii - ; T *lea, *ka, *xi. 

223. (*34; C *14) M - SM, SE rinT1, M-J, M ganu; C yddn4; 
T n ° h13 ; A hnam (pl) cigarette  (probably original meaning, 
tobacco).  T ko3h ni3  tobacco  may be a borrowing from M; this 
would account for both the vowel reflex in T and the loss of * 7 . 
Plte syll: M-SM, SE *yu; M -J, M *xa; C *yu; T strengthening 
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of n > n • indicates loss of some plte syll. 

*fta 

224. (*32/*34; C *12/*14) I M-SM 	(MIA), M-J tifiu (gini) 
stars  (the first constituent means hens, the second means sky); 

 C Ity0 stars; T ngu3ya4-3  road-runner. Probably no plte syll. 
M had added ti animal;  C has 	of obscure origin; T has ngu- 
of obscure origin. If these forms are traceable to PMx penulti-
mate, then: M *tu; C *yum; T *n gu. 

225. (*22/*24; T *21) M-SM, J 'erns, M-SE kwaii; C ?liy6; 
T Eu3wa2  squirrel  (the T medial w would be a regular develop-
ment in ua sequence, but it is difficult to explain the loss of medi-
al *y). Possibly no plte syll. M has kwa-; C has ?ii-; T has Eu3 - 
animal.  If these forms are traceable to PMx penultimate, then; 
M *Oa; C *yu; T *tu. 

226. (*22) M-SM, SE, J ran mouth;  C druivr mouthful;  T 
du 3  ? wa 3  mouth;  A ndo (sg), ntue (pl). Plte syll: M *yi; C *Oi; 
T *u di. 

227. (*23) M-SM, SE, J, M *di?va; C ng.-n?dthvI (po and pt). 
(pr), ni-n5.-n?dilavf; T (gi 3 )na39 a3-4h to be extin-

guished,  du3na3 ?a3-4h to extinguish  (T drops *w of medial clus-
ter under obscure conditions here). Plte syll: M *'da; C * c 4:13; 
T *na/*na. 

228. M-SM, SE (5dg-)vg?5, the right  hand (for the 5 4:15:, cf. 
148, 149); T wa 5 ? the right.  

229. (*22; C *21) M-SM 52, 9 6, ti-y?5?6, M-SE 5b?6, M-J tyo?o 
flea; C ?CIO sand-flea; T Eu 3 ?wa3 , Na3 ?a3  flea; A Icats2a (sg), 
kal?o (pl) flea. Plte 	M *yu, with fusion of M ti + yo > Eo 
and tyo; C *yu; T *tu (fused into PMx ultima). 

230. (*34) M-SM, SE adEya food, M-J *dayu. dinner;  T ni 3 
 a4-3  dinner. Plte syll: M *nda; T *na. 

231. (*34) M-SM, SE y5?5 rope,  cord, root;  C 9iI?yb rope; 
 T da3 ?a3-4/ya3 ?a4-3  cord, root; A is ?ua (sg), l?ua (pl), C nd5A 

cord may also be related to the cognates of this set. Ult syll: M 
4y-; C *y-, * 5 d-; T *y-, *0-/* n d-. No plte syll but C adds ?ii-
element (possibly from some PMx *yu element). 

232. (*42; T *41) M-SM ya oo, M-SE t5.-yba, throat; T i3a2 
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neck.  Pite syll: M, T *ta. 

233. (*34) M-SM, SE, J kOy5 to be pouring  out; T (g)a3y4.3-4h 
to pour  out, to empty  out. Plte syll: M *kwa; T 'aka. 

*to 

234. (*24) M-SM, SE }nab.; C I- 2 y6titb. tump-line,  2 10.-kri 
2 yaltd (po), ni-k$-?yggtd (pp) to tie; T zi 3 &00 4-3  the little straw 

mat on the tump-line. Plte syll: M *yu; C *yu (plus prior i- )1 
*ya; T *tu/*ta. 

235. (*42; C *41) M-SM115.-t44, tig black,  (n d5k5) bg the 

black zapote,  M-SE (ha) N44, Ni4 black,  (n d5k5) Nig black  

zapote,  M-J 44 black;  C till soot; T (re 3 ko4-5 ) '45-3  black  

zapote,  (zit -1 ) N3  negro,  U.3-5-4  soot,  rria4ru3-5-4  black  (lat-
ter T form is probably a denasalization development in T itself). 
Ult syll: M *tn-; C, T *t-. The T r- form is difficult unless it 
be a contamination from ma 4re3-5-4  green  and ma4re 3  red. No 
plte syll, but T adds ma- (found on a few words, most commonly 
terms for colors). 

*ko 

236. (*23, *32) M-SM °aka broom,  ° clinch firewood,  M-SE 
n clakri broom,  M-J n daku broom, n d.uku firewood,  M-M ?iku 
leaf, leafy branch, sprig;  Ci-hddkb. stake,  ndiarika twig,  switch 
ndaiikb. (dilyti) little switch;  T koho 3  herb, plant,  bush, re koho 4-3  
leaves,  re 3 ko/o 4-3  in the woods,  in the forest;  A tsko (sg), lko 
(p1), leaf. The presence of 2  rather than h in the last T form 
may be by contamination with re 3ka a4-3  stick, and re 3ke 2 e 4-3  
splinter  of set 121. Pite syll: M ° a (morpheme for hand or sprig)  
* ° d3, *yo (in M-M); C *xo ( + prior i-), * li do; T has re- < 
wood. 

237. (*32) M-SM, SE, J sbk8 hunger,  M-SM k6k6, M-SE 
kCik6 to swallow;  C kwrikb" ljunger;  T zi3 -ko 3-4h, zi 3 -ko4-5  sto-
mach.  Loss of h and tones 45 in the second T form is an obscure 
development. Plte syll: M *Ou; C *k wi; T *Oi. The M plte may 
however, not be from *Ou, but so- may simply be an analogical 
reshaping of earlier gi- reflex ( < *61) in accordance with k6k6 
swallow—or  some such form no longer extant, should this latter 
etymology prove to be invalid. 

238. (*23) M-SM, SE, J 9 5kb, gild5 twenty  (latter only in 
higher numerical sequences of the vigesimal system); C ndrika, 
13.5.5kil twenty  (latter only in higher numerical sequences); T-Ch 
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ko4 , T-Co iko twenty.  (T-Co levels all penultimate vowels to i 
in the numerals 'seven', 'eight', 'ten', and 'twenty', but T-Ch 
drops these vowels); A ntkyu twenty.  Plte syll: M *01; C * n di; 
T *yi. M 5kb may be a late reduplication; C haa- is of obscure 
origin. 

239. (*34) M-SM SE n d5k5 zapote,  ndOk5 (?I#511) anona,  M-J 
ndoko ?inu anona;  C 	chiremoya,  ndaka 	anona; 

 T re3 ko4-3  anona,  re3ko4-5  (Z12.5-3 ) the black zapote.  Plte syll: 
M, C Vi da; T has re 3 - < Eu3h fruit, oval-shaped.  

240. (*33) M-SM, Say5kb; T Ea3ko 3  honey-bee,  honey-comb; 
A tsku (sg), lku (pl) hornet's  nest, honey-comb. Plte syll: M 
*yo; T *to. 

241. (*34; C *14) M-SM k5 9 5, 	M-SE kc3?5, 1-11?1, M-J 
ko?o, 	C 	111 91, 61?1, ndf?I; T go3 ?o3-4; A -lua, -t?ua. 
-t?ua, -nk?ua to drink.  Ult syll; M *k-, *x(i); C *k-, *x(i), 

*k-, * 5 d- (with vowel palatalization in last two tenses); T 

242. (*33) M-SM, SE, J k5?b; C WOO.; T go 3 ?o3  plate,  bowl; 
A Nua (sg), ndua (pl) clay  pot. Cf. with the A cognates the T g—u-3- 

 kwaha4-3  large, pot  for liquor;  alternatively, this T form could be 
reconstructed with above in which case we could assume: (1) a 
root with last syllable *Ica? and tones *23, (2) expansion of M and 
C forms from CV? > CV?V, (3) development of T kw in regular 
fashion after a Cu- prefix, and (4) borrowing of the T farm go 3 9 o 3 

 from M. 

243. C ca-ko. (po and pt) 	 (pr), rii-di-144 (pp) to dry; 
 T na3ko2  to be dry,  na5ko5-3  dry.  Plte syll: C *Oa; T * a da/*na. 

244. (*33/*23/*24; C *11/21; T 45 may be by analogy with 
da3 ?xii 4-5 ? uncle, set 275) M-SM, SE Nikb. niece; C dd4kb. 
nephew;  T zdu3 k12.4-5 ? 'nephew 	 M 'nephew' CT 
'niece'; cf. 13). Plte syll: M *Oi; C *Oa; PT *Ma. 

245. (*22) M-SM 511101 louse.  tt-yilki, 511k4 fly,  M-SE nkti 
louse,  Eb.k4 fly,  M-J tyuku k9 fly;  T -zu3ku 3  animal, insect. 

 (For T assume that PT *ko > ku after development of 1u3  in first 
syllable; the sequence u...o does not occur in the same T word). 
Plte syll: M *yu, fusion of ti- + *yu > 6u- and tyu-; T *tu. 

*00 

246. (*23/*32/*34) C diThdd fur, feathers,  yindb (41,) hair of 
the head;  T to 3 - 4- 3  fur, feathers,  re 3to4-3  blanket;  ga3to4- 3  

moldy;  A so wool, liaso (sg), liatso (pl) blanket.  Plte syll: C 
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*03/*0u, *yD/*yu; T has re- < ZV- element, and ga 3- (fused 

auxiliary verb). (M to, Ni4i. feathers may be an alternative para-
digm with *tnom. This would make basic tones *32.) 

247. (*32; M *31, C *12) M-SM, SE ybs6; C AS:16; T to 3-4-3 ; 
A (tsh3?) su metate, grind stone. Plte syll: M, C *y3. 

248. (*23) M-SM, J kilsb., kat M-SE kusb, ldgf; C ka-ynd5, 
ki-y5ad5, ni-yab.d5; T (g)a 3to3-4h; A team. (sg), nda (pl) 

to sleep. Plte syll: M *kwa; C *ya; T {*ka}, *ya. M ki i by pala-
talization in that language. 

* w do 

249. (*23; C *11) M - SM, SE, J ° Mb; C nthid; T do3-4/yo 3-4-3 
 sugar cane;  A tsho (sg), lho (pl) sugar cane, ntu cane leaves. Ult 

syll: M, C *5 d-; T 	 *y-. 

250. (*23) M-SM, SE y.86 moon, month, M-SM nu- ° d66, M-
SE nu- w dZad trough, manger, corn  measure; C ?ityb moon, month, 
(tarni nyi.4) ?lir$ full moon, 	trough; T ri 3o4-3  trough, 
manger, corn measure {almost any thing hollowed out or concave). 
Cf. 262. Ult syll: M, C * 5 d-, *y-; T *y-. No plte syll. M adds 
nu-. C adds 9 1i- (possibly < PMx *yu). T has ri- < Zu 3h oval-

shaped. 

251. (*24; T *21) M-SM, SE, J w dePo; T do 2/yo2  tenate  
(handleless palm-leaf basket); A ts3 (sg), nt3 (pl) handleless  
basket. Ult syll: M * a d-; T * n d-/*0-, *y-. 

252. (*34) M-SM, SE nd25?3, nd6?3, to suffer, M-SM 
M - SE t1- 5 dd 9 5 trouble, calamity., a bother, M-J to- a do 9  0 

to suffer; C dit-ndiin to bother; T dri 34?) -n to bother, 
to pester. Ult syll: M, C * a d-; T *y_. 

*n go 

253. (*23) M-SM yakh, M-SE hekil some, a bit of; T ?ngo4 
 one, go4 ?ngo 4  a few of, some, a39 ngo2  another. Plte syll: M 

*ya, *xa; T *ya, and reduplication in second T cognate. 

*no 

254. (*23/*32/*34) C 	 Mnb, niInt) to plant, to 
sow, 	 to dress oneself; T (g)u 3n43-4 

 to plant, na3n 3 -4 to dress oneself. Plte syll: C *Oa, *xi, *ka, 
* w da (with vowel palatalization in the last two tenses); T *k wa, 
*na. 
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255. M-SM, SE, J nu-a, for a short time M-SM, SE hcnu an 
occasion; C (WV 411 to g2  again; T ym5  an occasion, r2. 2 

 another occasion, another time. Ult syll: M *n-; C *t-; T *y_. 
No plte syll. M adds hi-. 

*fin 

256. (*33) M-SM (yakt) ffutl, M-SE flab.; C hily0; T cii 3/yi3 
 palm tree. Ult syll: M *fi..; C *ff-/*y-; T *n d-/ *9-, *fi-/ *y-. 

No plte syll. C adds hicie . 

257. M-SM tf$u, M-SE Nff, M-J 	C 9  d44 fingernail. Ult 
syll: M-SM, J *fl-; M-SE *tn-; C *0-. No plte syll. M adds ti-. 

258. (*33, *33?) M-SM nifli, M-SE 	M-J nifii; C ryi?; 
T t12.3 ; A niam? blood. Ult syll: M *fl-; C *fi-/*y-; T *8-. No 
plte syll. M reduplicates. 

*yo 

259. M-SM ndi-y6?8, M-SE Oda-y6Th corn fodder; dried 
corn-stalks; C hiiya? bamboo; T-Ch gi 3 ?y(331), T-Co go ?yo? o 
corn fodder; A is ?am tsho cornstalk. Possibly no plte syll. M 
preposes 5 d1- hand, sprig. C adds hii-. T adds gi-. The C 
and T plte may hark back to PMx *id and *ki respectively. 

260. C nd580; T yo?o 3  year. Possibly no plte syll since T 
does not strengthen y to y • . C adds ndo-. 

261. (24; T *21) M-SM, SE ndE?yh, M-J n da?yu mud; T 
Ei 3 ?yol -2  mud-hole. Pite syll: M * n da; T*ta. 

262. (*23) M-SM hib, M-SE hryb, M-J Eiyo; T Ni 3 o4- 3 cornal 
(the clay griddle on which tortillas are cooked). T Ei 3 04  (yA3h) 
the circle of 3 stones on which the comal is placed (cf. 250). Plte 
syll: M, T *id. 

*9 0  

263. M-SM, SE, J, M ?"4?4; C lurg; T ?4 59 v5 ; A aum five. 

'btu 

264. (*34, *32/*42; M *3041) M-SM yaf, ti-yLin some-
thing powdered,  fati sand, M-SE }ran: powder, something pow-
dere& JIM sand, M-J yuti powder, sand, powdered, M-M yuti 
sand; C (y194) ndiThtb? sand; T Eu 3 - 4- 3  powder, da3 Zu4-5  (4.3 ) 
sawdust (second constituent means wood), (yo 3 90 2- 1 )Zu4  sand. 
Pite syll: M *y3, *11.3; C *'ado; T *93. 
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265. (*42) M-SM 	M-SE 	M-M ti-kwiti; T 
ru3 gu 3 Eu?u4- 3  potatoes.  Plte syll: M, T *V% (with prior  ri- 
animal, thing  in M, and prior ru- < u 3 h oval-shaped, fruit in T; 
both of these forms hark back to PMx *tu? (266) but the fusions 
are presumably post-PMx). 

266. (*22/*24/*42; T *2041) C narite, ndunt6 (tone sandhi 
variants depending on following word in the phrase) egg,  fruit, 
vegetable  (used as a classifying noun in many phrases involving 
various sorts of oval or spherical shaped objects); T Ei 3 &1.2-1 / 
Zu 3 h egg, fruit  (a classificatory noun with a broad range of mean-
ing similar to that stated for C). The T prefix rV 3 - oval-shaped, 
spherical  is from this root but has become homophonous with rV 3 -
wooden  < 611 3  (set 110). Likewise, the M prefix 	is from 
this root, but has become homophonous with ti- animal  (see set 
268). Plte syll: C * n du; T {*tu}. This set may reflect a pre-
PMx reduplication of the pattern *(m)tu-tu. 

267. (*23) M-SM kath; M-SE giNt, M-J Xiti; C dillitS nose; 
T (g)u3 n13-4h to sniff, to smell. (Notice the striking differences 
in the Mixtec dialect forms according to presence or absence of 
influence of PMx and PM *-m.) Ult syll: M *tn-; C, T *t-. Plte 
syll: M-SM, T *ku; M-SE, J, and C *Ou. 

268. (*22/*34/*43) M-SM, SE kiti, M-J kiti ku?u; C ?Tita; 
T *iu3 - animal.  Plte syll: M *ki; C *xi. 

*ku 

269. (*22; T *21) M-SM, SE °dila, M-J, M n diki, horn; T 
kul -2  bone, horn (cf. set 74 which is rather similar to this one). 
Plte syll: M * n dV-. 

270. (*33?/*23; T *11) M-SM hike? corner,  M-SM, SE tat 
contrary  to, on top of, concerning;  M-SE AO corner;  T zi 3ku2h 
corner  (cf. set 77; there may be some sort of unanalyzed connec-
tion between some of the sets grouped under *kn and those grouped 
here under *ku). Plte syll: M-SM *xi, *01-, M-SE *yi, *ei; T 
*ei. 

271. (*23/*32/*34) M-SM 	M-SE kg-sig. to play;  C 
(po and pt), 	 (pr), nl-di-kralo.S (pp) to 

adorn;  T zdu3ku4-3  necklace,  (gu3 )du3 ku3-4  to play,  gu3 du3ku4- 3  
Carnival (pre-lenten festival);  A nkue nkyu? Carnival,  -kyo ? , 
-kyu?, -ky3? to play,  to touch,  to handle.  Plte syll: M, T *Ou. 
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*lu 

272. (*22; M *21) M-SM, SE Arf (M-S has Nahuatl loan mistu); 
T-Ch Ei 3 1u 3 , T-SD 1'1.0 cat. Plte syll: M *wi; T *ti. 

273. (*22, *33; M *11, T *21) M- SM v£16 little  lizard; T Ei 3 
 1u1-2 , lug- 1  worm; A katsu (sg), kantu (p1) snake. Plte syll: M 

*wi; T *ti. 

*nu 

274. (*24) M-SM la?nt, hg?nb., M-SE k5.?th, 114?nt, M-3 

	

ka?nu to break, to cut, M-SM 	M-SE talnil to become  
broken; T (g)a 39 iii 3-59  to cut, to chop, ii 3  ?niTi4-3  burst. Plte 
syll: M *ka, *xa, *tna; T {*ka}, {*ta}/*xi. 

275. (*34) M -SM kwa./na, 	M - SE kwE?nr.t, 	M -J 
kwa?nu to grow, M-SM, SE, 3, M kg?nil large, (rang) ftg?nil 
grandmother; T (ru 3ne 4-5 ) ga3 ?n3?14-3  large beans; da37 n14- 5 9  
uncle; A hndai, hndse to be bigger, to be stronger. Plte syll: M 
*lea, *xa, *ka, 'pia, *na; T {*ka}, *0a/* n cla. 

276. (*32/*42) M-SM ana, M-SE Unit, M-J Zanu; C ZEEnZ5 
sister-in-law. (This set is tentatively listed here but may belong 
under *no). Plte syll: M *xa; C has fusion of some tV- element 
with *ya, > ZEE - . 

*flu 

Z77. (*34) M-SM CM, M-SE Nifli, M-J tiffi; C ?yeltdb, 
?tyindb; T Eu3tu4-3  mouse, Eu3tu4-5  (gwi 5-3 ) rat. plt syll: M 
ail C, T *0-. Plte syll: M *tnu; C *yu, and late fusion of some 
tV- element in second C form; T *tu. 

278. (*33?) M-SM,'SE tVyt, M -M tya?yu; T (gi 3 )ri37 yu3 h 
to spoil, to rot. Plte syll: M 'rya, and fusion of some tV- ele-
ment with *ya > to and tya; T has ri < ZV- element. The fused 
elements in both languages may hark back to the same PMx *tV 
element, but the fusions are post-PMx. 

279. (*23/*32/*34) M-SM 	M-SE (he) ?TO, M -SM 

M-3 ti-?iyu empty; C na- ? ygi to empty (the diphthongiza.- 
tion poses a problem); T yu 3 ?uhu4-3  hole, ri 3uhu5-3  hollow reed 
(tones are obscure), zi 3u3-4  anus, vulva; A tsui ? (sg), lui? (pl) 
hole. No plte syll. PM reduplicates (*yu-yu > ?iu/?iyu) with 

	

prior 	T expands *?yu? > 	yu?uh (u) in one form; adds fused 
ru- < Zu3h oval-shaped and zi 3 - possessed marker in other forms. 



8. Summary and suggestions as to future research 

By summarizing the salient points of the reconstructions 
presented in the previous sections of this study it is possible to 
present in broad outline the phonological and grammatical char-
acteristics of Proto-Mixtecan—the language which lies behind 
Mixtec, Cuicatec and Trique. 

PMx had a stock of 27 phonemes: 16 consonants, 7 vowels 
and 4 tones. For the purposes of this section I modify the group-
ing of the reconstructed consonants as presented in 2.1., by sub-
dividing the laterals, nasals and semi-vowels into two series—a 
nasal series, and a semi-vowel series (including *1). This en-
ables us to speak of five series of consonants and three orders. 
In the table below the consonants in horizontal line form a series, 
while those in vertical line form an order: 

*t *k *kw  

*0  *x *x. 
*a g *Agw 

*n *ff *nci" 

*1 *y *W 

I refer to the five series from top to bottom as (1) stops, (2) spi-
rants, (3) prenasalized, (4) nasals (5) semi-vowels. I refer to 
the orders from left to right as (a) alveolar, (b) palatal-velar, 
(c) labiovelar-labial. The vowels may be divided into (1) front 
vowels, *i and *e; (2) central vowels *I, *a and *0; (c) back vow-
els *u and *o. 

The distribution of PMx phonemes is described in reference 
to reconstructed *CV and *CVCV forms (with certain sub-varieties 
to be discussed further on). In our statements it is convenient to 
distinguish ultimate syllables (*CV forms, and the last syllable of 
*CVCV forms) from penultimate syllables (the first syllable of 
*CVCV forms). 

All consonants and all vowels occurred in ultimate syllables. 
There are, however, certain restrictions on consonant-vowel 
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combination in ultimas: (1) * n g and *nei  of the prenasalized 
series occur almost exclusively before the central vowels (except, 
in fact, for one occurrence of * n g before *o). (2) The labiovelar-
labial order along with *x does not occur before the back vowels. 
(3) *k, *IX, and *y of the palatal-velar order along with *t occur 
most typically before central and back vowels: before front vowels 
they occur only rarely or not at all (*k only before *i and that in 
but two sets; *xi not at all; *y only before *i and that in but one set; 
*t only before *e and that in but one set). (4) *0, * Thd, and *n of 
the alveolar order are the least restricted in distribution. *1 of 
the same order occurs before both front and back vowels (*i and 
*u) but is of very infrequent occurrence and does not occur before 
central vowels in our array of cognates. 

Certain consonants and vowels did not occur in PMx penulti-
mate syllables. Of the labiovelar-labial order *3e, * IV and *m 
do not occur in penultimate syllables, while evidence for * n g in 
that position is not very solid. Of the vowels only *i, *a, *a and 
*u occurred in penultimate syllables. Penultimate Vm is statisti-
cally rare but apparently existed in a few forms. I attribute its 
occurrence to fusions of *CVrn-CV sequences within the PMx per-
iod itself. Presumably all medial pre-PMx clusters of *m-C 
were reduced by loss of *m on fusion to PMx *CVCV— except for 
pre-PMx *m-t, *m-k, *m-kw  and *m-y, which coalesced to form 
the PMx prenasalized series and *ff. 

The schematic forms *CV and *CVCV introduced above sub-
sume several sub-varieties occasioned by the occurrence of *? 
and *m in certain positions not filled by other consonants. These 
further sub-varieties are: (a) 	) CV (m) ? ) and CV(?$CV(m) ( 7 ) 
—both with all possible combinations of the obligatory and optional 
elements (inclosed in parentheses) represented in the formulae. 
(b) *CV?V(m) with the *? interrupting the vowel of the syllable 
and with the entire unit monosyllabic. The latter also occurred 
with another * 9  present somewhere on the forrri; the data are in-
conclusive as to whether the second *? occurred in initial or final 
position. (c) There may also have been some disyllabic forms 
with initial *?C but the evidence for this is not very solid. 

There was an enclitic or suffixal *-m occurring with consid-
erable frequency on PMx forms. When this *-m was added to a 
*CV? or *CVCV? form there was metathesis of the added *-m 
and the final *? so that an *-m? sequence resulted. Post-vocalic 
*-m, whether basic in a PMx form or occurring as this added 
element, is the source of all M, C, T nasalized vowels—except 
those developed at a later date in a given language. Inconsistency 
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of nasalized vs. non-nasalized vowel reflex within a cognate set is 
occasioned by the occurrence in one language or dialect of a cog-
nate harking back to a form with added *-m vs. the occurrence in 
another language or dialect of a cognate harking back to the same 
form without this added element. 

There probably also occurred in PMx an infixal *- - mor-
pheme of obscure (perhaps derivative) function. This infix was 
added directly before the ultimate syllable consonant in *CVCV 
forms. This results in apparent inconsistencies in a few sets as 
to presence or absence of reconstructed *? in this position. 

Penultimate syllables and, to a lesser degree, ultimate syl-
lables were subject to consonantal alternation. This consonantal 
alternation was of two sorts. The first sort of alternation, which 
I have termed Paradigm A involved these three sub-varieties: *y-, 
*0, *'d-; *y-, *t-, 	*5 d-; and 4y-, *n-, *t-, *tn_. Recon- 
structed forms characterized by this sort of consonantal alterna-
tion may be termed PMx nouns. The *0- and *t- elements in the 
above alternations probably together comprised a morpheme mean-
ing definite (>A singular, T possessed). The second sort of con-
sonantal alternation which I have termed Paradigm B, involved 
*kw-, *x-/*xi-/*w-i*y-, *k-, * n d-/*n- with four sub-varieties 
occasioned by the differing variants of the second element. Recon-
structed forms characterized by this sort of consonantal alterna-
tion may be termed PMx verbs. The consonantal alternations here 
served to mark four PMx tense-aspects. Beginning with the al-
ternations reconstructed as Paradigm B it is possible to trace in 
broad outline the development of the M, C, T verb-systems. 

Eight tone patterns occurred as basic in PMx forms. None of 
these basic patterns involved tone *1—the highest level of the four-
level system. Tone *1 was restricted to tone patterns that occurred 
as tone sandhi variants of the basic patterns. The tone classes of 
PMx are clearly distinguished in that the eight basic tone patterns 
determine eight basic tone classes each of which had its character-
istic tone sandhi variant—except that two tone classes shared a 
*11 variant and two of the tone classes shared a *21 variant. PMx 
tone sandhi was probably a tono-mechanical phenomenon like that 
found in present-day M and C; viz., certain forms (which would 
have had to have been arbitrarily listed) had tone sandhi variants 
the occurrence of which was dependent on the occurrence some-
where in the immediate context of another 'perturbing' form. 

PMx was probably characterized by a stress-group like that 
found in present-day M and C. There has been a constant tendency 
from pre-PMx through PMx and post-PMx and on into the present 
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M, C, T dialects for certain elements in the stress-group to fuse 
together into word-like units. The origin of PMx *CVCV canoni-
cal. forms was probably by such fusion of pre-PMx monosyllabic 
forms. Post-PMx fusions in the various languages have in some 
sets obscured developments in PMx penultimates or added penul-
timate syllables to originally *CV forms. 

Future research should include (a) reconstruction of PM, PC, 
and PT in their own right. Pike and colleagues in the M dialects 
have done a considerable amount of dialect survey and have enough 
data on hand to initiate the reconstruction of PM. Davis and Walk-
er have made a careful survey of practically the entire Cuicatec 
speaking region in Oaxaca and have already initiated the recon-
struction of PC. No other T dialect than that of Chicahuaxtla has 
been investigated with any thoroughness, and field work of this 
sort must precede any attempt to reconstruct PT. (b) Reconstruc-
tion of PMx elements in enclitic position—especially the pronouns. 
It is very probably that the phonological developments in this posi-
tion, which we may term post-ultimate, will prove to be somewhat 
distinct from the developments either in ultimate or in penultimate 
syllable. (c) Incorporation of A into the PMx reconstructions with 
the revamping and adjustment that the adding of a further language 
inevitably brings. The importance of the latter cannot be overesti-
mated in that there has been occasion several times in the course 
of this study to refer to A at crucial points in our argument, viz. 
in reference to final *-m, and in reference to the consonantal al-
ternations of Paradigm A which, in altered form, still character-
ize Arnuzgo. 

The above projects, once completed, should put die recon-
struction of PMx on a somewhat more solid foundation than I have 
been able to provide for it in this study. Meanwhile—and we can-
not be detained indefinitely if the above projects are not consum-
mated—there is the further and more difficult task of lining up 
PMx with other presumably related stocks such as Popolocan, 
Otomian, and perhaps Zapotecan. Miss Sarah Gudschinsky of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics hopes to initiate the task of com-
paring the Mixtecan and Popolocan stocks. Ecker (El Mexico 
Antiguo 4. 209-240, 1939) some years ago published some explor-
atory probings in connection with Mixtec-Otomian affinities. Mix-
tec-Zapotecan affinities—in spite of the confidence with which this 
relationship was assumed by early Mexican linguists—is still in 
the speculative stage. In establishing more distant relationships 
such as Mixtec-Otomian and Mixtec-Zapotecan it is doubtful wheth-
er the number of extant cognates will be sufficient to permit 
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reconstruction in enough detail to gain a very satisfactory picture 
of the phonological and grammatical characteristics of the recon-
structed structures. It is my hope, however, that at least in 
respect to Mixtec-Popolocan, this will not prove true. 

Extensive lexicostatistical investigation of the linguistic af-
finities of Mexican Indian languages is being carried on at present 
by Swadesh. This investigation should give some indication of 
what language stocks might next be compared with Mixtecan, with 
some probability of finding enough cognates to make such further 
reconstruction profitable. Glottochronology can thus function as 
a valuable auxiliary to the comparative method. It might not be 
amiss, however, to point out that as an'auxiliary to the compara- 
tive method, glottochronology cannot supersede that method itself. 
As linguists, our interest goes beyond considerations as to what 
languages are related and degrees of relationship; ultimately we 
want to know something of the phonological and grammatical struc-

ture of the language which was the historical progenitor of a given 
language family. For this reason—if for no other—we heartily 
agree with George Lane's statement (Collitz lecture before the 
Linguistic Institute at Chicago, Aug., 1954) "There is no substi-
tute for the comparative method of the nineteenth century." 



APPENDIX 

Tabular summaries of the phonological developments described in 
this study follow. In the following formulae, commas separate the re-
flexes of M-SM, M-SE and M-J in the order given. Slash separates vary- 
ing reflexes in a given language or dialect. Conditioning factors, enclosed 
in parentheses, are given preceding and or following the M, C, T reflexes. 
An (m) in parentheses after reconstructed *CV combination indicates 
either (a) variant proto-forms, one with and one without post-vocalic *-m, 
or (b) only a possible (but not certain) reconstruction of *-rn. Where the 
weight of probability is that a nasalized vowel in one or more of the lan-
guages is a post-PMx development I do not represent (in) at all in the 
formulae. 

A. Reflexes of consonant-vowel combinations in reconstructed ultimas: 

*te > M Ei, Ei, ti; C te 
*ti > M ti; C te; T Ei. 
*tai M (a)ta/(u, i)Ea, (a)ta/(u,i)te, ta; C ta; T Ea 
*t3 > M tu/too/t1(*9); C tu; T Ea 
*to > M tu; C tu; T Zo 
*tu > M (u)Ei/t1; C te; T Zu 
*ki > M hi, hi, Ei; C Ee; T ki 
*ki > M ki/ki, ki, ki; C Ei/Ee; T ki 

*kim > M kit , kit . kit ; T 
*ka > M ka/+ga; C ka/kuu; T ka/PT kalcal?> ga 3 e 2-1 /(u)kwa 
*karn > M 4; T kQ./PT kaki'? > ga342-1 
*k3 > M ko/16.( 1 ); C ko/kuu; T ka/(u)kwa 
*korn > M T 4 
*ko > M ku/ko; C ku/ko; T ko 
*ku > M1c1/(i)ki, ki, ki; C ku; T ku 
*lcwi(rn) > M Ic4; C ku.; T kwi 

> M ku; C lcu/ko;,,T ki 
*ea > M (a)kwa/(u)ku/(1, I)ka; C (v) kwa/( space )kuu; T kwa/kwe (h) 
*kwain > M(V)k4/( space) le% ? t./( space) 	C (space)14.?1./(space) 

kwiq.; T kwh 
*Oi > M Ni; C di; T ci 
*9i> M 13k; T cis  

*Oe > M Ni; C de 
*01> M 11; C di; T ci 
*Oa > M sa; C da; T ta 
*03 > M su/so; C du; T ta 
*043 > M su/so; C du/do; T to 
*Ou > C de; T tu 
*xi > M hi, hi, Zvi; C Ei; T Lei 



*xim > M hit , hit , Eig ; T Zig  
*xe > M hi, hi, Ei; T Ea 
*ki(m) > M h1, hg; C 4; T kit  
*xa > M ha, he, Ea; C ka; T ka/disyllabic Ei?i 
*xa(m) > M 114, 112, Ei; C ku; T 4 
*xwi > M hi, hi, Lei; C ku; T gwi 
*xwe > M hi, hi., Ei; C va; T gwi 
*eirn > M hit , 	Lit ; C 	T git  
*lea M (V)k"a/(space) vaa; C (V)ku/(space)vaa; T gwa 
**di > M Lei, Ei, ti; C nilnit ; T ne 
**de > M 	Ei, ti; C na; T ne 
**di > M *(11; C (V)ni/(space) i duu; T ni 
**cla 7 M (CV) Ea/(CV ? )*da/-"jaa/(space) n da( -±. ?)a, (CV)te/(CV?) 

nde/- a dee/(space)'2 da(+ ?) a, (CV)ta/ (CV? ) fl da/- n daa/(space) 
*da(-1- ? )a; C (CVV)ng/(CVV)nt/(space)nda(+ 7  ) a; T (CV)ne/ 
(space) da(± ?) a 

**da > M *doo; C nduu; T (V)na 
**do > M ° do ?)o; C ndu.u/ndo?o; T (space) do 
*"ga > M ha, he, Ea; C nga?a; T nga/disyllabic Ei?i 
**go > M ku/ko; C ku; T nga 
**go > M ku; T rigo 
**gwl > M (V)v1, vi, vi; C (V)ve; T (space) gwi 3/(V)ngwi 
**ea M (V)va; C (V)va; T (space)gwe/(V)ngwe 
**gwa(m) > M (space) k22.; C (space) k22; T (space) gg./(space) ngwl. 
,Ogwo > M (V)va; C (space)nguu; T (V) gwa 
*11 > M li; C 	T li 
*1u > M 1u/lo; T lu 
*?mi > M ?mu, ?mu, ?mi; C ?mi; T 
*7(m)iin M 92; C ?t; T ?(m) 
*?mi(m) > M rid?t, 	?i; C maPmi; T ?t/?mg. 
*?ma > M ?ma; C ?ma/?me; T ?m2. 
*? (m) am > M (V) Igl(flu) 7 2; C (V) ?t; T possibly (V) ?o 
*ni > M ni; C nu/no; T ni 
*na > M na; C na; T ne 
*na(m) > M nu; C nag.; T nq. 
*nD(m) > M (V)nu/n2 1 2; C nu/no/n2; T 
*no(m) > M nu; C no/n2.2; T ng. 
*?nu? > M ?nu; T ?th? 
*ffi(m) > M th/ni, fib,  fli; C Yyl; T 
*fla(m) > M ffu/f2.72; C yg.; T yg. 
*?fia(m) > M ? t, ?fia; C y4; T ? )ri 
*ffa(m) > M flu; C y2/yo; T ya/( uw)a 
*fio > M fii, 	fa 
*fiom > M flu; C yg/y22; T 
*flu> M 	flu 
*wi > M (V)u, (V)u, (V)vi; C ve; T wi/(u)gwi 
*we > M (V)u, (V)u, (V)vi; C va; T wi 
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*vii > hi (V) vi , (V) di, (V)vi; C vi; T wa 
*wa > M va; C va; T (space)we; (a)wi, (u)wa 
*?wa > M ?a, ?va, ?va (but (Icwa) ?a, (ea) ?a, (ku) ?va); C va/?va; 

T (u) ?we ? (or 	(a) ?wi? (or h); with metathesized 
(u) gwe (h), (u) gwi(?) 

*yim > C (V)k; T (V)i, 
*ya > M ya; C ya; T ya 
*ya > M yo; C yo; T (Ci) a/ya 
*yo > M yo/?yu; C yo; T (Ci)o/yo 
*yu > M yu/(Ci)u, yu, yu; C yai; T (Ci)u/yu 
*tna(m) > M 4, Ni, g; T r4 
*tnui 

> M ti, Ni, ti 
*tno 

B. Reflexes of consonant-vowel combinations in reconstructed penultimate 
syllables. In the following, 1 is to be understood as occurring only in M-SM, 
SE with corresponding reflex i in 	M. 

*ti > M ti(Ci); C tuu(m, v); T Ei//u(?w) 
*ta > M ta; C taa/tee (fie); T Ei(Z)/Eu(gw) 
*to > T Ea/Ei(E) 
*tu > M ti (CI) /ti (Zi); C tii (Ito, ?v, k w ); T Nu/Ei (Z) 
*ki > M 	s)/ki(Ci); C 	T gi 
*ka > M ka/ke(ba?a); C kaa; T ga 
*ko > M ki/ki(Ci); C kaa; T ga 
*Icwi > M ku/lei(*?C)/ko (Co); C 	T gu 
*kwa > M ku/kwa(*?C); C kuu/kaa(?m, "w); T gu 
*kw, > M ku/kwi(*?C); C kuu/kwaa(ku < " '13 ); T ga 

*Oi > M gi/gliN); C dii/duu(v); T zi/z4(?04) 
*Oa > M sal s (taa) but M-J Ni (ta); C daa/dii(no)/dee (no); T da/di(c, 

n, (*y)a)/clu(rn. ( 1 )w, gw) 
*t) > M su(cu)/wi(ci); C duu(d); T da/du(gw) 
*9u> M sl(C1); C duu(t)/dijc(?mq); T du 
*xi > M hi, hi, Lei; C hii/hee; T 
*xa > M ha, he, a; C haa/hii (no); T ga 
*xo > M hi, hi, Zi; C tau; T ga 
*n cli > M adi; C ndii/nii(no); T ni(k, ng, 6)/du( 9 w)/di 
* n cla > M wda (but M-SM, SE l'cle(?yu)): C ndaa; T na(k, gw, Z)/da 
* w do > M w du/w di(CI)/ w do(Co); C nduu/nvigne); T na (kw, ?ng) 
* n  du > M wdu/nu(ni); C nduu/nin(ng ) 	(n2); T du/di (?ifi) 
*ni > T ni 
*na > M na; C na; T na/ni(*y)a 
*no > M nu(u) 
*fa > M fla(M-SM ffe(ffu)). The C and T reflexes merge uncondition-

ally with reflexes of *ya. 
*fi3 > M fS(Ci). For C, T see above. 
*flu> M (?i). For C, T see above. 
*wi > M vi; C no) 
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*wa > M va(hi)/?u(ni)/?i(flu); C ?ii(nu); T wa 
*w3 > M vi(5,5) 
*yi > M yilyil(?u)/?i(n) and M-SE yi (CI), ?i(•T); C ?ii 
*ya > M ya/?i(fi, s) and M- SE ye(N); C yaa/hii(va); T a/yi(?4) /Y 0 

 (?o) and T-Co yu(wi) 
*y3 > M yutyl(C1) yo(Co); C yuu; T a/ya and T-Co ya(?w, w), but 

yu(w< * n gw ) 
*.tu > M yu/yo(Co)/?i(n, s, 	y); C yuu/hii(?)va, (?)ma, ko, ku); T- 

Ch zero; T-Co yu 

C. No tabular summary of reflexes of * 9  in various positions is offered 
here because the complexity of developments in M, C, T makes such tabu- 

.; 
lation overly intricate; see 5. 

D. Reflexes of reconstructed tone patterns. 

D. 1. Basic patterns. 

*22 > ' M ; C 	; T (3)3 ( < PT *22) 
*22? > M ; C 	(+ 9); T 2h, leveled to T 3h in most nouns ( <PT 

*27) 
*33 > M 	C ---; T (3)3 ( < PT *33) 
*33? > M 	C --(+ 7 ); T 3h( < PT *33?) 
*23 > M 	C ---; T 34( < PT *23) 
*32 > M" - ; C ---; T 34( < PT *23) 
*34 > M 	C -; T 45, leveled to 34 in almost all contexts ( < PT 

*34 ) 
*43 > M —; C 	; T 35( < PT *24) 
*24 > M 	C 	T 35( < PT *24) 
*42 > M *"; C 	T 35( < PT *24) 

D. 2. Patterns in tone sandhi variants: 

*21 > M - (M-SE #1 ..% ); C CVVI C4, 	CVV, CO?, CVVCV 
(* 9 ); T 2-1 ( < PT *1?) 2 (< PT *1) 

*11 > M" (M-SE "/-'); C C1TVCV, CY , V, but CVV/CVV; T 25h/2h 
( < PT *12?) and 23 ( < PT *12) 

*14> M'- (M-SE 	); C Clf4CV, CV?4, CVV; T 25h/21i ( < PT 
*12?) and 23 ( < PT *12) 

*13 > M"- ; C 	 T 25h/2h (< PT *12?) and 23 (< PT *12) 
*41 > 	C CVVCV, CVV; T 2-1 ( < PT *1?) and 2 (< PT *1) 
*31 > M 
*12> C CV4CV; T 25h/2h ( < PT *12?) and *23 (< PT *12) 
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In these indices the location is given for every citation of a M, C, T 
or A form mentioned anywhere in this volume, whether or not that form 
is included in the array of cognates in section 7. For forms included in 
the array of cognates, the underlined number immediately following the 
form is that of the set number in section 7. Page numbers followed by an 
asterisk indicate that the form is cited only by set number. M and C verbs 
are regularly indexed only by the form of the potential aspect. Trique 
verbs are regularly indexed only by the fOrm occurring. with the g(V) -non-
continuative aspect  prefix for verbs occurring with this prefix. Trique 
nouns are regularly indexed only by the possessed form for nouns having 
a formally distinct possessed stem. 

Index of Mixtec forms 

aa (J) new 139. pp. 35, 44 
6X5. (SM) man. p. 12 
Mkg (SM) fish 122. p. 33 
6,kg (SE) fish 122. p. 33 
6anu (3) sister-in-law  276. 
ate (3) back 107. p. 54* 

(3) box 111. pp. 40, 72 
Za?a (3) foot 141. pp. 35, 90 

(SM, SE) lice eggs  70. p. 112* 
(SM) topay, 69. pp. 55*, 67 
(M) to pay  69. p. 55* 

Beni (J) afternoon, early evening  29. 
iii (SM) stomach  2. 
LAY- n db.hr (SM, SE) to bury  1.1. pp. 61, 110 

(SE) stomach  2. 
iki (3) fist  72. pp. 44, 55* 

Ziki yuva (J) stomach  188. 
Dili (M) little 19. p. 39 
Z1s6 (SM) to reply,  to add 207. 
61-s6 (SE) to reply,  to add 207. 

(SM) to wrap around  3. pp. 34, 48, 55*, 56*, 111* 
Luigi (3) aunt 51. 
fit (.1) oven 111. p. 40 
Zitu (J) full 194. p. 67 
Mt6 (SM) full 194. pp. 67, 111* 
ntd (SE) full 194. pp. 67, 111* 
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iyo (3) comal (the, clay griddle  on which tortillas  are cooked)  262. 13 • 
(SM) skunk 95. p. 40 
(SE) skunk  95. p. 40 

451(6 (SM) ant 200. pp. 33, 45, 54*, 66 
6bic.6 (SE) ant 200. pp. 33, 45, 54*, 66 
6?) , S (SM, SE) flea 229. pp. 54*, 66 
Zb.kd (SE) louse 245. p. 54* 
6i6.14 (SM) louse 245. pp. 52, 54* 

(SM) 	245. pp. 52, 54* 
n.lal (SE) fly 245. pp. 52, 54* 
Zii.-seal (SE) to wrap around  3, pp. 34, 48, 55*, 56*, 111* 

dakwa (M) pus  127. pp. 34, 55*, 83 
+ de (SM) man. p. 12 

ndaa yavi (J) fiber of the century-plant  148. 
w (1.5.ayad (SM) fiber of the century-plant  148. pp. 37, 45, 
'clan (3) to untie 10. pp. 29, 47*, 63 
' can't (SE) to untie 10. pp. 29, 47*, 63 
a dglif (SM) to untie 10. pp. 29, 47*, 63, 111* 
'dal-  (SE) to get wet 52. pp. 35, 43, 57* 
• (SM) to get wet 52. pp. 35, 43, 57* 
daka (3) glue  117. p. 68 

w daka 	M) to ask for 126. p. 33 
w daka (3) to take along  116, pp. 59*, 68 
° aka (SM, SE, 3) broom  236. p. 46 

(3) pus  127. pp. 34, 55* 
wc15.-14r4 (SE) to converse  22. 
w dlsa (SM) how 138. 
w das-h (SM) closed 210. 
w dasi (J) to close 210. 
wda-trl (SM, 3) to converse  22. 
'diva (SM, SE) to jump  154. pp. 38, 45 
w d5.-vVi (SM, SE) the right  hand 228. 
w d5.-y6 7 6 (SM) corn fodder,  dried cornstalks  259. 
w da.-y6Th (SE) corn fodder,  dried cornstalks  259. 
wdayu (3) dinner  230. pp. 42, 55*, 72 
wd.5.?5, (SM, SE, 3) hand 149. pp. 37, 109 
4 dg96 (SM, SE) poor  44. pp. 54*, 63, 85, 92 
n c:15.9yb. (SM, SE, 3, M) to be extinguished  227. pp. 42, 45, 55*, 108* 
wdalvi (3) poor  44. p. 54* 
nda?yu (3) mud 261. pp. 42, 72 
wda?yu (3) to yell  176. pp. 41, 51 
'die (SE) to be (somewhere),  to be seated  145. 
ncleki (SE) to take on 116. p. 68 
flaw, (SE) glue  117. p. 68 
w d4-nt-hini+ ri (SM) wherever  have I seen. p. 12 
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n dg + 6 (SM) we'll see. p. 12 
n ase (SE) bow  138. 
n dEsi (SE) to close 210. 
n ay°. (SM, SE) dinner  230. pp. 42, 55*, 72 
n c11/6 (SM) to see. p. 12 
ME /y4 (SM, SE) mud 261. pp. 42, 72 
ndiEa. (J) in sincerity  152. pp. 38, 44 
n dila (I) sandal  140. pp. 28*, 35, 51, 55* 
▪ (J) wing  10. pp. 35, 47*, 70 
n dlha (SM) in sincerity  152. 	pp. 38, 44 
nah4 (SM) sandal  140. 	pp. 28*, 35, 51, 

44 
51, 

109 

55* 

55* 
uclihZ (SE) in sincerity  152, 	pp. 38, 
n ahl (SE) sandal  140. 	pp. 28*, 35, 
n dihi. (SE) to return  8. 	pp. 57*, 109 
n al (SM) to return  8. 	pp. 43, 57*, 
naka (SM, SE) banana  115. 
ndild (3, M) horn 269. p. 46 
ndild, (3) short 199. p. 45 
n  di -kurni (3) onion 80. p. 30 
nclfs5 (SM, SE, J, M) to take, to carry away  206. 

(M) sandal 140. pp. 28*, 35, 55* 
nclin (SE, 3) cane-whiskey  81. pp. 35, 44, 71, 109 
ndirl (SE, 3) roasting-ear  82, p. 63 
ndi/i (J) all, finished  89. p. 44 
ncrt.134 (SE) wing  10. pp. 35, 47*, 70 
ndiht (SM) wing  10. pp. 29, 35, 47*, 70 
• (SM, SE) in every place, completely  89. pp. 44, 83 
n ctild (SE) short 199. pp. 45, 55*, 64 
• (SM, SE) horn 269. p. 46 
ncila (SM) short 199. pp. 45, 55*, 63, 83, 110* 
n diki (SM) onion 80. 
▪ (SM, SE) seeds 75. 
a ct (SM) roasting-ear  82. p. 64 
ride (SM) cane-whiskey  81. pp. 35, 44, 71, 109 
n div't (SE) egg.  p. 96 
a ct /i (SM, SE) all, finislftd  89. pp. 44, 83 
'dab (SM, SE, 3) sugar  cane 249. pp. 37, 46, 108* 
"ate') (SM, SE, 3) to stay,  to remain  212. pp. 37, 45 
ncloko (SM, SE) zapote  239. p. 109 
n dOka /TM (SM, SE) anona 239. 
n doko 7  inu. (3) anona  239. 
n clak5 NO (SE) the black zapote_  235. 
n d.5k6 tt (SM) the black zapote  235. 
n di5/5 (SM, SE) trouble, calamity,  a bother  252, 
n do/b (SM, SE, 3) tenate (handleless  palm-leaf basket)  251. 
• (SM) arrow,  dart 154. 
n d66 (SM) 	flax 93. 
'dad (SE) by day. 93. 

13 • 37 
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u ddii (SM, SE, 3) to become 48. p. 57 
. aiza (SM) water 144. pp. 38, 44, 51, 63 

' dun (SM, SE) beans 17. pp. 63, 109 

n ahl (SE) hens, domestic fowl 53. p. 112* 
nde.k (SM, J) firewood 236. p. 55* 
n dd-sSd (SM) and then 138. 
n dusu (J) tone, voice 207. p. 35 

ndasii (SE) tone, voice 207. p. 35 
ndasb. (SM) tone, voice 207. p. 35 
5 0.Ni (SM, SE, 3) honey 5. pp. 35, 43, 83 
I'duta (Y) water 144. pp. 38, 44, 51, 63 

'I dea (SE) water 144. pp. 38, 44, 51, 63 

nduti (3) beans 17. p. 63 
nduva (SE) arrow, dart 154. 
ntluvi (3) 	clay 93. 

n dyaka (M) glue 117. p. 68 

+ ga (SM, BE) more 125. p. 33 

hag (SM) new 139. pp. 35, 44 
hak (SM) that tja., that which. p. 12 
115.- 4 ddtu kat) Tied (SM) that the snake might await the rabbit. p. 94 
hMaI (SM) fence 213. p. 112* 
hx-rd-z5.7mb. (SM) something flattened 158. pp. 39, 67, 85, 108 
pant) . (SM) box 111. pp. 40, 72 
hams (SM) sister-in-law 276. 
had (SM) to press, to chew (cont. of 1c5.4). p. 63 

(SM) to be pleased with 150. pp. 38, 108 
(SM) foot 141. pp. 35, 90 

la- ?Id (SM) empty  279. 
he- n dahl, (SE) the past year 12. 
}led (SE) new 139. pp. 35, 44 
ha ni-tImi (SE) something flattened 158. p. 67 
het) ?ice1 (SE) empty 279. 
hal). (SE) some, a bit of 253. pp. 38, 55* 
hbnit (SE) sister-in-law 276. 
he-Ni.?4.-n1 (SE) to be pleased with 150. p. 38 
he?e (SE) foot 141. pp. 35, 90 
litZd (SM) wide 109. pp. 32, 45 
Mita (SE) thorax 129. 
hika (SM) thorax 129. p. 129 
WWI (SM) fist 72. pp. 44, 55* 
Mkt (SM) corner 270. pp. 46, 55* 
hSnu (SM) to run (cont. of kanii) 222. p. 63 
hinu (SM, SE) an occasion 255. p, 74* 

hinb. (SM) oven 111. p. 40 
hi-ff4?4 (SM) honored, respected 177. p. 111* 
hit) (SM) comal (the clay griddle on which tortillas are cooked) 262. pp. 42, 

108* 
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Mt6 (SE) wide 109. pp. 32, 45 ' 
hiti (SM) intestines  71. pp. 44, 54*, 109 
hiy2) (SE) comal  (the clay griddle  on which tortillas  are cooked)  262. 	42, 

108 * 
hini.5. (SE) to bark 176. pp. 41, 51, 63 

• (SM) to take along.  116. pp. 59*, 68 
• (SM) glue 	p. 68 

• ka. (J) more  125. p. 33 
(SM) to be somewhere,  to be seated  145. p. 37 

kda (SM, SE, J) iron, bell 124. pp. 33, 45 
kan. (J) to choose  54. pp. 36, 43 
kaki, (J) warm, damp  87. • pp. 36, 49 
ka.4 (3) clear, clearly  15. p. 36 
14111 (SM, SE) clear, clearly  15. p. 36 
• (SM, SE) to choose  54. pp. 36, 43, 108 
kahl (SM, SE) warm, damp  87. pp. 36, 49 
kaki (SM, SE, J, M) to walk 123. pp. 33, 45, 60*, 61, 71, 89 
kika. (SE) quicklime  119. p. 108 
kala (SM) quicklime  119. p. 108 
ka.14 (SM, SE) to ask for  126. pp. 33, 51, 60* 
kakti. (SM, SE, 3, M) to be born 215. p. 89 
kin?•(SM, SE) to put  in place,  to set up 36. pp. 59*, 86 
kani (SM, SE, 3) to pound.,  to hit 25. pp. 91, 109 
kini-n1 (SE) to think  35. 
kani 7-int (SM) to think 35. 
kasi (3) to close 210. 
kasi (SE) to close 210. 
k£-silo (SE) to play  271. p. 33 
kisb. (SM) to close  210. 
kali (J) to nurse 7. pp. 29, 35 
kaiit  (SM) to press,  to chew 84. pp. 35, 57*, 59, 61 
kan, (SM, SE) to nurse 7. pp. 29, 35, 59*, 107 
'tag. (SM, SE, J, M) to sing  105. pp. 32, 60*, 61, 88 
ka.vh. (SM, SE, 3) to twist 220. p. 39 
ka 7uda (3) to cut 146. pp. 38, 45 
ka 7n de.  (SE) to cut 146. pp. 38, 45, 51 
ka7 n di (3) to explode  90. 
k.5. 7ndi (SM, SE) to explode  90. pp. 37, 89 
16.7'51 (SM) to cut 146. pp. 38, 45, 51, 89, 109 
ka7rni (3) to burn something  21. pp. 39, 48, 59*, 85 
• (SM, SE) to burn something  21. pp. 39, 48, 59*, 85 
1c ?ntl (SM, SE, J, M) large  275. pp. 59*, 84*, 85 
• (SM, SE, 3) to break,  to cut 274. pp. 46, 59*, 85, 110* 
144 (SE) to pierce,  to make  a hole in 134. pp. 34, 60* 
k41. (SM) to pierce,  to make  a hole in 134. pp. 34, 60* 
4 7 4 (SM, SE, J) to talk 160. 
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(SM) to talk clearly  15. 
ke-Za?a (.1) to begin  153. p. 45 

ke n de. (SM) to come  out. p. 12 
kee (SM) will go away.  p. 94 
kee (SM) will eat. p. 94 
kee ?1s6 (SM) the rabbit  will eat. p. 94 
kee risb (SM) the rabbit  will ga away.  p. 94 

ke-hg 	(SM) to begin  153. p. 45 

ke-h44 (SE) to begin  153. p. 45 
kiei (J) to return  8. p. 43 
kthl (SM, SE) fever 9. pp. 35, 60, 61, 88, 110 
kiku (SM, SE) to sew 217. pp. 45, 73, 89, 110 
kini (SM, SE, J) disgusting., repulsive  16. pp. 60, 61*, 66, 70, 86 
kisi (J) to tremble,  to quiver  84. 
kiti ku7u (J) animal  168. 
kivi (J) claa 93. pp. 38, 44 
gal (SM, SE) to tremble,  to quiver  84. pp. 35, 57* 
• (SM, SE) animal  268, p. 12 
• (SM, SE) to boil 197. pp. 45, 61 
k 611. (SM) to have a stomach  ache 197. 

ldq (SM, SE) day  93. pp. 38, 44, 71, 108 
16- n dee (SE) to be (somewhere),  to be seated  145. pp. 37, 44, 60*, 108 
kc3- n dist5 (SE) to take, to carry away  206. p. 60* 
k6k6 (SM) to swallow  237. 
ktik6 (SE) to swallow  237. 
konso (SE) to take, to carry away  206. p 60* 
koo tuka nuu (3) to be ashamed  163. 

(SM, SE) snake 20I. pp. 45, 93, 94 
kob yaf (SM) alligator  50. pp. 32, 74 
kat) yaZf (SE) alligator  50. pp. 32, 74 
Hsi" (SM, SE, J, M) to mount  205. p. 61* 
koyd (SM, SE, 3) to pour  out, to empty  out 233. p. 52 
kV /3 (SM, SE, J) to drink  241. W  p. 90 
ktin (SM, SE, 3) plate,  bowl 242. pp. 102, 107 
kd-a. (SM) it will be that. p. 12 
kini (J) to bury  11. 
kiiET (SM) pig.  p. 93 
kati (SM, SE) to chew  56. p. 60* 
kcal.  (SM, SE) to take a bath 59. pp. 43, 60*, 71 
• (SM, SE) to ripen  60. pp. 38, 60*, 62 

kun da (3) to be (somewhere),  to be seated  145. pp. 37, 44 

ku- n diEi (J) to dawn 86. p. 54* 
ka- n dist5 (SM) to take, to carry away  206. p. 60* 
kii-ndi,h14  (SE) to dawn  86. pp. 54*, 110* 

- (SM) to dawn  86. pp. 54*, 110* 
- (SM) to be (somewhere),  to be seated  145. pp. 37, 44, 60*, 108 

ktika (SM, SE, 3) comb  114. 
ki1-1cand (SE) to be ashamed 163.  p. 74* 
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kaki nub (SM) to be ashamed 163. p. 74* 
kumi (3, M) four 155. pp. 28, 30, 38 
kanl (SE) to see, to know 28. pp. 61*, 62, 71 
Icani s6?ii (SM, SE, 3) to hear 28. pp. 61*, 62, 71, 86 
kani (SM) to see, to know 28. pp. 12, 61*, 62, 71, 86 
kanii (SM, SE, 3, M) to weave 221. pp. 52, 57*, 60, 107 
kung (SM, SE, J, M) to run 221. pp. 52, 57*, 60, 107 
kafiii (SM, SE, 3) meat 178. p. 41 

(SE) to be content 83 
lca-sTI ?la (SM) to be content 83. p. 108 

(SM, SE, 3) to sleep 248. pp. 35, 46, 57*, 61* 
(SM, SE) to eat supper 29 

kuti (J) to chew 56. p. 60* 
kuti (3) to take a bath 59. p. 43 
kuti (3) to ripen  60. p. 38 
kit (SM) safe, secure 196. 
kith (SM) nose Z67. pp. 53, 93, 108* 
kiitti (SE) safe, secure 196. 
kali (SE) to die 43. pp. 102, 103 
kuu (SM, SE, 3) to exist, to be able 48. pp. 12, 57, 62, 72, 107 
kutl (SM) to die 43. pp. 42, 102, 109 
• (SM, SE, 3) to make an uproar 143. pp. 36, 45 
Icuvi (3) to die 43. p. 42 
ku-yoti (3) alligator, lizard 50, 201. 
• (SM, 3) to rub 61. p. 109 
kin (SM, SE) sister of a woman 38. pp. 42, 86, 108 
ku9va (3) brother of a woman, sister of a man 182. pp. 72, 86 
ku 9 va (J) to give  181. p. 42 

(SM, SE) four 155. pp. 28, 38, 83, 108 

kwaki (SM) to take away 116. pp. 59*, 71, 88 
kwakb. (SM, 3) to laugh 214. pp. 38, 89, 110* 
• (SM, J) squirrel 225, 

(SM, 3) to press, to nail 84. pp. 35, 57*, 59 
k' ?a (SM, SE) to Rive 181. pp. 42, 59, 62 
• (SM, SE) brother  of a woman, sister of a man 182. pp. 72, 86, 108 
kwi?na (SM, 3) to grow 275. pp. 59*, 84*, 85 
1c174. (SM, SE, J, M) to go_ 133. pp. 12, 34, 51, 60 
Icwi.? +tif (SM) the animal goes. p. 12 
kweka, (SE) to take away 116. p. 59* 
kwelcb. (SE) to laugh 214. pp. 38, 110* 
kw6fia (SE) squirrel 225. 
Icw al (SE) to press, to chew 84. p. 57* 
Wye" /nil (SE) to grow 275. pp. 84*, 85 
kwiku (3) to sew 217. p. 62 
leis° (3) to take, to carry away 206. 
kwisci (SM, SE) to puncture 208. p. 72 
Wig (SM) to bark 176. pp. 41, 51, 108* 
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lgnIf (SE) sheep.  p. 96 
15.075. (SM, SE) pus  127. pp. 34, 55*, 64, 83, 107 

lath (SM) plow. 	p. 
(SE) hat. 	p. 20 

ZO 

pp. 55*, 64 (SM) short 199. 
lo?o (M) little 19. pp. 39, 48 

1(ilf (SM) little 19. pp. 39, 48 
lulf (SE) little 19. pp. 39, 48 
lu?lu/lu?u (J) little 19. pp. 39, 48 

ma. (SM) potential negative.  p. 12 
mgg (SM, SE, J) that one 162. pp. 39, 51 
• ku2-1.h+de 3  (SE) he won't die. p. 103 
ml.?ng (SE) drowsiness, sleep  168. p. 84* 
• (SM) puddle.  p. 93 
mistu (J) cat (Nahuatl loan) 272. 

na- resumptive-repetitive prefix.  p. 64 
naa (SM, SE, j) to get lost 164. 

(SE) to forget  164. 
naa ?inf (SM, J) to forget  164. 
nang 	(SM) grandmother  156, 275. 
ning 	(SM) grandmother  156 
na-sg?a+ng (SM) I'm going  to do it again.  p. 64 
nigh. (SM) none of, it isn't so (answer  to a question)  204. pp. 64, 74* 
na-sb.ti (SE) none of, it isn't so (answer  to a question)  204. p. 64 
ni (SE) metaphorical, non-physical  30. 

ril-kani 	4-ns (SM) he hit my comrade.  p. 94 
• t4-P ung (SM) we traded blows.  p. 94 
n11 (SM) completed action.  p. 12 
nini (J) all of, complete  89. 
nifli (J) blood 258. 
nL.q (SE) strong.  p, 96 
nti (SM, SE) all of, complete  89. 
nifit (SM) blood  258. p. 53 
nifi (SE) blood 258. p. 53 
na- 5 db6 (SE) trough, manger,  corn measure  250. 
rA- 5d66 (SM) trough, manger,  corn measure  Z50, 
n$-and-fif +b+de (SM) if we can't obtain  a man. p. 12 

nu-rna?ng (SM) drowsiness, sleep  168. 	p. 84* 

nuni 
mini 

(J) corn 37. pp. 63, 73 
pp. 63, 73 (SE) corn 37. 

nuni (SM) corn 37. pp. 63, 73 
• (SM) if, hypothesis.  p. 12 

• (SM, SE, J) for a short time Z55. 
nud (SM, SE, 3) to come down 63. p. 109 

(SM, SE, J) face, towards,  in front of, place  where, time when 166. 
pp. 50, 108 
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na "Lai 3v7 (SE) to the egg. p. 96 
no.-4 7 13. (SM) at the market-place  69. p. 55*, 65 
4 ,4 (SM, J) teeth  221. pp. 52, 108 

fia?mli. (SE) sweet potato, tubular  root 20. pp. 39, 55* 
fla?rrib. (SM) sweet potato, tubular  root 20. pp. 39, 55* 
fIg 9 nti. (SM) great, aged  275. p. 85 
ffaanl (SM, SE) brother  of a man 24. pp. 40, 55*, 56*, 62, 72, 86 
ffanl sb.M+4 (SM) the brother  of th ,t child.  p. 94 
ffaxli si161+4 (SM) that younger brother.  p. 94 
Ea-Y:11 (SM) pe opl e  2. p. 73 
Ea.  -ITV! (SE) world 94. p.73 
in.-yriti (SE) people,  94. 

(SM, SE) blackberries  169. p. 72 
ffii (M) ear a Qs=  2a. 
ffil (SM, J) salt 22. pp. 41, 49, 108 
flifii (3) ear of corn 98. 

(SM) ball 27. pp. 41, 49, 111* 
(SM, SE) sand 264. pp. 33, 46, 55, 65, 72 

ffivi (J) people  94. 
ill 7 1 	steam -bath. p. 93 
fIVri (SM) to obtain.  p. 12 
fil:/ , (SE) salt 99. pp. 41, 49, 108 
Mill (SE) hail 97. 	pp. 41, 49, 	111* 

50,  

109 
51,  

56*, 

	

83, 	107 

56*, 64, 

	

89, 	108* 
74, 90 

fiYifi (SM, SE) ear of corn 98. 	pp. 83, 109 
fluhi (SE) dough 85. 	pp. 35, 49, 	109 
flu-ma?na (J) drowsiness,  sleep 168. 
flu-nivi (J) world 94. 
Ham"' (SM, SE, M) net-work bag 167. 	pp. 
ffuu (SM, SE) bee 175. 
fluu (3) yillage 170. 	pp. 41, 51, 72 
fCuu (SE) village  170. 	pp. 41, 51, 72 

(SM) village 170. 	pp. 41, 50, 72 
xZuu (SE) palm tree 256. 	p. 53 

(SM) world  94. 
fifi?rna (SM, SE) smoke  15?. 	pp. 65, 74, 
q?4-  (SM, SE, J, M) land, soil. 159. 	pp. 
flirt (SM, SE, 3) fire 172. 	pp. 41, 51, 

Ni?no. (SE) to become broken  274, p. 110* 
Nfq. (SE) comrade,  of the same class 161 pp. 40, 55 

(SE) to transpire  150. p. 38 
NSf,(SE) fingernail  257. p. 53 
NIM (SE) mouse  277. pp. 4I, 46, 55, 109 
NO (SE) black  235. p. 52 
1\14q (SE) feathers  246. 
N4 7 4 (SE) word 22. p. 70 
Ni?, (SE) teeth 221. pp. 52, 108 
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1-rd (SE) you. p. 20 
-Frb (SM) rLu. p. 20 

r66 (SM) you.  p. 20 
r696 (SE) you. p. 20 
• (SM) I. p. 12 

s- causative  prefix. p. 111 
saa (SE, J) bird 135. p. 35 
saZi (.1) nephew  13. 
sahi (SE) nephew  13. 

6514 (SM) nephew  13. 
Bala (SM) to divide tip, to distribute  113. p. 107 
sgkg nda (SM) to mix 113. 
saki nu35 (SE) to mix 113. 
sa-kini (3) to disgust  26. 
sa-kutu 01 to fill 121. p. 32 
• (SM, 3) corn cob 100. p. 41 
sdng (SM) turkey.  p. 93 
sani (SE) corn cob 100. p. 41 
sa-tivi (3) to err, to destroy  102. pp. 61, 71 
sad (SM, SE) Indian, non-Spanish-speaking  46. pp. 86, 112* 
sib (SM, SE) rain 45. pp. 42, 62, 92, 102, 108 
savi (.1) rain 45. pp. 42, 62 
savi (3) Indian, non-Spanish-speaking  46. 
sg 9 a+ng (SM) tro, doing  kt. p. 64 
sa?ij (SM, SE) to submerge  45. p. 92 
sZftd (SM) to fi.U. 194. pp. 32, 111* 
se9e yani grandson  27, pp. 55*, 56*, 72 
se?e" incZ 	(SE) grandson  27. pp. 55*, 56*, 72 
sa 7 e kasi (SM) son-in-law 137. 
sb 7 e lasg (SE) son-in-law 137. 
si7j (3) foot 96. p. 49 
silts (SM, SE) contrary  to, on top  of, concerning  270. p. 55* 

svi (SE) post, leg  of table 96. 
• (SM, SE) leg  96. pp. 49, 86, 110 
skgg (SE) to stretch (something)  147. 
skga (SM) to stretch (something)  147. 
skai (SM) to bathe (someone)  59. pp. 60*, 111* 
skirl (SE) to bathe (someone)  59. pp. 60*, 111* 
skdtd (SE) to fill 194. pp. 32, 111* 
sak15 (SM, SE, 3) hunger  237. pp. 46, 108 
sb6 (SE) to reply,  to add 207. 
stgi (SM, SE) to pull  147. 
sta. (SM, SE) tortilla  106. pp. 11, 56*, 62, 72 
• (SM, SE) to bother,  to pester  150. p. 55* 
sYidi (SM) to err, to destroy  102. pp. 61, 71 
stIvi. (SE) to err, to destroy  102. pp, 61, 71 
stif/Ei (SM) child. pp. 13, 93, 94 
stikti (SM, SE, 3) tall 202. pp. 52, 56 
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stik4 (SM, SE) neck 203. p. 52 

Nam; 	M) cigarette  223. pp. 40, 52 

N a di 	(SM) to pulverize,  to grind  151. 

Nii (SM) aunt 51. pp. 35, 43 
Nii (SM) tough  6. 
riko (SM, SE, 3)  twenty  (in  the higher numerical sequences  of the 

vigesimal system)  238. pp. 55*, 56*, 62 

rikt (SM, SE) niece  244. p. 52 
Ifni (SM, SE) supper  29. pp. 86, 111* 
riNi" (SE) nose 267. pp. 53, 108* 
Nita (J, M) tortilla  106. pp. 11, 55*, 56*, 62, 72 

Nita (J) to pull  147. 
Niti (J) nose 267. p. 53 
rin (SE) aunt 51. pp. 35, 43 

(SM, SE, M) bright, shining  23. pp. 62, 71, 82* 

4 -1 4 (SM, SE, 3, M) money,  bit 23. pp. 48, 62, 71, 82*, 112* 

tan (j) to send  1. 
tin (SM. SE) wind 58. pp. 38, 55*, 109 tan ni 2-1,i 3-2 (SE) strong  wind. p. 96 

(SM) to send 1. P. 122* 
0111 (SE) to send 1. p. 112* 
aid (SN each. p. 96 
aka. 'divi (SE) each egg. p. 96 
tala (SM, SE) nest 118. pp. 33, 88 
tati (J) wind 58. pp. 38, 55* 
t.d (SE) to owe 44. p. 54* 
taxi (SM) to roast, to toast 47. 
tail (SM) to owe 44. pp. 54*, 85, 92 
tIva (SM, SE) to draw out, to disrobe  187. 
tivi-n1 (SE) to be courageous,  to dare 187. 
talva ?in't (SM) to be courageous,  to dare 187. 
ti-ybci (SE) throat  232. 

(SM) to become broken  274. p. .110* 
(SM, J, M) comrade, of the same class 161. 

55, 86, 94 
(SM) to transpire  150. pp. 38, 108 

tee (SM) and. p. 12 
(SM) and came out. p. 12 

te?yh (SM, SE) to spoil,  to rot 278. pp. 46, 67, 85, 108 
tin. (3) stomach  2. 
fat (SE) avocado  16. pp. 38, 43, 48, 73 

(SM) avocado  16. pp. 38, 43, 48, 73 
tika (J) grasshopper 130. 
ti-kaka (T) crow 120. 
ti-kava (J) plum  183. 
tiko (M) onion 80. 

pp• 40, 51, 
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ti-kwiti (3) potatoes 265. 
tifli (J) mouse 277. pp. 41, 46 
tifii (S) fingernail Z57, p. 53 

- (SM, SE) shank 95. p. 40 
ti-fii?i (J) skunk 95. p. 40 
tfiiu (SM) fingernail 257. p. 53 
tin (SE) foam, suds 174. p. 110* 
tiiTu Nini (j) stars 224. p. 63 

(SM) hens 224. pp. 63, 65 
- Nfn.1 (SM) stark 224. p. 63. 

ti-sulul (J) to wrap around 3. pp. 34, 55* 
titi (j) avocado 16. p. 38 
tivi (J) to Ray a wind instrument, to blow 103. p. 42 
ti-ySk£ (SM) fish 122. p. 33 
ti-yb.?4 (SM) lice eggs 70. pp. 54, 112* 

(SM) ant 200. pp. 33, 54*, 66, 73, 88 
(SM) flea 229. pp. 54*, 66 

- (SM) powder, something powdered 264. 
(SM) fly 245. 

ti - ?in' (SM) lisla 165. 
ti-?1M (SM) foam, suds 174. pp. 72, 110* 
ti-1111 (SM) empty  El. 
ti-?iyu (J) empty M. 
ti?vi (3) to suck 101. pp. 42, 44, 73 
VI- (SM, SE) oval-shaped, 	, animal 266., 268. p. 12. 
Ana. yri. (SE) fiber of the century-plant 148. 
f/- 4 d6?O; (SM) trouble, calamity, a bother 252. 
i-hgrif (SM) grandson Z7. pp. 43, 55*, 56*, 63, 72 
tlka (SM, SE) grasshopper 130. 

(SM) crow 120. 
ti-la9vd (SM) plum 183. 
ti-ltva. (SE) butterfly 185. 

(SM) group, herd 32. pp. 84*, 110* 
(SE) onion 80. 

- (SM) butterfly 185. 
ti-lerit; (SE) potatoes Z65 

- (SM) potatoes 265, p. 110 
(SM) mouse Z77. pp. 41, 46, 55, 109 

(SM) bird 135, pp. 35, 88 
tiv:i (SE) to play a wind instrument, to blow 103. pp. 42, 61 
tivt (SM) to play a wind instrument, to blow 103. pp. 42, 61 
ti?vi (SM, SE) to suck, to suck blood, to practice  

witchcraft 101. pp. 42, 44, 55, 61, 73 
too (SM, SE, 3) A span 195. pp. 45, 109 
th- w d45?6 (SE, J) trouble, calamity, a bother 252. 
txika. nud (SM) shame 163. 
tutu (M) firewood 110. pp. 54*, 61 

(SM, J) black 235. p. 52 
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(SM) feathers  246. 
(SM, 3, M) word 22. pp. 70, 86 

tyaka 	M) fish 122. p. 33 
tya?vi (3) tom. 69. pp. 554, 67 
tya?vi (a) lice eggs  70. 
tya?yu (3) to spoil,  to rot 278. p. 67 
tyoko (3) ant 200. pp. 33, 45, 54*, 66, 73 
tyo 9 0 (J) flea 229. pp. 54*, 66 
tyuku kwi (.1) fly 245. p. 54* 

vat (SM, SE) noisy  143. pp. 36, 45 
van. (3) to return  8. p. 43 

(SM, SE) is coming  8. 
(SM, SE, 3) good,  fine 184. p. 90 

vgn (SM) coyote.  p. 93 
vg?e (SM) house. p. 93 
viZt (SM) naked  57. p. 66 
viZt (SE) naked  57. p. 66 
vikb (SM, SE, 3) cloud. 219.  p. 45 
vi'16 (SM) little lizard 273. pp. 39, 46, 111* 

(SM, SE) cat 272. pp. 39, 46, 70, 111* 
viso (M) to take, to carry away  206. p. 60* 
viii (SM, SE, 3) sweet  5. pp. 35, 83 
sari (SM, SE, 3) grey  hairs 4. pp. 60*, 108 

(SM) saint, god, sacred personage  193. p. 51 
ygg (SE) tongue  189. pp. 42, 111* 
ygi (SM) tongue 189.  pp. 42, 111* 
yai (SE) music 192. 
yä.b. (SE) saint,(R11(1, sacred personage  193. pp. 51, 108* 
y5..1 (SM, SE, M) ashes  In. p. 108* 
yak (SM) music 192. 
yakN (SM) some,  a bit of 253. pp. 38, 46, 55* 
}rile (SM) crooked  142. pp. 36, 55*, 64, 88, 111* 
ykkwg (SE) crooked  142. pp. 36, 55*, 64, 111* 
yard (3) brother of a man 24. pp. 40, 55*, 56*, 72 
yatb. (SM, SE) back 107. pp. 54*, 56*, 72 
you (SM, SE) century-plant  66. pp. 55*, 72, 109 
yatl (SM, SE) hole 67. pp. 12, 42, 55*, 65, 94, 108 
yaur  kiva (SM) cave 67. p. 12 
y5A ?fliA (SE) barbecue-2g  lj. p. 40 
yab. 71sb the cave of the rabbit. p. 94 
yavi (J) century-plant  66. p. 55* 
yavi (M) hole 67. pp. 42, 55* 
yiva (SE) century-plant  66. p. 55* 
yi.?a (SM, SE, M) chile pepper  I29. pp. 42, 56*, 107 
ya?rni (3) sweet potato, tubular  root 20. pp. 39, 55* 

(SM, SE) _y,  wages  69. pp. 55*, 65, 67 
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yeNb. (SE) box 111. pp. 40, 72 
yik (SM) bone, shell, horn 74. pp. 33, 44, 55*, 70 
yf-fIV4 (SE) honored, respected  177. p. 111* 

(5M) cubit 73. pp. 33, 44, 73 
yikI (SE) fist 72. pp. 42, 55* 
yild (SE) cubit 73. pp. 33, 44, 73 
lila (SE) bone, shell  horn 74. pp. 33, 44, 55*, 70 
yila (SE) corner 270. pp. 46, 55* 
yi1t1 (SM, SE) squash  76. pp. 28*, 55, 72, 83 
ylei (SE) intestines  71. pp. 44, 54*, 109 
+ybf+b (SM) we. pp. 12, 13 
Yodocono Mixtec place  name 211. 
yOltO (SM, SE) ear (of grain)  198. 
yokb (SM, SE) honey-bee, honey-comb 2A  jg. pp. 54*, 72, 107 
y66 (SM) we. pp. 12, 13 
yob (SM, SE) moon, month 250. p. 108* 
ybO (SM) throat 232. 
yoso (in p4,ce names ojMixtc origin)  lain 211. 
yos6 (SM, SE) grind  stone 247. p. 112* 
Yosonduchi Mixtec place  name 211. 
yO'vO (SM, SE) rope,  cord, root 231. p. 56* 
yU5. (SM) river 108. pp. 32, 44 
ytin (SM, SE) powder, something powdered_  264. pp. 32, 46, 55, 

64, 72, 109 
r.76" (SM, SE) knife 55. p. 110* 
yabj (SM) dough  85. pp. 35, 49, 74, 109 
ohl (SM) to 121=  11. pp. 61, 89 

(SM) that thing.  p. 13 
yakil (SM, SE, M) mountain  77. pp. 44, 49, 54*, 55, 56* 

65, 73, 88 
yuku 'crivf (SE) egg mountain.  p, 96 
yakti. laz - l n ji (SE) sheep mountain.  p. 96 
yaltb. (SM, SE) bush, plant,  shrub 128. pp. 34, 45, 108 
yul- 	(SM) palm  tree 256. p. 53 
yta4 (SM, SE) row, furrow  132. pp. 34, 55* 
yunu (3) net-work bag  167. 
yunu (SM) tree 110. pp. 40, 51, 54* 
yaN171. (SE) tree 110, pp 40 51 54* 
yuN4. (M) dough  85. pp. 35, 49 
ybte (SE) river 108. pp. 32, 44 
yuti (3) powder,  sand, powdered  264, pp. 32, 46 
yuti (M) sand 264. pp. 32, 46 
yatb (SM, SE) tump-line 234. pp. 32, 46, 54*, 73, 109 
yutle (J) tree trunk 110. pp. 40, 51, 54* 
rib (SM, SE) straw mat 68. pp. 43, 55*, 65 
yuvii (M) straw mat 68. p. 43, 55* 
yd?b, (SM) ice, frost 179. p. 111* 
ran. (SM) thread 180. pp. 45, 73, 108* 
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yu"m.a (J) smoke 157. pp. 65, 73 

yti"Ti (SM, SE, J) mouth 226. pp. 42, 45, 55*, 56*, 71, 107 
yi.)."11 (SM, SE) to be afraid 62. pp. 54, 85, 112* 
WO. (SE, M) ice, frost 179. p. 109 
ya"vb. (SE, M) thread 180. 
y-u"vi (J) to be afraid 62. p. 85 

"a- n divi (J) the heavens 93. p. 71 
2 5.-*clgid (SM) the heavens  22. . p. 71 
1 i- 11eiv( (SE) the heavens 93. p. 71 

(SM) the past year 12. 

nfid (SM) heart 188. p. 42 
"dny4 (SE) heart 188. p. 42 
• (SM, SE) road, direction towards 18. pp. 65, 109 
"iki (M) bone 74. pp. 44, 55* 

• (M) scivash 76. pp. 55*, 72 
?iku (M) leaf, leafy branch, sprig 236. p. 55* 
"1.1u5. (SM, SE, J) yesterday 79. pp. 34, 107 
• (3) 	165. pp. 31*, 40, 86 

(SE) clog 165. pp. 31*, 40, 86, 102, 108 
(SM) dog  165. pp. 31*, 40, 45, 86, 102, 108 

• (3) metaphorical, non-physical 30. p. 65 
?ini (SM, SE) afternoon, early evening 29. pp. 86, 109 
"inf. (SE) insides 30. pp. 55*, 65 

(SM) insides, non-physical, metaphorical 30. pp. 55*, 65  
"Inia (SM, SE) cigarette 223. pp. 40, 52 
"iflu (3) foam, suds 174. p. 72 
• (SM, SE, 3, M) thorns 171. pp. 41, 51 
• (SM, SE, .1', M) six 173. p. 65 
"isa. (M) the day after tomorrow 136. 
"isg (SE) the day after tomorrow 136. p. 111* 
"tag (SM) the day. after tomorrow 136. p. 111* 

(SM) to play 271. pp. 33, 46 
"Isb (SM) rabbit. p. 94 
"isti (SE) deer 209. pp. 54*, 73, 88, 108 

(SM, J, M) deer Z09. pp. 54*, 73, 88, 108 
"i-suky (J) to wrap around 3. p. 55* 
?iti (3) road, direction towards 18. 
(") Ituoso Mixtec place name 211. 

'1"1. (SM) saint, god, sacred personage 193. pp. 51, 91, 108* 
?7, 3r. (SM) saint, god, sacred personage LK. pp.. 51, 91, 108* 

(3) nine 104. pp. 49, 77 
• (M) seeds 75. 
"inga *ITV? (SE) another egg. p. 96 
91;f: ndiv7. (SE) one egg.  p. 96 
9tt (SM SE) nine 104. pp. 49, 77 
"Einde (SM) where. pp. 12, 23 
"t5k6 (SM, SE, 3) twenty 	p. 33 

173 
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9iint (SM, SE, S. M) three 31. pp. 65, 72 
9  iii (SM, SE) two 42. pp. 42, 43 
?tia 	(SM) a pair_  161. pp. 40, 51 
9 uvi (3, M) two 42. pp. 42, 43 
?fig (SM, SE, 3, M) five 263. pp. 53, 90 

Index of Cuicatec forms 

nenci sister-in-law 276. p. 67 
g 9 4 vrrnb 	eat supper  2_2. 

-dga-yA heart 188. 
Ci grandmother  156. 

108 

43, 
56*, 
88, 

55*, 
63, 
110 

56*, 
7Z 

72 

Z1- 9 5,- ilvd a sound  143. 	pp. 36, 45 
Zinvld wages 	p. 67 
Zyaide.  sugar  5. 

tongue  189. 	p. 42 

daidi. son-in-law 137. 
dg.4.1ca nephew  244. 	p. 52 
diave thunder  45. 	pp. 42, 62, 92, 
da-hi.?h.7 	a gift,181.  
daiya de4n6 granddaughter  27. 	pp. 
daiyi hiTn6 grandson  21. pp. 55*, 
ca-kb.h.t1 to boil 9. 	pp. 35, 60, 61, 
da-ktibti1 to fill 194. 	p. 32 
a_k-44 to dry  243. 	p. 52 
d1.-n7d6? -6 to chew, to dance 151. pp. 38, 90 
di-tnvi to destroy  102. pp. 61, 71 
di-"Pleci'ta to grow.  109. pp. 3Z, 45 
d1d-'7 14 9 4 to move, to stir 34. 
&ft a drop  7. pp. 28, 30, 31*, 107 
dii-nktiti.v rain drops  4j. pp. 28, 30, 42 
dil-dakvi to clean 64. 
difta full 194. pp. 32, 67 
di- 9  Crave twins 42. 

-nd69b to bother  252. 
diksiDrrig to flatten 158. pp. 39, 85, 108 
did-?va/1 to be afraid  62. p. 85 
c 9  m4 leg 96. pp. 49, 86, 110 
did,?y4 teeth 221. pp. 52, 112* 
&Vide' aunt 51. pp. 35, 43 
diadd fur, feathers  246. p. 46 
duutu nose  267. pp. 53, 108* 
diitivi mouthful  226. pp. 42, 45, 55*, 56*, 71, 107 

haaka roof-pole 121. p. 55* 
haikti twenty  (in the higher, numerical sequences  2f gut_ 

yigesirnal system)  238. 
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hid six 173. 
hean wing,  arm 10. pp. 29, 35, 71 
11.66nb to run (pr of kdSna). p. 63 
heZtg intestines 71. pp. 44, 54*, 109 
Oki;   78. 

river 78. p. 111* 
hii.ka hill 77. pp. 44, 49, 54*, 65, 73 
hiimh salt 99. 
hi.In6 insides, non-physical  30. pp, 55*, 65 
hiind insides  (variant of previous form). p. 15 
hily57 bamboo  259. 
hriva hole 67. pp. 24, 42, 55*, 65, 108 
hilvg, straw mat 68. pp. 55*, 65 
hflva, ygvd cave 67. pp. 24, 55* 
hiiva century-plant  66. pp. 55*, 72, 109 
hitTA palm  tree 256. p. 53 
hilaa niece 13. p. 63 
huuve the day  93. pp. 38, 44, 71, 108 
hi 	five 263. pp. 53, 90 

i- continuative  or present.  p 15 
-dikkan?.+ de he will hurry.  p. 30 

1-hittika stake 236. p. 55* 
a he is happy.  p. 15 

i-n5.-da-knkti+di he will decorate something. 
 i-nUgkg7  ladder  121. p. 68 

1-ndd4 trough  250. 
i-nom roasting-ear  100. 
• `" 1-ygg.k.d7 pine  tree 121. p. 55* 
3.-yiava arrow, dart 154. 
1-yeryel ashes 191. pp. 31., 108 
1- 7 yi.a? chile pepper  190. pp. 42, 56*, 107 
i-

- 

, y-distb. tamp -line 234. pp. 32, 46, 54*, 73, 109 

to burn (something)  119, 

ki-lal-?n0 to but in 33. 

ka-ndlla 1,1eave (something)  212, pp. 
k;.-nlaill to grind  220. pp. 39, 111* 
ki.-vi7a. to recite prayers,  to chant  18 

ka- 7 ki.a.ki, to divide  uo 113. pp. 59*, 
ki- 9  IdlinS 

to 
 bathe (someone)  U. pp. 

ki a- 9  y4?4. 	 3. 

kl+klnocorme 11)25. p. 33 

ki-ndn7va. to frighten  62. pp. 54, 85, 

ki- 9  k.igkg to operate (something)  116. 

kAlki to walk  123. pp. 33, 45, 60*, 6 
	 at. p. 111* 

kialci to ask 126. pp. 33, 51, 60* 
kii.ki quicklime  119. p. 108 
kigna to run 221. pp. 52, 57*, 60, 107 

98 
37, 45 

P- 1 5  

6. 
pp. 59*, 71, 88, 111* 

107 
30, 71, 74, 111* 

72. 
1, 71, 89, 111* 
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kailti to sign 	105. 	pp. 32, 60*, 61, 88 

INDEX 

62 

pp. 45, 62, 	73, 	89, 	110 

lagvl. to jump  154. 	pp. 38, 45, 111* 
k,ii.?v5. brother  182. 	pp. 72, 86, 	108 
k.195, foot 141. 	pp. 35, 	90 
ka9ii to_ gives  to sting 181. 	pp. 42, 59, 
k.;1 9. A kurftu to pet, warm 197. 
ki7m4 	to swear,  to testify  217. 
kii 9 roi. to say  160. 	p. 57* 
k4'3, mosquito  49. 	p. 31* 

to go 133. 	pp. 34, 51, 60 
4 9 4 t 	to go again  255. 
ko-ni4 to dress oneself  254. 	p. 53 
kb-nk. 	to stay (somewhere)  145. 	pp. 44, 57*, 108 
kti-iii to come 8. 	pp. 43, 	109 
101-11.1a to take a walk 123. 	pp. 57*, 59*, 60*, 89 
kii-nk6 1 8 (ku-nkivi) to begin.  153. p. 45 
kii-n 9 daa to pull,  to guide  147. pp. 55*, 56* 

to seize 149, pp. 37, 109 
kii-yn.d8 to sleep  248. pp. 35, 46, 61* 
kdd snake 210. p. 45 
kal Ice sword. p. 98 
kie to stretch oneself  147. 
ka. bell 124, pp. 33, 45, 98 
kl7i& 	 p. 98 

four bits, i.e. fifty centavos.  p. 30 
lanita  de agues  (river algae)  ug. pp. 34, 45, 108 

ax 124. p. 98 
knki). la burn 119. p. 108 
kiVing da to ripen  60. pp. 38, 60*, 62, I12* 
kiThni to explode  90. pp. 37, 89 
kiniab to plant,  to sow 254. pp. 53, 62, 71 
kii4va to he hidden (of the sun) 65. 
kinv1 to arrive descending  63. p. 109 
ka.v5. 41.  to become  calm 83. p. 82*, 108 
kililve to complete  48. pp. 62, 72, 107 

'7vfin8 to be disgusted  26. pp. 43, 86 
kuuve lolat4? to get  warm 197. pp. 45, 61 
kaive kwl-nAi to be ashamed  163. 
itativ4 nag to forget  164. 
Ituuve ndiidku to be joined  14. pp. 36, 43, 55*, 73 
In-J.-dye via to make noise  143. p. 36 
kativ4 ?yak'd to be slobbery,  to slobber  112. p. 88 
io1,1 9 v sister  38. pp. 42, 86, 108, 111* 
kaki to dritilt  241. pp. 90, 111* 
kei?ct plate,  bowl 242. p. 107 
kfer four 155. pp. 30, 38, 83, 108 
kiii-115.5.ka eighty  155. pp. 83, 108 
kOnA to take a bath 59. pp. 30, 43, 60*, 74, 111* 
kip/ chicle  88. p. 49 
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kn.-veria place before  166. 
kwiikii to weep  143. pp. 36, 45, 56*, 57* 
kwilkb. to wind o.o.  3. pp. 34, 48 

to pierce,  to make  a hole in 134. pp. 34, 60*, 82* 
kwii place,  time 166. 
It*H-kiivb to rain 45. 
k"? to break  146. pp. 38, 45, 51, 89, 109 
kw 4c-9 1 you  went 133. p. 60 
kwako hunger  237. pp. 46, 62, 108 
kwiin6 to look at 28. pp. 61*, 62, 71, 86 

plow.  p. 20 

mi.4 oneself  162. pp. 39, 51 

ria- resumptive-repetitive prefix,  p. 64 
ni-da;Inlalni to adorn 271. pp. 15, 33, 46, 98 
na-dii:va to pay  U. p. 67 
na-cli5ichgi to moult  (of fowl) 139. 

cactus-beer,  81. pp. 35, 44, 109, 111* 
riL.-di93 honey  5. pp. 35, 43, 83 
rii-haa-k6 slope, hillside  77. p. 88 
na-hinive the heavens  93. 
na-n 	in front of 166. pp. 50, 108 
na-ndaak.1 to find 116. 
n5.-ncifrOi to awaken.  p. 29 

to bless animals  48. pp. 59*, 107 
ni-n?dAiti+ de he loosened  it again.  p. 64 
ni-n?daavi to be extinguished  227. pp. 42, 45, 55*, 59* 
nE-14,frif to 	91. pp. 44, 64, 85 
ni-?tAe61 to loosen  10. 
na- 9 iiiive some, a few 42. 
mi.- 9  yax to empty  M. 
ni.i.?mf to present.  p. 99 
np4 firewood  110. pp. 40, 51, 82*, 111* 
nig a pair  161. pp. 40, 	55, 86 
ri -i? nrinEl to breathe  176. 
ndig fiber of the century-plant  148. pp. 37, 45 
ndab.k. to Let, to find 116. pp. 59*, 71, 88 

sandle  140. pp. 28*, 35, 51, 55* 
ndaavi" to choose  54. pp. 36, 43, 63, 108 
nc161 9 ytt? peach.  p. 24 
ridrila twenty  238. pp. 33, 55*, 56*, 62 
nd6Zy3 year 260.  p. 46 
ridild sugar  cane 249. pp. 37, 46, 111* 
nduu all 89. pp. 44, 83 
nda. cord 231. 
nduuei to awaken  ja. pp. 63, 77 
ndinidii" word 207. p. 35 

177 
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nthitilo.i with 216. p. 38 
ndaxikii twig, switch  236. pp. 46, 55*, 98 
nclaao.)L crityri a little switch  236. p. 98 

chiremova,  a tropical fruit  239. pp. 98, 109 
ndakti 	anona, a tropical  fruit 239. pp. 98, 109 
ndatite egg, fruit, vegetable  266. pp. 54*, 97 
ndalite hg?gi. nuts. p. 98 

krti:?A? thorn-apple. p. 97 
ndiltite y44 blackberries  LEA p. 111* 
nduczt4 ?n§"t blackberries.  p. 97 

?v-1?i peach  183. p. 98 
nduute ? yailca onion  80. 
ndaava to arrive  from above  63. p. 109 
nclipave ?vilkil to bless 48. pp. 59*, 72, 107 
nthig?vg eruption,  of the skin, pimple  1.1. pp. 55*, 111* 
nri to like 150. pp. 38, 108 
non* corn 37. pp. 63, 73, 73*, 98, 111* 
ritn§" 	pozol, hominy  eatens a vegetable  37. p. 98 
nfi. nine  104. pp. 49, 77 
n4cul avocado  16. pp. 38, 43, 48, 73, 73* 
run/14 peans  17, pp. 43, 48*, 63, 73*, 109 
ni24.nt/i. water  144. pp. 38, 44, 51, 63 
n?dgikg to sweep  ln. p. 55* 
n?daiki, orchids.  p. 98 
n?dggkg niAn name d stecie  of large orchid.  p. 98 
n?dgg.ti to loosen.  pp. 64, 98 
n?dggt?)? tomato.  p. 98 
n?dggtii 	pod-tomatoes.  p. 98 
n?dl161 to awaken (someone)  10. p. 77 

sa-animal prefix. p. 16. 
sg-?ii?mh. skunk K. p. 40 

tggtg tile 107. pp. 54*, 56*, 61, 71, 110* 
taivi/tiva much.  p. 24 
tiive a pile  40. p. 55 
talvX to send things  181. p. 42 
tin hand 149.  pp. 37, 109 
-WU to gjve  1. pp. 33, 112* 
tirk6 a little hill 77. pp. 49, 54*, 55, 56*, 73 
tiCkn, thorax  129. p. 34 
tiikn, grasshopper  130. 
Hilo 1-4 7 4. stone gods (pre,-Columbian remains)  193. 
IdnEr m j underwear  222. p. 98 
tan , yllAdb blanket 222. p. 98 
aryl 12, blow 103. pp. 42, 58*, 61 
trivi ngg to sprinkle,  to spatter  144. pp. 38, 44, 51 
tii?vi to suck  101. pp. 42, 44, 55, 58*, 61, 73 
to-viing to disgust,  to  offend 26. pp. 43, 60, 66, 70 

15• 
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tbrdnyii. 9i.ty1t full moon 250. 
tigg soot  235. pp. 46, 52 
tyigkg. banana  115. p. 67 

vas pr. of 9 legindi to kg seated  145. p. 108 
viivel hominy.  p. 24 
viinb afternoon early evening  2S. pp. 86, 109, 111* 

yiI.0 dough  85. pp. 35, 49, 74, 109 
yd gkg pine  wood 121, pp. 55*, 68 
yaikwa."9 212E127. pp. 34, 55*, 83, 107 
yaina net-work bas 167. pp. 50, 72, 83, 107 
yiitg 	herb. p. 98 
yiati kviii name of an herb. p. 98 
yilt'd leaf. p. 98 
ya.ta rn 9 bgg milky  juice exuding  from certain  herbs. p. 98 
y 	thorns  171. 	pp. 41, 51, 

51, 
51, 

111* 
72, 
82*, 

111* 
98, 111* 

y 	village  170. 	pp. 41, 
4 9 4 stick 110. 	pp. 40, 
49 4. fire 172. 	pp. 41, 51, 89, 	111* 
y4 9 4. nditya the coast. 	p. 98 
yr 	ndiinb? a digging-stick. 	p. 98 
yi. 9 4 nditaa9 sand 264. 	pp. 32, 46, 55, 65, 72, 91, 98, 109 
34 9 4.9 land,  soil 159. 	pp. 51, 56*, 64, 74, 82*, 90, 98, 	Ill* 
ydgd6rind stone 247. 	p. 112* 
yab.db lid hair of the head 246. p. 46 
Oda? plain  211. 
yggki squash  (in various phrases) 1_6.. pp. 28*, 49*, 55, 72 
yddku ndiibkg a tipj& 91 squash, calabacita chomps 	p. 98 
yddku y-rarib...9  a specie  of squash, calabacita  tierna 76. p. 98 
ytifikb.hd 9 di A.  specie  of squash, chilacavota  76. p. 98, 111* 
ytitakb y4 a spci.s of squash, calabacita chiquita  76. p. 98 
yak  t 9  summer squash, calabacita  76. pp. 72, 82*, 83, 98 
ydttn4 cigarette  223. pp. 40, 52, 111* 
rldtb. meat 178. pp. 41, 112* 
ygiivb toe-nail 41, p. 65 
y44 ear of corn 91. pp. 83, 109, 111* 
yin. hail 97. pp. 41, 49 

YllSn4  road 18. pp. 65, 109, 111* 
y-44 9  blood Z58. pp. 53, 92 

non-reflexivizer  prefix p. 77 
9 digkh. nest  118. pp. 33, 111* 
9dgik6 a pile  77. pp. 49, 55, 56*, 82*, 88 
9d116  brother  24. pp. 40, 55*, 56*, 62, 72, 82*, 86 
9d4.4 fingernail  257. p. 53 

to fan with a fan 176. 
9 iidi to shake something  (pr of 9 kieldi). p. 63 
9-fiko louse 200. pp. 33, 45, 54*, 73, 88 
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? iIkb yesterday 79. pp. 34, 107 
?ri'n.4 three 3L pp. 65, 72 

91.1te animal 268. 
?iivl thread 180. pp. 45, 73, 111* 
? itva market-place 61. pp. 55*, 65, 67 
?iTy6 sand-flea 229. pp. 54*, 111* 
? HO squirrel 225. 
21iyb moon, month 250. 
?ii?va ice, frost 179. p. 109 

?il...?y6 rope 231. p. 98 
?ii ?yo ka chain. p. 98 
?Va. people 193. 

n?dlikb saints 193. 
9 11y4 stars 224. pp. 63, 65 
9 k5.-ka-?yaltd to 	234. p. 54* 
?Itaidi" to shake (something) 84. pp. 35, 59, 61 
?ka.a.kã to cut (firewood) 113. p. 107 
?kaakN 	to prepare little la little 218. pp. 89, 107 
?kanii. to set up, to stand up, to erect 36, pp. 59*, 86 
?ky4 to laugh. p. 98 
?kfrari to plant, to sow 11. pp. 61, 89, 110 
?kafuii to see 28. 

yn. to be born 172. 
?ka.b.v tp die 43. pp. 42, 109 
?kilipmi to set fire to 21. pp. 39, 48, 59*, 85, 111* 
?kwaa to spin 131. p. 60* 
?k" 4i crooked 142. pp. 88, 111* 
?lefindi_ to be seated 145. pp. 60*, 108 
?krilndi" to sit down 145. pp. 44, 60*, 108 

pp. 39, 48, 111* 
sweet potato, tubular root 20. pp. 39, 111* 

to order, to command 92. 
?n0 Mina to think 35. 
?teaa to untie, to loosen 10. 	p. 71 

55, 56*, 

111* 

88 

	

86, 	108, 

109 
pp. 31, 

	

51, 	111* 

73, 82* 

111* 

41, 111* 

?tsen to loosen. 	p. 29 
?tilctti top, summit 77. 	pp. 54*, 
?tyila0 mouse 277. 	p. 67 
?u$vb two 42. 	pp. 42, 43 

fruit 183. 
?yggnA bird 135. 	pp. 35, 54*, 88, 
?yaka fish 122. 	p. 33 
?yaako fly ZOO. 	pp. 33, 45, 54*, 
?yAg.na Log 165. 	pp. 31, 40, 45, 
?yggtg lizard 50. 	pp. 32, 74 
?yagvi .§utterfly 185. 	p. 92 
? y 	?me smoke 157. 	pp. 65, 74, 
9 y4,3yb. kwg?5,? mountain lion 176. 
'?ylicy4.? 	coyote 176. 	pp. 31, 41, 
?y4 9 1 the sun 172. 	pp. 89, 111* 
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?yiiiiEe'l 	fist 72. 	pp. 44, 
?yauEi. to fry-  9. 	pp. 35, 
?yatIE?? cubit 73. 	pp. 33, 

55* 
61, 88 

73 
"IyadA mouse 277. 	pp. 41, 46, 	55, 67, 	92, 109 
?ydddb.? horse 209. 	pp. 54*, 73, 88, 	108, 111* 
?rg.ng wind 58. 	pp. 31, 38, 	55*, 109 

fox 165. 	pp. 40, 86, 	108, 	111* 

Index of Trique forms 

a 3i 5 7i 3h bitter.  p. 25 
a 3n.i 3ka3-4h to revolve  116. 
a 4m1.3-49  a couple  of 161. pp. 40, 51, 86 
a 3ta3h the day  after tomorrow  136. 
a 3t44-3  hail 97. pp. 41, 49 
a344-3  blackberries 169.  p. 72 
a 3t491.4-3  foam, suds 174, p. 72 
a3wi 3  head 41. p. 65 
a37ngo-2—another 253. p. 55* 

ci5  tough  6. 
43  a drop,  small quantity  of 7. p. 29 

Eal -2  valley, canyon 108_.  pp. 32, 44, 91* 
Ea's. (Ca) river  1_1,:q. pp. 32, 91* 
Eehe 3 1.a.th  123. p. 78 
Eo3-5-4  soot 235. pp. 46, 52 
Eu3-4-3  powder  264. pp. 33, 46, 92, 109 
Eu3h zi 2k3lfl 5-4  peanuts  74. p. 91* 

da3 plain 211. 
da 3 -zdu'3110-Trique place  name 211. 
da 3 Ea.2-1 tortilla 106. pp. 62, 68, 72 

3 4-5 —IT—  da Eu 	ne sawdust  264. pp. 54, 65, 72, 109 
da 3h thus 138. 
da3k4271-  squash  76. pp. 38*, 49, 55, 72, 82*, 83, 111* 
da343  slope, hillside  77. pp. 29, 49, 54*, 55, 56*, 88 
da343-41 sandal  140. pp. 28*, 35, 51, 55* 
da3142-1  a hill  of corn, the nose  77. pp. 29, 49, 54*, 55, 56*, 82*, 88 
da3W -4h dough  85. pp. 35, 49, 80, 109 
da3ko 2-1  foot 141 

5eL  da kuhu 2  sty  WI the eve)  77. p. 54* 
da3kuhu4-3  ascent  77. p. 54* 
da3ne3-4 water  144. pp. 38, 44, 51, 63, 80 
da3ngwe3-4h 12 §.21.112g Away,  to jump away  154. pp. 38, 45 
da3  9 fiber of the century-plant  148. pp. 36*, 37, 45 
da39 a.3=4-cord, root 231. p. 56* 
da 37 a 3h chile pepper  190. pp. 42, 56*, 107 
da3 ?m15  les 96. pp. 49, 86, 101, 110 
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da3 ?nga4 an,  then 1.16. 
da3 9nga ?a4-3 scar  , 	f 217.  pp. 45, 62, 73, 89, 110 
da3 ?ni 2-1  zi 3 ga3ta3-  
da3 9 ni.2-1 zi 5 ? n.15 grandchild  27. pp. 43, 55*, 56* 
da3  9n.1.3-5 ? uncle 244., 275. p. 85 
da3 9 wi3  to owe 44. pp. 54*, 63, 86, 92 
d.1. corn cob 100. p. 41 
d.12  i1 pi M. 
d43 " salt 29. pp. 41, 49, 78, 108 
(1.4 3  ? 43-4  fire, light  172. pp. 41, 51, 56*, 89, 108* 
c1.1.3h a certain  
de 3u4-3  season.  p. 25 
di 3 ci 3  breast  7. pp. 29, 35, 107 
di3 ci3-4  roasting-ear 11g. pp. 63, 71 
di3 ci3-5  cactus-beer  81. pp. 35, 44, 80, 109 
di3111 2-1  brother  of a man 24. pp. 40, 55*, 56*, 62, 72, 82*, 86, 111* 
di3 ?e1 2-1  corn  31. pp. 63, 73, 111* 
cT1. 2-1  calm, -unruffled  83. p. 82* 
d'1 3 ,13h calm, unruffled  $3, p. 108 
dot tenate (handleless palm-leaf  basket) aa.. pp. 36*, 37 
do3-4  sugar  cane 249. pp. 36*, 37, 46, 108* 
do3 9 0 2-1  land, soil 159. pp. 51, 56*, 64, 74, 82*, 90, 111* 
do3 ?o 3  (SD) thunder  45. 
dr13-49 re4 943-4h to bother,  to pester  150, og. p. 91* 
du3 - ausative  prefix. p. 77 
du3 gie3-5 to shine.  p. 101 
du3 gwa4Eir  wing  10. pp. 29, 35, 47* 
du3 gwa3 6.3-4 ? niece u. pp. 63, 91* 
du3 gwa2h to twist 220. pp. 39, 111* 
du3 gwa3ne3-47o bathe (someone)  59. p. 60* 
du

3
gwa3ne 3-4 to melt 144. 

du 3 gwa3 - 4 ? to turn or twist downwards 142.  pp. 36, 55*, 64, 88 
du33 gw4.39 11.4.4-3—aTforked. stick 142. pp. 55*, 64 
du gwe 9 e to weep  143. p. 36 
du3 gwi3-49  together with, companion, neighbor, relative  14. 

pp. 36, 43, 55*, 73 
du3kwa2  -ga 9 a3  jail  124. p. 33 
du3k11-2  row, furrow  132, pp. 34, 55*, 91* 
du3mi -4  sweet potato, tubular  root 20. p. 55* 
du3mi3-5 9 soap-root, soap  20. pp. 39, 55* 
du 3na2-3/du3na.2h tp leave (something)  212. pp. 37, 45, 112* 
du 3na3 9a3 - 4h to extinguish  227. pp. 55*, 108* 
du3ta 2h to cover over something (with  a ;nat., blanket,  .§1.q.) 2 0. p. 91* 
du3we 2-1—straw mat 68. pp. 43, 55*, 65, 1II* 
du3we3-4  century-plant  66. pp. 55*, 72, 109 
du3we3-4h ire,  cliff 67. pp. 42, 55*, 65, 108 
du3 Eu3 ?wi.3- 	to frighten  62. 
du3 9 wa3  mouth 226. pp. 42, 45, 55*, 56*, 71, 107 
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du3 9we4-3  wages  69. p. 55* 
du39 we3-4h thread  180. pp. 45, 73, 79, 80, 108* 
du3 ?wi 3  thunder  45. pp. 42, 62, 92, 108 
(1.12.3  palm  tree 256. p. 53 

ga.3ci?i4-3  honey  5. pp. 35, 43, 83 
ga 3 c1 3h to touch,  to feel  84. pp. 35, 59, 61, 63 
ga3 Za2-1  to sing  105. pp. 32, 58, 60*, 61, 88, 111* 
ga3 n.3  to fill 194.  p. 32 
ga3 t2.3 za5 9 to put  away securely 196.  
ga5U 9 a5-3  wide 109.  pp. 32, 45 
ga3 Ze 2-1  to walk 123. pp. 33, 45, 60*, 61, 71, 89, 111* 
ga3 Zi 9 i4-rfever Q. pp. 35, 61, 88, 110 
ga3 Zi4 -1  to ask for 126. pp. 33, 51, 60*, 81 
ga3 Zi, -3  to pass  12. p. 111* 
ga343 7,59  to bury  Lt. pp. 61, 81, 89, 110 
ga3di31.3-4  to precede 166.  
ga3ga9a3 metal,  bell 124. pp. 33, 45 
ga3gwa2h to scream,  to bellow,  to cackle  1.41. pp. 36, 45, 111* 
ga2h to grind  220. pp. 39, 111* 
ga3lta3  to shave  113. p. 107 
ga3ka3-4  to get burned  119. p. 108 
ga3ka5  to leak 112.  p. 88 
ga3na3wi 3  to be finished,  to come  tg gin end 48. pp. 48, 107 
ga3na3vr0 to heal  48. p. 107 
ga3 na3 wi* 3  nit to be blessed  48. p. 107 
ga32h to weave  222. pp. 52, 57*, 60, 107 
ga2ne3 to ripen  kg. pp. 38, 60*, 62, 112* 
ga3 ne 2-3  to chew 56. pp. 60*, 111* 
ga3ne 3  to be (somewhere), reside, 12a. pp. 37, 44, 60*, 108 
ga3ne 3-4  to take bath  53. pp. 43, 60*, 71 
ga3nl2-3  to set uo, to  stand  tag, to erect  36. pp. 59*, 86, 111* 
ga3n13  to explode  90. pp. 37, 89 
ga3n1 2-rza59  ru3wa2-3  to have a generous impulse  35. p. 111* 
ga3 r,3-4? ru 3wa 2-3  to be pleased with  150. pp. 38, 108 
ga3ta3  t carry  LOA. p. 60*, 
ga3ta3- 	to say  207. p. 35 
ga3ta3-4h gwi5 ? to sav quickly  15. 
ga3 to4-3 moldy  
ga3to34--n to sleep  248. pp. 35, 46, 59*, 61* 
ga3 u u4  " 3  incense-burner. p. 25 
ga3wi 3-4  to go out,  to go down 	p. 109 
ga3wi3 - 5 9 to die 43. pp. 42, 109 
ga3w0 to be, to become  48. pp. 48, 62, 72, 107 
ga3y*3-4h to pour  out, to empty  out 233. p. 52 
ga3Ni 3  ?i 5  to begin  151. p. 45 
ga3 7  hour of day  1 24 . P. 33  
ga3  ? 	25-  one _o'clock.  p. 33 
gas ? more 125. p. 33 

183 
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ga37 a2-3  to spin  131. p. 60* 
ga37 m43  to be warm ?._1. pp. 39, 48, 59*, 85 
ga3 ?m4 3  ru3—war:rto be angry  21. 
ga37 ne 3-5 7 	cut 146. pp. 38, 45, 51, 89, 109 
ga3 ?nga3-4  to he hosrn 215.  p. 89 
ga37 ngaZhLg -a-. 2 ?nga h 	e.c,ra,,pe 2,18.  pp. 89, 107 
ga 3  7n.ga 3 -5  ? to laugh  2_14. pp. 38, 89 
ga?ni? (I) to cut 146. 
ga3 ?ni 2 - 1  to put in 33. 
ga3 7/31 2-1 . . .z23:4  to order, command  92. 
ga37 n1 3-57  to gut, to chop 274. pp. 46, 59*, 85, 110* 
ga 3 7wi 3-57  to give,  to strike  181. pp. 42, 59, 62 
ga 3 7y4 2h blow  192. 
g42-1  to chg.  134. pp. 34, 60*, 82*, 111* 
g43  windpipe  203. 
g43 -1i3a 2  windpipe  203. 
03 943 -4h to go 133. pp. 34, 51, 60, 91* 
g4. 5 74 3h four 155. pp. 38, 83, 108 
gi 3 da3 ?a,3-4  to sieze a/. pp. 36, 37, 109 
gi 3 na3y4.3 74.3-46. to respect  177. p. 91* 
gi 3na37 a3-4h to be extinguished  227. pp. 42, 45, 55*, 108* 
gi 3na37m43  to cave in (21: earth in clay RA) 158.  pp. 39, 85, 108 
gin4.2-1  to wash. p. 58 
gi 3 ni3-5  night  fall (verb) 29. p. 109 
gi3ni3 ?i 3  to see, IQ know.  . 
gi 3 r43-49  to fare  (well. ox a)  150. pp. 38, 108 
gi 3 r427 45h to dance 151. pp. 38, 91 
gi3 ri3 43-4  to measure.  p. 25 
gi3 ri3  ?yu3h tQ  spoil,  to r_Qt 278. pp. 46, 69*, 85, 108 
gi3t0.2-1 /ta 5h to mount, to be on top  21 205. pp. 61*, 91* 
gi3 Ei37 y4.3-4h/gi17271 y4.5h to bark 176. 'pp. 41, 51, 63, 101, 108*, 111* 
gi3  ?ya3h zi 3  hecl.tA it. p. 64 
gi3 9  yq.144-3  holy,  festiv al 193.  pp. 51, 91, 108* 
gi3 ?yo5-3  corn-fodder 259. 
A5  warm  87. pp. 36, 49 
go 4 ?ngo4  a few, some of 253.  p. 38 
go 3 ?o3 plate,  bowl 242. p. 107 
go 3 7 0 3-4  to drink 2q.  p. 90 
go ?yo 9 0 (Co) corn fodder 259. 
gu3 ci 3  to nurse 7. pp. 29, 35, 59*, 107 
gu3ci 4-3  grey  hairs 4. pp. 60*, 108 
gu3Ze 3-4  to get wet 52. pp. 35, 43 
gu 3Zi. 3-5 7 to arrive  8. pp. 43, 109 
gu3 ne3-4h to sniff, to smell,  267. pp. 53, 108* 
gu3Z11 1-2  oven, kiln 111. 
gu3du3ku4-3  Carnival (pre-lenten festival)  271. 
gu3du 3ku 3-4  to play  271. pp. 33, 46, 70 
gu 3du37 wezh/gu3 du 2 ?we 5h to sell 69. pp. 55*, 101 
gu3k1 3  yesterday  79. pp. 34, 107 
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3k ah 4-3  1 gu w a 	large c)t for liquor 242. 
gu3na2-3/gu3na2h to remain 212. pp. 37, 45, 112* 
gu3n4.2h to run 222. pp. 52, 57*, 60, 107 
gu3 ni 3 ?yq.144-3  slay-light 172. p. 89 
gu3n1 3  to hear 28. pp. 61*, 62, 71, 86 
gu3n13-5 ? to quarrel, to fight 25. pp. 91, 91*, 109 
gu3ny.3-4  to plant 254. pp. 53, 62, 71 
gu3yq.3-4h to boil 117. pp. 45, 62 
gu31u3  Uri3 5 9  to be afraid 62. pp. 54, 85 
gu3 ?ya3 -5 ? ri 3ki3  to have a stomach ache 197. 
gwe 2h to 1.1.1up 154. pp. 38, 112* 
gwi 3  dam, sun 	pp. 38, 44, 71, 78, 91, 108 
gwi3  45-3 lt.2.4 eleventh 	p. 78 

.3-5 	5-3 gwi 	za 9  a 	good people. p. 78 
gwi3-5-4  people 94. pp. 73, 78 
gwi 5 ? quickly 15. pp. 36, 91* 

hna3 Zi. 3  to awaken (someone) 10. p. 77 

iko (Co) twenty 238 pp. 33, 55*, 56*, 62 

ka3-4-3  ear of grain) 198. 
ka?a3  Pines  wood, torch, candle 121. pp. 34, 69, 80 
43-4-3  seeds 75. p. 49 
121 1-2  bark 74. 
leih1 3  mountain 77. pp. 29, 44, 49, 65 
163  river 78. p. 49 
ko4  twenty 238. pp. 33, 56* 
ko4-?i15 9 twenty-five, p. 90 
ko3h nt13  tobacco 223. p. 52 
koho3  herb, plant, bush 236. pp. 46, 69, '78 
lcul -2  bone, horn 269. pp. 46, 78, 91* 
ku2 -1  a-.37-iri3 	p. 78 
kwe3h me 127, 142. pp. 34, 83, 107 
kwe 3h 143  onion 80. 
kwehe 3  edible herbs 128. 13p. 34, 45, 91*, 108 

la3 kw4 3  lame 142. pp. 55*, 64 
la3kwe 3h mucus M. pp. 34, 55*, 64, 83, 107 
1e2 ru3  mule-driver. p. 20 

2-1 lu 	worm 273. 

little  19.. pp. 39, 48 
1•u3  (SD) cat 272. p. 39 

ma4- prefix on terms for color 235. 
ma 4re 3  red 235. 
ma4re3-5-4 green 235. 
ma4ru3-5-4  black 235. p. 101 
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m439 43 oneself 162. pp. 39, 51 
mil- 2  copper-colored, yellow 23. pp. 62, 71, 82, 86 

na 3 - resumptive-repetitive prefix. p. 64 
na 3Za3 za57  s_o but away securely  LA. 
ria3 Zi 2-3  ough, splintery 10. p. 47* 
na3n 3  to awaken 11. pp. 29, 47*, 63, 77 
na3Zic3  to untie, la 	-1.1 10. pp. 29, 47*, 63 
na3gi 3 ?ya3h zi3  he repaired it. p. 64 
na 3 gwi 3-4  10 choose 54, pp. 36, 43, 63, 108 
na3h language 22. (see zna 3h) 
na-3ka3  to sharpen (something _ etallic) LU. p. 107 
na5ka5-3  new 139. pp. 35, 44 
na 3ka3 - 4h to gather in 116. pp. 59*, 71, 88 
na3kaha4-3  glue,  117. p. 91* 
na3ka3-5 7 to sweep 1_2_1. pp. 55*, 80 
na 3k 4h ru4ne4-3  bean atole. p. 77 
na3M,,h1.4-3  satole. pp. 77, 78, 80 
na3ko 2  to be dry 243. 
na5ko 5-3  dry 243. p. 52 
nakuh-a (Co) .tole. p. 78 
na 3kwi 2-3  to_ wind up 3. pp. 34, 48, 55*, 56*, 111* 
na3na3h elderly lady, honorable lady 156. 
na3na 2 7wi 5h to recite prayers, . chant 186. 
na 3ne 5-3  wind 58. pp. 38, 55, 109 
na3ni 3ka3-4h to turn about, to return 116. 
na 3 n1 2-3  ru3wa2-3  to think, to be sad 35. p. 111* 
n.a 3n43-4  to dress oneself 254. pp. 53, 71 
na 3 ru 3wi 3-4  to erase 64. p. 69 
na.3 ru37 we 3-4/na 3ru 2 ?we 5h to pay 69. p. 69* 
na3 wi3-4 to pile up 40. p. 55 
na37 ngaahina L ?nga5171. to whittle 218. pp. 89, 107 
na3  7n1 2hgpen  91. pp. 44, 64, 85 
na2 9  n1111 5-  open 	p. 64 
n.a 37 111 3-5 7 to wash put 34. 
n437 43  to smart, to kt irritated 21. pp. 40, 48 
n. 37 43 -41 to return. p. 60 
n.42 741145-3  incantations, chants 22. pp. 86, 112* 
n437 444-3  conversation 22. p. 86 
n439 144-3  quicklime LI. p. 40 
ne 3-47 direction towards 18. pp. 65, 109 
nga3  cloud 219. p. 45 
nga4  with 216. p. 38 
nga3Z;" a span 195. pp. 45, 109 
n.gu3ya4 - 3  road-runner 224. pp. 63, 65 
ngw4.4 743h four more 155. pp. 38, 83 
ngwi (I) people 94. p. 73 
rd 3-5-4  afternoon, early evening 2. p. 109 
ni 3a4-3  dinner 230. pp. 42, 55, 72 
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ni4Za.3  full 194. p. 32 
ni 3 ka3-4h to have 116. pp. 55*, 59*, 88 
ni 5ka5 ? short 199. pp. 45, 64, 83, 110* 
ni 5nga5-3  damp,  moist 219. 

segregated, apart  from others  89. 
ni 3nTh.1 4- s dirty,  disgusting 26. pp. 60, 64, 66, 70, 86 
ni 3ta4h nothing  of 204. pp. 64, 91* 
ni Z 7  nlh15-4  open  91. 
n15 9 all .12. pp. 44, 83 
riu5gw7 9  together  with 161. pp. 40, 51, 86 
nu3gw.§.944-3  word 22. p. 86 
nu3kwa2-3  to stretch (something)  147. pp. 55*, 56* 

n• a (Co) water  144. 
xi. 4.3h net-work bag 167. pp, 50, 72, 107 
zi•A.43  cigarette  223. pp. 40, 52 
n• e (Co) knife 55. p. 110* 
n• e3-4  gu3n1 914-3  mirror  28, p. 86 

ra3ngwi 3  place-name `aqua  del sol'  'U. pp. 38, 69* 
n• e 3-5  ka3  scissors  55, 113. pp. 107, 110* 
n• e3-5-4  meat 178. p. 41 
n• e 5  naked 57. p. 66 
n. ehe_

v__
' drowsiness, sleep  168. 

(I) nine 104. pp. 49, 77 
n•/3h nu—Zrtwa3  sling-shot 147. p. 55* 

rV 3- wooden  266. pp. 68, 69 
rV3 - oval - shaped, spherical  266. pp. 68, 69 
ra3r11 1 - 2  bread.  p. 68 
ra3 z9 4-3 thing.  p. 101 
ra3 9a3  hand 149.  pp. 30, 37 
1139 4.3+e }per  hand.  p. 30 
re 3ka 9 a4-3  stick 121, 236. pp. 69, 80 
re 3ke9e 4-3 splinter  121, 236. p. 69 
re 3ko 4- 3  anona 239.  pp. 69, 109 
re 3ko 4-5 Ev5-3  the black *apote  ?35_, 02. pp. 52, 109 
re3koho4-3  leaves 236. p. 69 
re3ko4 ga549/5 " 3  a thinned-out forest.  p. 77 
re 3ko9o4- 3  in the woods,  in the forest 236. p. 77 
re2kwa3  hoe. p. 68 
re3to4-3  blanket  246. p. 69* 
re59 you  (formal). p. 20 
ri 3a4-3  oval. p. 25 
ri343-4  face of, in front of 166. pp. 50, 69, 108 
ri3 ci,3 a drop,  small quantity  of 7. pp. 29, 69 
ri 3ki 2-3  to gka 1. pp. 33, 112* 
ri 3ki 3  stomach  2, p. 69 
&e4-3  trough, manger, corn-measure, (almost anything hollowed  out 

or convex  250. pp. 69, 108* 
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ri 3 uhu5-3  hollow reed 279. p. 25 
ru3 da , a4- trlarig da. zaptatt stone rolling 12:4E 11.13.d1. gx•indine, corn) 

149.. p. 36* 
ru 3 gu3ci 5-3 	p. 68 
rugutu.?u4"' potatoes 265. pp. 91*, 110 
ru 3 gwi 3 7i 3  peach 183. p. 69 
ru2ne 3  avocado 16. pp. 38, 43, 48, 69, 112* 
ru3ne4-3  betns 17. pp. 69, 78, 101, 109 
ru3ne 4  aawa3  haba-beans, p. 78 
ru3ne4-5  ga47n3 744-3  large, black beans 17, 275. pp. 59*, 85, 109 
ru3ne4-5  gi 4ci 3  small, vari-colored beans 17. p. 109 
ru3wa2-3  insides of 1E3. p. 42 
ru 3wi 2  to roast over hot coals 47. pp. 69*, 111* 

443  thorns  1.11 . pp. 41, 51 
4. 7 43  ear  pi corn  9§_. pp. 83, 109 
te 2 71o5h 1• i 3h a little rooster. p. 78 

2 	5-4  te ?loho 	,rooster. p. 78 
to3-4-3 fur, feathers 246. p. 46 
to 3-4-3  grind stone 247. 
tv3  Wood 258. pp. 53, 92 

wa 2h to grind 220. pp. 39, 111* 
wa3 h to be in motion 133. 

wa 5t4 5 ? six 173. p. 66 
was? the right 228. 
wa3 ?a2-3  to spin 131. p. 60* 
wa5 9n45h three 31. pp. 66, 72 
w4.2 - 1  to die 134. pp. 34, 60*, 82*, 111* 
wi3•743-4h to go 133. pp. 34, 60, 91* 
we?e3  house. p. 25 
we 3 ?e 2  good, fine 184. pp. 25, 90, 112* 

w' e 3  fierce, formidable 187. 
w• e 2 

 h to %limp 154. pp. 38, 112* 
w• i 5  hidden 65. 
w' i 5h two 42. pp. 42, 43 

ya.3-4  tongue 189. p. 42 
ya3h ashes 1 1. p. 108 
ya3h Ei3nga 2  nasturtiums. p. 77 
yaha3 	 p. 77 
ya3t1.4 ?/wa-54.4 ? six more 173. p. 66 
yawi (Co) head 41. co. 65 z. 
ya3 ?wi 3 	, carbuncle 3'4/ p. 55* 
y43-4 face  pi, surface df, 	front,Q.L, plgse where, drag when, 166. 

pp. 50, 69, 108 
y43-4 ?u1-2  coarse salt.- p. 78 
y43-4 ? teeth 221. pp. 52, 108 
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y4.3 ?4. 5 - 3  twins  161. pp. 40, 51, 55, 86 
y4.2 7 445-4  musical instrument  1.22. p. 91* 

	

3 	4-3 ?OI 	saint, god, sacred personage  L91. pp. 51, 91, 108* 
3 9  5—-37.7 

	

yo 	ga. 2 tneap A year  12. pp. 77, 111* 
yo?o 3  year  260. pp. 46, 77, 78 
yo3 ?o2 - 1  Zu4  sand 264. p. 33 
yo3 ?o5-3  the gummy deposit  made la smoke from a wood fire 157. 

pp. 65, 73, 85, 109 
yuwe (I) century-plant  66. p. 55* 
yuwi (Co) century-plant  66. pp. 55*, 72 
yuwi (Co) rain  45. p. 92 
yuwi (Co) straw  mat 68. pp. 55*, 65 
yuwi (Co) people  94. p..  73 
yu? -a (Co) year.  p. 78 
yu3 ?uhu4-3  hole 279. 
yu?we (I) marke. place  62. p. 55* 
yu?weh (I) thread 180. p. 45 
yu?we? (I) ice, frost 179. 
yuwi (Co) market place  62. pp. 55*, 65 
yu?wi.h (Co) thread  110. pp. 45, 73 
yu Wi (Co) ice, frost 179. 

2 another occasion, another  time 255. 
pi5  an occasion  255. 

Ta3-4  tongue  (see ya3-4 ) 

4h43  bit 23. pp. 48, 71, 82* 
zi3 91.44-3  money  23. pp. 48, 62, 71, 82*, 86 
zdi 3 ?re -3  supper  21. pp. 86, 109 
zdu3ku4- 3  necklace  271. pp. 33, 70 
zdu3k12.4-5  ? nephew  244. pp. 52, 70 
zdu3  ?waha4-3  witchcraft  101. pp. 42, 44, 55, 73 
zdu.3 ?wi5-3  'Indian, non-Spanish-epeaking  46. p. 86 
zit -1  N3  a negro  235. 
zi 3 -ga5ka5 ? nest III. pp. 33, 88 
zi3 -g44-5  throat  a2. p. 52 
zi 3 -gwa4Zi 3  wing  111. 
zi3-ka3-4h rattle  of (rattlesnake) 124. 
zi 3 -ko4 - 5 stomach  al. p. 46 
zi 3 -ko3-4h o ach .231. pp. 62, 108 

Liu h the yolk  of an egg.  23. pp. 62, 71, 82*, 86 
zi3 -na4 ?aha4-3  shame of 163. 
zi3 -ru4ne4  kidneys  11. 
zi3 -43-5 ? ear of corn 98. 
zi3 ci?i4-3  candy  5. pp. 35, 83 

 zi3 g1 ,3 3  chicle  88. p. 49 
zi 3k1 211 shell  (pf egg) 74. pp. 33, 44, 55*, 70, 91*, 111* 
zi 3 ku2h corner  270. pp. 46, 55*, 91* 
zi 3u3-4  anus, vulva L.72. 
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zi 3 u 3 - 4  da3kweZh vulva 127 pp. 55*, 83, 107 
zna 3h language  22. p. 70 
zni.3  /4.44-3  conversation  22. p. 70 
zu3gwe3/ehe 4 -3 mattery eyes  142. 

Ea3i.3  mosquito  49. p. 25 
Ea3ka4-3  crow  120. 
Ea3ka3-4h to take, to get, to fetch 116. pp. 59*, 71, 88 
1a 5k..15-3  tall 202. pp. 52, 56 
Xa 3ko3 honey -bee, honey-comb 240. pp. 54*, 72, 107 
Ea5nga5 / truly  152. pp. 38, 44, 91* 
Ia 3ta. 211. to sti11Q (of a scorpion,  wasp, bee) 208. pp. 72, 91, 112* 
Ea 3taha473  bird 135. pp. 35, 54*, 88 
Xa3 wi2  to lick (with the tongue)  187. 
1a 3wi 5-3  butterfly 185. p. 92 
Ea3 /a3  ilea 229.  p. 54* 
/a3/wel -2  lice eges  70. p. 54 
Za3 /wi3-5 9 to rub  (of clothes  Qn the rocks) 	p. 109 
Ea3 2y4.3h ovote  176. pp. 41, 51, 108* 
'4 5  gwi 3  eleven days.  p. 78 
431 43 skunk  21. p. 40 
Zi.-3 a2  neck 232. p. 112* 

i3 4 2  village  170. pp, 41, 51, 72 
li. 3 43 crab. p. 25 
Ei 3 6a 2-1  back of, roof of, 107. pp. 54*, 56*, 61, 72 
.Ei 3 U2-1  we 	roof of house 107. 

ni 4tu 3-17urich-backed 107. 
n 3ri3-5 / intestines  71. pp. 44, 54*, 109 
Zi 3 6o 7 o4-3  the little straw-mat  on the turn-line  Z34. pp. 32, 46, 54*, 

73, 109 
Ei. 3 u2-1  egg., fruit 266. pp. 54*, 69, 70 
li. 3 .v 2 -1 stick, wood, firewood,  tree 110. pp. 40, 51, 54*, 61, 68, 69, 

80, 82* 
/i 3Z42-1  box barbecue-pit  111. pp. 40, 111* 
Ii 3 g13-4  to dawn 86. pp. 54*, 110* 
Ei 3 1It2-1  a loan 126. 
Ei 310- 2  worm  273. pp. 39, 46, 91* 
Zi 3 1u3  cat  272. pp. 39, 46, 70 
Ei 3nq. 1-2  loom 222. pp. 57*, 60, 63, 111* 
Ei 3 n4.2h crop  (ei &bird) 167. pp. 72, 83, 107 
Ei 3nga2  fence 213. p. 112* 

corral  (the clay griddle  on which tortillas  are cooked)  262. 
pp. 25, 108* 

Ei 3 o 4  y.n.3 h the circleg  3 stones  on which the  comaj, is placed  262. 
Ei 3 ra3kalia4-3  lizarct  201. p. 69* 

grasshopper  130. pp. 69, 69*, 112* 
Ii3 -ru4kwa4  rib 129. pp. 34, 69 
1i 3 ru3 /we 4-  rich man, catrin  69. p. 69* 
Ei3 7i2 foot 141. pp. 35, 89 
Ii 37 n71/14-3  group,  herd 32. p. 110* 
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Ei 3 ?nl?'1 4-3  burst 274. p. 110* 
Ei 3 ?yol -2  mud hole 261. pp. 42, 72 
Eu3 - animal 268. 
Eu3 Ee4-3  hens, domestic fowl 53. 
Eti3 gw4.3 ? 3 h grandmother 156. p. 91* 
Eu3 gwe 3-4h brother of a woman, sister of a man 182. pp. 86, 108 
Eu3 gwi3  name of 93. p. 71 
Eu3 gwi3-4h sister  Qi & woman.  38. pp. 42, 86, 108 
Eu3ku3  animal, insect 245. p. 52 
Eu3kwal -2  snake 201. p. 45 
Eu3kwa2-1  gal -2  rattle-snake 124. 
Eu3kwa3  ant 200. pp. 33, 45, 54*, 73, 88 
Eu3kwaha3  fish 122. p. 33 
Eu3m4?4.4-4 village 170. 
Eu3mi 3 gwi 5-3  world  2i. 
Eu3ne 3  fox 	pp. 31*, 40, 45, 86, 108 
Eu3 ta3h deer ./9.3. pp. 54*, 73, 88, 108 
Eu3t13 honey-bee, honey-comb 175. 
Eu3tu4-3  ;nouse. pp. 41, 46, 55, 92, 109 
Eu3tu4-5  gmq 5-3  rat 277. p. 109 
Eu3wa. 2  squirrel 225. p. 111* 
Eu5wi5h twelve 42. p. 42 
Eu?ma (I) skunk 91. p. 40 
Eu3 ?wa3  Ege, 229. p. 54* 

?rigo4  one 253. pp. 38, 46 
914  nine 104. pp. 49, 77 
?n71 5h inside a 211. pp. 55*, 65 

(Co) nine LQ,1 . pp. 49, 77 
?v5 ?q5  five 263. pp. 53, 90 

we 3-4-3  market place LI. p. 65 
?we?e 3  ice, frost 179. p. 109 

Index of Amuzgo forms 

aurn five 263. p. 53 

-ha (-tha, -wha, nkha) to fo.  133. 
hmli,? hot, angry 21. 
Imam looms 222. p. 52 
hnam (pi) cigarettes 223. p. 52 
hndai/hndseo be bigger, to be stronger 275. 
hnde wind 58. 

kaa to walk 123. 
-kaa (tkaa, lima) to sweep 121. 
kalka (p1) fish 122. 
kalko (pl) lizard 201. 
kalue (p1) Mixtec  Indians 46. 
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ka1 , 3 (pl) fleas 229. 
kandee? to chew  56. 
kaniam? (p1) bee 175. 
kantkya (pl) its 118. 
kantsa (pl) birds 135. 
Icants 9 91, (p1) skunks  95. 
kantu (p1) snakes  273. 
kantya 9  back  107. 
kasa (sg) bird 135. 
kaso (sg) mule 10 •  p. 88 
kaso hndai (sg) deer 209.  p. 88 
katkya (sg) nest  118. 
katsci, (sg) skunk 95. 
katsiam? (5g) bee 175. 
katska (sg) fish 122. 
katsko (sg) lizard 201. 
katso (p1) mules 209. 

 katsu (sg) make  2 3. 
katsue (sg) a Mixtec Indian 46. 
kats?3 (sg) flea 229. 
lcin aum fifteen.  p. 53 
k2 	 ti) t52 Aa14  
kwa? to sttike 

lho (pl) sugar  cane 249. 
liaso (sg) blanket  246. 
liatso (p1) blankets  246. 
Ika (pl) candle  L. 
ikam (pI) sandals  140. 
1k2 (pi) squashes  "Li. 
Mc rice  U. 
iko (pl) leaves  W., 
lku (pl) hornet's nests, honey-combs  240. 
lkwa (pl) 	it 	alma  (river algae)  128. 
lua (p1) century-plant  66. 
-lua (-t?ua, nk?ua) to drink 241. 
lue? (pl) holes 67. 
lue? (pl) straw mats 68. 
lui? (pl) holes 279.  
WO to blink,  to flash ligbtning  45. 
19ua (pl) cords 231. 

nam to run  222. p. 52 
nam (sg) face, edge  166. p. 50 
nam (pl) fires  172. p. 51 
narn 9  to send word 22. 
nda (pl) tda sleep  248. 
nda liquid,  water 144. 
nda kwe glue  117. 
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nda sua/ , nda 	/ rain-water 45. 
ndse (pl) faces, edges 166.. 
ndua (pl) clay pots 242. 
nhain (p1) villages 170. p. 51 
nht nine 104. 
niam (pl) ears of corn 28. 
niarn (pl) thorns 171. p. 51 
niam/ blood 258. 
nko to laugh 214. 
nkue (pl) days, light, fiestas, names 93. 
nkui to give birth t2 215. 
nIc 9 e (pl) feet 96. 
ntam/ oven 111. 
nixe beans 17. 
ntae kidneys 17. 
ntiam smoke 157. 
ntka.m to turn 	itself 116. 
ntkyu twenty 238. 
nto (pl) handleless basket 251. 
ntska .cloud,v, drizzly 219. 
ntslci (pl) wings 10. 
nts 9 gi, (p1) skunks 95. 
ntu cane leaves 249. 
ntue (pl) lightnings 45. 
nt 	(pl) gods, saints 193. 
n/arri word 22. 
n/arn (pl) sticks, wood 110. p. 51 

gam six 173. 

ricam to revolve 116. 

sam music, song, dance 192. 
se (sg) roasting-ear -ear 82. 
sho high mountain 205. 
aka (sg) candle 121. 
so wool 246. 

Nua (sg) clay got 242. 
Sue (sg) day, light, fiesta, name 93. 

(sg) foot 96. 
?ia (sg) companion, friend 161. 

-ta to sing  105. 
tai ntae/ avocado 16. 
tiara /lua pay, will fight 69. 
tko a  202. 
tma to talk over 160. 
tsah tongue 189. 
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team (sg) to sleep  248. 
tsci," a drop  7. 
tshaa7? ashes 191. 
tsliarn (sg) village  170. p. 51 

tsham nangue world  94. 

tshl salt 99. 
tsho (sg) sugar  cane 249. 

tsho su grind  stone 247. 
tsiam (sg) ear of corn 98. 
tsiam (sg) thorn  171. p. 51 

tskam (sg) sandal  140. p. 28* 

tskg (sg) squash  76. p. 28* 

tskg dough  85. 
tslc.i (sg) win 10. 
tsko (sg) leaf 236. 
tsku (sg) hornet's  nest, honey-comb 240. 

tskwa (sg) lanita  de aqua (river algae)  128. 

tsa (sg) handleless basket  251. 
tsua (sg) century-plant  66. 
tsue (sg) lightning 45. 

tsue (sg) straw mat 68. 
tsue? (sg) hole 67. 
tsui? (sg) hole 279. 
ts?arn (sg) stick,  wood 110. p. 51 
ts?arn tsho cornstalk  259. 

ts?4. (pl) companions, friends  161. 
(sg) skunk 95. 

ts?o soil 159. 
ts?ua (sg) cord 231. 
tKam (sg) fire 172.  p. 51 
tNam? foam, suds 174. 
tali sweet  5. 

(sg) god,  saint 193. 

-walhoi-talho to be on top of 205. 
we two 42. 

?m2 to teach 160. 
?ng to dig (in wood, earth,  rock) 146. 



ERRATA 

1. The Cuicatec phoneme kw  is with some frequency tran-
scribed erroneously as kw. Similarly the Cuicatec cluster nd is 
sometimes transcribed erroneously as the unit symbol 5 d. 

2. Page 37, second paragraph from the bottom. In the cita-
tion of set 145 the Cuicatec forms have been omitted. See set 145 
in the array of cognates (section 7). 

3. Page 43, center paragraph. In the citation of set 27 
grandson is given as the meaning of the Cuicatec form rather than 
the correct meaning granddaughter. 

4. Page 56. The first sentence of 4.1.1.6. should read as 
follows: ...M typically preserves *y- and *fi- forms of the above 
paradigms ... 

5. Page 68. The first sentence of 4.2.6.0. should be modi-
fied to read as follows: There are some twenty-six instances in 
our cognate sets of T r in penultimate syllables. (The six addi-
tional instances of T penultimate r that are not discussed in 4.2.6. 
in no way modify the conclusions of that section.) 

6. Page 71, statement (2) of first paragraph of 4.3.1.2. The 
following sentence should be added at the conclusion of this state-
ment: Reflex e also occurs after M-SE k'' when any consonant 
except glottal stop initiates the following syllable. 

7. Page 118, set'20. The formula (*23; C *11) should read 
as follows: (*23, *24; C *11). 

8. Page 122, set 45. The formula (*33) should read as 
follows: (*24, *33). 

9. Page 124, set 67. Add the meaning hole after the Amuzgo 
forms. 
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